Magazine Editing explains the job of the magazine editor. John Morrish considers the role of the editor both as a journalist, having to provide information and entertainment for readers, and as a manager, expected to lead and supervise the development of a magazine or periodical.

This fully revised and updated edition begins by looking at the current state of the magazine market and explains how this has developed and changed in recent years. Featuring case studies, examples of covers and spreads and useful tables and graphs, the book moves on to discuss the editor’s many roles and the skills needed to run a publication: knowing the reader; building an editorial team; using words, pictures and design; managing production; responsible and ethical management.

Written by an experienced editor and writer, Magazine Editing offers practical guidance on:

- How to create an editorial strategy.
- How to lead and manage an editorial team.
- Researching a market and finding new readers.
- Dealing with budgets and finance.
- Legal, technological and ethical dilemmas.
- How to become an editor.

John Morrish is a freelance writer, editor and journalism trainer. He is the former editor of Time Out, commissioning editor on the Telegraph Magazines and sub-editor on Private Eye. He writes regularly for the Daily Telegraph and Independent on Sunday.
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When the first edition of this book was written, in 1995, journalists and publishers seemed on the brink of great technological turmoil. We had already absorbed the impact of computers on our working routines. We were about to discover how to publish ‘online’—via the computer screen, rather than paper and ink—and to find out whether that would turn our jobs and our industry upside down.

In the event, the future proved more like the present than many of us had expected. Online publishing became an adjunct to traditional publishing, not a replacement for it. Print magazines marched on. Indeed, one of the side effects of the Internet boom was the demand it created for printed matter of all kinds, from magazines and directories to textbooks and manuals. Even determinedly ink-bound writers and editors will have noticed the revenue it poured into magazine publishing, just as they will have experienced the painful adjustment when the Internet millions disappeared.

It was a reminder, once again, of the theme of this book: that the job of most magazine editors is to find common ground between two rival philosophies. On the one hand, there is journalism, which aims to provide information, enlightenment and entertainment for a selected group of readers, without much concern for cost. On the other, there is publishing, which aims to generate profit by creating a magazine whose readers will be attractive to wealthy advertisers. The editor negotiates and translates between the two and makes the whole idea work.

The journalistic aspects of online publishing were both familiar and straightforward. Many compelling online magazines sprang into life. A few survive. The problem was that the publishing aspects never made commercial sense. It is reassuringly expensive to launch a print magazine, which keeps competitors out. But on the Internet, the supply of rival publications, all seeking your advertising, is limitless. Worse, the demand for such advertising is decidedly limited. Now publishers are trying again, this time starting from the premise that users must pay for what they want to read. It will be interesting to see whether that is any more successful.

We can be sure, though, that the essence of the editor’s job will not change unduly. Nor will the skills an editor requires. The purpose of this book is to describe the job, and enumerate those skills, for the benefit of those becoming editors,
contemplating editing, or even just entering the profession with serious ambitions. More experienced editors too may benefit from having a point of reference, a source of ideas and (who knows?) a certain amount of reassurance that they are not alone.

The skills of an editor fall into two categories. There are the journalistic skills that get you the job in the first place. Then there are the managerial skills: leading your team, dealing with money, taking responsibility. In the past, many of us had to learn those by trial and error. We went from being ‘one of us’ to ‘one of them’ overnight, and it was painful. This book covers the journalistic skills, from the new perspective of editorship: encouraging and managing the way others write and edit. But it concentrates on the managerial and leadership aspects of the job.

Thinking and talking about money, particularly, doesn’t always come easily to journalists. But a wise editor recognises that profitable (or securely funded) publishing is the guarantee of editorial integrity and quality. On the other hand, if profit becomes a publication’s only goal, it will fail editorially—and then it will fail commercially. The editor must find the balance and hold on to it.

Business is changing. These days, profit and loss are complemented by talk of responsiveness, flexibility and service. While some magazines and publishing houses stick to the old philosophy of mass production—produce something you consider acceptable and pump it out in volume—those which will prosper are making ever greater efforts to know and serve their readers. That will ensure they stay attractive to advertisers. Editorial success and commercial strength will continue to reinforce one another.

Knowing our readers and their interests has always been fundamental to editorship. For the time being, print and paper are dominant, but publishing may not always involve smearing ink on crushed trees. It may not always consist of still pictures and text. But the magazine idea will prosper as long as human beings require a convenient, accessible, portable and self-renewing source of information, explanation, provocation and amusement.

Publishers like to claim that people have a special love for magazines. Certainly, since the end of the seventeenth century, when they first appeared in London and Paris, magazines have found a place in the lives of most people in the wealthy part of the world. In time, they may conquer the rest.

In those three centuries, the way magazines have been created and read has changed as radically as society itself. In the eighteenth century magazines were an adornment to an elite society built on elegant conversation. Printed to be read in coffee houses and learned salons, they developed alongside the City institutions that financed the Empire and the Industrial Revolution. When industrial work brought mass literacy, magazines came with it. In the twentieth century, the magazine encountered cinema, radio and television and survived.

Today, the magazine publishing industry continues its relentless search for new markets, a search built on finding new ideas and exploiting old ones more effectively. Meanwhile, the Internet may no longer dominate all conversations,
but it has not gone away. It remains both a technological promise and a threat. Editors must always look to the future.

This book starts with a look at the size and shape of the current magazine market, and an explanation of how it has developed. It moves on to discuss the editor’s many roles: knowing the reader; building an editorial team; using words, pictures and design; managing money; managing production; and playing a responsible role in the wider world. At its heart is an attempt to explain what editors do and why they are essential in the creation of everything from a parish magazine to a colour supplement.

No one ever learned to be an editor from a textbook. No book can replace experience. But a book can offer a modest amount of encouragement and even inspiration, as well as a core of relevant background information. It will help you come to the job better equipped, and ensure you meet fewer nasty surprises. You should be able to speak the language of your new colleagues in management. You will understand the way things have been done in the past. But none of this should stop you doing what every editor has to do—remake the job in the way that best suits your own abilities. Good luck.
Publishing magazines is a large and lucrative business. In the UK, nearly 9,000 titles take advertising, a number that has risen by 25 per cent in 10 years. Magazines of all kinds earn more than £6 billion a year, if you include such spin-offs as exhibitions and yearbooks. In the USA and Canada, there are about 18,000 titles, although only 2,600 are listed in the reference books used by major advertisers. Their advertising revenue alone comes to about $16 billion a year. It’s a big business, and it is growing.

Each of those magazines will have an editor, or will share that editor with a sister title. Few magazines have two editors, for reasons that will become clear: but they do exist. Attempts have occasionally been made to let editors ‘job-share’: they are usually short-lived. A magazine requires an individual vision, and it needs someone who will take responsibility—the blame, when things go wrong—and two people can’t share that. Some magazines, though, have both an editor and an ‘editor-in-chief’. This is a tricky situation. If their roles are clearly defined, it can be helpful to both parties. More often, it speaks of a nervousness or an unwillingness to delegate.

If you’ve never done this, go to a reference library and look at British Rate & Data, universally known as BRAD. This is a monthly publication that lists every magazine and newspaper in the UK that accepts advertising (there are many more that don’t, of course). You will quickly discover that not only are there a lot of titles needing editors, but also they are extraordinarily varied. And it’s not simply a matter of subject matter. They also work in different ways, because they represent business strategies. One way of finding your way through them is to take the advice given to journalists Carl Woodward and Bob Bernstein when they were investigating Watergate: ‘follow the money’.

- Some magazines depend primarily on money from their readers.
- Some depend primarily on money from advertisers.
- Some depend on money from an outside party with something to promote.
What is interesting is that these strategies developed over time, one after the other. Now, though, they are in operation simultaneously, sometimes on the same magazine.

**Reader-funded publishing**

The obvious way of publishing a magazine is to get the readers to pay its whole cost. That’s how books are published, as well as some scientific periodicals, business newsletters and specialised publications. It is also the way magazines began, as a type of publication that was not a newspaper but which nonetheless appeared regularly.

The first magazine is generally considered to be the German *Erbauliche Monaths-Unterredungen* of 1663, whose title (‘Edifying Monthly Discussions’) summed up its appeal. It was effectively a literary and philosophical correspondence conducted in public. Similar scholarly periodicals appeared elsewhere in Europe in the following years, but they were usually aimed at the intellectual elite, written by one or two authors at a time, and dedicated to a narrow range of subjects.

The variety in subject matter and authorship that we expect in modern magazines didn’t appear until 1672, when the French writer Jean Donneau de Vizé created *Le Mercure Galant*. It was the first miscellany, combining accounts of court life, theatre and books with pieces of verse, and it was widely copied throughout Europe, not least in London. By 1693, London even boasted its first women’s magazine, *Ladies’ Mercury*.

These publications were not called magazines, of course. That name only arrived with the *Gentleman’s Magazine* of 1731. Previously the word, a version of the Arabic term for a storehouse, had been used to describe actual and metaphorical hoards of treasure and, in a literary sense, books containing lots of useful information for sailors, travellers and so on. Edward Cave, creator of the publication, was trying to express the richness, variety and bounty of the new periodicals. The description has never been bettered, but his early issues do little to live up to it. Assembled by pillaging other publications, books and pamphlets, they slightly resemble modern ‘press reviews’ such as *This Week*, without their scrupulous concern for copyright. Later, though, Cave introduced original writing and began to justify his title.

Cave’s recipe was much copied, and magazines benefited from increasing literacy, especially among women, throughout the eighteenth century. But they remained a costly item. In the middle years of the nineteenth century, the first ‘family’ magazines began to appear, including Dickens’s *Household Words*. The formula now included lengthy pieces of serial fiction as well as improving material. And attempts were made to keep prices low. *Household Words* cost 2d., equivalent to about 45p now, and people bought it. Advertising existed, but it was only seen as a modest subsidy to the publishing operation, not least because, until 1853, it was subject to a special tax. Even after the tax had been repealed, most
respectable publishers recoiled from taking advertisers’ money, at least for a while. Elsewhere, the opposition was more trenchant: *Reader’s Digest* in the USA did not take advertising until 1955.

Reader-supported magazines continue to thrive. Much academic and scientific publishing operates in this way, the costs of production mostly being borne by libraries. Everyone who joins a club, a society or a campaign and pays a membership fee will probably be paying a significant proportion of the cost of the magazine that the organisation produces. Some of these will take advertising, but it is often problematical for them, and it is never the reason for their existence.

**Newsletters**

Newsletters are basic print publications, usually without advertising, pictures or elaborate graphics. Their editorial proposition is that the unadorned information within is worth the whole cost of production (plus the publisher’s profit). This is an extremely difficult act to sustain. In the past, industry newsletters did well by simply presenting a ‘digest’ of information available from other sources. Readers who considered their time valuable paid for the convenience of having someone else make a selection. All the information was available elsewhere, probably for nothing or on a normal magazine subscription.

But the point of newsletters is that their ‘unprofessional’ production and appearance provides an aura of authenticity, of ‘unvarnished truth’, that is attractive to some readers. There is a stigma attached to slickness. Sometimes the editorial skills we cherish—selecting, shaping, projecting, dramatising—are not valued. If we are honest, we will also recognise that there are times when they are not appropriate.

But a newsletter cannot succeed if its content does not convince. A specialist industry newsletter will only justify its price, often wildly beyond its perceived value, if it offers insights gleaned from those working in the field every day. They may need trained and experienced journalists to help them, but they should know their subject matter. Newsletter publishing is a natural for online treatment, and there are many Internet mailing lists that do similar jobs. But readers too busy for traditional magazines never have time for e-mail.

**Advertiser-funded publishing**

Frank Munsey contributed to the journalism of his day the talent of a meat packer, the morals of a money changer and the manner of an undertaker.

(Obituary by William Allen White)
Munsey was a pioneer of American magazine publishing. All he had done to bring down the wrath of White, a fellow editor and publisher, was ruthlessly to exploit an important discovery. He realised at the end of the nineteenth century that magazine publishers could raise so much money from advertisers that they could sell their publications for much less than they cost to produce. It remains the basis of most commercial magazine publishing.

He wasn’t the first to come up with the idea, although he may have carried it through most effectively. A fascinating thesis written by David Phillips for his Yale University PhD tells the story.² The pioneer was Cyrus Curtis, publisher of the *Ladies’ Home Journal*, skilfully edited by his wife Louisa. A spin-off of from a local farming paper, the *Journal* was launched in 1883. Full of practical information, with a sprinkling of fashion, it found a readership among ordinary woman at an annual subscription of 50 cents a year. By the end of its first year, it had 25,000 subscribers; by 1885, 100,000; by 1886, 270,000. This didn’t happen by accident. The Curtises expanded vigorously, using methods that more conventional publishers considered suicidal. They cut the subscription price to drive up circulation, and used that circulation to justify increasing the price of advertising. At the same time, they increased the number of pages, from 8 to 16 and then 32, to accommodate more lucrative advertisements and to give the readers more to read. That, in turn, gave them the justification for raising the price of a subscription.

By 1893, the *Ladies’ Home Journal* had become the biggest and most profitable magazine in the USA. It had grown from an eight-page, 25,000-subscriber magazine costing 50 cents a year to a 32-page publication with 700,000 subscribers paying $1 a year each. They were getting twice as much magazine for their money. But the real winners were the Curtises. A page of advertising that had cost $200 in 1883 was now bringing in $4,000.

Frank Munsey, meanwhile, had been publishing, editing and largely writing a fiction magazine for teenagers. Its usual method was to take the stories from British boys’ magazines and adapt them with American settings and names. In 1889, he launched a comic weekly, and then in 1891 converted it to a general interest monthly, called *Munsey’s Magazine*. Its distinguishing characteristic was that, uniquely, all its illustrations were photographs. But it did not make money until Munsey broke from the established pattern of monthly magazine publishing, which was to sell a modest number of expensive magazines to a wealthy market. He saw the success of the Curtises, and decided to aim squarely at the mass market.

In 1893, he took two radical steps. He slashed the price of a copy from 25 to 10 cents, and he increased both the amount of editorial space and the number of photographs. The fact that these photographs would increasingly feature semi-clothed female statues and paintings from the great museums did him no harm either. His circulation income dropped and his costs rose—but circulation soared. In October 1893, Munsey was selling 20,000 copies. By February 1894, circulation had reached 200,000. By the end of the century, Munsey was able to claim the biggest magazine sales in the world, double that of the combined sales
of his three erstwhile rivals, Harper’s, Scribners and Century. With increased sales came increased volumes of advertising sold at higher rates. As Munsey and his rivals moved into the new century, they had come to expect that advertising would account for 80 per cent of their income. (In the UK today, business magazines still expect to earn about 80 per cent of their income from advertising. The figure is much lower for consumer magazines, for whom sales to readers are still a dominant concern.)

The new dominance of advertisers had a number of consequences. Publishers had to be able to prove to advertisers that they were distributing as many copies as they claimed, and, after much acrimony, the Audit Bureau of Circulation was created in the USA and UK to do this job. Furthermore, publishers now had to demonstrate that their magazines would work for advertisers, using hard figures. They began to invest heavily in research into their readers’ likes, dislikes and spending power. Again, this began earlier than you might think. In 1911, Cyrus Curtis created the first commercial research department to find out what his readers were buying so he could use that information to target advertisers.

The consequences of advertiser-dominated publishing

Beyond all that, there were implications that remain with us today. Magazine publishing became a punishingly expensive business to enter. On the face of it, magazine publishing is a kind of manufacturing operation, producing bundles of paper for sale. But in order to establish a new magazine, publishers must expect to make a loss during the whole period in which circulation is being built. To create bigger, more attractive issues, and print more copies of them, takes more and more money. It only becomes justified when a high circulation is reached and advertising prices can be set high. This has had the effect both of discouraging new entrants to the business and of discouraging innovation.

Without the advertising subsidy, new magazines would theoretically be profitable almost from the start—but readers would no longer expect to pay the full cost of what they read. One of the attractions of the Internet for publishers was that readership could increase all the time without additional production costs. But the Internet provided no real way of verifying readership, and presented no significant barrier to new entrants into the market. The expense of creating new print publications is what guarantees the profitability of those that already exist.

And then there’s a curious paradox: that the most profitable time for a magazine is when circulation is declining. Advertisements are sold at a price reflecting the previous high sale, but print and production costs are now reduced. Of course, this is a short-term windfall. As soon as the falling circulation figures are revealed, wise advertisers will expect a reduction in the price of advertising.

Meanwhile, there’s an important philosophical consequence of the new advertising-led mode of magazine production. It depends on combining commerce and journalism, which is something editors have to learn to appreciate. This, too, emerged very early on. Cyrus Curtis once addressed an audience of advertisers:
Do you know why we publish the *Ladies’ Home Journal*? The editor thinks it is for the benefit of American women. That is an illusion, but a very proper one for him to have. But I will tell you the real reason, the publisher’s reason, is to give you people who manufacture things that American women want and buy a chance to tell them about your products.\(^4\)

Here is the first recognition of the chasm between the publishing and editorial outlooks. When both publisher and editor prosper by selling magazines to readers, their functions are essentially complementary. But the introduction of the advertising-based model of publishing—and some business magazines today have no other source of income—changes that. Editors may continue to see themselves as providing focused, relevant information for readers, but publishers are really supplying a commodity to advertisers. That commodity is the attention of a group of good prospects for them to advertise to. Put bluntly, magazine publishers sell readers to advertisers.

Media theorists have had plenty to say about the consequences of this, particularly in relation to the women’s magazine market. Editors, though, know that the way to make the advertising-based model work is to produce compelling independent journalism. Nothing else will produce the degree of commitment and attention in readers that advertisers require in a media-saturated age.

There is a famous story about *Esquire* magazine, which in 1940 published an article praising the guitar as a source of home entertainment. Immediately, piano manufacturers withdrew their advertising, forcing the magazine to issue an apology six months later. Hard times and nervous advertisers always bring similar threats, but editors must withstand them. Independent editorial is the mark of a publication worth advertising in. When important advertisers are upset or offended, publishers may be irritated by the intangible concept of editorial integrity, which stands in the way of harmonious and mutually profitable relationships. Tough—strong editorial is the grit in the oyster. It might be uncomfortable for the oyster, but without it there’s nothing worth selling.

For all its flaws, the Curtis-Munsey model of advertising-based publishing dominates the industry today. The usual way of characterising magazine publishing in the UK is to break it up into two parts: business and consumer. Business is dominated by business-to-business titles, which serve those working in a particular industry, but there are also more wide-ranging magazines, dealing with the subject as a whole. Consumer magazines, meanwhile, include both general and specialist titles. What they all have in common is an appetite for advertising. Business magazines currently earn about 80 per cent of their revenue from advertising. Consumer magazines take about 30 per cent. The difference is largely accounted for by the dominance of the ‘controlled circulation’ model in business publishing, in which readers receive free copies if they demonstrate that they have the kinds of occupations that the advertisers are anxious to address.
‘Business-to-business’ magazines used to be called ‘trade and technical’. In 2001, there were 5,342 business titles in the UK (BRAD), a slight reduction on the high point a couple of years previously, and nearly double the number of consumer titles. Between them they earned nearly £1,300 million in advertising—more than 10 per cent of the total spent on all forms of advertising in the UK. Despite this, their profile outside the industry is low, because few of them appear on bookstalls. They sell only £400 million worth of copies a year, and most of those are by postal subscription. Aside from advertising, they earn a great deal of money from exhibitions, awards, conferences and a whole range of spin-off publications, including directories, CD-ROMs, sponsored supplements and so on. Many also sell their subscription lists to advertisers. In this way, they have learned to exploit their relationships with their readers to the full without, in many cases, taking any money off them. As an editor of a business title, you will need to learn to love these ‘brand extensions’, to use the jargon.

There is no such thing as a typical business-to-business magazine, any more than there is a typical business. And there are few industries which do not boast at least one title: there are currently at least 200 about agriculture, forestry and fishing, and more than 600 dealing with various aspects of medicine and health. Some 95 per cent of people in business and industry say they read at least one business magazine: the average person reads four.

At one end of the scale come glossy general publications aimed at a broad range of people working in business. Titles such as The Economist and Management Today have more in common with consumer magazines than with much of the business press, and are usually edited by people with wide journalistic experience both within and outside the business market. At the other extreme come technical titles aimed at the specifiers and purchasers of particular items of equipment: Control & Instrumentation and Process Equipment News. Their editors and journalists will almost invariably have had some experience in the industry.

In between come all the rest. Some magazines are ‘industry’ orientated, designed to appeal to a range of people within that sector, while others direct themselves at particular professions within an industry or towards particular technical interests. Weeklies will often have a broad appeal within, say, the computing or advertising industry. Monthlies tend to define themselves more narrowly, to particular professional groups.

There are three broad types of circulation and each has an effect on a magazine’s identity. About 30 per cent of commercial business magazines have a cover price, and are bought either on the bookstall or by subscription; the remainder are distributed free to qualifying readers once they have been identified as useful to advertisers and placed on a mailing list. There are also institutional magazines, where distribution comes as part of the membership of some professional or learned society.
When paid-for magazines and controlled-circulation titles are battling in the same market, they will have subtly different objectives. Controlled-circulation magazines survive by convincing their advertisers that they are being read. This is no mean feat: those working in fields that advertisers find lucrative are often inundated with free publications. Increasing circulation, which drives paid-for magazines, will not help controlled-circulation magazines. It can only be achieved by altering the qualification criteria and increasing the size of the mailing list: that may simply make the magazine less well targeted and hence less interesting to advertisers.

Paid-for magazines need solid sales, both for circulation income and to keep advertising rates high. One editorial consequence of this is that paid-for magazines aim to be ‘journals of record’, aiming at longevity and sobriety. They want people to renew their subscriptions automatically, and file copies on the shelves behind the managing director’s desk. Controlled-circulation titles, in contrast, need to be picked up, read and remembered, which means they tend to go for hard news and impact. Research must demonstrate to advertisers that these titles are not only seen but read with close attention.

Institutional magazines present a different set of problems. There the close relationship with the parent organisation may create difficulties for the editor’s freedom of action. Publishing objectives should always be clear, but in this case they may not be. Is the magazine a service for the reader, or a way of making money for the institution, or some combination of both?

The business press’ readers can be very demanding. The individual industrial communities served are small, and relationships both with the title and with personalities, can be intense and long-lasting. Editors will be expected to play a role in that community in a way that does not arise for those working in consumer magazines.

One obvious difficulty is that editors will have to publish articles about their advertisers. Inevitably, some of these will be negative. This is a tricky business which will be looked at in more detail later. If your magazine is about chemistry, and chemical companies are your advertisers, you can expect trouble. It helps when advertisers have a more oblique relationship with the subject matter: magazines for family doctors are full of adverts for anti-depressants, but in general the editorial stays off the topic.

In the strictly scientific field, different editorial objectives and procedures operate: papers are subject to searching ‘peer review’ before being published, to ensure their acceptability, and without exception the journals are edited by those who share the vocabulary and expertise of their readers and writers. Nonetheless, while ‘journalistic’ values may be inappropriate, editorial skills will always be necessary.
Consumer magazines

When the general public think about magazines, they usually have consumer titles in mind. They think of *Radio Times*, or *FHM*, or *Cosmopolitan*: they don’t think of *Containerisation International*. At the last count, in the year 2001, there were 3,120 consumer titles published in the UK. In the same year, about 400 were launched, and at least 100 closed: it is hard to be precise, since not all closures are announced.

Editorial technology has made it cheaper and quicker to create new magazines, but it is no easier to make them thrive. On one day in November 2001, IPC Media closed six titles, ranging from *Women’s Journal*, a 74-year-old magazine that had slowly and inexorably lost its place in the market, to *Your Life*, a women’s weekly that was less than a year old.

Titles that die—and every closure is a kind of death to those involved with it—are sometimes succumb to the economic climate. The year 2001 was disastrous, because of the collapse of the ‘dot-com’ Internet economy. That took with it not only most of the magazines’ online ‘portal’ sites, and many of the magazines that commented upon the online world, but also a lot of advertising from more general titles.

But other titles die because of changes in society itself. In the years when house prices slumped, people opted to make the best of what they had, and home interest magazines boomed. When the housing market picked up, people dreamed of new homes, lost interest in decorating, and previously successful magazines such as *Homes & Ideas* and *Garden Inspirations* were quietly put to sleep. We may like the idea of magazines that span the centuries, and many titles successfully renew themselves to adapt to changes in society, but publishers and editors are also learning to make the most of short-term enthusiasms. That means accepting that titles will be born, but also that they will die.

In business magazines, the success of a publishing venture reflects entirely the buoyancy of that sector within a nation’s economy. New technologies and industries require new magazines. Shrinking industries are less attractive to publishers. Traditionally, business publishing has been practised in large houses offering many titles: as one industry goes into a temporary slump, another enjoys a boom. The titles balance one another out. But increasingly publishers target an industry only while the prospects are good: when it slumps, they turn elsewhere.

In the consumer sector, most of this kind of ‘churn’ takes place within what is called the ‘specialist’ area. Consumer magazines are often divided into ‘general’ and ‘specialist’ titles. True ‘general interest’ magazines were the heart of the magazine industry until the 1950s. Titles like *Titbits* or *Picture Post* offered something for everyone: news, features, fiction sometimes, puzzles and games. They ceased to exist when television began providing information and entertainment to a mass family audience. They continue to thrive on the Continent, but here they live on in two pale shadows. The first is the newspaper colour supplement, which, slightly remote from economic pressures, can afford to be
interesting but not essential reading. The other is the magazine about television itself: What’s On TV, Radio Times and the rest see the world through the eyes of television, but that does give them broad coverage. It also makes them among the most successful magazines that people are prepared to pay for: they currently stand first and third in circulation terms (the second is the women’s title Take A Break).

Most ‘general’ consumer magazines are not general at all, but focused on a broad segment of society. They are for women or men in a particular age group and social bracket, or they are for people with a dominant interest in, say, current affairs or popular science. ‘Specialist’ titles, on the other hand, are for people with sharply defined hobbies and pursuits, often involving the purchase of expensive kit. This is the world inhabited by MacUser, Fast Ford, Classic Stitches and more than 3,000 other magazines: there are fewer than 100 ‘general’ titles. The most successful specialist magazine is currently BBC Gardeners’ World, selling 344,000 copies.

Some specialist pursuits are more short-lived than others. Publishers who know this area, and who can operate at speed, aim to catch enthusiasms before they peak and leave them before they fizzle out. There are plenty of examples: skateboarding, which comes and goes; mountain-biking; particular computer games ‘consoles’; Beanie Babies. While some specialist areas will always be with us—the major sports, home interests, cars, real babies—others will not. So if your career takes you into more volatile areas, you will need to build up solid editorial skills as a backup to your obvious enthusiasm for the subject matter. You have to be adaptable.

The specialist titles are not negligible. About a quarter of the population will read at least one, most months. More to the point, for publishers, the readers tend to be above-average earners and to be relatively untouched by commercial television. Presumably they’re working on their fast Fords, or rag-rolling the baby’s room. They also, according to the publishers’ research, read the advertising in their specialist magazines—which makes them a good audience to sell to advertisers, and explains why much of the drive of publishing at the end of the twentieth century was to find ever narrower markets. Only a serious slump slowed a process that meant that in 2001 there were, for instance, 56 different titles about being a parent.

General consumer magazines find their readers from a broader sweep of the population and by more subtle means. If you call your magazine Fast Ford and have a picture of a hot Escort RS Turbo on the front, no one is going to look inside for relationship advice. But general magazines can’t always pull in their target readers so directly. They have to find them and keep them through subtleties of design, balance of content and tone of voice. Readers of women’s magazines, while increasingly volatile in their reading habits, will usually settle on a title or group of titles that appeals to them. The editor has to create that appeal and sustain it, month after month, holding on to that group while deterring others who might weaken the sense of community. And yet, in terms of age, income and so on, the readers and non-readers may be exactly the same. All this can be more tricky than
producing magazines for people who have kindly defined themselves by their work or leisure interests.

Of course, some editors succeed simply by producing magazines in their own image. It happened with *Private Eye* in the 1960s, and, despite some commercial difficulties, Richard Ingrams has done it again with *The Oldie*. James Brown did it with *Loaded*, and may do it again, older and wiser, with *Jack*. When this works, publishers tend to go with it. Common background, interests and language between editor and readers will always provide a head start. But many editors, if not most, find themselves running titles with which they have no natural empathy. Some consider that to represent true professionalism. But it is always second-best. In general consumer magazines, especially, editors operate by instinct more than calculation.

**Publishing to promote**

Another way of publishing a magazine is sell it to an organisation with a message to get across. That message might be commercial, political or moralistic. The magazine is an attractive format for this type of material precisely because it is not often used to put across a single point of view Instead, a magazine’s readers expect to be intrigued, cajoled and persuaded by a variety of voices.

Starting in 2000, the UK government’s Department for Education and Employment began producing its own free ‘magazine’, called *Parents & Schools*, distributing two million copies across the country, notably at supermarket checkouts. According to the then Education Secretary, David Blunkett, this provided ‘helpful information to parents on topical issues’. The idea was to create the kind of affection and attachment that readers experience when they choose a magazine, and to sneak under their apparent resistance to official communications telling them what is good for them. It looked reasonably convincing, but it was not really a magazine, since its content and presentation were determined, 100 per cent, by Whitehall. The taxpayer paid the bill to launch it, which had cost £2.3 million by the time of its first issue (Hansard, 19 December 2000). It would be interesting to know whether it was considered a success.

**House journals**

A house journal is a magazine with no significant advertising or cover price, created by an organisation to communicate with its staff. House journals and in-house publications of all types are sometimes produced by contract publishers, working closely with the management of the organisation concerned. But it is always a good idea for editors and writers to be close to their readers, and while in-house publications produced outside may look more professional, they rarely succeed in providing the necessary sense of an organisation talking to itself. The John Lewis Partnership, for instance, produces both a national staff magazine and a weekly newsletter in each store.
Communication is one of the great themes of contemporary management. At its worst, the house journal is simply the contemporary equivalent of the threatening message on the notice board or a Tannoy announcement—another form of shouting. Any editor who has worked in this area has horror stories of bundles of staff newspapers delivered to branches on a Friday and returned unopened a week later. Staff must feel the publication belongs to them, even if they’re not paying for it. This requires maturity on the part of management, which may not always see the point of paying for a publication that isn’t crudely banging the company drum. The challenges for a house journal editor are no different from those facing any editor: you must make the journal read, and the best way of doing that is to make it loved.

**Contract publishing and customer magazines**

More recently, we have seen the rise of ‘contract publishing’ and ‘customer magazines’ created on behalf of retailers, airlines or membership organisations. These developed in the 1980s and 1990s, initially as straightforward promotional vehicles for the companies concerned. Since then, however, many have matured to become publishing operations in their own right. In some cases, non-journalistic businesses hire outside publishers to produce the magazines for them. In others, publishers pay for access to the company’s customers, whether that is achieved through a mailing list or by direct distribution to their aircraft seat.

Companies producing customer magazines have now realised that as well as controlling the editorial messages to their customers, they can sell advertising and in some cases even charge for the publication, just like traditional publishers. If they are retailers, they can give themselves a monopoly at their own checkouts. Or, they can sell the whole operation to an outside concern in return for a fee or a cut.

But the marketing is the point of the exercise. ‘It’s a chance to sit down one to one with your customer and have half an hour to explain what your company is about,’ according to Andrew Hirsch, chief executive of John Brown Citrus, the leading British contract publishing company. ‘An ad on TV or on a poster takes just a few minutes or seconds. Research shows that those with a magazine have greater loyalty.’ And for that to work, the magazines have increasingly become as creatively slick as the most glamorous bookstall titles.

Success is not guaranteed, of course. Every year, new entrants join this attractive market, but many withdraw hurt, before trying again. Nonetheless, it is a fact that 8 out of the 10 highest circulation magazines in the UK are now customer publications. Sky Television’s customer magazine distributes more than 5,347,000 copies, giving it the biggest circulation of all. Offerings from the Automobile Association, Orange, Boots, Safeway and Asda follow behind. The contract publishing industry goes to great lengths to prove that what it is doing is commercially worthwhile. In a given year, only about 70 per cent of the population say they have seen a customer magazine, but those who have seem to like them.
In a 1999 survey, 81 per cent said they enjoyed reading the last customer magazine they saw: then again, 74 per cent said they only read it because it was free.\(^6\)

It is easy to mock. Nonetheless, customer magazines and contract publishing have grown rapidly over the last 20 years to become an industry worth £300 million.

**Publishing and editing**

Once editors stood aloof from the commercial aspects of their magazines. The money only mattered in so far as it permitted journalism to take place. They would only take an interest in advertising revenue, distribution and promotion when the money looked like running out. And publishers liked it like that. They thought of editors, and journalists generally, as artistic types who need to be both indulged and sheltered from harsh realities.

That won’t do any more. Reluctantly at first, and then with increasing enthusiasm, editors have learned to become involved in the publishing process, rather than simply offering editorial services to those whose business is producing magazines. Partly this is a result of tough market conditions, and partly of a new emphasis on teamwork within publishing. It may also reflect the spirit of our age, in which entrepreneurship, management and financial expertise have achieved a new status.

Editors once enjoyed ‘gentleman amateur’ status, which they felt was compromised by contact with money. Now they must contribute to the commercial well-being of their magazines as well as their editorial quality. All that has left some doubt about where an editor’s duty lies, but it need not. An editor’s most important relationship is with the readers. But for that to prosper, editors need good working relationships with their publishers.

The word ‘publisher’ is ambiguous, in that it means both the person or organisation which owns the magazine, or group of magazines, and the individual responsible for the day-to-day management and commercial performance of a particular title. In some organisations, for instance the National Magazine Company, publishers and editors work on a basis of broad equality. The publisher organises the advertising strategy and personnel; the editor handles the editorial strategy and the journalists. Both are answerable to a publishing director or managing director. Elsewhere, the publisher is at the top of the chain of responsibility. Editors work opposite an advertising manager.

Historically, publishers have tended to come from an advertising background, while editors have always been journalists. These days, however, it is not uncommon for publishers to have started their careers in journalism before ‘crossing over’ or ‘joining the other side’. What’s more, there’s less of a cultural divide between commercial and journalistic teams than there once was. Advertising sales people are now likely to have had the same education, and to enjoy the same leisure activities and interests, as their journalistic peers. Both journalism and advertising sales are increasingly graduate-entry careers.
The new generation of publishers are not, then, as remote from editors as was once the case. This is a good thing, but there are dangers. The interests of journalism and publishing are not always identical. This becomes clear when, as is often the case, journalists find themselves writing stories which have an impact on individual advertisers or the wider industries of which they are a part.

A magazine which never has to run stories about its own advertisers is privileged. More often, especially in the business press, the activities of advertisers will be a natural focus for editorial interest. Legitimate journalism will sometimes appear threatening to individual advertisers. Sales executives are protective of relationships built up over years. They will not always see the necessity to print one potentially disruptive story rather than another that would be less troublesome. And, because they work on commission, those relationships have a direct effect on their earnings. In cases of conflict, an appeal is always made to ‘the interests of the magazine’. But the interests of the magazine as seen by publishers and editors do not always coincide.

The key phrase here is ‘editorial integrity’, an expression which has been abused by both parties in the publishing relationship. Editors use it to protect activities they just don’t want their publisher to know about. Publishers sometimes use it to cordon off the area in which the editor is permitted to take an interest. An editor who is reassured that a commercial project will not impinge on his or her ‘editorial integrity’ should beware.

The values of the advertising world are ‘hard’, represented by columns of figures; those of journalism are ‘soft’, expressed in terms of ‘news value’ and ‘impact’. Judgements that appear uncontroversial to an editor may not appear so to those less familiar with journalistic practice. Editors have learned the language of money; good publishers must come to terms with editorial values. Some publishers, of course, are former editors. What is striking about them, sometimes, is their ‘convert’s zeal’: in demonstrating their commitment to commercial values, they can prove troublesome to any editors who follow them.

The publishing imperative

A journalist who is only interested in making money is not to be trusted. But then, neither is a publisher who is not interested in it. In the commercial sector, making money is the essence of publishing, and provides the validation for the activity. Profit is a measure of how well you are employing people’s talents and your company’s resources. A profitable magazine is one which is wanted, valued and has earned its right to exist. This is not something to be scorned.

A publisher who is not interested in making money has some other motive. This may be entirely honourable. There are publications which run permanently at a loss because they provide the publisher with rewards that are not financial in nature. They may provide an entree into a particular social or professional group. They may provide an outlet for the publisher’s views, talents and desire to be a patron. Or they may promote a cause. All are types of ‘vanity publishing’.
Generally, editors should want their magazines to make a profit. It is a mark of success and the guarantee of independence and longevity. Sometimes long-term financial success makes publishers conservative, but profitability is usually welcome. The alternative, unending financial stringency and uncertainty, will not help you concentrate on editorial excellence.

The clearest account of the publishing imperative comes in John Wharton’s *Managing Magazine Publishing* (1992). He is blunt: ‘Without profit, a magazine has no point or purpose and the efforts of those involved are wasted.’ He goes on to say that not all profit is financial, and that magazines may achieve other ends for their owners, but generally he emphasises commercial success and holds the publisher responsible for it.

Publishers work by finding market ‘niches’ into which they can introduce new magazines. That means finding a group of likely readers with a common interest that is not being served, or finding advertisers wishing to reach a particular type of customer, or some combination of the two. Publishers have to do the sums. The number of readers and their spending power must be sufficient to bring in enough lucrative advertising to make publishing pay. Once the magazine is running, the publisher must keep income high and costs low. Both bring the possibility of conflict with editors. Journalism is costly, and can lead to the loss of income.

According to Wharton, ‘Editors and journalists must accept that in the tough world of magazine publishing no action should be taken which harms the profit potential of a magazine or a company.’ Many editors will find this unacceptable. An editorial attacking, say, the pricing policy of a major advertiser might lead to a drop in income. It might also be necessary to remind the readers that the magazine takes their side. Reviewing several products, and finding one to be preferable to another, is always dangerous, especially in markets where advertisers have come to expect a supine attitude from both magazines and their own customers. But both types of article are valuable. The magazine’s long-term prospects depend more on serving its readers than on keeping all its advertisers happy all the time.

Naturally, you must strive for fairness in your dealings with everyone— readers, sources, advertisers and potential advertisers. Favouritism, bias and self-interest will be more damaging than the occasional row with an advertiser, although that can be hard to explain to people who work on commission. Even in the world of controlled circulation, where virtually the entire income of a magazine comes from advertisers, editors must remember that the interest of the readers comes first, followed by that of the advertisers as a group, rather than individually. When advertisers are scarce, and rival publications are both numerous and less fastidious, this is difficult advice to follow. But while theory may say that magazines exist to serve advertisers, it’s not a practical or desirable view for an editor to hold. Put the readers first.
The editorial imperative

The language of profit and loss is, on the face of it, unambiguous. Those who use it have the advantage of straightforward objectives and goals in their working lives. But accountancy won’t help you edit a magazine. The modern magazine industry is highly commercial, but editors should not lose heart. It only exists because of editors and editorial. And the importance of strong, accurate, independent editorial is likely to grow. If and when online publishing takes off again, it is likely to do so because users have been persuaded to pay for it; and they will not pay for material with no editorial value.

If making a profit is the publishing imperative, what is required from editorial? To tell the truth, some would say, but that’s both too much and too little. No publication can ever tell the whole truth, not the Bible, Ulysses or the Encyclopaedia Britannica. And telling ‘nothing but the truth’ offers little editorial guidance. For our purposes, the editorial imperative is to seek new and relevant information and entertainment for a particular group of readers, to vouch for its accuracy and to shape it into a useful and approachable form.

At heart, editing is creative, but its administrative and managerial aspect must be mastered if the creativity is to come through. A magazine is always more than a collection of parts: it has a personality of its own. The editor works through others, but takes the dominant role in shaping that personality. In discussions about the commercial and managerial aspects of editing, that role should never be forgotten, because it is the one thing no one else can do.

Beyond the culture clash

The scene would appear set for an epic battle between the representatives of two philosophies. On the one hand, the advertising fraternity, motivated and directed by money. On the other, the editor, writing wrongs, slaying dragons, tilting at windmills and offending advertisers.

Luckily, these are caricatures. The two sides have plenty to learn from each other. It is often the case, for instance, that those who have come through the sales route have better ‘people skills’ than those in editorial. They know how to negotiate, how to structure a discussion, how to present themselves, and so on, and it can be good for editors to come into contact with this kind of expertise. The detailed information some sales staff keep on their contacts, so they can start each new call with a casual reference to the contact’s recent holiday or new car, might usefully be copied by reporters struggling to get to know new sources. At the same time, people from a commercial background are often very good at sorting out the different interests involved in any discussion or negotiation. They know what their clients require from them, they know the service they have to provide and they know its value.

Most editors are less happy in this context, and they lack a guiding philosophy. They are often confused about the web of relationships in which they occupy a
central position. How are they to balance the different duties they owe to readers, advertisers and those they write about? As in most business situations, it helps to take the view that ‘the customer is always right’, and for magazine editors the customer is the reader. The editorial effort of the magazine is directed to finding and keeping each reader. It is to the reader that editors owe their deepest duty and loyalty. Too often readers are seen as an irritant, an unnecessary drag on the smooth running of the publishing machine, a group to be steered, persuaded and bullied but never consulted, engaged in discussion or trusted. This is a mistake.

Some will argue that an editor’s loyalty should be to the publisher. Certainly, the act of publishing needs to be a team effort, and the publisher provides the wherewithal to make it happen. But that relationship is not at the heart of the editorial task. Nor is the relationship between you and your advertisers. They are not your customers. Your obligations to advertisers are met through your relationship with your readers.

A compelling magazine will win readers and draw them back time and time again. They will enjoy the magazine, value it, trust it and want to spend time with it. The advertisers pay to join the relationship between reader and magazine, but they do so at a tangent. They want a share of the attention the readers give the magazine, and they want to wrap themselves in the good feeling the magazine gives the readers. They are essential to the magazine’s economics. They are the advertising department’s customers, and they’re also the publisher’s. But they’re not your responsibility, and they’re not your customers.

Publishers tend not to grasp this. From the glossy magazine factories of the West End to the business-to-business houses in new towns and suburbs, editors are increasingly expected to make themselves available to advertisers. Well, if you don’t have anything important to do, you may find this valuable. Companies which advertise with you will undoubtedly have interesting and useful information and views on the people and the world you are serving. But it is not a sensible use of your skills or time to be paraded before advertisers as a kind of trophy, shoring up the sales staff’s efforts to flatter the advertisers into signing up. That said, US editors often have visits to advertisers written into their contracts.

An editor is employed to produce a magazine that will attract the readers advertisers are keen to reach. Your strategy for reaching those readers, your proposals to improve the quality, integrity and standing of your magazine, may well have some influence on advertisers’ intentions. You may well, on occasions, be persuaded that you are the best person to explain to them what you are doing. You may have created special new projects that will appeal to advertisers and may want to talk about them. But you are not, and must not be seen to be, an adjunct to your magazine’s advertising team.

The magazine life-cycle

Every magazine starts with a launch, and sometimes editors rather than publishers are the driving force. But that is rare. Sometimes, an editor and publisher or
advertising director will leave a magazine together and start a new product, often in competition with their old employer. Most commonly, though, a publisher or would-be publisher will have an idea for a magazine and then go looking for someone to provide its editorial.

By the time you have been recruited, the publisher may already have decided on a paper format, found printers and created a schedule, acquired premises and computers and, most important of all, conjured up a business plan and raised the finance. But you will have to come up with the editorial strategy to make the title work. You can’t do that in a vacuum. You need good information about the supposed advertisers and the readers they want to address. Then you have to find out what you can about those readers and what they need to read.

Planning a launch

In theory, it should be quite cheap to start a magazine, especially now that most production jobs can be done in-house on reasonably cheap equipment. You can immediately put together a paper dummy, which really need be no more than a title, a slogan, some sort of mission statement, and some ideas about the kind of pieces you propose to publish. You can also put together a running order or two and try some flat-planning (all these are discussed in Chapter 7). These will give you, and perhaps your publisher and new editorial colleagues, some idea of what’s needed.

For outsiders, you will need a more elaborate ‘design dummy’, featuring a realistic attempt at your cover style and a couple of laid-out sections using dummy copy. You should also create what book publishers call a ‘bulking dummy’, with blank pages but giving an idea of the weight and heft of the finished product. All these things are shown to your backers, your printers, your distributors, newsagents and a good cross-section of your potential readers.

In practice, few launches are quite such do-it-yourself affairs. What has happened in recent years is that the major publishers have concentrated on fewer, bigger launches.7 The new magazines tend to be expensive, specialist products, carefully targeted so that they don’t run headlong into successful mass-market magazines. Even so, they require a huge amount of promotional expenditure if they are to make an impact in a market where launches are frequent.

What’s more, they then take a very long time to start making money. Instead, their sales immediately slump after the launch issue. This is called the ‘hockey-stick curve’: it can take anything up to 18 issues before titles return to the level of sales achieved with the first issue. Publishers always have a sales target as part of their preparations. By the end of their first year, most new publications are probably 25 per cent down on that. Some never make it.
Survival

Many magazines are strangled at birth, or shortly afterwards: sales are so disappointing that no one can see any hope in continuing. Magazines that are stealthily launched by being spun off from existing titles are in less danger here. But those that have depended on massive television advertising and cut price offers to get them going may not survive when those artificial aids have to be withdrawn.

The next danger period is after 18 months or so for monthlies or about six months in the case of weeklies. The magazine should by now have survived the hockey-stick period and be showing signs of thriving. The sales should start to grow, and advertising rates will grow with them. If it is not succeeding, however, there needs to be serious discussion about a change of direction. The most famous case here must be EMAP’s *Heat*, which was a dead duck despite vast promotional spending: it was only saved when someone had the idea of scrapping its original male target and turning it into a gossip magazine for a new audience who didn’t care about European royalty or the stars of ancient sitcoms.

Of course, a change of direction may mean even more promotional spending, as you advertise to undo the image created by your previous campaigns: *Heat* again. Still, if you survive this, and circulation rises, you are into a period of sustained growth. Many magazines find they grow in this way for three or four years, taking the circulation at last up to the target level.

Maturity

A mature magazine can expect its sales to stabilise at about 25 per cent more than it achieved at launch. Its advertising revenue is healthy too. Unfortunately, it is a target for new launches who see it as soft and ready for attack. In order to thrive, it needs to keep sharp editorially, attracting new readers all the time to replace those who drift away, and to spend on promotion.

Decline or institutionalisation

A small proportion of magazines achieve institutional status. They become part of the landscape of British life, which may not be a good thing. It makes it difficult to respond positively to the gentle slipping away of sales. Fear may be the dominant factor in the publishing office, as people shy away from tampering with a formula that has served them well. In the long run, this is a mistake. The true institutions of British magazine life have had to reinvent themselves at intervals in order to thrive. *Radio Times* is a good example, as are *New Statesman* and *Saga*. Those that never find a satisfactory way of responding to changing times are doomed.

Most magazines, though, never achieve that position in the first place. They can expect to see sales decline after seven or eight years, often when the original editor or publisher has moved on or when the publication has been sold to a different organisation with no emotional attachment to it. Relaunches, redesigns and radical
changes of editorial stance can achieve temporary improvements, but if other publications have scented weakness and entered the market sector, the end is in sight.

However, the good news is that there are always new launches, even in bad economic times. The death of a magazine, especially a venerable title, is always sad. But as editors we need to be ready to pick ourselves up and start again.
EDITORIAL STRATEGY

When you take on an editorship, for the first or tenth time, you are likely to face a number of problems. Some of these may be technical. Others will be financial. How much do I have to spend? How much do I have to save? But the most prominent will concern relationships. You will have new colleagues, or you will be seeing old colleagues in a new way. The same goes for your boss. You will have to forge new relationships with writers, PR people and photographers, and a clutch of rivals. But your most important relationship is with the reader.

The task ahead

Before you start doing things, however, you need to know what is expected of you. That can be difficult to discover. Employers are not usually enthusiastic about confiding their hopes and fears during interviews, particularly not in the early stages. By the time you agree to take the job, you should know how things stand, but nasty surprises are not unknown. Some editors make a good living by taking on troubled or failing titles; others only discover the true horrors after a month or so. Supplement what you have been told by what you can discover for yourself.

If you are launching a magazine, you, your staff and your publisher will be learning together. More likely, you will inherit a magazine and a market situation and be invited to make things better. You may be asked to increase circulation, and you may have your own editorial ideas for doing that. Remember, however, that non-editorial factors are increasingly important in driving sales: advertising, PR, subscription offers and free gifts. And you can do nothing to prevent new competitors entering your market—although if you produce a powerful magazine, they are less likely to challenge you.

At least circulation is a straightforward target. Often you will be asked to do something less obvious. You may be asked specifically to persuade your readers to buy the magazine more often. You might be encouraged to find more wealthy readers, or younger readers. Another goal might be enhanced ‘authority’, particularly if you are producing a business publication. Often your publisher will couple these instructions with stern warnings not to change the magazine’s ‘brand identity’, spend extra money or provoke controversy. Beware of what psychologists call ‘double-binds’, whereby you are asked to do two entirely
contradictory things simultaneously. It is not uncommon for editors to be told to
give a magazine fresh contemporary appeal without changing any of the typefaces,
or a bright new voice without replacing any of the writers.

Most editors, though, will have tremendous power to change things, and their
colleagues know this. They may not always appreciate it. Change is threatening,
and for that reason it should usually be trailed well in advance. You may see a
clear need to alter the magazine’s direction. But you can’t do it on your own, nor
should you try. At the very least, you should take the bulk of the readers with you.

On the other hand, change may not be required at all. The usual cliché is ‘a
steady hand on the tiller’. This can be a gentle introduction to editorship, though
in the long term vessels steering an unchanging course tend to collide with
immovable obstacles. At some point you may start thinking about a change of
direction. But if no one wants that, you may find yourself frustrated.

Alternatively, if the previous editor was not liked, anything you do will be
applauded, so long as it is different. Magazines with excitable managements tend
to zigzag, changing direction radically as each new editor is appointed. This is
exhausting for everyone, notably the readers, who may migrate to find a quieter
life elsewhere. Editing by simple reaction—turning things upside down for the
sake of it—is a mistake. Change should be based on research and strategy, not a
desire to impress: evolution not revolution.

New editors experience two contradictory impulses. The first is to make a mark,
quickly, changing enough to show your staff, your colleagues and your
professional peers that the magazine is under new management. It is almost a
tradition for newly appointed editors to arrive and immediately remake the next
cover, after deadline. It’s an expensive gesture that may be applauded if performed
with sufficient panache. But it won’t impress your readers. They will take a long
time to notice your changes, and, when the sales figures come in, you may find
that they don’t like them.

The second impulse is to freeze, to keep everything the same while you struggle
with the complications of your new life, from mastering the computer system to
learning everyone’s name. Your first issues may have little of you in them except
the name at the top of the staff box. Those who have appointed you may be
disappointed. But they should be patient.

A magazine is a complicated thing, both a product and a human institution. At
first, the most important thing you can do is listen. Discover why things are the
way they are, observe the complex interaction of personalities, determine the inner
workings of the magazine, and then act. It is better to make slow changes than
wrong changes. In any case, the only audience which really matters is the one
which hands over its money to the newsagent.

That is not a surrender to inertia. Many of your colleagues will have a vested
interest in leaving things the way they are. But they won’t be held responsible
when doing nothing leads the magazine into disaster. You will. Demonstrate, early
on, that you have the will and the authority to make the changes you consider
necessary. But first make sure they are the right ones.
Prepare for yourself what the military call a ‘situation report’, establishing how things stand. Even without access to management information—obviously you will get that in due course—you can consider the character of your magazine. Start with the fundamentals, such as publishing strategy, distribution method, frequency and paper format.

Is this a magazine that lives by taking money from its readers, or does it depend more on advertisers? Is there any other subsidy in the background, perhaps from a professional organisation? Does it have a strong presence on the bookstall, or are its readers mainly postal subscribers? Or does it go out free, by controlled circulation? What consequence have those facts had for the magazine’s authority and outlook? How will they affect your freedom to edit?

How does the magazine sit in the workplace? Does it have rivals? How does it perform against them? How is it perceived by those rivals, and by the industry it serves, and by advertisers? What is its corporate situation? It may be one magazine among many similar titles in a giant house. It may be an individual owner’s pet project. Its future may depend entirely upon figures in a spreadsheet—or on the changing moods of its owner.

And what is its history? A long and distinguished heritage may help a magazine hold a place in the current market. On the other hand, history is just as likely to represent a serious obstacle to making it thrive. The example of *Punch* comes to mind. The magazine was founded in 1841, and was still thriving in the mid-twentieth century, with a weekly sale of 175,000 copies as late as the 1940s. In 1969, it was acquired by United Newspapers from the printing firm that had owned it almost from the beginning. United attempted to turn it into a more commercial proposition, packed with glossy upmarket advertising. Then, in 1989, United appointed David Thomas, a young editor from a colour supplement background, with a brief to find younger readers. The changes horrified a vociferous group of traditionalists and former contributors and alarmed longstanding readers—without attracting new readers in sufficient numbers. This is not unusual when attempts are made to save venerable titles by radical surgery. *Punch* closed in 1992. Then, in 1996, Mohamed Al Fayed reopened the magazine, only to close it again in 2002, when its circulation had dropped to only 6,000. At the other end of the scale, a new magazine is usually burdened with a terrifying weight of expectation. The average time a magazine has to prove itself is four years. If it is younger than that, a day of reckoning may be approaching. If it is older, it may already be living on borrowed time.

The difference between weeklies and monthlies is another important question. It’s not solely a question of publishing rhythm, staffing and topicality. It’s also about how the different types of magazine are perceived. A difference of paper format, whether A4 or tabloid/A3 or the innovative A5 ‘handbag format’ tried by Condé Nast’s *Glamour*, will also have effects on working practices and the way the reader is addressed.

Questions of how a magazine presents itself, the approach it makes to its readers, are vital for an editor. You can find out, through research, exactly how the readers
feel about it. But you won’t usually have that information at hand. You need to sit down and read the magazine afresh, leaving aside everything you know about the struggles involved in magazine publishing and everything your journalistic experience tells you. You must look at it with innocent eyes.

Now, is it friendly, or is it remote? Does it seem to know everything? Is it interested in sharing? Is it authoritative, or just pompous? Is it irreverent, or just facetious? Is it informative, entertaining, or neither? Does it understand its readers, share their concerns? Does it even like them?

Now, broaden your scope a little. Pick up some of the other magazines in the same market and look at how they work. How does your magazine compare with its rivals? Is it upmarket or downmarket of them? Does it lead trends, or does it follow them? Can it be trusted? What do its rivals think of it? What kind of advertisers are drawn to it? Are the ads addressing the same reader as the editorial? If they don’t, you’ll want to find out why.

Not everything about a magazine is on the surface. It may have a symbolic significance that is at odds with the reality. It may remind your readers of happier times. It may be its owner’s first magazine, or favourite magazine. It may be where your publisher learned to sell classified advertising. Certain apparently minor aspects of the magazine—typefaces, running orders, individual columns—may have a significance to other people that is not apparent to you as a newcomer.

Think all these things through, but do so quickly. It is not uncommon for magazines to be left directionless for months while the editorship is touted around. You may arrive to find that the issue in progress consists of little more than the scrapings from various bottom drawers, cobbled together by a resentful and demoralised workforce lacking direction.

Worse, you may be taking on a launch which has everything except a reason to exist. Magazines start with a publishing strategy, created by research, mostly quantitative, which shows how many people in a certain bracket might be interested in purchasing a particular type of magazine, how old they are, where they live, how much money they earn and what they do for a living. Unfortunately, such information does not constitute an idea, and without an idea magazines rarely succeed.

An editor’s strategy starts where the publishing strategy stops. It stops talking about groups of people in socio-economic brackets and starts to consider individuals: what type of person will read this magazine? What is he or she like? And then it builds a magazine around those individuals, deciding what to include and what to exclude, how to approach the subject matter and, crucially, how they should be spoken to.

Good magazines are edited by their readers.  
(Pat Roberts Cairns)\(^1\)

In the case of an existing magazine, your readers are already in position. It is your job to rediscover them, to get to know them, to clean away the patina of assumption.
and prejudice about them that has been built up over the years. Then the editorial strategy is a matter of tightening, shaping and focusing. You can do research, you can ask questions, but you need a ‘feel’ for it. Can you summon up a vivid sense of what readers want from your magazine, keep it with you through every last editorial task and communicate it to every member of your editorial team? It is by this process that editors are made.

**Building your editorial strategy**

The editorial strategy is your contribution to the team effort involved in publishing a magazine. At an early stage, the magazine will have been the subject of a marketing plan which will have explored the size of its potential market and gathered statistics about the people within it. The editorial strategy identifies your readers within that potential market, and explains how you propose to keep them interested. The strategy may be in written form, or it may exist only in your head. Either way, you need instant access to it. You will be expected to talk about it at short notice and with confidence.

Your editorial strategy is tested with every issue. Sales figures for individual issues may not be a reliable guide to how it is working (many other factors are important), but patterns emerge over time. It is not enough to wait for sales to tell you whether you are heading in the right direction: by then, it may well be too late. Your theoretical editorial strategy needs to be tested against the interests, desires and needs of the readers at frequent intervals, and adjusted as necessary.

**What the readers want from you**

Imagine for a minute that you are a stand-up comedian, or that you have been called upon to make a speech to a packed hall. How can you ensure that you communicate with your audience? It is tempting to say that you must make them like you. But that’s hard to achieve when they may be sceptical or even hostile, as audiences tend to be. You don’t want to appear needy.

The real answer is to convince them that you like them. If you convince them you know them, understand them, value them, they will like you. It’s automatic. And that is what an editor needs to do: to see the world through the reader’s eyes. After that, decisions on what to cover, and how to deal with it, should fall into place.

Turning your attention to the readers’ interests, desires and needs, and following where they lead, is frequently called ‘focus’, and is in many ways the most important part of the editor’s job. As editor you may be a brilliant manager, an inspiration to staff, a leading prose stylist and a legend within the industry, but if you don’t know your readers all that will be wasted.

Some would say you need an ‘instinctive’ grasp of what the readers want—and, almost as important, what they don’t want. And instinct may work for those who edit magazines which cater to their own personal passions or who are lucky enough to be able to produce the magazine they want and hope readers will come
to them. Most editors have to develop their focus on the reader through hard work. If you are editing an existing magazine, you have plenty of opportunity to encounter your readers. Are they, for instance, to be judged by the vociferous minority who contribute to the letters page? Are they the people you see on the bus, reading your magazine? Or are they the people you meet at trade shows? They are all those, not to mention the vast majority you never hear from.

When you do meet readers, get into the habit of asking them about the magazine. Be aware, though, that people do not always tell the truth, either to magazine editors they don’t wish to offend or to professional researchers. They may tell you they enjoy articles about careers, when what they really like are pictures of celebrities. Be aware, too, that a simple ‘want’ expressed in a market research group or in a discussion with an editor is rarely enough to make anyone buy a magazine.

The designer Jan V. White, in his classic *Designing for Magazines*, came up with a useful idea for editors and art directors working on magazine covers. He said they should ‘appeal to the reader’s self-interest’. But the idea has wider application than that. The reader’s self-interest may well be the most useful guide an editor can have to the whole process of selecting and shaping journalistic material.

Look at in this way: what can you give your readers that will give them an advantage over people who have not read the magazine? In the professional publishing field, information can obviously provide a competitive advantage. In the consumer field, readers can gain material benefits from reading your magazine (better health, more intelligent use of their money, career inspiration, and so on) but they also gain the more abstract benefit of being ‘in the know’, ‘ahead of the game’, or simply having something new to talk about.

Readers will not support a magazine that fails to offer them anything new or surprising. If you only give them what they ask for, you are failing them: you are not anticipating their needs. And needs, rather than wishes, are the real drive in human life. You must look at the way your readers live to discover the things that will give them that advantage. You must find their self-interest, and that of their families, even when they are unable, or unwilling, to recognise it for themselves.

Sometimes readers buy magazines because they want to read something specific. We design our covers to make that process work. Often, though, they buy a magazine in the expectation that it will be interesting, even without knowing what precisely it contains. This is the basis of the trust between editor and reader: the editor promises to include the kind of material the readers will want and need and to exclude things they don’t need, don’t want or will find insulting or offensive.

To make this work, the idea of the reader needs to be a vivid presence in all your editorial discussions and calculations; and not only for you, but for your feature writers and sub-editors too. To create such a presence, you need two things: information and imagination.
Knowing your reader

Somewhere in your magazine’s offices, there is a lot of hard numerical information about your readers, or readers the magazine was intended to attract when it was launched. Advertisers do not generally throw money away. To advertise with you, they need to be convinced that you are reaching the right people. So the advertising department will certainly have relevant information.

If you work on one of the larger consumer or business titles, your publisher is likely to subscribe to either the National Readership Survey or the British Business Survey. These constitute valuable research, but they are conducted on behalf of a whole stratum of the industry rather than any individual magazine.

The National Readership Survey (NRS) is intended to find out who reads 270 publications, including about 200 magazines and 40 newspaper supplements. The method is 30-minute interviews with people in their homes. In the year 2000, more than 35,000 people were surveyed in this way. The interviews establish a whole series of useful information, starting with the most basic facts about who has read what over the last year, month or few days. These are extrapolated to give national figures. The ‘top-level’ figures for the average readership of any given issue of the publications included in the survey are available free on NRS’s website.\(^2\) They show, for instance, that about 0.5 per cent of British women read the average copy of *Motorcycle News*, while 1 per cent of British men read the average issue of *Marie Claire*.

That’s the free stuff. The survey also acquires a huge amount of information which is for sale to publishers. After asking people about their reading, NRS’s interviewers have a few more questions, covering:

- where the reader acquired the magazine;
- what other media the reader uses: television, radio, cinema, teletext, Internet;
- topics of interest;
- age, sex, occupation and marital status of everyone in the household;
- own occupation and that of the ‘Chief Income Earner’, in detail (used to determine class);
- food spending, mail order spending, housing status;
- personal and professional qualifications;
- holidays and travel;
- ownership of cars, dishwashers, videos, satellite dishes, CD players, computers, etc.;
- future household plans and aspirations (e.g. ‘have a baby’, ‘buy new car’);
- credit-card ownership, pension arrangements, income;
- languages spoken;
- willingness to be interviewed again.

The most surprising result, perhaps, is that 80 per cent apparently say yes to the last question. The British Business Survey is similar; indeed, the contract to carry
it out is currently held by the same market research firm, Ipsos-RSL. It assesses the business readership of 150 titles, newspapers as well as business magazines, through interviews with 3,000 people, each described as ‘A man or woman of middle or higher management status, whose occupation implies significant business responsibilities.’ Similar questions appear in this survey, starting with the basics: how frequently does the reader read the magazine, how long is it since he or she read it, and where and how was the copy acquired? (Both surveys also ask readers how disappointed they are not to get an issue of the magazine, a measure of their involvement with the title.)

After that come the more pointed questions about the interviewee’s employment, business activities, responsibilities, decision-making powers, travel, car ownership, technology use, age and income. There are also questions on the reader’s attitudes, asking him or her to agree or disagree with such statements as ‘I set my sights high.’ The same research company also compiles the European Business Readership Survey, which interviews more than 9,000 readers across Europe for details of their reading of 336 publications circulating internationally.

All this information is available only to subscribers to the survey, but they invariably extract the maximum commercial value from it. If your publication appears in either the NRS or the British Business Survey, any positive findings about it will be repackaged to form part of the magazine’s media pack, the information used to convince advertisers of its value as an advertising medium. Management Today, for instance, uses the study in its media pack3 to show that not only is it the best-read monthly magazine, but that its readers are forward-thinking and ambitious.

These surveys are of limited use to anyone whose magazine is not included. In those cases, a publisher will still need hard information to help sell advertising. But the magazine will have to commission its own research. A new magazine from an independent publisher has no alternative. Prospect magazine, a serious and literate forum for discussion, founded in 1995, commissioned its own readership survey from a company called NSM Research. When researchers are only asking questions on behalf of one magazine, those questions can be even more pointed.

### What readership surveys can show

Prospect magazine commissioned a readership survey from NSM Research to demonstrate that its readers had a lot to offer advertisers. Here are just a few of its findings:4

- 39 per cent of readers held the position of company chair, managing director, director, senior manager or department head;
- in the previous year; 26 per cent had had an article or a book published; 30 per cent had addressed a public meeting;
- their average personal income was £42,400 per year;
- their average household income was £59,600 per year;
- 19 per cent had personal incomes over £50,000;
6 per cent had personal incomes over £100,000;
22 per cent gave over £500 to charity in the previous year;
83 per cent have a degree or higher; 32 per cent have Masters degrees; 13 per cent have a PhD or doctorate;
the average Prospect reader spends £266 on books per year;
41 per cent read academic journals regularly;
the average value of their primary residence is £327,000;
in one year 40 per cent took business flights;
46 per cent buy their cars new;
28 per cent drink wine daily.

Even a cursory glance at this kind of survey demonstrates both its usefulness and its limitations for editorial purposes. Invariably, we learn a great deal about what our readers earn, what they do for a living and what they spend their money on: wine, books, car. And the reason for that is obvious. These surveys are paid for and designed, in the main, by the commercial parts of the publishing operation. Their purpose is to demonstrate that the magazine’s readers are well-off and interested in buying its advertisers’ goods and services. They also seek to show that readers like the magazine and read it carefully and often. Anything we in the editorial department learn from them is acquired almost by eavesdropping. This research should always be available to us, but it is not intended for our ears. It does not answer the questions we would put to our readers.

What such surveys don’t tell us, because they don’t know, is anything about the reader’s hopes, fears, prejudices, ambitions and so on. Those are for you to work out. What’s more, they rarely contain bad news. Research organisations might proclaim their objectivity, but they are human: they want to be asked back. So they are inclined to accentuate the positive. Editors need to know hard truths, but we won’t find them in documents commissioned to help sell our magazine to a sceptical world.

The point about those surveys is that they are ‘quantitative’. They gather essentially numerical information, using straightforward methods: street interviews, doorstep interviews, telephone interviews, home interviews, and questionnaires distributed by post, e-mail and the Internet. All are rigidly structured, using a set sequence of yes/no questions and checkboxes. If your company does plan such research, you may be invited to add some questions for editorial purposes, but there are limits to what you can expect to achieve. Bear in mind also that ‘respondents’—your readers and potential readers—tend to dislike tedious doorstep questioning, telephone interviewing of all sorts, questionnaires that look like junk mail and most kinds of interview that have not been agreed by appointment.

For our purposes, we need specific editorial research, but it is more expensive, difficult and troublesome, because it is ‘qualitative’. It involves gathering
subjective impressions and emotions, most of which are expressed through language and are open to interpretation. The central method here is the ‘focus group’, in which a number of people are placed in a room in a pseudo-social setting and gently coaxed to provide their thoughts on an issue or a product. Another method is the ‘depth interview’, where an individual is questioned at some length—although not in a forensic way.

Working with a research consultancy

Most editors are anxious about research. It is easy to form a mental picture of teams of white-coated social scientists feeding strings of numbers into powerful workstations and emerging with a detailed prescription for the perfect magazine, specifying everything from subject matter to typefaces. But that isn’t really a fear of research, it’s a fear of loss of control following research—which may be even more valid.

One problem is that research is rarely abstract: it forms part of someone’s strategy, and because you are usually not paying for it, it won’t be yours. It is an essential part of most launches, for instance, but it also tends to be commissioned when magazines falter or start to decline. Most commonly, it comes as part of the package when your company plans a new advertising campaign.

If you are working on a magazine with some history, ask around and you may be able to find examples of previous research. Be wary of it: it will usually reflect a different era and different market conditions. But review it in conjunction with some examples of the magazine from that era, ‘Before’ and ‘After’, perhaps, and you may well observe a strange dance taking place. Research discovers that the readers want something, so the magazine provides it. Then the research discovers that they’d really rather have something else, so the magazine provides that. Article lengths go up and headline sizes go down; then the process is reversed.

Many doomed titles first have to endure a period of research-induced vacillation, which generally finishes them off. Research is valuable in helping you create an editorial strategy and carry it through. It is not a replacement for that process. Remember that your readers want you to like them. But they want to be liked by someone confident and steady; they don’t want a magazine that panders to their whims and appears desperate.

There are many ways research can be abused:

- It is asked to replace direction: ‘I’m not telling you to do this: it’s what the research says.’
- It is used to discover things that should be blindingly obvious to everyone.
- It is used to support a decision that has already been taken.
- It is ignored, because it conflicts with established prejudices.
- It is not shown to the people who need it.
- It paralyses decision-makers.
For editorial work, you need a consultancy with relevant experience. You also need to be able to relate to the researchers. The way journalists work is rather paradoxical. We are creating an extremely subtle and complex product, but we rarely talk about it in an introspective way. The language of journalism is about action: hit the phones, slap in the copy, bung in those photographs, hurry, hurry, hurry. Market researchers, by and large, are dealing with straightforward relationships between dull consumer products and the people who buy them; but they conjure up great flurries of language during presentations of great length and theatricality.

Research fills a vacuum. It tends to dictate attitudes to a subject, so that all future thoughts have to exist in relation to it. Prepare yourself before any research exercise begins. There must not be a vacuum where your sense of the reader should be. Prepare to learn, to adjust, to gain insight, but do not expect or allow research to create that sense in the first place. It’s better to let your instinct and the researchers’ findings confront and modify one another.

Many research projects will have both quantitative and qualitative aspects. For instance, a quantitative study of your magazine by your advertising agency suggests that you should concentrate on finding new buyers rather than getting existing buyers to purchase more often. That is followed by qualitative research, focusing on non-buyers and their perceptions of the magazine, looking at value for money, personality, appeal and editorial focus, even descending to the level of discussing reactions to individual articles, layouts, pictures and writers.

You should be interviewed by the research team, either formally or informally, to discuss the direction of the study. Don’t skimp this, but it can be a strange experience. Use these pre-research briefings to tell the researchers the specifics of what you want to know, but also what you want the whole exercise to achieve. After that, you must make sure you are helpful to them when they need you; but otherwise stand aside and let them get on with it. In this instance, they are the experts.

Qualitative research will show what readers and non-readers think about your magazine’s credibility, its authority, its trustworthiness. Partly these come from the magazine’s tone of voice, the address it makes to its readers. Partly they reflect the readers’ sense of how well it matches their interests and point of view. Then there are more technical questions about the way the magazine looks, reads and performs.

Before you know it, the interviews will be under way. If you just want to know whether people would like your magazine if they gave it a try, the research might involve superficial questioning of a fairly broad sample. For a consumer magazine, that might mean ‘hall tests’, in which people who broadly resemble your target audience are taken from the street into a church hall, shown copies of the magazine and questioned. There might instead be telephone interviews, sometimes done in stages so that the readers are interviewed, sent one or more issues of the magazine, and then interviewed again to see whether they like it more or less.
This should tell you whether readers aren’t buying your magazine because they just don’t encounter it, or whether they actively dislike it. It might tell you which parts of the magazine they like and which they dislike, but because the survey is carried out through a multiple choice questionnaire, the results will be numerical rather than anecdotal. You can also insert a questionnaire into the magazine. A research firm will design this for you, or you can do it yourself. When the results come in, you can let the consultancy make sense of the figures or draw your own conclusions.

Alternatively, you might want a more subtle analysis of your magazine. If its problems are mysterious and deeply embedded, this might be the way to go. The approach in this case is narrower and more intense. Small groups are created, representing various demographic types, and they may or may not be given the magazine to mull over before being gathered for a group discussion. This will be led by a skilled researcher, and the comments of the group members recorded for later presentation. As editor, you may be invited to watch a video of the proceedings, to peer through a two-way mirror, or even to sit down in the group. This is always disconcerting. You watch as your perceptions and those of your readers slide gently past one another without quite meeting. Features you found witty and pointed might just seem rude. Matters of vital editorial import might simply pass them by. They might be more concerned about the crossword than they are about your award-winning columnist.

Design raises particular problems. What seems sophisticated and clean to you and your designers may appear boring and empty to them. Readers know nothing about the discussions that have made things the way they are. They judge what they see in front of them. If there is a gap between what you intended and the way it is understood, then the design (or the feature, or section, or anything else) is faulty. Misunderstandings are your fault: the customer, however slow or obtuse, is always right.

At the end of the research process comes the presentation. You will attend, along with the rest of the publishing management. Presentations are theatre. You are given a selective gloss on the results, based on what makes a coherent ‘story’. Ask for the raw material: the percentages and the interview transcripts. It is important to see the interview subjects for what they are: a tiny sample of your readers or potential readers. Unfortunately, research can give the views of these people a disproportionate influence.

Sometimes what looks like a significant percentage may represent only a tiny number of people. A base survey of 150 people might be used. From that group, 30 say they find your magazine difficult to use and are selected for further analysis. Percentages of their responses are then presented: for instance, 38 per cent of them don’t like your contents page. That’s a disturbingly high percentage, until you recall that it represents only 11 people out of the original 150. Percentages are nonsensical with such small samples, but they are still used.

‘Focus group’ research produces a different type of material. Here the findings are often a series of striking phrases, picked up by the interviewer or group leader.
More often, research organisations try to clarify their findings by the use of what are called ‘typologies’. This means dividing the mass of your readers into a series of groups with common attitudes, and giving each ‘type’ a name. You may be told that your readers are divided between ‘clubbers’, ‘stay-at-homes’ and ‘anoraks’; or ‘home-makers’, ‘careerists’ and ‘fantasists’; or ‘newbies’, ‘geeks’ and ‘Alpha geeks’. It’s a caricature, of course, but a useful one. It should not be mistaken for the whole story.

Out-of-context reader comments from focus groups can be more damaging. A wounding one-liner from a reader, especially if it touches on a real truth, can come to haunt an editor. And this sort of research can easily provide reinforcement for prejudices. That is why it is important for editors to go into research from a position of confidence: otherwise, research is likely to become one more pressure on you, one more opinion on the right direction for the magazine. Editors thrive by acquiring, or appearing to acquire, a deep intuitive understanding of their readers. Once they have to start asking about them, and inviting others’ opinions, some of that mystique is gone.

If you use research, insist on taking part in the selection and briefing of the research team. If you are involved in setting the research’s goals, you are less likely to become a victim of its conclusions. If you see names you recognise on the client list, make some informal enquiries about how it went. And reserve your right to cast a sceptical eye on the investigation’s research.

Nothing you learn from research will guarantee you a successful editorial direction. It is dangerous to expect that. Publishing history is littered with the corpses of magazines which researched well but failed to sell to real people. On the other hand, research has certainly saved a few magazines that would otherwise have perished. One problem is that research, like training, is a low priority when money is tight. But money tends to be tight in the launch period and when magazines start to fail; and both of those are when research is needed.

A magazine designed solely to meet research criteria will have no centre, no identity and no soul. And a magazine which constantly resorts to research to try to find an identity is treading a dangerous path. Angling your magazine to meet the tastes of a few people you meet in research may lead to your ruining it for everyone else.

**How market researchers see magazines**

Rob Nathan is head of business development at the market research consultancy Vivid-Interface, whose clients include EMAP, United Business Media, the National Magazine Company, the Informa group, Haymarket and many more.

We’ll be called in when a publisher has a magazine in a market that’s suffering decline, particularly in the business or technical press. They want to predict future trends that may affect them, and to know what readers are looking for in a technical magazine. In business titles, they want to know
how important classified and recruitment advertising is to the magazine. They may find it’s the main reason readers buy it.

With consumer magazines, they sometimes don’t seem to know exactly what they want from research. A lot of editors and publishers feel, ‘Why should we consult research? I know the industry better than anyone else.’ But they’re too close.

One of our specialities is part-works. We can predict their likely circulations within 2 or 3 per cent. We could offer advice on the likely circulations of new magazine launches, but usually we are consulted after the horse has bolted. The publishers want to know why the magazine hasn’t done so well as they’d hoped.

We did some research on a consumer magazine where they didn’t quite get the focus right. It was launched as a homes magazine with a strong craft element. It was a big launch, with television advertising, but sales were lower than they hoped and there was a problem attracting advertising. We conducted a ‘brand mapping’ exercise, to see where it fitted in the market, speaking to both subscribers and occasional buyers.

We discovered that their perception was that it was a craft magazine with a homes bias. It forced the product into a niche market rather than the mass-market homes sector. The magazine shifted its positioning immediately, and it became profitable. As far as I know it remains profitable to this day.

To get effective research you have to do some quite serious digging; you have to speak to people in depth. Focus groups are incredibly effective for this kind of thing, but we also use telephone interviews and ‘hall tests’, where people are pulled off the street into a church hall and asked questions. We pride ourselves in getting under the skin of magazines, and that’s down to the skill of the research director in finding out the issues. If the salient questions aren’t asked, you aren’t going to get the right information.

Publishers always want to get opinions from their readers, but how do they get to them? If a magazine sells 100,000, how many people do you have to stop on the street before you find a reader? We go to events and find people. For a gardening magazine, you might hold a focus group at the Chelsea Flower Show. For a trade or technical magazine, you can do it at an exhibition.

Focus groups are sometimes held in special rooms with two-way mirrors, but often there’s not the budget for that. Normally it’s in a hotel dining suite or something like that. Editors and publishers do sit in, and at the end they can ask questions: but we don’t let them interfere with the research and we don’t necessarily say exactly who they are. I don’t know if it’s a British thing, but people are always happy to give their opinions. Sitting in as a client, you do want to stand up and say ‘Hang on a minute, you don’t understand!’ It is incredibly frustrating, but at the same time you find out an enormous amount about the product.
In these focus groups we sometimes walk through magazines with people, asking them what they found relevant, what they used, how they found the layout, how they found the features, how they rated each member of the editorial team. For one client, a motor racing magazine, we took four front covers and asked people which they found best and most appealing. Then we ranked them and the publisher looked at their actual sales. The one the group preferred was the one that sold the most.

In many companies now, the editorial people are the ones pushing the research. They take great pride in the product and they want to know what’s going on. A typical thing, in the trade press, is that on the back page there’ll be humour. We test out how effective it is. The editors generally think it’s great, but we’ve often found that the readers don’t even glance at it.

There are a lot of magazines out there that are struggling and the publishers cannot see it; they can’t see that the way they perceive the magazine is different from the way the public sees it. With effective research you can change a struggling product into an effective product in a very short space of time. But publishers never admit that a magazine is struggling: it’s always just ‘we’re giving it a few tweaks’.

*If you can’t afford to research*

The research consultancies will tell you that you can’t afford not to research. Well, that’s fine if you have the option, but many editors don’t. You will be expected to know all about your readers, without being provided with the tools to let you do that job. Don’t despair. You have some scope for making your own enquiries, and the good news is that if you do that, you don’t have to account for your methods or share your results. You may have your own dark suspicions about what the readers think about the editorial package you are producing: you certainly won’t want them raised in public unless you are forewarned.

So why not make your own enquiries? If you are a magazine with subscriptions, you can ask the subscriptions department for some telephone numbers of subscribers—or, perhaps more usefully, lapsed subscribers. Ring them and ask them what they think. Try and ask the same questions each time: the point is to get several views on a single issue. And make sure you listen to the answers. These can be revealing, but you should bear in mind that readers cold-called by the editor of a magazine are not likely to tell you the unvarnished truth. It’s not scientific, of course, because you won’t have time to call more than a tiny number of people. If you want a more representative survey, give someone else a list of questions—a script, almost—and set them on the job.

Another cheap way of testing how your work is received is the reader panel, which professional magazines have sometimes found useful. This is not to be
confused with an editorial advisory panel or board, which is often just a way of placing esteemed industry names on your masthead in exchange for an annual lunch. Your reader panel is a small group of readers who promise to read each issue of the magazine, perhaps making notes, so that you can speak to them at regular intervals and ask them what they thought. Of course, these chats aren’t only an occasion for them to tell you what they think of the magazine; they can be an opportunity for you to gain a sense of what they need from it. They need to be chosen carefully and changed frequently. Why would they want to do it? Because it flatters them, and makes them feel important. It probably won’t cost you much beyond a bottle of something and a card at Christmas.

Insert surveys, meaning questionnaires carried in the magazine, are the other low-cost option. As mentioned above, you can have these professionally designed, analysed and interpreted, and that probably makes sense if you can afford it. But many editors create their own, then tot up the scores and then draw their own conclusions, at a theoretical cost of two pages of editorial space: you need two pages so that the thing folds into an envelope. Actually, the costs will be higher than that. You are likely to need to use a freepost address. You will also want to offer some incentive for people who return the form, although you might be able to persuade an advertiser to give you some sort of prize in return for an enthusiastic mention somewhere. Perhaps if the incentive is good enough the readers will pay their own postage. On the other hand, a good incentive will bring in spurious responses, from people who want the prize but don’t care one way or another about the questions on your form.

The response rate is likely to be low, and the sample produced is ‘self-selecting’, meaning it will include a high proportion of people seeking an audience for their entrenched views. There is also a bias towards the negative, since people who are happy with something rarely feel the need to put pen to paper to tell you so. The same, incidentally, applies to letters pages, which are another obvious way of discovering what the readers think of what you’re giving them.

Cunning questionnaire design may help you weed out at a glance those who are not taking the thing seriously, usually by detecting internal contradictions in their answers. But you will always get some bizarre and unexpected results, as you do with most research. If you ask for written comments, you will probably get them. Don’t get them out of proportion. However depressing—or flattering—they’re just someone’s opinion.

Creating the questionnaire is an expert job, but at a pinch you can adapt an old one, working on the basis that at some time in its history it must have been drawn up by people who knew what they were doing. If you are going to do that, look at old results, too, and see if any there are any obvious omissions or absurdities. It is easier to see this when you are looking at answers rather than questions.

In-magazine surveys, like most reader research exercises, usually have a commercial purpose. They are there to gather information to help sell advertising—and readers know this, which is why they are usually reluctant to take part. If you’re creating the survey, you get the chance to put your journalistic interests
first, perhaps by asking topical questions that will help create a news story or a feature. It might be good office politics, however, to let the advertising department supply you with a few questions, especially if it’s footing the bill for postage or providing the prize. This is an unusual reversal of the normal way of things, so make the most of it.

**Characterising the reader**

You can do all the research in the world, but it won’t bring the reader alive to you. To repeat, you need a sense of the reader as a real presence in all your editorial decision making. No amount of consulting figures and graphs or clever typologies will provide you with that. You can only do it by the judicious exercise of your own creative imagination.

Imagination, you ask. Surely journalism is about hard fact? Indeed it is, but editorship requires more. Evoking the reader is a creative act, a little bit of magic. We can learn something from the techniques of novelists and dramatists. When they create characters, they do so in immense detail. They know where they went to school, how they felt when they had their first filling, which foods bring them out in a rash, the names of their best friends, what happened on their wedding night and where they would like to be buried. They don’t use most of this, but its presence in the background is what brings their characters to life.

We, on the other hand, are able to gather a large amount of factual information about our readers, particularly about their incomes and job descriptions and choice of reading matter. But it’s hard to turn that into a person whose interests and concerns we know so well we don’t have to think about them. We need to let our imaginations go to work, bolstered all the time by any contacts we have with the real people we are attempting to evoke. This imaginative work is at the centre of our creativity as editors. It is the spark that makes the publishing engine turn over.

You are creating a notional or imaginary reader as a tool for focusing the efforts of the entire editorial team. Sometimes, of course, you will need more than one: some magazines have wildly disparate readerships, so you will end up with something more like the researchers’ ‘types’. But that doesn’t defeat the argument. You are still inventing readers you can think about, discuss, argue with and, above all, speak to. Give these people names, jobs, houses and anything else that helps your characterisation. A notional person may come to embody the spirit of the magazine, long after you have moved on. The famous examples here are ‘Cosmo Girl’, who later became a woman, and ‘the New Lad’, forever associated with *Loaded* magazine.

Push the characterisation further. What is my reader worried about? What does my reader have on her desk? Where did my reader go to school? What does my reader love about his car? What does my reader hate about her body? Does he have children? Does she have pets? What are they called?

This is useful; it can also be fun. Let other members of the team join in if you like. This is a good example of something where true brainstorming might help:
remember, the rules say you must not criticise other people’s suggestions. You want strong, accessible evocations of realistic people. Pictures can help, as can props. Novelists find it helps to pin up on the wall photographs of anonymous faces from the newspaper, postcards of locations, anything that ‘evokes’ the right kind of person. It wouldn’t do to push the comparison too far, but the same kind of strategies can work for us.

The point is for you to know exactly who you want your magazine to speak to. Then you can communicate that to your team, so that they don’t have to have it explained to them all the time. They have an instantaneous understanding of it, just as you do. ‘Is this feature us?’ Of course not. ‘Which cover photograph should we use?’ It should be obvious. This is not a device to stop office discussion—it’s to make it more purposeful and efficient.

If all this seems too fanciful, take what you know about your readers, from research and surveys, and use that material to pose a series of yes/no questions about your reader. Is my reader male or female? Male. Did he go to university? Yes. Is he married? No. Does he have a job? Yes. Is he working towards professional qualifications? No. Would he like to be? No. Does he own his home? No. And so on. Obviously not all your readers will be male; not all your readers will be home-renting men with degrees and jobs but no professional aspirations. In your more considered calculations about content and attitude, you can take that into account. These exercises are to sharpen up your editing instincts, and for that you need a simple primary target.

More fun, perhaps, than the checklist approach is to take your lead from the ‘in and out’ lists that have been a staple of magazine features departments for many years. You know the sort of thing: black is in, beige is out; peasant is in, classy is out; and so on. You can try it with your reader. ‘Our reader is Hennes, not Matalan.’ ‘Our reader is Radiohead, not Radio 4.’ ‘Our reader is Biarritz, not Magaluf.’ You need a long list before this starts to work, but it will work as a group project with the editorial team. Many magazines have had a lot of fun with this idea over the years, extending it as far as it will go: ‘Our reader is a panther, not a tabby.’ People will take considerable warming-up before they get into the idea, and after a while they’ll get cynical and sarcastic. Stop well before you reach that point.

These ideas have tended to expand your sense of the reader, to build up a rich, evocative mental picture of a person’s background, habits and even appearance. But you may also want to see if you can find a way of clarifying the essence of what that person is about. This is the role played by the magazine’s slogan, in its role as a rallying point for the editorial team. Of course, it will usually also appear on the front cover, just below the logotype (sometimes erroneously called the masthead). That means it has to be chosen with care. The way you characterise your readers may not exactly match the way they see themselves.

Many such slogans are bluntly descriptive, which makes sense in context. If you are producing Heat, a weekly magazine of gossip about celebrities, you might as well have a slogan that says ‘This week’s hottest celebrity news’. Similarly, if
you are producing a solid, authoritative monthly for dentists, the less said the better: The magazine for the dental care team’.

But if you are working in a crowded market, producing a consumer magazine for people who have a choice of several, if not dozens, you may want a slogan that works harder both for you and your readers. At one time, the magazine market supported lots of what were called ‘solus’ readers: those who bought a single magazine, waited a week or a month, and then bought the next issue. Offer them something else, and they would refuse it. These days, they are rare, especially in the cities, where you are rarely far from a newsagent. Subscribers and rural readers are still likely to be ‘loyal’ to a single title, but the trade is increasingly dominated by the ‘repertoire’ buyers, who buy several magazines and rarely read every issue of any one.

A slogan encapsulates your magazine’s identity so that readers can associate themselves with it. At the same time, it identifies and encapsulates certain qualities in the readers you want to reach. Slogans that have successfully done both include She magazine’s famous ‘For women who juggle their lives’. On the literal level, it’s nonsense. Even so, you know what the phrase means, and so do the magazine’s buyers. It has entered the language: no feature on the difficulties faced by modern women is complete without it. The magazine, however, has dropped it.

Over time, slogans do decline in relevance and have to be changed, but that’s a good thing: it’s an opportunity for you to think about whether it’s just your language that needs updating or whether the whole approach needs tweaking. ‘For girls in their freedom years’, ran Company magazine’s slogan. Then ‘girls’ sounded wrong, so it was ‘For the freedom years’, which might be more palatable but is less effective: it expresses a vague aspiration, but it does not define its readership either for your benefit or for years. Now it has gone altogether, slogans being out of fashion in much of the women’s magazine market. Some soldier on: Red has ‘For the best things in life’, which would do equally well for John Lewis. Eve has ‘The sharper read for women’, which at least has an attitude. Zest, meanwhile, promises ‘All you need to look and feel your best’, which has the sole distinguishing feature of rhyming with the title of the magazine. Not that a clever slogan is necessarily required to do a good job. The time you save agonising over something wittier can always be put to good use. Remember, slogans are primarily a selling tool, but they do cast a long shadow over the editorial team. They should help you, not hinder you, which means they need to be chosen well and kept current.

---

**Classic magazine slogans and ad lines**

Timothy Foster runs ADSlogans Unlimited (www.adslogans.co.uk), an Internet-based commercial database of advertising slogans and selling lines. He says:

This type of slogan is a very brief positioning statement rather than a distillation of an ad. It appears on the cover, next to the title. It is read at
the point of purchase, surrounded by competitive titles. The next step is buy it/don’t buy it. It needs to give an instant grasp of what the magazine is about and/or who it is aimed at, providing a context for the teaser headlines on the cover below. By contrast, an ad slogan is a reminder to pick up copy at the newsagents—making a special trip, if necessary.

He selected these classic magazine slogans:
For fun, fearless females. Cosmopolitan
The global leader in business. Fortune
A galaxy of stars. Hello!
The magazine for men. Maxim
The celebrity weekly Now
First for celebrity news. OK!
For the best things in life. Red
London’s weekly guide. Time Out

Ad taglines can be more adventurous:
Miss Cosmo, miss out. Cosmopolitan
Required reading for the business class. Fortune
The next best thing to being there. Hello!
Their lives in your hands. Now
Where do you hide yours? OK!
Your sofa awaits. Red
Understanding comes with Time. Time
You have one week to live. Time Out

Editorial departments are not the only people in a publishing operation with an interest in characterising their readers. Publishers and advertising teams need to do it, too, but they may come up with a rather different perspective to your own. As always, they will accentuate the positive. Even so, it is worth looking closely at every piece of promotional material that emerges from their discussions. There should be agreement about the basic demographic facts. Here’s a typical piece of promotional reader characterisation, from IPC Media’s website. Can you imagine this person? Could you write cover lines or a contents page that would interest her? Possibly, but could you edit a feature to intrigue her?

The Marie Claire reader is an independent, stylish and imageconscious woman who wants to get the best out of her life. She loves Marie Claire because it doesn’t tell her how or what to think. It makes her laugh, and it recognises—and celebrates—all the different elements that make up being a woman today: her passion for fashion and beauty; her love of men and fun; gossip and celebs; alongside her huge curiosity about the world.

Each month, Marie Claire’s unique editorial balance covers all these areas, combining humorous, thought-provoking and worldly journalism, with an unrivalled depth of information to make sure you are kept in the know.
Sometimes, the advertising department’s wishful thinking about who reads the magazine may seem remote from the reality of your advertisers. Trust the advertisers. They are backing their guesses about your readers with money, and if they weren’t getting results they’d stop. Take newspaper colour supplements. They’re full of enthusiastic features about the latest youth music sensation, not to mention cutting-edge fashion of the kind you need to be 20 and rail-thin to contemplate. So are the advertisements for similarly ‘edgy’ products? Not all of them, by any means: they are for stair-lifts, slacks with elasticated waists, and ‘collectable’ crockery, often featuring paintings of Second World War aircraft.

Some people are deluding themselves, and it seems unlikely to be those advertisers. On the other hand, there may be reasons for the yawning gap between the magazine’s real readers and those it seems to be addressing. By pitching the content too young and too radical for the magazines’ carpetslippered readership, the editor may be trying to build for the future: all publications need new readers, and those serving an ageing population need new readers more than most. But it’s a dangerous business: old readers are better than no readers.

Of course, no one buys a newspaper supplement, subscribes to it or asks to receive it. The real interests of its current readers may not be that important. Its editorial is calculated, instead, to entice those placing high-value advertisements, and they want their products in a glamorous and forward-looking environment. The publisher calculates that those selling foam rubber shoes for tired feet will always come along for the ride, even if the magazine’s editorial shows little sign of admitting that old age or poverty even exist.

**Applying what you know**

Your research should have given you plenty of ideas about what to do next. In Chapter 3 there are some thoughts about planning and decision making. There will be things you did not expect, but that can be easily remedied. It is quite common for editors to discover that their readers are having trouble coping with their magazine’s elegantly small body type, or their designers’ liking for reversed-out panels, featuring white type on dark backgrounds. Other readers will complain they can’t find anything from the contents page, because you’ve stylishly placed your folios (page numbers) halfway up the outside margin of each page instead of at top or bottom. All these things can, and should, be changed.

But that’s the easy bit. Your research might also show that readers don’t like the magazine’s tone of voice, or its perceived attitude to a subject, an issue or even its own readers. They might think you are failing to cover the right things, or missing the story, or getting things wrong. These problems are more difficult to put right. You can’t resolve them by tweaking your settings in QuarkXPress.

But your research was never intended to be just an opinion-gathering exercise. You were finding information to help you establish or change your direction. The research tells you whether that direction is feasible, and, if so, whether it’s desirable. To take one basic idea, namely the range of your coverage, you should know, from the first day you occupy the editor’s chair, the basic recipe for each issue: which regular items, how many features, the balance of long and short, and
the range of subject matter they tend to cover. You can work this stuff out as a reader, or prospective editor. When you take the reins, you can start to change it.

Most research will include a basic question about that coverage. It might ask: what do you like to read about? Or: would you like to see less or more about the following subjects? Take this information and compare it with the magazine you see on your desk, and the one you’re planning next. There should be a broad similarity between their ideal magazine and yours, at least over a period. But don’t make the mistake of thinking that editing a magazine is like doing someone else’s shopping, dropping the required features into the wire trolley and ticking them off on the list as you do so. That list of subjects does not account for light and shade, for balance, for topicality, for responsiveness, nor for the element of surprise. Your readers want you to know them and like them well enough to give them things they haven’t asked for. Think of the ‘outspoken’ columnists in the newspapers: we have all heard people say ‘She says just what I’m thinking.’ Of course, they weren’t thinking it, otherwise they’d find the columnist boring; it’s the sort of thing they might have thought. Those are the ideas we give our readers.

One of the frustrations of the research companies is that their insights are either ignored or abused in some way: used as a battering ram in office politics. When research is carried out on behalf of your title, you need to sit down quietly with a copy of the detailed report and work out your response. Put something on paper. Don’t be unnecessarily negative—most managers want people who bring them solutions rather than problems—and stick to the point. Take this response and sit on it for a bit while you decide what to say to your team.

Research will have an impact on your staff. Even if it is only a question of increasing the type size, someone will have to incorporate it into the design, and someone else will have to cut the average length of a story to make room. Worse, it is not uncommon for research exercises to ask people to grade their appreciation of individual sections, pieces and writers. You simply cannot take such research and circulate it to everyone, or pin it on the wall and invite people to take a look. You need to speak to those individuals first and to reassure them—unless, of course, your intention is quite the opposite.

A research document will influence the mood of an entire team, even if it is largely innocuous. Everyone knows the research is taking place. Until it is discussed, no one will relax. So you must prepare yourself to explain what’s going on. Remember that anything coming from you will have twice the impact that it would coming from almost anyone else. If you point out that certain subjects are ill-appreciated, your colleagues will immediately assume you are going to cease covering them. On the other hand, if you are loudly dismissive of the survey, you will find it hard in future even to consider change.

One solution is to present both the research and your response to it. Make it clear that the research is not editing the magazine, you are. But research that is commissioned and then ignored is like a cache of weapons: sooner or later someone’s going to dig it up and use it to cause trouble. Better to use research openly and honestly: act on it, or dismiss it. It may tell you unpalatable things, but
it’s better that you discover them in a focus group rather than on the newsagents’ shelves.

**Staying in touch**

This period of intense involvement with the readers—finding out what they’re like, trying to anticipate what they want to read—tends to come at critical points in the magazine’s development: in planning a launch, attacking a market leader or fending off a newcomer, or in staving off a decline. The rest of the time there is a tendency to take the readers for granted. This is understandable, but foolish. The editor-reader relationship is at least as important as that of the editor-publisher or editor-staff.

It used to be thought that all readers wanted from magazines was to buy them, read them and throw them away. These days, few people think like that. All modern managements have discovered that it is cheaper to keep a customer happy than to search for new ones. The magazine industry has a deep-seated belief that its product has a special meaning to its buyers. ‘People love their magazines!’ according to the title of an elderly but much-quoted piece of research by the advertising agency WCRS:6 ‘The most impressive lesson emerging from current research is that readers enjoy a very close relationship with magazines that they chose to read. It is a relationship that is impossible for other media to replicate.’

But if they have that commitment—and surveys continue to find evidence of it—they should receive some sort of recognition or pay-off for it. At the very least, they deserve to get a sense of belonging and of being recognised. But you can get something from them; guidance on your direction.

There are many straightforward editorial devices for reader involvement. Editorial contact numbers should be clearly displayed and phones promptly and politely answered. It is feasible to give all staff direct lines and to print those numbers in the magazine. A proportion of calls will be from timewasters and cranks, but most will not. Readers should feel able to ring with ideas and suggestions, and, when necessary, with complaints. All should be dealt with courteously. E-mail addresses should be printed in the magazine, but will attract a lot of rubbish. If they appear on your website, they will certainly bring in screeds of repulsive electronic junk mail, or spam. Encourage people to dump it instantly rather than let it mount up. These are supposed to be channels of communication: they need to be kept clear for useful and important messages.

Should you print your own direct line number and e-mail address? Many editors would rather appear stark naked at the annual conference of the Periodical Publishers Association than allow their readers to get straight through to them every time they have a grievance. On the other hand, the volume of calls will be less than you might expect. Most people would prefer to deal with someone lower down the chain: only those with a strong sense of their own importance—lawyers, politicians, captains of industry, other journalists—will insist on going straight to the top. It can pay to deal with such people yourself.
If your magazine’s staffing runs to it, the best answer is probably to have some assistance in screening your incoming calls. That way callers are never more than one transfer away from you, which is about the most people should be asked to bear. And if they don’t need to speak to you—for instance, PR people making routine checks to see whether you will be using their exciting product releases—they can be politely redirected to the appropriate person. You might also find you need another phone, a direct line separate from the switchboard system, mainly for making outgoing calls and international calls outside switchboard hours, but whose number can be disclosed by you personally to those who really need it. Some people use a mobile for that purpose.

The object here is to elevate reader calls and enquiries from their traditionally low position of importance. You must have a standard procedure for dealing with complaints, which may range from the trivial to the potentially disastrous. Such calls from readers should be logged and investigated, and a follow-up call made. Readers must not be treated as passive consumers of what we, the professionals, see fit to serve them. All promises to readers must be kept.

Magazines increasingly use their readers as editorial sources. Women’s magazines are great users of their personal stories and confessions. In such circumstances readers are paid, which reflects the competitiveness of the market. Editors in other markets will normally hope to encourage their readers to share information and experiences without payment. The glory of having their names printed in a national publication will still be enough for many, but only if you deal with them properly.

The letters page and readers’ contributions

Every magazine must find room for the views of both the readers and those written about. There should be a letters page, and you should take it seriously. Many letters will need modest copy-editing to make them clearer. But avoid the heavy-handed rewriting associated with the tabloid newspapers, where all the letter-writers sound remarkably similar. If you want that effect, make sure you print a warning to letter-writers that their contributions are likely to adjusted. On a business or professional magazine, on the other hand, you will need to discuss major changes with their authors.

Controversy is important on a letters page, although if it is too interesting it should be moved rapidly to the news pages and broadened into a real running story. If you don’t have controversy, you can always stir some up by soliciting letters. Other readers should not be able to detect you stirring the pot, but stir it you must.

This is not the same thing, however, as writing your own letters. That is a desperate measure, but it would be a rare editor who has never done it when the postbag suddenly dries up. Let discussions run, but bring them to a close as soon as they become boring.
Letters should have headings, which should entice as well as summarise. Where they make direct requests or factual complaints, they should be answered on the page. Serious problems shouldn’t be dealt with through the letters page: they should be answered in private correspondence. Don’t feel tempted to add smart replies to everything. It looks smug. If you want to achieve that Punch-and-Judy effect, create a special column elsewhere: that’s the way to do it. Otherwise, let the reader have the last word.

Longer pieces from readers are a good idea, both as copy and an expression of the magazine’s approachability and openness. Either they can be written and sent in or done as ‘as told to’ interviews with a journalist. If the readers send them, you will be able to assess the strength of the underlying experiences and thoughts. But don’t expect your readers to be able to write polished copy for publication. These stories will usually need work by a skilled editor. On the other hand, they may bring you close to a personal or professional experience that you would otherwise miss.

It is also worth having an ‘Errata’ or ‘Corrections’ box. Honest mistakes cleared up in that way can prevent trouble later, although seriously aggrieved readers need to be handled in a different way (see Chapter 8). Corrections can make quite entertaining reading: see the Guardian for details. Your readers won’t mind the fact that you are human. Obviously, if your Corrections box turns into a Corrections page, or section, you have a few problems.

**Competitions**

Magazines can always involve their readers through competitions, but the editorial department rarely initiates them. Instead your colleagues in the promotional area will cajole advertisers or PR companies into providing prizes in return for a flattering mention in the accompanying text and liberal use of the benefactor’s logo. The questions are always easy, especially for anyone who has read the copy, ensuring that the ‘competition’ brings in the maximum number of entries, which come in on a coupon cut from the magazine. The winner is usually picked from a hat. The whole operation is of dubious legality.

Keep this kind of thing at arm’s length. Read the copy to make sure it is not misleading, and that readers are being treated fairly. But such competitions are best viewed as advertisements that happen to be paid for in kind rather than in cash. They have a value for advertisers and for readers, but they’re nothing to do with journalism. Even so, most publishers will count competitions as editorial pages for the purpose of flat-planning and determining the advertising/editorial ratio (see Chapter 7), because they don’t bring the magazine any money.

The size and prominence of the coverage should be measured against the value of the prize, but that is for other people to worry about. Companies supplying prizes obviously want the maximum exposure in return for the value of the object. Your publisher will want to extract the best prize in return for space in the magazine. Such on-page promotions are regulated by the Lotteries and
Amusements Act of 1976, which does not make things easy. For more detail on the legal aspects, see Chapter 8.

Of course, the editorial department can initiate its own competitions, but they take more work. You can hold writing competitions, photography competitions and contests that in some way challenge the professional skills of your readers. Caption competitions can liven up a flagging diary page. If you can find someone willing to donate a prize in return for a little logo on the page, why not? At least here the competition can have genuine editorial value. Since you are now judging actual skill, every effort must be taken to be fair. Names and addresses must be detached from entries to prevent any sort of prejudice. The basis of the judging should be made clear on the page. Experience suggests that a proportion of those who lose will find rejection difficult to take. At that point you must be able to say that everything has been done fairly.

**Awards**

Awards are much more than a way of keeping in touch with your readers. For many business-to-business publications, they provide another source of income after advertising and circulation. They do provide editorial benefits—enhancing the status of the publication, providing an opportunity to make valuable contacts and links with useful organisations, raising the magazine’s profile in the outside world—but they are time consuming. Editors are increasingly pressed to come up with revenue-generating ideas, and awards are among the least irksome.

Some advertisers have found that they can gain kudos and an editorial presence by setting up their own award schemes and bullying editors into promoting them. It is better to take the initiative: devise an award scheme or major competition in conjunction with some professional body or expert organisation, then ask your commercial colleagues to look for an advertiser to sponsor it. That way you retain the initiative.

Any such scheme must be run on fair and transparent lines. If not, the image of the magazine will suffer. Nor should you overdo it. Some editors feel that there is a danger of their paying advertising being supplanted by awards, competitions and sponsored events, which may bring in extra income for the publisher but do nothing to make the magazine itself profitable.

**Meeting the readers**

Most magazines will have some sort of ‘reader event’, but often the connection with editorial is remote. They are organised by the promotional department, or the magazine’s name is associated with an event, without any closer involvement. But readers don’t see it like that: they expect members of the editorial staff, from the editor down, to be present and visible. Women’s magazines hold successful readers’ evenings at department stores. They organise conferences and lunches, with speakers from the magazine and elsewhere. Film magazines can arrange
reader screenings of new movies with the help of the film distributors. Why not use these opportunities to speak to the readers about the magazine and your plans?

**Campaigns**

One final area of involvement with the readers is campaigning. A campaign is more than a series of articles on the same subject. At its best, it arises from a reader experience. That is followed by an investigation by the magazine’s journalists, opinion surveys and more detailed articles. In the latter stages there should be discussions with public bodies or politicians to make something happen. Readers expect an emotional pay-off, otherwise the campaign will cease to be a source of editorial excitement and become a curse. Think about where it’s going to end, even before you get the special campaign logo designed. When it works, a campaign binds readers and magazine together, showing that you can identify your readership’s concerns and speak up about them.
LEADER AND MANAGER

Being an editor is creative. But it is not creative in the same way as writing a feature or doing a layout. Most of the time, your creativity has to be expressed through other people’s skills and imaginations. Obviously, that can be frustrating: the process of creation turns into something slow, remote and painfully indirect. But when it is working properly, you achieve something that is not only better than you could do on your own, but better even than the sum of your individual efforts. Inspiration arrives, generated not from your abilities as individuals but from the process of being together, thinking together and working together. It’s the best thing about the job. You might call this the spirit of the magazine, and you have to conjure it up and keep it alive.

Orson Welles famously called a film studio ‘the greatest train set a boy could ever have’. When a magazine is working well, it’s like that, except you don’t have to be male to play with it. It’s like a train set, or a doll’s house, or a model village, or one of those civilisation-building computer games. It has lots of intricate parts that you can move around, change and rebuild to your heart’s content.

However, as the alert will have spotted, there is one big difference between running a toy utopia and managing a magazine. Both involve lots of people. But in a magazine, they are not an inch high and made of plastic; they are human beings with their own ideas, abilities, drives and difficulties. This makes them more interesting and inspiring; it also makes them more trouble. Any editor who is honest will have experienced the guilty pleasure of seeing the magazine from a god-like angle. You can almost hold the whole thing in your hands: all the people and the filing cabinets and the computers and the desks. It’s so clever and intricate and, well, lovely. And it’s yours.

The word for this feeling, so far unspoken, is power. It’s a strong emotion. Some are corrupted by it. Some find it addictive. Some can handle the rush, but not the come-down afterwards, when they discover that for everything that goes right, several other things may go wrong. But don’t feel bad about acknowledging the emotion. Becoming an editor is a great achievement, and you probably wouldn’t have made it if you didn’t want to experience that moment of god-like command, even if it only happens when everyone else has gone home. Don’t disown the emotion: relish it, then put it away for rainy days, of which there will be many.
While feeling powerful may help you lead, it won’t help you manage. No one else shares the intensity of your feelings about your magazine—why should they?—and you can’t expect them to be driven by your equally strong convictions about the way things should be done. You’ve got to start talking to them, not giving them instructions on stone tablets. More importantly, you’ve got to let them speak to you—and you’ve got to take notice of what they say.

**Born to lead, or to manage?**

As an editor, are you a leader or a manager? Some writers on management make this distinction.¹ It helps explain some of the problems editors experience. Gerard Blair was a professor of mechanical engineering at Edinburgh University who taught management skills to his graduate students. His writings on the subject are widely available on the web, and they stand out from the field by being concise and well written. He says that leadership is not the same as management, nor superior to it, but a skill managers should learn.

Managers increase the effectiveness of an organisation through organisation, planning, staffing, directing and controlling. Leadership, says Blair, is part of the ‘directing’ function of the manager. It’s not as important as management—some businesses and projects run perfectly well without leaders. Managers have formal authority, because someone appoints them. Managers have to do certain things, and they have to do them the right way.

Leaders can take on leadership themselves, because they have the ambition and because other people are prepared to be led. Leadership is the fun part. Leaders can do what they think is right, using their own initiative. Here are a few more characteristics of leaders, as identified in the business books:

- They attract followers and supporters, and acquire loyalty because they can create it.
- They appeal to the emotions rather than reason.
- They take notice of the individuals in their team and appreciate them.
- They apologise for mistakes.
- They celebrate success.

In other words, leaders have exactly what it takes to lead people, whether they are crossing the Andes on foot or producing a new supplement about office equipment.

Leaders are observant and sensitive people. They know their team and develop mutual confidence within it.

(John Fenton)²

The poor old manager, in contrast, gets a poor press. Such managers:
- have only modest ideas for change, not radical plans;
- risk losing the leadership initiative to their subordinates;
- may have become manager by accident rather than through talent;
- can only hope for people to do what they are told, rather than gain their enthusiastic support.

Magazines need a leader. The leader has the vision of what the magazine should be, based on an understanding of what its readers expect. The leader encourages the team to produce the magazine according to that vision. And the leader gets to decide whether what the team comes up with matches the vision.

However, leadership is not everything. The magazine needs managing, too. Managing is everything that leading is not: making sure things are done properly, that people turn up on time, that deadlines are kept and budgets are observed, that people are hired, trained, appraised, mentored and dismissed in accordance with the law, and so on. The job of a manager in any organisation knows few limits, and a magazine office is no exception. Magazines must have an editorial manager —and often that’s the editor.

But the qualities that make someone a good leader don’t normally make a good manager. Someone who has a brilliant, intuitive grasp of the world out there, and can convince a room full of cynical journalists about it, is not always so good when it comes to querying expenses or turning down a request for promotion. Perhaps there should be two jobs. Some magazines have tried that. There’s the editor, who has the vision, and there’s the managing editor, who deals with angry freelances and unhappy staff.

In that situation, the managing editor has all the authority: the keys to the castle, if you like. The editor has the title, and the crown, and a following. But any human being in the managing editor’s position is going to be tempted to offer alternative leadership, either on occasion or semi-permanently. What’s more, it will come easily, and it will start to feel good—and they won’t live happily ever after.

It needs to be one job. But it is two sets of skills, and two sets of problems. The best way of dealing with it is to recognise that, breaking the job down into its component parts and then working hard on mastering them. We have already seen that leadership is the exciting bit so, in time-honoured journalistic fashion, we’re going to look at that first.

**Leadership**

People will tell you that leaders are born, rather than made. But they’ll tell you exactly the same thing about writers and editors. Like those things, leadership is something you can learn to do better. But fundamentally it’s not up to you. A person gets management authority from above, but becomes a leader when the team agrees to be led. The ability to unite people behind you, and retain their loyalty even when things turn rough, is something managers don’t necessarily have. It’s certainly not something you acquire while clawing your way up the
journalistic ladder. Journalists, especially reporters, are competitive by nature. The arts of praising others, celebrating success and taking blame when necessary don’t always come easily.

Leaders must focus the attentions of a mixed group of colleagues so that they can achieve success. They do that by planning, organising work, communicating what they need, and then motivating people to see it through.

Types of leader

By the time we are being measured for the editor’s chair, most of us have had the opportunity to experience different types of leadership. You might have come across these:

- The Great Dictator
- The Ditherer
- The People’s Friend.

The Great Dictator leads by pushing people forward, and has a clear sense of direction. Unfortunately, this leaves little room for contributions from the team, and all its frustrated energy and ingenuity soon turns into passive resistance or active opposition. But the Great Dictator has some good points. In a crisis, being told what to do is strangely comforting. What’s more, the traditions of journalism (the slogan ‘Just do it!’ was known in a thousand newsrooms before it ever appeared on a box of training shoes) are authoritarian: journalists moan about them, but many prefer them to long discussions and compromises.

The Ditherer sees all points of view, all of the time. Editors with a tendency to indecision hand over control to their colleagues and let them argue it out. If those people are motivated and have a good sense of direction, all may be well. But the Ditherer has relinquished the task of directing the magazine, and will find it hard to insist on standards being maintained. And if the Ditherer’s subordinates are not competent and well intentioned, the magazine is in trouble.

The People’s Friend, meanwhile, has the best intentions. The idea is to build on the abilities of the team by involving it in every aspect of the job. The drawback is that the magazine turns rapidly into a meeting that never ends, with the process of management taking over entirely from the process of producing a magazine.

Look critically at these leadership models, and others you have known, and see what you can use and what you should discard. In modern management, participation and democracy are favoured. Give your team members objectives, but let them decide how they should be carried through, even letting them carve up the work between themselves.
Management

The secret of management is to keep the guys who hate you away from the guys who are undecided.

(Casey Stengel)³

Leadership is a great thing, but it is secondary to management. The key word is ‘responsibility’. A leader inspires, but a manager ensures that the magazine thrives and that everyone involved prospers. When you become a manager, you have the power to control your own work and that of all those around you. But it is daunting. You may think you can essentially remain a journalist, giving your new management tasks the least possible attention. But it won’t work. The powers you refuse to exercise will be quickly swallowed by other people, and that may not help you or your team.

If you don’t manage, you will be condemned for it. If you do manage, you will meet opposition. You are sandwiched between your journalistic colleagues and senior management, forced to uphold the very decisions you would once have attacked. All the time, you must defend your colleagues against those who don’t understand why they cost so much and seem to work so haphazardly.

Inevitably you will do things differently from your predecessor, and change is threatening. Place yourself in your colleagues’ position for a while and see how threatened you feel. New managers are not only scared, they are scary. Gather information quickly but act slowly. Keep edging forward: gently does it. To help with your own fears, find a mentor, someone outside your immediate working environment but with experience you can draw on. You won’t be able to let off steam with your old colleagues: better to find an understanding ear where it can’t do any harm.

Your responsibilities

The position is quite clear: editors are legally responsible for every word and image that appear in their magazines, in both editorial and advertising matter. Beyond that, an editor has a moral responsibility for the attitudes and expressions within the magazine, and must be prepared to defend them.

But the editor also has responsibilities as an employer, in terms of the way people are treated and their working conditions. You are their ‘line manager’, to use the jargon. There must be fairness in employment practice and adherence to good standards of health and safety. And you are also, sometimes, a member of the company’s commercial management.

In practice, some of this may not affect you. Editors rarely have much to do with the day-to-day running of the advertising department. In many companies, personnel functions are controlled by a separate department. Even so, you still have to know the rules—the law, in fact—and operate by them. The same goes for health and safety.
On a more general level, you as editor may be held responsible for things you have no power to change. Your circulation may decline, not for editorial reasons, but because other publications have higher promotional budgets and more vigorous promotional teams. If you are to be held responsible for such matters, you must be represented in the management forum which deals with them.

Underlying your dealings with your colleagues must be an awareness of employment law. Unfortunately, that’s not what you’d call a neat package, since the laws are drawn from many different sources: common law; British legislation, mostly passed since 1963; and European legislation. On top of that, generations of judges have introduced a mass of case law, modifying and elaborating the written principles.

Companies should have written employment procedures, built on these frameworks and examined by solicitors, but some will not. If these procedures exist, you should know them thoroughly. Trouble can come from many directions: disciplinary procedures; racial and sexual discrimination; maternity rights; safety; holiday entitlements; hours of work; sick leave; the wording of employment contracts; and so on.

This is not the place for a detailed examination of employment law. Plenty of books are available, or your company may subscribe to a service that provides continuously updated material. The best example is probably Croner’s Reference Book for Employers, a package that includes a ringbound book, updated monthly, a fortnightly newsletter and a telephone helpline. This is probably too detailed for your purposes. You would probably be better off picking up more material from the Department of Trade and Industry, or from its Employment Relations website, or from popular textbooks intended for small businesses. The main thing is to understand the key terms you will come across: the letter of appointment; the contract of employment; sick pay; maternity payments and leave; trade union duties; redundancy; wrongful dismissal; unfair dismissal.

In a small company you may write your own letters of appointment, so you should be aware of their legal significance. The actual ‘contract of employment’ is made when both sides agree verbally, before anything is put on paper, so it is vital not to offer anything at the interview stage unless you intend to provide it. New employees must receive the following details within 13 weeks of starting work:

- the employer’s name and address;
- their job title;
- the date their employment began;
- details of pay, sick pay and pension;
- hours and holiday entitlement;
- notice period;
- disciplinary rules;
- a procedure for raising grievances.
Once made, the contract can only be changed by mutual agreement.

There is a legal requirement to pay people who are sick, providing they and their period of illness meet the conditions laid down in the regulations. There are also many requirements concerning pregnant women, laying down both the payments they receive following the birth and their right to return to work afterwards in a position that, while not necessarily identical, has terms or conditions that are no worse. Requests to job-share or work part time must be considered fairly. No female employee, however briefly she has been with the company, may be dismissed for being pregnant or giving birth. Such a dismissal is always automatically unfair.

Redundancy is the procedure whereby people are dismissed because the firm no longer requires that type of work. Remember that the job becomes redundant, not the individual. It is emphatically not a way of removing individuals whom you do not want in a particular job, although some employers try to use it in this way. Individuals must be selected for redundancy by a fair and agreed method, given a redundancy payment, plenty of notice and, where possible, the offer of alternative employment. Trade unions, where recognised, must be consulted. Where correct redundancy procedures are breached, the employee will be able to bring a case of ‘unfair’ dismissal. This should not be confused with ‘wrongful’ dismissal.

A wrongful dismissal is one in which the employer breaches the contract of employment, either by failing to give sufficient notice of dismissal or by failing to comply with the disciplinary procedures detailed in the contract. Where the employer summarily dismisses the employee because the employee’s behaviour constitutes a breach of the contract of employment, no case of wrongful dismissal will be found.

The employee can take an action for breach of contract in the county court, or the employment tribunal system, but damages are usually limited to the wages that would have been paid during the notice period. A payment in lieu of notice will generally prevent a wrongful dismissal action, as will compliance with normal disciplinary procedures. Such actions are rare except in the case of the highly paid on long notice periods.

An unfair dismissal is a different, and much more contentious, area of the law, dealt with exclusively in the employment tribunal system. A dismissal is automatically unfair if a person is sacked for trade union activities, or is singled out for redundancy from a group of people doing similar work without agreed procedures being followed.

Beyond that, a dismissal is only fair if:

- it is for redundancy, and all procedures have been followed;
- it is on the grounds of failings in ‘skill, aptitude or health’, a situation which normally arises at the beginning of an employment;
- it is on the grounds of misconduct: incompetence, negligence, violence, drunkenness, immorality;
• it is on the grounds that the employee can no longer work legally (for instance, if a driver loses his or her licence);
• it is for ‘some other substantial reason’ which you are prepared to argue before an employment tribunal.

Staff who have worked for you for longer than two years are entitled to take you to a tribunal to contest their dismissal. So are, without any qualification period, individuals who claim they have been discriminated against on the grounds of race, sex or pregnancy. They can seek reinstatement or compensation, and in the right circumstances, the sums of money can be substantial. In particular, there is no limit on the compensation available to those dismissed for trade union activities or ‘whistleblowing’.

Even if you manage to prove that the dismissal was for a permissible reason, the tribunal will still require that you acted reasonably. In particular, dismissal must come at the end of a proper disciplinary procedure, including a full investigation of the circumstances. Those dismissed must know the case against them and have been given an opportunity to appeal to some higher authority within the organisation. The government’s Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service has produced a code of practice on disciplinary procedures, and although this theoretically has no more than advisory status, it would be a brave employer indeed who deviated far from it.

So you must understand what is involved before you even think of dismissing anyone—and unless you are a saint, you will certainly have such thoughts from time to time.

Your approach

When you become an editor, your first job is to work out exactly how to place yourself in the process. You will have had good and bad examples. Some editors spend most of their professional lives away from the editorial department, either in meetings with management colleagues or outside, representing the title, meeting advertisers and so on. The result is that the magazine can appear to run itself, although such magazines invariably have a strong deputy editor. On the other hand, we have all come across editors who never leave their desks and who need to control everything.

Veteran editors will warn you against trying to edit by committee, especially when the pressure is on. Gene Roberts, formerly of the New York Times, puts it like this: ‘A newspaper ought to be a participatory democracy until 20 minutes before deadline.’ Many would say the same for magazines.

But editors will achieve little by being autocratic. It makes more sense to communicate your vision to your staff and invite them to share it. We learn to achieve success through the creativity of the people we are leading and managing. One of the best things is when your colleagues surprise you by their commitment
and ability. You have to give them the opportunity to do that, even if it means accepting that, on occasions, they will let you down.

Managers today are supposed to be ‘facilitators’ or ‘team coaches’, not police officers. Most people will accept your authority. But you must make it worth their while to do so, by succeeding in the task that you have been set. If you listen to what people around you are saying, you will learn a lot. There is something called ‘manager’s joke syndrome’, whereby people laugh twice as hard at a joke told by a superior. It is hard not to be flattered. But the point of the anecdote is that the impact of anything you say now will be exaggerated. That includes words of warning and praise.

Those whose work you are required to direct may be friends and close colleagues or complete strangers. In the latter case, meet each member of your new team quickly, and individually. This will give you an opportunity to provide reassurance, even a modicum of flattery, but also to put across your drive and ideas. You must also assess those you are about to work with, making a note of your impressions. At the end of your first week, and then again after a month, look again at what you wrote and reconsider.

Set an example of diligence and enthusiasm, particularly in your dealings with the outside world. You need to impress your vision of the magazine upon your staff, and to project enthusiasm and the confidence that it can be achieved. You need to be decisive, and to take the blame when things go wrong. You mustn’t make promises you don’t intend to keep or can’t keep.

People need to know that you are interested in both their work and their lives. When you praise, it should be in public. It also needs to be specific and detailed if it is to have any effect. Not ‘I always enjoy your features’ but ‘I really liked the moment in your feature on aircraft safety when you…’. Criticism must be tough when necessary, but it should be in private.

Editorially you can expect to be judged as much on the detail of your magazine as on the overall picture, and so your immersion in it has to be almost limitless. While you are setting your standards, you need to be everywhere: reading copy, looking at layouts, looking at pictures, suggesting headlines, encouraging, cajoling, persuading.

One ideal approach might be to concern yourself with ‘nothing except everything’. You should make sure you are not tied to fixed, time-sensitive jobs in the production cycle, so that you can become involved in what needs doing as and when it arises. In that way, you can look at a feature early on and suggest a rewrite, you can see pictures when they come in, you can stand at the sub-editor’s shoulder when headlines are being written and you can reassure the lawyer when a controversial piece raises worries. You can also attend the necessary meetings with publishers and other managers without worrying about what you are not doing while you are there.

Delegate important editing and writing tasks to your senior colleagues, if you have them, so that you can remain slightly detached but ready to seize on key details and deal with them. This remoteness may feel difficult, even painful,
especially in the early stages. But once you have set a direction and laid down standards, let the team get on with it. You can dedicate your time to planning and organising for the future, and fighting corporate battles on behalf of the editorial team.

The ‘nothing except everything’ model will not suit everyone’s circumstances. Some editors have few real managerial functions. Instead, especially on small titles, they continue to carry out a lot of the journalistic work on an issue. The model here is the ‘player manager’. You have to do the job and manage at the same time. This is a growing trend, and not just in journalism but in information technology, law, banking and health. Here you are more leader than manager: it is difficult to exert formal authority, so you must inspire and motivate through the quality of your commitment to work.

Every magazine has its own ‘culture’, a set of attitudes, procedures and ways of working that may have existed even before the current staff were in their jobs. As an outsider joining an existing magazine you will find yourself under pressure to go with the flow. Although this might feel like a personal defeat, the first task is to get the magazine out. Changes can come later.

There are at least two views of how new editors should act during their first days. One says that immediate decisions must be taken about personnel and appropriate changes made. This can leave you with a reputation for dynamism, but also for impetuosity and unreasonableness. Concentrate on listening and learning in the first days and weeks; then you can act from a position of strength.

Many editors are reluctant to enter a new and potentially hostile environment single-handed, preferring to bring a trusted deputy or assistant. This is only human, but your new staff will think you have consigned them to the outer circle. You will soon need allies if you are to get anything done. Convince people that you are going to make things better for them.

Once things start to improve, opposition will crumble, but until then you need one or two key people to follow your lead. If they happen to include people who really feel they should have your job, so much the better. Their future prospects are likely to be enhanced if they are loyal to you rather than disloyal. In a small team, you may be able to convince everyone at once. That’s excellent, because then you are well equipped to face any hostility from outside. Loyalty will only be entrenched once you have some members of staff who owe you their present positions. Appointments and promotions must be your own decisions.

Management textbooks, especially modern ones, are well worth reading. But journalists are creative people, which makes managing them a little bit more tricky. They are generally articulate, sensitive and individualistic. They will question every instruction and are inclined to be distrustful. Don’t complain about these qualities: that’s why we employ them. But it does mean you can’t manage them by barking orders and pretending to know everything. You must let them do their jobs.

Provide the vision, and set the standards. Without a vision that is understood by everyone working on a magazine, the editor is merely overseeing its decline.
The vision makes it possible for individuals to act as a team, almost by instinct. If everyone understands who the reader is supposed to be, commissions will be appropriate, the style of writing will be right, and appropriate headlines and standfands will present themselves. The vision will run through every page like a watermark. You have created that vision, and now you develop it with your staff. Your enthusiasm must be plain.

But you must also make clear what you expect of people and of the finished magazine. Industrial managers say ‘what gets measured gets done’. We can’t work like that: we don’t keep a tally of individuals’ daily keystrokes, although it has been tried. But we do assess people’s work. How fresh are these ideas? How well are they executed? Journalists need to know that their work is read and appreciated, and that their ambitions and difficulties are matters that can be discussed.

Train yourself to listen. The temptation is to tell people what to do. But you need people to tell you their difficulties and their discoveries. Take what they say seriously and be seen to be doing something about it, otherwise the opportunity is wasted.

On a magazine with a small staff, low pagination and a long production cycle, editors will be involved in every stage of an issue’s creation. As the magazine grows, however, that becomes much more difficult. What’s the minimum routine involvement you should have in a magazine’s production to manage it properly? You certainly need to approve the flat-plan, since the running order and relative lengths of feature material really determine the reader’s experience of the magazine. You need not, however, do all the necessary sums and negotiation yourself, providing you have a sensible relationship with your advertising department and a competent deputy or chief sub-editor.

Since you are legally responsible for the entire content of the publication, it is usual to see every finished page. In the days when magazines went to press as pasted-up boards, it was customary for the editor to sign each page last, after a senior editorial figure (perhaps a chief sub-editor or section editor) and the art editor. Those objects now barely exist, but you must see proofs of each spread as it is sent to the colour house or printer.

You won’t just be reading pages for typographical errors. Your concern is with the broad picture: are the headlines appropriate? Does the design lead the reader through the material clearly? Are those the correct pictures? It is sometimes a good idea to print a checklist on each proof page, reminding people to tick off each of the elements, particularly picture credits, folios, captions and pull quotes.

Looking at everything this late has its limitations. Your production schedule should include sufficient time to enable you to change things that are wrong without incurring extra costs. But this is not the moment for recasting a major feature or taking a new line on a news story. There will be no time for significant rewriting and certainly not for extra research.

That is why you must make it your business to insert yourself into the process early on, and not always in a predictable way. Some editors see all the raw copy before it is edited. That can undermine the authority of your team. But you should
be able to dip in and read copy at various stages in the process. You may also like
to see rough layouts and early picture-edits when they are under construction,
rather than wait until a spread is finished before passing comment.

Most editors find that they have regrettably little time to spend on editorial tasks:
instead they are trapped in a round of meetings on more managerial and
commercial topics. Consequently, you must find ways to make your editorial
interventions count, and be seen to be interested in everything that is going on.
There is no better way of doing this than wandering around looking at what people
are doing: designing pages, sorting out photographs, writing headlines, and so on.
This can be infuriating, of course, but people must learn to expect it rather than
see it as an imposition.

Management skills

When you first become an editor, you may well have no management skills at all.
What will have got you the job will be your aptitude for dealing with people, an
ability to make decisions, a certain maturity, added to excellent editorial abilities.
But there are new skills you will need to do the job properly. The most important
of these is communication.

Communication

You’ve spent your whole career using words. But that’s not the kind of
communication you need now. You need to be able to get your meaning across,
but, more important, you need to be able to hear people. You must listen both to
what people are saying and to what they are not saying. It’s easy to hear only what
you want to hear.

So when someone asks you for something, or you agree something between
you, say it again so you are both sure you understand one another. If it’s something
that has the capacity to cause trouble in future, write it down: freelance
commissions, for instance, and big feature ideas are notorious for ‘drifting’ after
the initial conversation. If they’re written down and each party receives a copy,
that process is halted. It also makes everyone realise that words do mean
something, and differentiates general chat from meaningful discussion.

What about when you have to disagree with someone? There is a useful
sequence. Repeat the other person’s position so that you know you are arguing
about the same thing. Then state your case. Finally propose a way out, preferably
using an outcome you thought about before starting the discussion. If you have to
criticise someone, get your facts straight, and then do it in a private place. Always
concentrate on the work, not on the personality, and push the onus back onto them:
‘I’m not very happy with the headings on this page. I think they’re a bit uninspired.
Are you happy with them?’ You can see that this is preferable to that time-
honoured journalistic gambit: ‘What do you call this rubbish?’
People respond well to your interest in them and their difficulties. By asking people to clarify their own feelings about their work and their problems with it, you avoid a stand-off. At the end, though, you must reassert your authority in unambiguous terms: ‘Well, I’d like you to take another look at them before you go on to anything else. Can you bring me a printout of the page at about 11.30? Thank you.’ It is important to thank people, even if you really think they are just doing their job.

Meetings

Meetings are an essential part of communication. Unfortunately, most people find them tedious and come expecting to be bored or disruptive. Meetings must not simply happen: they need to be planned, properly run and then followed up. The first question, of course, is whether a meeting should take place at all. If more is achieved by not having it, then don’t have it.

You will find that meetings are a nuisance. There will always be meetings with publishers, different departments of management and outside organisations. They should not be allowed to stop you communicating with your editorial staff. This means more meetings, but at least you will be running the show.

Now you can set the timing and the venue, create the agenda, decide on who attends and how long the meeting lasts, and create a record of what the meeting decided. All these things are important. You need an agenda, however short, to keep the meeting to the point. The list of who attends is important too: people will feel nervous about being ‘left out’, but it is not always productive for them to attend. Once they know that your meetings are strictly about business they won’t feel so excluded. Meetings should have a fixed time-span, to discourage rambling, and they should lead to some resolution, conclusion or policy that can be written down and circulated.

In a small enough magazine, it could be argued that there is no need for meetings, since everyone is constantly on hand and discussion is the natural state of things. Nonetheless, there are strong arguments for getting people to stop work, put down the telephones and turn their attention to the matter at hand. On a weekly with a strong news content it can be a good idea to start each day with a morning look at the diary and the post, and a discussion of anything that is immediately at hand. Some editors like to see all the incoming post and distribute it at this stage, with an indication as to how important they consider it for the magazine. Such meetings should be short and sharp. More leisured discussion of the magazine in general can take place outside the building and at another time.

On bigger publications it is essential to hold regular meetings to discuss progress. It is often a good idea to do this when the new issue first becomes available, although on a monthly those meetings will be too infrequent to maintain momentum. It is important to review the finished magazine as it first appears, with the intention of doing better in future.
Some offices have what is called a ‘whinge copy’, where journalists annotate a copy of the issue to indicate where they find mistakes or have points they want to raise. This is a good idea, providing people are prepared to initial their remarks and defend them in the meeting. Journalists are often reluctant to engage in constructive criticism. But it is essential if everyone is to play a part in producing a strong product. Promote the idea by being optimistic, enthusiastic and quicker to praise than to attack.

After the meeting has looked at the current issue, review the state of the coming issue, with contributions by those responsible for the various sections or aspects, reporting any progress or hold-ups and permitting any last-minute suggestions or contributions. Following that, the meeting may wish to move on to future issues and ideas.

Do meetings have any role in creativity? We have all experienced the emptying of the mind that takes place when called upon to produce ideas in a formal meeting. Nonetheless, these editorial meetings may be one of the few opportunities people get to share ideas and develop them. But meetings need work and regular practice to ensure that people feel comfortable. Everyone should be asked to contribute, directly if necessary. But it should be a rule that all ideas will be considered seriously and with courtesy.

This is the trick behind brainstorming. Try it. You must be away from your desks, with no paper in front of you. First you do a dry run, on an amusing topic such as ‘Uses for a paper-clip’. You, or someone you nominate, writes the ideas on a board or flipchart. The rule is that no one must criticise an idea, and the ‘facilitator’ must cajole, encourage and wheedle everyone to take part. After the practice, do it again with a real topic: say, ideas for the Christmas issue. When every possible idea is exhausted, you can look at the stuff on the flipchart and evaluate it together. The point is that you separate the process of ‘idea creation’ from ‘idea evaluation’. Many people find this effective—and you can even do it on your own with a blank piece of paper.

It is essential if meetings are not to degenerate that they are seen to lead directly to action. Notes should be taken, and each meeting should include an outline of what action has been taken as a result of the preceding discussion. They should be kept as brief and as pointed as possible. One trick sometimes recommended is to hold them at the end of the day, when people have an incentive to keep things short. Others recommend holding meetings standing up, but you may feel that this is extreme.

Large magazines are much more prone to factional disputes than smaller ones, and you have to navigate through that. Information, who receives it and who doesn’t, can be a major weapon in factional disputes, and meetings can make things worse. Stick to the point and tell the truth. A good and noble policy insists upon there being ‘no secrets’, but if you are following this policy it has to be in concert with your fellow managers. At the very least, you must tell your staff nothing that is capable of being contradicted by other sources.
Because it comes from you, people are inclined to misinterpret or exaggerate what you tell them about your magazine’s progress, the rise and fall of circulation and advertising income. An exhortation to belt-tightening can be construed as an announcement of imminent redundancies. If you make reference to pressure from above, people will assume that you are no longer running things.

If something concerns specific individuals, it is right and proper to have them there at the same time and tell them together. For routine meetings, the standard solution is to bring the heads of each department together: chief sub-editor, features editor, news editor, art editor, and so on. Those in the meeting must pass on what they learn to those in their departments. You should check that this happens.

The results of meetings need to be transformed into some physical form. After discussions on future issues it is as well to circulate an early running order, showing the state of play on various sections. There are also various wall displays that you can use, usually on purpose-built whiteboards or pinboards. Many magazines these days have a fairly rigid underlying structure that is easily expressed as a type of grid, with issue dates or numbers across the top and the various regular features (‘news feature’, ‘first feature’, ‘second feature’, ‘picture feature’, ‘consumer feature’) and regular sections (health, fashion, new products, and so on) running from top to bottom (see e.g. Figure 3.1). Table

For the next issue, each square in the grid will be filled, but as you move across the grid, the picture becomes patchier. It is also a good idea to leave some space on the board to flag up features that are in stock but haven’t been allocated to an issue. That way they will sit there as a reminder rather than languish in a drawer and become expensively out of date.

Notice the way the content is less well defined the further you look into the future. This is exactly as it should be: you need to leave room for events and inspiration. It is also essential to create a physical record of the state of the current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monthly Magazine Grid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>February</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>March</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>April</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>May</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cover story</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive a bargain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The new Ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft-tops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rover roars back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City car test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The new Honda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian exotica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>News feature</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous parts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1 Grid or wall chart used to plan content for a monthly magazine
magazine as it is made. As pages are completed and sent to the typesetters or colour house, reduced proofs should be pinned up in order. It is even useful, from time to time, to lay colour photocopies of the finished feature pages down on the floor and walk around them, before they are sent. It sounds bizarre, but if you have the space it is a good way of assessing editorial shape and pace.

You should leave people, as far as possible, to make their own decisions and organise their own working arrangements within your overall strategy. That will mean encouraging them to have their own meetings, and a well-appointed office should always include a space where this can happen. Features and art staff should work together from the start on complex stories. But you need to be kept informed of what is going on, and you should insist on being given a brief note or e-mail of what was discussed and decided.

Apart from the routine meetings needed to keep the magazine going, however, there is a strong case for regular ‘strategy’ meetings about the magazine, its market and its future. These may benefit from the types of analysis beloved of management experts, notably the SWOT technique, in which attention is given in turn to the Strengths and Weaknesses of the magazine as it stands and the Opportunities and Threats facing it in the future.

Each of the four terms is taken as the starting point for a wide-ranging discussion. In the case of a magazine in, for instance, the pregnancy market, its strengths might include its specialist nature, the quality of experts used and its good reputation for accuracy. Its weaknesses might be the quality of photography used, low recognition in the market arising from its bi-monthly status, and a lack of topicality.

The opportunities open to such a title might include the possibility of spinoff products, for instance books and videos, and potential syndication deals. The threats might come from new titles entering an already crowded market and even the falling birth rate of the country as a whole. To be complete, the SWOT analysis is then turned on your magazine’s rivals and competitors.

Planning

Obviously, you will be planning issues all the time, but there will be times when you will want to get bigger projects moving. It is usually said that planning needs to be a three-stage process. First there comes the planning itself, then a period in which the working of the plan is monitored, and finally an evaluation of the plan.

Start by thinking about what you are trying to achieve, in some detail. Write that target down to keep you on track: it is easy to end up somewhere else. Next, assess how things stand now, before working out how to get from here to where you want to be.

That should lead you towards the creation of a scheme of work. This should be a list of individual tasks, in the correct chronological order and insufficient detail for someone to start doing them. Work out how long each job will take, and build up from that to create a time-scale for the whole project. After that jobs can be
allocated to individuals, making serious efforts to find the right person in each case. All this material should be written down in a project document. It should be just a brief statement of objectives followed by who does what and when.

After that comes monitoring, via a number of review meetings, each of which asks ‘Where are we?’ When the project is done, assess what has been achieved and then celebrate the success, with a proper acknowledgement of the work that people have done. This is a vital part of the process and one that is easy to forget, especially in the world of journalism, where people are always looking to next week and the next issue. But as editor you must honour these rituals.

Some will argue that a formal approach to planning might do wonders when you are building the Channel Tunnel but is unnecessarily complex for journalism. But some publishing tasks, for instance launching a new section, are complex and do need to be worked through rigorously. They would involve commissioning, flat-planning, design, liaison with the printers, copy editing, publicity and promotion—and all those have to be allocated time and resources. Of course, all planning has to take account of money, which is dealt with in Chapter 4.

**Delegation**

If you don’t delegate, you won’t be able to manage a team. Delegation means giving responsibility for work to a colleague who can choose how to carry it out. You are still responsible for ensuring that the work gets done, but the person you have delegated to has responsibility for deciding how to do it. It is not the same as giving someone a task and telling them to get on with it.

Delegation places a heavy onus on the person delegated to, but it demands a lot from you too. The task should be within the powers of your colleague, but he or she should also be slightly stretched. Explain exactly what you require, indicate any constraints of time or money, and make yourself available should any problems arise. You may also need to walk the person through the task the first time. After that, let them get on with it.

It is very important that you don’t go through this whole briefing process only to interfere at every stage. The person you have delegated may, in fact, know how to do the job better than you, because they are closer to it. There may be mistakes—in fact there probably will be—but everyone learns from the process. Your job is checking that the task is done well, rather than doing it. And the time you save can be used for more long-term and tricky jobs.

It is in everybody’s interest that you delegate. Your staff will benefit by taking an active part in the whole process, and showing initiative, rather than simply waiting for you to dish work out to them. You will be able to manage the magazine properly.

There are several exceptions to the principle of delegation, however. One is complaints from readers and those written about. These must be dealt with at the highest level, for legal reasons. You must never delegate anything confidential, especially anything personal which has been disclosed to you in confidence. You
must retain personnel tasks, including training, motivation, appraisal, salary negotiation and, especially, discipline.

It is not acceptable to delegate those tasks you don’t like doing: that will immediately be spotted and will do nothing for your reputation. You must also ensure that you hand over only those tasks you know can be handled by the person to whom you have delegated them. If that person gets into difficulties, that will represent a failure for both of you, but ultimately it is your responsibility for delegating unwisely.

Delegation will help you achieve the goal of most editors, which is to make sure that the production process can carry on without you. In a larger magazine you should ensure that you have a deputy capable of making serious editorial decisions. It is essential that you have appointed or inherited someone who shares your vision of the magazine and its readers.

The crux in delegation comes when you realise that the person to whom you have delegated a task is better at it than you are. Accepting that marks your maturity as a manager. Delegation is the only way to deal with everincreasing responsibilities. It does not represent a dilution of your power: the people to whom you delegate are still answerable to you. Editors fear that if they delegate too well, their own bosses will wonder what they are there for. This is unrealistic: being unable to delegate is likely to do your career much more harm.

**Decision making**

An editor’s life is full of decisions. Every phone call, every e-mail, is from someone wanting you to make up your mind, usually on the spot, about something. A lot of these messages will be from people who are trying to avoid making decisions themselves, but that won’t help.

Convince yourself that it is usually better to make any decision than no decision. Indecision simply postpones the agony. If you decide, you can see how things works out. If it all goes wrong, you learn from it. In any case, you can often remedy the situation later. There is a useful sequence of events that might help you make decisions. It goes like this:

- Work out what you are trying to decide.
- Gather the information you need.
- List your options.
- Weigh up the pros and cons of each option.
- Make your decision.
- Inform those affected by the decision.
- Keep track of what happens as a result of it.

Buried inside this you may discern the most simple technique of all: writing down the ‘for and against’ of anything you are considering. It is reassuringly effective.
One problem you may have is procrastination. It is always easy to put off a decision, but it’s a mistake. Give yourself a deadline and stick to it. In important cases, though, you may find it a good idea to allow yourself pause for reflection between making the decision and putting it into effect. It is no crime to change your mind in private.

**Negotiation**

Negotiation is becoming more important all the time. In most areas of our lives we are consumers, capable of asking for a better deal or walking away. In work, we expect to discuss what we are required to do and how we should do it. Delegation depends upon it: we are at liberty to refuse delegated responsibilities if they don’t benefit us.

Editors will be involved in endless negotiations, formal and informal. You will buy freelance writing and pictures, hire and promote staff, fight for promotional and PR expenditure, struggle to introduce new working practices and systems, and so on. The theory of negotiation has become very important in everything from evolutionary biology to international relations, and has consequently become very complex. But there are a few simple things that will help you.

Most of us instinctively think of negotiation as a battle for scarce resources. If I get more, you get less. But successful negotiators favour what’s called the ‘win-win’, or collaborative model. This recognises that an individual negotiation is usually part of a long sequence, and that the important thing is to keep the relationship going successfully. If you crush someone in your opening deal, perhaps by paying well below the market rate for a piece of work, that person will feel resentful and may well not want to work for you again. The trick is to find ways in which both parties can win, and that might mean looking beyond the issue on the negotiating table: the price of a photograph or the basic salary of a sub-editor. To pull this off, you need to think of negotiation as a collaborative process. What can we both get from this?

First, you need the background. You must know the going rate for a piece of work of this sort, and how much this particular contributor has been paid for similar pieces. It is a good idea, also, to know how much work this person has been doing lately, for your magazine and others.

Now work out how little you would like to pay, and how much you can afford to pay. You also need to think about your ‘bottom line’. The jargon for this is BATNA, ‘Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement’, and in our terms it means considering what you will do if you don’t reach an agreement. Can you get someone else to do the job as well? Can you fill the hole with something else? If you have a ready alternative, you can afford to take a tougher line in negotiation. After that, you need to think through these figures for the other person. How much would they like? How little would they accept? What’s their BATNA: if we don’t reach agreement, will they be able to do the work for someone else, or will it all have been a waste of her time?
When you start the negotiations, you will both have a fixed position. You will have one figure, they will have another. Interestingly, the National Union of Journalists now advises freelance writers not to suggest a price but to let editors do that. The idea is that the writer’s silence will hustle the editor into increasing the offer. Well, it’s all part of the game, but if you have worked out your top and bottom prices first, you will always be negotiating within your acceptable range. Anything between those two figures really represents successful negotiation, and the same for the other party. You both go away happy and ready to do business in the future.

But those bargaining positions should be a starting point. Your real interests, and those of the other party, may be quite different. If you allow the discussions to develop, that may become apparent, to your mutual benefit. Your boss may suggest an inadequate figure for your staff budget. In discussion, it may become apparent that the figure could be increased if you showed that increasing staffing would save money elsewhere, perhaps on freelance cover. The fixed position has moved, because you realised that management’s interest is in overall costs rather than this one figure.

By being flexible, and moving beyond the fixed battle lines, you can look for alternative solutions. With freelances, it is not all about the rate per word. There are other rights that can be negotiated. Beyond that, think about making a deal for more than one piece: most writers would rather have the security that comes with a short series of features than a high figure for a oneoff. But if this goes beyond the rate, you may be able to offer them research help, contacts, generous expenses, or some real involvement with the magazine. Any of these might help unlock an impasse.

Beyond that, both sides should stay relaxed and listen carefully to the discussion. It’s not about outsmarting people. It’s about coming to an agreement that works for both parties and opens the way for further cooperation.

**Time management**

Some believe that all management is time management. Most editors find themselves besieged by obligations and demands, leaving little time to think. Things will eat into your time. Worrying is one, procrastination is another.

One of the most useful things you can do at the start is to keep a log of how your time is spent. Log everything, including the time you spend gossiping by the coffee machine. Do it honestly for a week or so, and then work out how much of your time is spent doing your job. That means excluding the time you spend doing other people’s work, dealing with things wrongly passed on to you from above or below, adjudicating between other people who really should be able to sort things out for themselves, and so on. Your work is really the stuff that only you can do, and you need to make that your priority.

So be ruthless: skip meetings if they are not necessary, or send someone else. If you find your time is wasted by switching from one activity to another, try and
group similar jobs into longer and more productive periods. Allocate time for specific tasks. One of the most useful things you can do with your time is to use it to save time. Five minutes a day spent on organising your diary will certainly be worthwhile.

You must also set aside thinking time, free from interruptions. While it is a noble ideal to say that ‘my door is always open’ you will have only yourself to blame if people take that as an open invitation to drop in. Invent a way of indicating when you are available for discussion and when not, as simple as leaving your door open or closing it. If you are in an open-plan office, as many of us are, this is harder. You may have to let your attitude to interruption speak for you.

A better idea is to set aside a time each day specifically for brief discussion on subjects close to people’s hearts: a surgery, if you like. Obviously this doesn’t preclude people calling on you when something flares up, but it may have the effect of discouraging random interruptions. With luck, people will adapt to your routine. You want to be approachable, but you also want to be able to do your job.

If you have an assistant or secretary, even one you share, make the most of the privilege. Your assistant must be entrusted with the bulk of your routine post after the first few weeks, distributing it around the office, filing it or binning it according to a pattern you agree. An assistant can also help you by keeping a diary for you, but you must ensure that your own pocket diary (or PDA, if you are so inclined) is synchronised with the main diary every day. Your diary not only is a record of appointments and meetings: it can also be a device for jogging your memory about ideas and schemes and ensuring that essential routine tasks are done.

You need a good message system. You can get special books, combining a sticky note for your desk with a more permanent record. Or you can improvise your own system. You must not let messages be scribbled on bits of paper and lost. Your incoming calls should be logged, with time, date and caller’s name, to ensure you get back to people promptly.

Most time-management systems are about lists. Your time log shows where your time is going. Now extract the necessary engagements and events and, with the help of a diary and calendar, allocate time to them. Many people trust everything to a ‘to do’ list. This involves starting the day with a list of tasks and allocating them an order of priority, starting with 1 and working down. As one job is done, the priority of the others can be changed. If you persuade someone else to take on one of your jobs, so much the better.

At the end of the day, anything left has to be carried over to tomorrow. The main thing is not to allocate yourself too many things to do in a day: you will be demoralised once you start carrying them over for the second day in succession. Most people find that four or five serious tasks is plenty. This is such a simple system that it hardly merits further explanation, but you can use your computer to do the reordering for you as well as juggling regular appointments and producing a schedule: it’s built into Microsoft Office, for instance. Computer lists don’t get thrown away or lost under piles of junk mail, but they can be lost in a crash.
Paperwork is another problem. The paperless office never materialised. Far from it: computers produce endless paper. There are many systems for dealing with it. The traditional civil service system, with three trays for ‘in’, ‘out’ and ‘pending’, still has its supporters. Most of us find that the pending tray soon heads skywards. To make this work, you need a rule that nothing stays pending longer than, say, 24 hours. After that it must have been acted on or filed properly.

Another idea you might try is the ‘one-touch’ system. What this says is that if you pick up a piece of paper, you must do something positive with it. Act on it, file it properly or bin it. It is supposed to remove the clutter from your desk. A variant is to take a red pen and make a mark on the paper each time you pick it up. At the end of the day, examine how many red marks your paperwork has. The paperwork that you have pushed around without tackling will be liberally freckled, and you must do something about it immediately. These are all good systems, but if you are the kind of person who needs them, you are probably the kind of person who won’t carry them out. Try them for a regular clean-up, perhaps in that time-management time you allocated.

Try to keep a clean desk. You will need a flat surface on which to examine proofs, do flat-plans and all the rest. But it is also a reassuring sight at the start of each day, letting you feel as if you are on top of things.

Since the first edition of this book was written, the time-consuming aspects of office life have been vastly increased with the growth of e-mail. E-mail easily gets out of control. It is perfectly possible to go away for a couple of days and return to find hundreds of e-mail messages, of which only a few will be relevant. The first problem is ‘spam’, meaning junk e-mail. These messages can be removed electronically, but the filters are crude and there is a danger that you will lose ordinary e-mail. You should ensure that your system automatically lets through e-mails from genuine correspondents and business colleagues. (Never open ‘attachments’ that you haven’t asked for: they often contain viruses.)

Do not have your computer configured so it tells you every time a new e-mail arrives. Instead, get it to check once an hour, or even less frequently. One problem is that people now habitually ‘forward’ e-mails they have received if they are not sure what to do with them or if they want to cover their backs. They also send on web pages and pdf files they have received. You might receive several copies of the same thing, and many messages that have nothing to do with you. Inevitably, serious messages go astray. ‘Didn’t you get my e-mail?’ has become one of the most-heard phrases of our day.

With e-mail, as with paperwork, read it quickly, then act on it, file it or bin it. And be responsible in your own use of e-mail and the Internet. Don’t send e-mails for the sake of it: make sure you have a good reason, and that e-mail is the best method of communication. People use e-mail to say things they are too cowardly to say on the telephone or in a meeting. This is not good practice in a manager. Don’t send or forward ‘amusing’ web pages. These can easily cause offence, and if they have sexual or racial connotations, there can be serious consequences for
your career. Your company should have an e-mail and Internet policy: if not, you ought to think about drawing one up.

Many of us subscribe to e-mail newsletters of various kinds, perhaps on journalistic or management topics. Once in a while, divert them to a folder without looking at them. After a week, ask which ones, if any, you have missed. You might benefit from unsubscribing and cutting down some information clutter. In general, it may be useful to have background information, but it all occupies your time and your computer. Treat such things as you would anything sent to you on paper. If you need it, and it is likely to be difficult to find again, file it. If not, bin it. After a while, you’ll find it gets easier.

Management tasks

You can work on your skills, but in the meantime you will already have various management jobs to do. Dealing with money is dealt with in Chapter 4. Most of the other tasks involve handling people.

Building a team

A successful magazine is a team. But a team is more than a loose agglomeration of people. It requires both a careful choice of individuals and a defined structure. Unless you are working on a launch, you will have inherited someone else’s idea of what that team should be. In time, you can bring it nearer to your own ideal.

A magazine can be produced by one person, providing it appears infrequently and communicates mainly through text rather than pictures or design work. As the editor of that type of publication, you will commission and process everything you don’t write yourself, as well as handling all the administration, perhaps even selling the odd advertisement. House journals, ‘fanzines’ and professional newsletters are often produced in exactly this fashion, sometimes by people with other day jobs. They depend for their success on simple production and design, a ready supply of material and general enthusiasm.

Newsletter production, however, is very often a two-person job: one to handle administrative matters, including getting in and sending back any photographs and contributions, and the other to edit, but with both involved in final production. Few individuals achieve perfection, however, which is what is required of editors in such a situation.

A typical small monthly will be staffed by an editor, an editorial assistant or administrative assistant, plus an art editor and a sub-editor on either a full- or a part-time basis. In this set-up, the art editor will take responsibility for the acquisition of pictures. Additional freelance sub-editors and designers might well be required during busy parts of the production cycle. The editor, once again, will do all commissioning and any necessary writing, and will share such tasks as headlines with the sub-editor, who must be well versed in production techniques in order to deal with outside facilities. The administrative assistant will take charge
of such tasks as obtaining and returning photographs and issuing payments. Such a lean set-up will work, but makes no allowances for holidays or illness, so it will require a ready supply of reliable freelance help. It needs unanimity of purpose—but that is perhaps easier to achieve in small teams.

As pagination increases, full-time sub-editors and art staff become essential, as does a full-time picture editor. Bigger magazines will also employ more senior editorial staff: a features editor or commissioning editor, for instance. If the magazine has a news content, there must be a news editor and/or reporters. Once the size of the editorial staff gets into double figures, the sections have to start running themselves.

Editors of large weeklies can confidently expect their staff to deal with the crises that develop from time to time in the production process. This is not always the case with small magazines, where the editor will usually be expected to know everything. In particular, small magazines rarely allow the luxury of a deputy editor. Nonetheless, someone must be nominated to take production responsibility in the editor’s absence. Someone with a sub-editing background is best equipped for this, simply because production matters require the most immediate attention.

Indeed, every editor needs to be able to rely upon the support of good, fast and accurate sub-editors (or copy editors). It is through sub-editing that an editor takes control of a magazine, both in tone of voice and in overall structure, and ensures that it holds its focus over the long term. On-screen page make-up, now universal, has changed sub-editors’ jobs. In particular, it has reduced the time and attention they can give to working with words. This is a shame. However, the sub-editors know a magazine’s strengths and weaknesses from the inside. And their meticulousness makes all the difference between producing a respected publication and a waste of paper.

The most important appointment an editor has to make, on any magazine with significant visual content, is that of art editor or art director. Editor and art editor should share a design strategy. A good art editor, working to an agreed brief, will have the single greatest influence over the readers’ perception of a magazine. Small magazines can thrive without, but must start with a foolproof design.

Beyond that, an editor needs to feel confident that the magazine is being efficiently run on a day-to-day basis. It is possible to put together a single issue of a magazine swiftly and imaginatively from a standing start. But what makes a magazine a magazine is continuity, publishing again and again. That means attention should be paid to finding the right administrative people. Otherwise, problems associated with missing post, non-returned or lost pictures, lost contributions, unpaid contributors and the rest will bring the magazine to its knees. Ideally, the magazine needs a dedicated administrative assistant or office manager, preferably one with no journalistic ambitions. It is not unknown for people to move from administration into writing, but it is not an easy or fast career path.
Hiring

Ask yourself first whether you need to hire anyone. A departure should not be taken as an immediate signal to seek a direct replacement. It is a chance to think about the way the magazine is developing and to consider whether it might make more sense to share out the responsibilities in a different way. Perhaps this is not really a full-time job? There may be a case for splitting the work between several existing members of staff, or using freelance cover for part of it.

Probably, though, the decision will be taken to replace. Why not consider promoting someone? Some companies and public bodies, especially, insist that vacancies should be publicised and that promotion candidates should compete with outside applicants for the post. This may be reassuring, on all sides, letting the promoted person know they were awarded the job on merit and convincing management that the best person was appointed.

It is, however, an expensive way of arriving at a conclusion that would have cost nothing and may, in the interim, cause a certain amount of discontent. The competitive selection process is unlikely to tell you anything about an existing employee that you didn’t already know. There must be an interview, however, if only so that both sides can discuss the job. You can make clear what is required. Applicants can indicate how they intend to proceed.

While it is good for staff to know that promotion is always a possibility, those who have been passed over will need to be handled carefully, to be assured that their time will come and perhaps steered in the direction of the extra training or experience that their careers need.

If you decide to make an external appointment, however, several steps must be taken. A new job description should, perhaps, be drawn up. A job description is not a description of the person currently occupying the position concerned. It should not list what that person does, but what they should be doing. It needs to be drawn up with care, because it will be used in later assessments of the new recruit’s work.

Many people recommend complementing the formal job description with a ‘person specification’. This is a list of the personal attributes that a person would need to bring to the job to be able to carry out the job description. Person specifications usually attempt to assess a person under a set of headings, including physical attributes; qualifications and experience; innate abilities and potential; interests; disposition or personality; and relevant life circumstances.

Physical attributes include such matters as age, health, general appearance and demeanour. University degrees are the norm in journalism today, although it should be remembered that for many years graduates were the exception rather than the rule—and the profession was none the worse for it. You must also consider how closely you need the person’s past experience to fit the current job. If you are running a specialist professional journal, for instance, how far does general journalistic experience outweigh specialist knowledge? Would you be better off
with a less experienced journalist but one whose limited experience has been in precisely your field?

Specialist magazines need a team that balances specialist knowledge and journalistic skills, and it is often better to take good journalists and introduce them to a new area of expertise than to take experts in the field and try to introduce them to basic journalistic concepts. But this depends entirely upon the demands of the subject matter. It would not be appropriate when appointing the technical editor of an engineering magazine, for instance.

In considering innate abilities and potential you should consider both the job now and its future. Will it develop with its new occupant? Or is it likely to prove frustrating? Interests should be relevant to the subject matter of your magazine, obviously enough, but they should also be evidence of a well-rounded personality.

Specifying a particular disposition or personality is rather problematic. Who can really say what type of disposition is suitable for any given journalistic job? And how, in the space of the interviewing process, are you going to assess whether your candidate actually complies?

A candidate’s domestic circumstances may be an issue if the job involves frequent travel or unpredictable hours. It is for you to decide how flexible you need a candidate to be. Those with no ties may seem superficially attractive for some jobs; but maturity and stability normally bring domestic obligations. Be careful: this sort of questioning can lead you into trouble over sexual discrimination, so proceed with great care.

Many people recruit by word of mouth and personal recommendation, which costs nothing but means you are constantly drawing from the same narrow pool of potential recruits. If you are within a large organisation, you can recruit by using the internal advertising process, but, again, the same applies: you may well know all the likely candidates.

A step up from this is to use the services of headhunters or recruitment agencies. You will need to use an agency which specialises in journalistic appointments. The best known of these, The Media Network, charges between 15 and 20 per cent of a recruit’s first-year salary, although if you don’t employ any of its candidates you don’t normally have to pay.

In most cases, however, you will probably advertise, either in the Guardian or in the Press Gazette, which seem to have established a duopoly on this kind of advertisement. Advertisements must be written with care in order to attract the suitable and deter the unsuitable. Be specific about what you want. Say who you are, and what the job is, in some detail. The job title is not enough, since the responsibilities associated with a title vary widely from company to company. Include both the appealing and the unappealing parts, to deter those who are not serious. You must also mention the qualifications you consider vital, and include a closing date for applications.

There are varying views on whether you should mention the salary. This can cause internal friction, but it tells people whether they are in the appropriate bracket before they apply. Match the style of the advertisement to that of your publication:
if yours is a lively, chatty publication don’t produce an advertisement that sounds as if it is offering a job with the Inland Revenue. Your advertisements and recruitment procedures must not discriminate on sexual or racial grounds, even inadvertently. These days that extends even to the notes you may scribble during the interview.

What should your advertisement ask for? The curriculum vitae or résumé is the standard requirement, but if you are expecting a huge number of applications and you want to compare them directly you can devise some sort of form. Consider, however, how you felt as a job applicant. An application form, packed with impertinent requests for semi-relevant information, can be a serious deterrent even to good candidates. Printed forms don’t go well with computers, and all journalists have terrible handwriting, because it is so little used. A curriculum vitae allows candidates to present themselves in their own way, something that does not always work to their advantage.

Depending on the job, there may need to be other requirements. Writers and reporters can legitimately be asked for samples of their writing, or cuttings of their best stories, but a wise editor recognises that work may have been improved in the sub-editing stage. Candidates for writing and editing jobs can be asked for ideas, but care should be taken that these ideas do not escape from the interviewing process into the collective consciousness of the magazine. It will enhance no one’s reputation if ideas submitted as part of a job application subsequently appear in the magazine under someone else’s by-line. If you like the ideas, but not the candidate, you must either pay for them or leave well alone.

Designers and art directors will, of course, have portfolios of their work. Sub-editors can supply copies of complex editorial spreads they have assembled, or of features where headline, standfirst and so on have been particularly pleasing, but none of this is especially revealing of what a subeditor is like to work with. Any enclosures that people supply with their applications must, of course, be kept safe and returned unless you specify that they will not be.

The ‘person specification’ comes into its own in whittling down applications. By comparing your candidates’ own self-descriptions with the specification you have drawn up, you can sort them into three piles: rejections, possibles and probables. Decide how many people you want to interview, and then adjust the probable pile accordingly, if necessary adding the best of the possibles. All applicants should receive an acknowledgement immediately. It is safe to send rejection letters to your immediate rejects, but leave the possibles until you are sure you don’t need them.

Interviewing needs to be learnt, but it gets better with practice. It is always gruelling. Interviews should be scheduled an hour apart, allowing about 45 or 50 minutes for serious discussion and the rest of the time for a breather in between. Do not attempt to interview more than about four people a day. They will merge into one in your mind, even if you take notes.

You must prepare for the interview, and if there are two interviewers you must discuss how you are going to handle it between you. The interview should attempt
to answer all the questions implied by your person specification. At the very least, you need to know what the candidates are doing at the moment, what they did in their previous jobs, why they want this job and what their plans and ambitions are.

If there are obvious holes in their CVs, or strange career moves, this is your opportunity to ask about them. Push harder until you get the information, but nothing is to be gained by being aggressive. It may be that people with unconventional career paths make better journalists than those who travel as if on rails, but it is for your candidates to convince you of that, rather than being vague or dishonest.

On the whole, you should be listening more than talking. This is the candidates’ opportunity to tell you what they can do rather than what you can do for them. Make notes as the interview proceeds. At the end, let the candidate ask you questions. This is only partly for the candidates’ benefit: these questions should help you to guess how interested or committed they are to the job. Most people will take the opportunity to ask about the salary, but it is disappointing if that’s all they ask. Their questions should really be the most important of the interview. As you close the interview, you must indicate what happens next.

Between interviews with different candidates, make a note of your impressions. Some companies use an ‘assessment form’ that you complete for each candidate, grading them on their qualifications, demeanour and outlook. If two of you are interviewing, you should perhaps have a brief chat about your perceptions before you proceed. Three people is too many interviewers; if more than two people do need to see each candidate they should do it one at a time rather than simultaneously.

If you decide to have a two-stage interviewing process, you must do your homework to ensure that you have something to discuss in the second interview. There may be areas that weren’t covered in sufficient depth in the first round. Otherwise, try introducing the candidate to his or her prospective colleagues. Later you can gauge their reactions. All the time, you should try to compare the candidates with the ideal in your person specification rather than with one another.

Interviewing is standard practice, but in journalism there is a case for practical tests of various kinds. No one should employ a sub-editor on the basis of interview alone. It is fairly easy to devise a brief sub-editing test, using some pieces of surplus copy. It should be done there and then: letting people take the work away with them proves nothing. There is also a case for an informal quiz for news reporters: they should certainly know what the big stories of the day are, for instance, and in a specialist area they should understand the subject matter.

In certain positions it may be possible to invite the candidate to do some freelance ‘shifts’ with you before you commit yourself. You could even offer a short-term contract. This offers you the opportunity to see how the person works. You risk, however, losing your applicant to a less painstaking employer.

These things may help you towards a decision. In consultation with senior colleagues, you must review the candidates and evaluate them against the specification you have drawn up. The person you like best, and see yourself getting
along with best, may not actually be the best qualified. You might do better to choose someone who complements your abilities and those of your existing staff rather than anyone too similar. Having made a decision, it is as well to have a fall-back position of one or two second-best candidates. Then, when your preferred candidate says ‘no thank you’, you will not have wasted the whole process. Do take up references.

Now the formalities: appointment and acceptance, over the telephone or in person, must be followed up by a letter of appointment. This forms part of the candidate’s contract of employment and must be written carefully, to include the following:

- starting date;
- details of any probationary period;
- salary;
- hours;
- holiday entitlement;
- any other benefits.

A full contract of employment should follow at the end of the probation period and be signed by both sides.

**Induction**

A surprising number of new employees drop out shortly after joining a new firm. You must help the new employee fit it. Find him or her a desk and a computer and clear out the previous occupant’s debris. Staff should also be briefed about the new arrival, and someone, usually the head of the appropriate section, should pass on the basic information about the building layout, the toilets, the photocopier, the coffee machine and all the stuff anyone needs to get through the first days. It would be nice if the person were taken out to lunch, too.

After a couple of days you must ask the newcomer how things are going, and then again, more seriously, after a month. The probationary period for a new employee is often three months, and you will usually expect to review formally the new recruit’s performance during that period. If performance is not satisfactory, you need to indicate this to the employee some time before the end of the probation period.

If you decide that a mistake has been made, you must tell the employee of your decision and give him or her time to appeal to a higher authority. But if the appeal fails, you can give notice that the employment will be terminated at the end of the three-month period. You may also choose to pay the employee up to date and let him or her leave early. Otherwise, you might decide that, while not satisfactory, the employee’s performance is salvageable, and extend the probationary period. The probationary period is the only chance you get to end someone’s employment
without entering the complex and tedious world of fair and unfair dismissal, so take it seriously.

**Firing**

Difficult though it can be, hiring people is at least a generally happy experience. Dismissal rarely offers no such pleasures. It is a failure, both for you as a manager and for the employee concerned. People are supposed to be an asset, after all. You have a duty to make sure that people are happy and working to the best of their capacity.

That said, there are people who do not fulfil their side of the employment bargain. You must be prepared to remove bullies, thieves, frauds, persistent skivers and sexual harassment enthusiasts, without losing sleep. People who fundamentally reject your leadership should be given an opportunity to change their views, but if they don’t, they must go too. This is in everyone’s interest, although not everyone sees it like that.

Unfortunately, journalism still has a macho culture. It is one of the few areas of industry in which people are fired on the spot, and often for dubious reasons. You can do that, but there is always a cost. Companies that don’t mind paying handsome compensation can do what they like. Everyone else, however, must ensure that the disciplinary process leading to the dismissal can be defended before an employment tribunal, which is the employee’s first recourse. Sacked journalists used not to use tribunals, fearing damage to their prospects in a small and gossipy industry. That is no longer the case.

All this makes legal dismissal a long and tedious process rather than a sudden and dramatic event. The exception is a case of summary dismissal for ‘gross misconduct’, which is generally confined to the following:

- theft from either company or colleagues;
- fraudulent behaviour;
- incapacity through drink or drugs;
- arrest or conviction on a serious criminal charge affecting employment;
- violence or destruction of property;
- obscene language and gross insubordination;
- gross negligence or irresponsibility;
- possession of an offensive weapon.

Given the time-consuming nature of the dismissal process, most busy editors would do better to find another way out of the situation. If it is a case of underperformance, perhaps extra training or reassignment to different work might be a better bet. If it is a case of defiant or destructive behaviour, however, these are not options. Frank discussion of the problem usually brings nothing more than protestations of innocence: ‘What, me?’ In any case, rewarding a nuisance with a
great deal of attention, followed by a change of role, sends poor signals to the rest of the staff.

Dismissal is one outcome of a disciplinary process. But the process must not be just a means to that end. It should be a careful sequence of events taking into account all the requirements of current employment law. In the UK, you will need to consult a good book\textsuperscript{10} or pay close attention to the ACAS Code of Practice on disciplinary procedures.\textsuperscript{11}

All disciplinary procedures, however, involve the same sequence of events: oral warning, followed by first written warning, followed by second written warning, followed by dismissal. Those receiving the warnings must be given some kind of right of appeal. You must act in a reasonable fashion throughout the process. In other words, you must not enter each stage with a preconceived view of the outcome. And since each of these stages needs to take place at least a month apart, you can see that nothing is going to happen very quickly. The only good thing, from your point of view as an exasperated editor determined to dismiss, is that many people get the message once they have received their first written warning and leave before their record is permanently blighted.

The use of the word ‘disciplinary’ is slightly misleading. While this procedure is used for matters of misconduct, for instance lateness, poor appearance, working for someone else during company time, damaging property and all the rest of it, it can also be used simply for poor work performance. Poor performance or incapacity can lead to a dismissal which will be acceptable to a tribunal, but it is a long and difficult path. Apart from the effects on the individual concerned (and on your own state of mind), there will be effects on the morale of your team.

Those who do no work and take no responsibility represent no threat to anyone and have lots of time on their hands to be everyone’s friend. Their dismissal will be resented, although in private people will accept it: indeed, some of those who lead the protests against the sacking may privately have been urging you to get on with it. Such is the editor’s lot. Some of these protests will be simply for the sake of form. Often, everyone recognises that something has to be done, but it is you that has to do it.

With new employees, a problem of this sort should really be detected and resolved during the probationary period. With established employees, there are questions which need to be asked. It may be that the person’s capabilities have not changed, but the job has. In that case, you must provide retraining and guidance. If you have promoted this person prematurely or unwisely, the problem is yours once again and you have to resolve it by support. And then there are members of staff whose personal problems are getting in the way. Once again, you must support them until they get through it. The law is more forgiving than many employers would be.

If none of these things applies, then dismissal for poor performance is an option. Don’t fool yourself about this: it is likely to come as a terrible shock to the person concerned. It is astonishing to discover that individual writers, editors and sub-editors can be seen as a major problem by their employers and workmates without
ever being aware of it. As a nation, we hate scenes and confrontations, but not mentioning things is more cruel in the long run. A quiet word early on can bring about changes and halt the whole process, but very often the situation is left so long that either the manager’s mind is made up or the member of staff is incapable of changing.

Don’t get into that situation. A serious, private discussion should take place early on in which the employee is told, by reference to his or her job description, just what is expected. This need not be a threatening discussion, but it should be clear. It is very common for managers to convince themselves that they have spoken sternly to a team member about matters of performance, only for the team member to have no recollection of any such discussion.

If the necessary improvements are not made, the disciplinary process begins. After one or more informal discussions about performance, an oral warning is given, and a note of what was said attached to the individual’s personnel file. A time limit for improvements to be seen should be made and an appointment fixed to discuss them.

If there is radical improvement by that date, you can bring the process to an end, even ‘wiping the slate’ if you feel sufficiently confident that this is a permanent state of affairs. If there is no improvement, however, a first written warning should be given, indicating that a failure to correct things will lead to further consequences. Again, a date should be set for a further appointment. This warning, too, must be added to the employee’s file. If there is no suitable improvement by that date, a final warning should be given. This must state explicitly that the contract of employment will be terminated if there is no improvement.

Dismissal follows if no improvement takes place. It will do no good to back down from the ultimate sanction at this point. The employee will feel that he or she has ‘got away with it’ and other staff will be bemused. And if you later decide to dismiss after all, your carefully planned disciplinary process will be in tatters, making that later dismissal look like a case of victimisation rather than a necessary response to a difficult situation.

In dismissing the employee, you must, of course, give notice. In practice, though, payment in lieu of notice will be made and the employee will be asked to leave the premises immediately. A letter giving reasons for the dismissal should be despatched, along with any holiday pay and payment in lieu of notice. At that point, the employee will take legal advice while you wait to see if you are going to be taken to a tribunal. There can, of course, be a settlement between your legal advisers and the dismissed employee before the tribunal takes place.

Be aware that dismissing a person for reasons connected with pregnancy, for a spent conviction or for trade union activities is automatically unfair. Losing a tribunal case can be rather expensive. The tribunal may order you to reinstate the employee, but if not it can order you to pay compensation. The basic award for loss of job security following unfair dismissal is currently £7,500, but that is topped up by a compensatory sum intended to cover loss of earnings and pension rights.
The maximum figure for this is £52,600. And dismissals connected with health and safety and public interest ‘whistleblowing’ have no upper compensation limit. Also, if you are ordered to re-employ and refuse, there may be additional compensation on top of these sums.12

All told, it’s something to avoid, not least for the damage to your company’s reputation when the story is recounted in the tribunal. It is for this reason that most employers, if they have to dismiss, prefer to pay off the employee. Conducting a fair dismissal costs nothing, but it is a tedious business and a real distraction from running the magazine.

**Appraisal**

Information is a prime motivator of people. You must keep your staff informed, but you must also make clear to them what you, and the company, require from them. In the past this information has been provided at their initial interview and never discussed again.

In a well-managed magazine, it should be obvious when someone is having problems and might need help. When dealing with people’s performance, there is no room here for gentle hints and subtle ironical remarks. Be straightforward, concentrate on actions and work rather than personalities, and try always to deal with things they are capable of changing. And be constructive.

The time to deal with problems of performance is when they arise, or shortly afterwards. That doesn’t mean giving someone a public dressingdown because they have missed an important deadline, but it does mean dealing with it before the next formal occasion arises. Point out the problem quietly, the next day, and ask them why it is occurring. Perhaps there is some way you can help: an awkward time conflict, or too many demands at once? If the problem were to happen to anyone in that position, then you would need to sort out that task, rather than the person. Otherwise, ask them for an improvement. If you foresee this becoming a pattern, you might think it a good idea to make a note of what’s gone on. The next time, you can give them a written warning and start that whole process, if you are so inclined.

In a small, busy office, it is always hard to find a moment to tell someone how well they are doing, or, alternatively, to point out a few areas of difficulty. A formal appraisal structure ensures that happens. It will also be very useful when salaries are discussed, when training becomes available and when you are thinking about reorganising the editorial structure of the magazine.

You need to timetable an hour for each journalist, in a private place where you won’t be disturbed. There should then be a frank discussion of both the employee’s work and prospects and the more general picture. You may wish to go to the lengths of working through a formal assessment structure, in which various aspects of the staff member’s working life are listed and graded. For a reporter, for instance, these might include knowledge of the subject matter and area; number and usefulness of contacts; determination and ingenuity in pursuit of a story; attitude
and demeanour in public; writing style; adherence to deadlines; accuracy; and so on. For a sub-editor they would be different, including speed, accuracy, creative flair, meticulousness, and so on. It might be a good idea to issue the journalist with a list of the areas to be discussed in advance of the meeting, so that he or she can feel prepared. You should also make sure you find something to praise so that the journalist leaves the appraisal feeling it has been worthwhile.

An hour, every six months, is not much of a commitment on either side, but it is surprising how often these appraisals are skipped or dealt with in a perfunctory way.

The appraisal should be a relaxed and friendly meeting. Invite your colleague to speak first, then give your view on how things are going, and then examine the areas of disagreement before arriving at some programme of improvement, possibly involving formal training. The main thing about this process is that there should be no surprises, but it is quite common for you to discover that the quietest person in the office is nursing deep grievances or suffering from terrible frustrated ambition. Arrange a scheme for monitoring any improvements you expect, make sure both sides sign the document and then keep it securely in your files.

You should always know what your staff would like to be doing and attempt to help them in that direction. Unfortunately, however, their ambitions may not accord either with their aptitudes or with what you require from them. In that case, don’t say, ‘I’ll see what I can do’, which will lead only to disappointment. If they want something impossible, it is better that they find out sooner than later.

**Motivation**

There is a vast literature on the subject of motivation. Those interested in pursuing the subject on an academic level should look into the theories of Abraham Maslow and Frederick Herzberg, to name but two. Another appealing idea came from Douglas McGregor, who said that managers operated according two dominant theories, Theory X and Theory Y. Theory X suggests that people dislike work and will only do what is necessary. Theory Y, on the other hand, suggests that work is natural to most people and that they enjoy it. The twist is that the theory you hold as a manager is the one that is likely to prove true for you.

The traditional means of motivating is through incentives, but the work of Herzberg, for example, suggested that removing disincentives is likely to prove more effective. These disincentives are in your hands: they include indifference to people’s efforts and unfairness in the distribution of rewards. But the truth is that you can’t motivate people; they have to motivate themselves. And what motivates them may not be what motivates you. You really love your work and your magazine: that’s why you’ve made it to editor. You cannot rely on others sharing that enthusiasm. Motivation always depends upon the conduct of the company towards its employees. It will not work if people feel frightened, cowed or put-upon. There are times when every editor has to play the heavy, but fairness should be maintained.
Most people need clear goals. They need an investment in their work. Bylines, where appropriate, recognise that. Designs that bury by-lines in the gutter do no favours to either writers or readers, who like to know whose words they are reading. Sub-editors cannot be motivated in the same way, but editors can show specific appreciation of headlines and standfasts. On the other hand, problems and complaints arising from copy should be recorded and referred back for explanation. This is particularly the case with inaccuracies, spelling mistakes and proof-reading failures.

It is as well to share your own goals with your staff. The circulation figures are the obvious focus of editorial attention (except on controlled-circulation magazines) and should be discussed when the information comes in. Improving sales is everyone’s business, and realistic sales targets and deadlines need to be established. Where a bonus scheme exists, the obvious thing is to tie it to circulation. This may seem unfair, when, for instance, advertising income rises but circulation stays the same, but it is the only area in which journalists have a direct influence.

Increasingly, journalists’ wages are negotiated individually, which makes it possible for you to motivate in the most direct way. Here your appraisals can be a help. But your freedom of action in this respect will be limited by two factors: the going rate for the job, and the figures in your budget. Creating gross disparities between people doing approximately the same jobs is wrong and can be dangerous if there is a sexual discrimination aspect. Sometimes you will just have to tell people that their salary aspirations are unrealistic. Point out that they will do better through training and promotion. Of course, you may lose the person if your rates are not broadly on a level with those of other employers.

In general, pay only motivates when it forms part of a structured system of grades linked to a rigid system of appraisal. This is fine for the civil service, but less practical in a small publishing office. However, what will demotivate people is unfairness. A bonus system can offer short-term motivational boost, but only if its basis is entirely transparent. ‘Merit money’ handed over for mysterious reasons will demotivate not only those who don’t receive it but some of those who do, who will feel guilty.

There are few opportunities for direct incentives, based on competition, in journalism. Where they can be invented, they work well but only for a short period. It is better to concentrate on solid long-term improvements in people’s working circumstances. People need to feel that the job is worthwhile and that they are achieving something.

But if goals are to motivate they must come about by discussion rather than diktat. Here, too, there is a useful acronym: SMARTER. That means goals should be:

- Specific;
- Measurable;
- Acceptable;
• Realistic;
• Timely;
• Extending;
• Rewarding.

These are self-explanatory, with the possible exception of ‘extending’, which means they must stretch the employee’s capabilities. Aside from clear goals, all employees will benefit from access to training and the possibility of promotion.

Security is another motivating factor. There are still editors who believe in motivating by fear, but at best that will work only for a short time. People need to feel confident that the future is bright and that their leaders know what they are doing. If you have worries about the future, you should keep them to yourself.

To motivate the team, rather than individuals, do what you can to create both a group identity and an aggressive outlook towards rivals. Everyone on your magazine should believe that it is the best in its market. Groups bond by the rituals of celebration: so when things go well, buy a few drinks.

Training

Training used to be something that came at the start of journalists’ careers, if at all. That’s no longer the case. Formal training is now available at every stage of a journalist’s career, up to editorship and beyond.

It is important to let people see the link between training and personal success. It is very motivating for people to see their colleagues first trained and then promoted. These days many people join the profession from a postgraduate course with a strong vocational element, or even from a three-year degree. This should mean that the traditional journalistic scepticism about training is disappearing. People need training when they are not performing as well as they might. They also need it when they have been earmarked for promotion. Never let people develop the idea that training is a punishment. It should be more of a treat.

It is important to establish a learning culture in your magazine, even if there is no budget for formal training. We all learn every day, and we should also teach. External training is expensive: you have both to pay for the training itself and to make up for the loss of the staff member concerned while the training is going on. This is difficult for small magazines.

Before embarking on staff training, think about what it is intended to achieve, both for the magazine and for the individual journalists. You need to know that all the essential skills are contained within your team, so that a sudden absence doesn’t leave you in the lurch. But training should only go to those who are willing and able to benefit from it, something that should become clear in appraisals.

Much training, especially for junior staff, still takes the traditional form known as ‘sitting by Nellie’, or ‘learning by doing’. The official name for this is ‘supervised practice’, and it is popular because it costs nothing, and keeps the trainee productive throughout. It does, however, require a lot from the trainee’s
colleagues, who may be excellent at their jobs but less so at explaining how they are done. These colleagues may not be open to question and may be more interested in correcting the trainee’s work to use it than in showing how to make it better. This form of training also tends only to ingrain the habits, good and bad, of a particular magazine.

In a larger organisation these problems can be somewhat reduced by moving trainees around between publications. This may, indeed, be the only way of allowing them to acquire the necessary range of skills. Staff who are exchanged in this way should be properly briefed and equipped, and arrangements must be made to ensure that the trainees are properly monitored during the attachment.

More formal in-house training, in which work stops for the duration of the course rather than being combined with it, can also be beneficial. You should expect to take some role in the training of your own staff, whether in a formal session or in individual supervision and coaching. But you should also extend this coaching ethos down through your team. It should be natural for people to share their skills and insights with their junior colleagues. But such training needs planning if it is not to be merely a cut price substitute for the real thing.

External training, either at an outside consultancy’s premises or using their trainers, can be expensive, but it has many advantages. An atmosphere of learning is created, with no interruptions and distractions. Professional training organisations will have suitable premises and equipment. They can introduce a wider range of ideas and techniques than are often found in-house, where inspiration tends to be drawn from the same pool. In an outside training setting, beginners especially will be freer to experiment and make mistakes.

At the same time, outside trainers can say what they really think about a trainee’s work without having to worry about the effects of the discussion on normal working life. But you must ensure that there is a good match between the training offered and what you feel is required. In particular, you should use only specialised editorial training companies and ask searching questions about the qualifications and experience of the trainers. Trainers depend, however, on receiving good information from you about your candidates and what you expect them to learn. After any training, the trainee should be asked to evaluate the experience.

There are various schemes for the certification and unification of training across the industry. It would be nice to say that they are universally used and respected, but that is not the case. The government’s National Vocational Qualifications system was supposed to achieve all that. The NVQs were measures of competence in different aspects of magazine journalism that were intended to be achieved at any age and at any stage in a journalist’s career.

There were two periodical journalism NVQs, covering writing and subediting. Journalists aiming to acquire any one of these qualifications, however, received basic training across the whole range of journalistic skills. Most of the training and assessment was designed to be done in-house, with overall standards set by the Periodicals Training Council and the whole scheme administered by the Royal Society for Arts and Sciences. Candidates produced written evidence of their
competence in particular skills, and this was supervised by the assessor. As each unit in the scheme was completed, candidates received a certificate: they received the full award on completion of all the units.

But the NVQs remained a mystery to most working magazine journalists. They had some impact at the pre-entry level, and in newspapers, but they never became common in advertisements for magazine jobs, as was intended. In 1997/8, a parliamentary answer\textsuperscript{16} revealed, only 12 people obtained an NVQ certificate at level 4, which is the level a good section editor or chief sub-editor should achieve. Then, in 2002, the Periodicals Training Council launched its own replacement system, a logbook-based scheme called the Professional Certificate in Journalism. It was intended to offer a certificate in basic skills to those at the start of their journalistic careers, especially those without previous training. It is designed to be operated by the PTC’s member companies in-house, with editors taking the lead. It will be interesting to see whether it fares better than the NVQ system.

Companies which take a particular interest in training can apply for certification under the government’s Investors in People programme. In return for a demonstrable commitment to training throughout your organisation, monitored by your local Learning and Skills Council (Local Enterprise Company in Scotland), you can display the scheme’s logo on your job advertising as a kind of guarantee of your progressive attitudes.

**Health and safety**

There is one further aspect to your role as a manager of people, and that is your responsibility in matters of health and safety at work. You are directly responsible for the well-being of those who work under you while they are at work, as well as any visitors and freelances working in your offices. Under the 1974 Health and Safety at Work Act, any firm with more than five employees must have a written health and safety policy, which may allocate you certain duties. You should know who is your department’s first-aider, where the first aid box is kept, and procedures in the event of fires and accidents.

As the supervisor of people working on-screen you need to pay particular attention to the equipment they are using and the way they are using it. There is a detailed government directive, under the Health and Safety at Work Act, on what is quaintly called ‘display screen equipment’, but adherence to that alone is not enough to stop people falling prey to pains in the arms, hands and neck associated with working on computers.

Usually called ‘Repetitive Strain Injury’ or ‘Upper Limb Disorder’, this can have a variety of causes and outcomes: in serious cases it can be crippling. The condition seems to be directly related to stress. Staff should be regularly reminded about posture and the need to take frequent breaks, getting up from the keyboard at least once every 30 minutes. These seem to be the best ways yet devised of preventing RSI from becoming a problem. The approved posture requires the
person typing to sit with feet flat on the ground and thighs and forearms parallel to the floor. Chairs should be fully adjustable to make this possible.

Anyone complaining of pains of the sort above should be advised to seek medical advice at the earliest opportunity. They should certainly not be ignored or ridiculed. Ensuring they seek early treatment is the company’s best policy to avoid more serious and expensive problems later on. Appropriately, the Internet is a particularly rich source of information on the subject of RSI and other upper limb disorders.

You health and safety obligations extend to the risks undertaken by your staff and freelances as part of their work, for instance news reporters who have to bang on doors late at night or attend violent demonstrations. Your duty of ‘reasonable care’ may include making a risk assessment. That includes:

• ensuring that the right person is sent on the job;
• ensuring that that person has the right training and equipment;
• identifying what problems might arise;
• planning what to do in the event of problems;
• deciding whether any precautions are adequate before the work starts.

There are useful pieces of advice in the Health and Safety Executive’s leaflet ‘Five Steps to Risk Assessment’.
When you become an editor you will be expected, perhaps for the first time in your career, to give detailed attention to the financial aspects of your work. It is easy to be overwhelmed by this, especially given that most of your new colleagues in management will have more experience in such matters.

Don’t panic. No one is employing you to be a financial expert. No editor ever gained a reader or won an award by keeping to a budget. Money is just the tool you have to use to achieve your editorial ends: for you it is not an end in itself. Nonetheless, financial control is one aspect of power, and the way you use it is symbolic of your general editorial style. Encourage your colleagues to share your new-found budgetary awareness. The delegation of responsibility must include the delegation of financial responsibilities. If individual sections and section editors are to use their initiative, they must also help to draw up and manage their own budgets.

Publishing companies vary in the way they approach the question of budgeting, and in what they expect from their editors. Some editors will be part of the company’s overall management, brought into the annual budgeting process and invited to estimate their costs for the coming year. In others they will be given a sum for freelance contributions and told not to exceed it. In some cases, the editor will be left completely in the dark: the first you will know about your budget is when you learn you have exceeded it. This might have superficial attractions to a busy editor but it is a cop-out.

**Publication budgets**

The editorial budget forms only a small part of the whole budgeting system of the magazine, and editors should make an effort to understand all the budgets they are allowed to see, asking for advice from the management’s accountant where necessary.

Technically, a ‘budget’ is a statement of allocated income and expenditure for any given period. A statement of projected income and expenditure is properly known as a ‘budget forecast’. In practice, people use the word budget for both. A budget forecast includes both revenue, which means income earned, and expenses,
which means costs incurred. In both cases, these are recorded when the purchase or sale is made, rather than when the money changes hands.

A ‘cash-flow’ forecast, on the other hand, is built around income received, which means cash coming in, and costs paid, which means cash going out. It is linked to the bank balance. Superficially, however, a cash-flow forecast and a budget forecast will look the same. When you’re given these forecasts on a sheet of paper, there will be a series of columns side by side across the page, one for each month. And there will be a series of rows, down the page, detailing each significant area of expenditure or income.

A budget forecast is used for establishing and subsequently monitoring spending limits; working out the level of sales that will cover overheads; estimating profitability; analysing the relationship between revenue and expenditure; identifying areas for cost reduction; and so on. A cash-flow forecast is used for more immediate purposes, for instance ensuring that cash covers expenditure, and planning borrowing.

Since yours is a department which does not generate income, you will normally have what is called a ‘costs-only’ budget, which will show how much you will be spending and when during the year ahead. Its purpose is to allow you to compare your actual spending with that predicted so you don’t exceed what you’ve been allocated in the company’s overall budget.

The magazine’s overall budgets are drawn up early, on the basis of projected sales, both of copies and advertising, and an assessment of the strength of the market. Individual departments submit their forecasts, making their own assessments of what they are likely to earn or spend each month, and these are then consolidated into the overall budget, with some adjustments. Eventually each department gets a final budget with definite targets for each month’s earnings or expenditure. Throughout the year, any ‘variance’ from those targets will be recorded.

It is good for editors to know how the full-scale budgets work before grappling with their own costs. The process starts with the publication’s original marketing plan, which dictates such matters as frequency, quality of paper, binding method, staffing, likely income and editorial costs. Drawing up a budget usually starts with revenue. Calculating advertising revenue is complicated by such matters as series discounts (when a string of advertisements are bought), but eventually an average ‘yield’ per page of display or classified advertising is arrived at, and this is multiplied by the number of advertising pages expected in each issue. If the magazine is weekly, this information has to be considered in conjunction with a calendar, since some months will include five issues and others only four.

From this, the crucial advertising:editorial ratio is drawn up. The ratio is designed to give maximum profit for the publisher without destroying the magazine’s value to readers. It can either be left as a ratio (for instance 60:40, meaning that a 100-page issue will contain 60 advertising pages and 40 editorial pages) or turned into a percentage: 60 per cent in this case. When the number of projected advertising pages is combined with the ratio, it gives an approximate
issue size. But not all issue sizes are possible: the number of pages in an issue must always be divisible by four, because of the binding process, and sometimes the constraints are more complicated. Your printer will have explained which are the economical sizes to produce. You will certainly need a minimum number of editorial pages if the magazine is to be worthwhile.

The ratio need not be observed in every issue, but over the year it should average out. You will need to know the projected advertising:editorial ratio and your likely number of editorial pages in a year in order to calculate staffing and freelance costs. The budget forecast’s assessment of revenue will also include an estimate of circulation, which will be multiplied by income per copy to produce a figure for circulation revenue: obviously any unsold returns and free copies will be deducted from that.

Then there are costs. ‘Overhead’ costs (or ‘indirect’ costs) are those which are not directly related to the magazine’s production. They include rent, rates, heating, lighting, water, equipment maintenance and the wages of any staff not directly on the magazine’s payroll. In multi-title publishing houses, these do not appear in detail on an individual magazine’s accounts because they are not under the control of the individual publisher. They are not normally taken into account when an individual magazine’s profitability is being assessed. Increasingly, however, the vogue for ‘internal accounting’ has seen these costs being allocated to individual magazines and appearing on accounts, usually as a single line to be deducted from the gross profit figure.

More relevant, in most cases, are the ‘fixed’ direct costs: these are incurred in the magazine production process but are not intimately related to the number of issues produced. They include:

- salaries;
- national insurance and employer’s pension contributions;
- travel and entertaining; motor car costs;
- recruitment and training; and
- the costs of administration, including stationery, telephones, computer costs and the purchase of newspapers and magazines.

‘Variable’ direct costs are those which increase as circulation increases and pagination goes up: if you produce no issues, there are no ‘variable’ direct costs. They include:

- colour-house origination, any typesetting;
- printing, binding and finishing;
- distribution costs, especially for subscription copies;
- editorial contributions, casual sub-editing, photographs and illustrations.

Once revenue and costs are assessed, the calculations begin. Table Figure 4.1 shows part of a publication’s budget forecast for two months.
The ‘gross margin’ is the difference between revenue and variable costs in a given period. When fixed costs are subtracted, a figure called ‘gross publication profit’ is determined, and it is that which usually determines the health or otherwise of the magazine. If overheads are subtracted, some kind of net profit figure becomes available, but here the figures are often only notional because of the arbitrary way in which overheads are divided among a group of magazines.

**The editorial budget**

If no previous budget exists, the task of drawing up an editorial budget from scratch is rather daunting, particularly for editors with no previous financial or business experience. Even if someone else has done it in previous years, it can still be worth taking a blank sheet of paper (a computer spreadsheet, in practice) and going through the process from scratch.

Your starting point needs to be staff, since this is where most of your spending will take place. A look at the calendar for the year ahead is a start: is yours a seasonal magazine, shrinking back to nothing in the summer? Are there major events that have to be covered in detail? The question is whether these variations are best accommodated by the hire of temporary freelance help or whether they can be built into your staffing arrangements.

The tendency is for magazines to be run on the bare minimum of staff, with the bulk of editorial provided by freelances. The idea is that freelances can be taken on and dropped at will, with no complications. But there are disadvantages. Freelances are often skilful and enthusiastic, but they are not part of your team. It is wrong to expect deep loyalty from them. They will do their work, probably very well, but cannot make a contribution beyond that. It is wrong to expect them to play a part in your long-term planning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue</strong></td>
<td>£ 320,000.00</td>
<td>£ 280,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable costs</strong></td>
<td>£ 60,000.00</td>
<td>£ 90,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross margin</strong></td>
<td>£ 260,000.00</td>
<td>£ 190,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed costs</strong></td>
<td>£ 160,000.00</td>
<td>£ 120,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross publication profit</strong></td>
<td>£ 100,000.00</td>
<td>£ 70,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.1 Extract from overall magazine budget forecast, showing income, expenses and anticipated margin and profit*
They can also be costly, especially if you are hoping to use their work in other ways, for instance in the electronic media. Staff receive many benefits beyond security, and in return they forfeit copyright. Freelances retain copyright unless you make them surrender it in writing, and that will come at a price.

Assessing the staffing of a magazine is not simple. The output of creative individuals cannot be measured like that of machinery. Start by working out the number of pages required and working backwards. Look at other magazines in your market to see how many staff they use and how many pages they process between them. Divide editorial pages by journalists and you get a crude idea of their output per person. Divide that into your projected number of editorial pages and you can get an idea of staffing.

But you must compare like with like. Your publication may be intended to be more serious and authoritative, led by news and investigations, which demand experienced and expensive staff. The crude page-per-journalist ratio is more useful for assessing your magazine’s cost-effectiveness over a period. Teams have a tendency to grow, and that ratio is one way of keeping track.

You must make allowances for staff absence. Your magazine may run perfectly on minimal staffing, but each member of staff will take holidays, have time for training and fall ill. Individuals can be replaced by freelances, but it is never as efficient as having enough staff to cover for foreseeable events. In drawing up your ideal staffing plan you need to include wage levels, by keeping track of the going rate. After a period, annual increases and merit awards to individuals may push your salaries out of alignment with what is paid in the wider world, but the market should be your guide.

Bear in mind, also, that wages are not your only staff cost. Pension contributions to staff will also have to be included in your budget document, as well as any bonuses. Expenses incurred by your staff will be your responsibility and must be both genuine and reasonable. Expect travel costs to show seasonal variation, especially if your magazine has a ‘conference’ season. You will also be expected to make an assessment of likely training and recruitment costs. Training organisations will supply you with prices.

After fixed costs come variable costs. At the top of the list here are contributors’ payments. An assessment of the rates paid by rival publishers will suggest what you will need to pay per 1,000 words, but it is worth talking to your chosen freelances to see that this is in line with their expectations. Your designer will give you word counts for various types of feature, enabling you to draw up an estimated word count per issue and hence per page. The final result should be a cost per page for words, which can be multiplied back up to give you costs per issue, per month and per year.

The same process can be undertaken with photography and illustration. Picture libraries will quote for stock material, depending on your projected circulation and the size at which you are using it. If you plan to use commissioned photography —and you probably will—you need to discuss prices with the type of photographers you are likely to be using. Then you can work out the likely balance.
of commissioned and stock photography in an average issue and arrive, once again, at a cost per page for visual material.

If you are taking charge of an established magazine, of course, all this material should be at hand. There may be priced issues, with the costs of individual features and photographs marked in. There may be breakdowns of spending on freelance material arranged by issue. At the very least, there will be the individual writers’ and photographers’ invoices. From now on you will need more accessible records of your spending, starting with an issue-by-issue breakdown of what was spent and where it went.

Some magazines will place variable costs associated with production on the editor’s budget, which can make sense. But in general you should only be accountable for spending you definitely influence. Certain production costs come into that category. Making economical and sensible use of your colour house or typesetters is one example. Some editorial initiatives may have production-cost implications: additional ink colours in cover printing, for instance, or the inclusion of inserts or extra supplements. Any such luxuries must be budgeted for. Reducing paper weight can save money, too.

Once you have established with your publisher precisely which items you will be responsible for, it is just a question of drawing up a basic budget grid. The months of the year run across the page, your individual cost items run down. If your magazine is a weekly, some months will include more issues than others, so you can’t just drop in the same figure for each month. Remember: you are predicting when costs will be incurred, not when the bills will be paid. Any seasonal differences must be accounted for: for instance, if you always produce a summer special at the start of the holiday season, the costs for that must be included in the appropriate month. If you need extra freelance sub-editors to produce your Christmas double issue, that must be included too. If you expect an across-the-board pay settlement in April, subsequent salary figures will need to be increased, and the same goes for contributors’ payments.

Table Figure 4.2 shows five months’ worth of a typical costs-only editorial budget forecast.

Note the effect of months in which more issues are published. And observe that casual costs increase during the summer months to accommodate staff holidays. The budget makes provision for a spend of £1,000 in recruitment expenses in May. There is, of course, no way of knowing when someone is going to leave, but it is a certainty that it will happen at least once during the year. Note to aspiring publishers: these figures are not intended to represent the real sums of money involved.

The process is that you submit your budget forecast to higher management, and it returns, usually with some amendments, as an actual budget with allotted spending limits. From now on, keep track of your expenditure and compare it with the budget you have been allocated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>April 4</th>
<th>May 4</th>
<th>June 4</th>
<th>July 4</th>
<th>August 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelance writing</td>
<td>£11,000.00</td>
<td>£12,000.00</td>
<td>£12,000.00</td>
<td>£14,000.00</td>
<td>£17,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td>£500.00</td>
<td>£600.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual help</td>
<td>£600.00</td>
<td>£400.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
<td>£1,800.00</td>
<td>£1,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special production</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>£22,000.00</td>
<td>£29,700.00</td>
<td>£24,800.00</td>
<td>£33,400.00</td>
<td>£35,100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>£24,000.00</td>
<td>£24,000.00</td>
<td>£24,000.00</td>
<td>£24,000.00</td>
<td>£24,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions/Ni</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
<td>£2,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>£1,800.00</td>
<td>£1,900.00</td>
<td>£1,700.00</td>
<td>£1,500.00</td>
<td>£1,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
<td>£1,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertaining</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
<td>£1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>£32,600.00</td>
<td>£33,600.00</td>
<td>£33,600.00</td>
<td>£31,900.00</td>
<td>£31,900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EDITORIAL COSTS</strong></td>
<td>£54,600.00</td>
<td>£63,300.00</td>
<td>£58,400.00</td>
<td>£65,300.00</td>
<td>£67,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2: Notional editorial cost budget for a monthly magazine*
Editorial costs in more detail

Wages/bonuses/expenses

The arrival of a new editor is often seen as a signal for members of staff to ask for more money. You must resist this initial onslaught. Until you see how people work, you have no way of knowing who is worth more.

When setting salary levels, several factors must be taken into account. The first, and most important, is what the company can afford. If you are given responsibility for setting your journalists’ pay levels you will should be given guidance on the constraints within which such awards can be made. The wage bill will be included within the year’s budget. In most magazines, it is the second biggest cost after printing and paper.

You should also consider the going rate for the job in the outside world. It is foolish to pay much below the market rate unless you are sure that opportunities outside are strictly limited or unless you want to provoke the existing staff into leaving. But you shouldn’t pay too much either. You can find what other people are paying by studying advertisements, consulting employment agencies or headhunters, or simply by asking other editors.

You should study the job market. If a new publication is entering your area, you will want to pay people enough to stop them making a dash for the cash. Of course, some will go, for the challenge, and you should wish them luck. Particular skills are also in demand at times: we saw this first with people who knew Quark and Photoshop, and then again with people who knew HTML and Dreamweaver. In due course this is likely to happen again, but it is not something we can predict. The best we can do is to keep an eye on technological changes and train our own people to be ready for them. There is always a ‘training lag’: the technology always comes into effect long before the industry has found enough people to operate it, and then those who are ahead of things can cash in. We have little choice but to applaud them.

Pay is a factor in motivation, but also in demotivation. Pay increases should generally be used to recognise initiative and the taking of greater responsibility, rather than to reward long service. Annual increments reward loyalty, but they also reward inertia. Exceptions might be made for longserving news editors or chief sub-editors whose experience benefits the magazine. But that should really express itself in taking new responsibilities, perhaps in training or planning new publications.

Take into account fringe benefits, from the provision of free tea and coffee to bonus schemes, share options, pension contributions and private medicine. It is naïve to assume, though, that fringe benefits will compensate for a poor basic salary. Journalists tend to measure themselves by their salaries: fringe benefits are rarely considered, especially by those changing jobs.

When you join a new organisation, you must get to grips with the expenses culture. In some organisations, claims are rigorously checked. In others, a certain
laxness is traditional, and you will earn nothing but resentment when you try to ascertain whether certain examples of entertaining did in fact take place. Make your expectations clear at the beginning and apply them consistently. All claims should be correctly detailed, on the right form, and accompanied by appropriate receipts. Point out to your staff that the tax authorities will treat anything not fully documented as taxable. Nor are journalists immune to accusations of fraud.

**Editorial contributions**

The purchase of copyright material, whether written, photographic or illustrative, has become an increasingly contentious issue. In the past, negotiations between editors and freelances rarely involved more than a brief chat about the price and the delivery date. The standard right acquired in those circumstances is ‘first British serial right’. This allows the publisher the first use of that item in magazine form within the UK (including Northern Ireland). If you are publishing in Eire, as is common, that must be made clear. If the piece has already appeared, the normal agreement for republication is called ‘one use’.

These days publishers want more. They want to reuse material in different editions, in book form, in CD-ROM or online versions, and to sell the material on to other publishers. Even when they have no plans to do anything of the sort, it is common practice to demand those rights. What’s more, they usually want them for nothing.

All this is a great nuisance for editors. But the law is clear. If you want to buy anything other than single-use rights, the writer or photographer must sign a contract to that effect. If you want to buy out their ownership in the item, in its entirety, the usual phrase is ‘all rights’. Many freelances will baulk at this, before raising their price or declining to do business at all. A marginally less aggressive approach is to buy a more extensive licence, including the exclusive right to publish anywhere in any medium and to syndicate the work to other publishers. This was traditionally the writer’s perk: now you will probably offer them a portion of the proceeds, say 50 per cent. Technically this leaves copyright in the hands of the creator, and approaches the standard for acceptable negotiation: that both sides gain something and want to do business again.

Some editors decline to discuss this question at the commissioning stage, letting the writer find out about it when the commissioning form arrives or, more reprehensibly, once the work has been done. Sometimes, writers receive a cheque with a wording on the back which they are expected to sign before payment is issued. The signature assigns their copyright. They don’t have to sign, of course, but the cheque tells them they won’t get paid unless they do so. Since they have already done the work, most will submit. But it is a shoddy practice. All told, fighting endless battles to acquire rights you have no intention of using is a dispiriting waste of an editor’s time, but you will probably have to follow company policy.
Editors should ensure that they have an infallible system for ensuring that freelances are paid on time. There should be a commissioning form, with copies going to the writer and the magazine’s accounts department as well as staying with the commissioning editor.

**Other costs**

Magazines save money at start-up by using sensible paper formats and arranging to be printed at the printers’ convenience. That means any failures in editorial production will have cost implications. Late pages, missing elements, wrongly configured disks, font problems, mislaid transparencies and inaccurate flat-planning can all cause production delays and hence increase costs.

Beyond that, your attitude to costs needs to be the same as that of any modern manager: you must always be looking for ways to keep them to a minimum, whether through a regime of sensible telephone use, care with stationery or the most minute scrutiny of expenses claims. Try to spend money on the things that the readers will appreciate: better photography and writing.

**Revenue**

Editorial is usually seen as a cost to the publisher: your budget is a ‘costonly’ budget, for instance. But you do have opportunities to help bring in money for the magazine and you will be expected to make the most of them.

**News-stand and subscription initiatives**

The most obvious way you can play a part in this process is by participating enthusiastically in circulation-building and subscription-building exercises. No editor tries to produce unpopular covers, but there are times when creating an attention-grabbing cover package, with an appealing picture and straightforward cover-lines, gets pushed down your list of priorities. This must not happen. Strong bookstall sales will guarantee you the respect and independence you need to achieve your other aims. If your department is expected to produce posters and press advertisements to promote your issues, make them good.

Subscriptions are not central to the British way of selling magazines, but they are growing. And they can be encouraged by special offers. These should be bold, and in keeping with the magazine’s image. A price reduction is the most obvious approach, but other magazines offer free gifts of various sorts. It is essential that any gifts are in keeping with your idea of the readers, both for effectiveness and for their effect on the magazine’s image.
Advertising

Most magazine publishing is underpinned by the sale of advertising. That makes the advertising department important and influential. But there are limits to that influence, and it is for editors to stress those when they take on the job. A certain distance is desirable if the independence and integrity of the editorial department is to be maintained.

It is a question of you using your skills to the best advantage of the magazine. You should be producing the best possible magazine for people to advertise in. You should not be involved in persuading people to advertise in that magazine. Some supplements or new editorial products might need a bit of help from you on the commercial side, and you should discuss that at the start. But you should not be a part of the routine process of selling advertising.

To advertisers spending large sums of money it can seem terribly harsh when their generosity is not reciprocated in terms of editorial coverage, or when the editorial coverage they receive seems unfavourable. Your advertising colleagues may even encourage advertisers to believe that they have some influence over the magazine’s editorial content. They should be disabused of that notion, but gently. It is better to be on good terms. They may travel around more, see more of your world than you and your staff do. They may even bring in genuine stories and ideas. But you must be wary of ‘puffs’ designed to please advertisers.

Watch out for editorial staff who show signs of obliging the requests of the advertising department. When commercial organisations receive repeated mentions in editorial matter—or, conversely, are missing when perhaps they ought to appear—you should ask yourself whether honest editorial decisions are being made.

Few editors will go many years without receiving a threat of the removal of advertising for some editorial offence, whether real or imagined. Treat the advertiser the same as anyone who is written about and is aggrieved. Ensure, in the first instance, that there is no dishonesty or malice in your journalists’ work. The story concerned must be fair and accurate, and it must have been published for good reasons. An advertiser that has been criticised should, of course, get the chance to state its case in your pages, just like anyone else.

If there is a complaint following publication, the normal remedies should apply: publication of a letter, factual corrections, and so on. Beyond that, the advertiser must be left to think it over and your advertising department to try its own powers of persuasion. Hurt feelings aside, companies’ advertising strategies are based on hard calculation of your usefulness. If that is unchanged, the lost advertising will eventually be restored. But your advertising colleagues may not take the long view. Remember that they have a personal stake—a financial stake, too—in relationships that are peripheral to you and your team. Expect a bumpy ride until normal service is resumed.

Sophisticated advertisers have a powerful place in their industries and in publishing. They have better ways of influencing you than threats. At various
times, you will be offered all manner of self-serving ‘exclusives’. Judge them on their own merits. Their source does not make them unusable, but neither does it make them as essential as the advertiser or, more likely, its PR company, might think.

**Advertorials**

Advertorials, also known as advertising features, are advertisements designed to look like the editorial matter of the publications within which they appear. Exactly how closely they should mimic a magazine’s editorial style is the subject of lively debate.

Many editors take the view that they should look nothing like genuine editorial matter. Others object to the aesthetic damage that inappropriately designed and written advertorials can do to the magazine within which they are placed. Some publishing houses, including BBC magazines, have a policy of preparing advertorials in-house, using a separate design and writing team. But the problem of producing advertorial material that is of high quality and ‘in keeping with’ the surrounding editorial without its actually resembling that editorial has never been resolved.

Advertorials are extremely popular with advertisers, however, particularly in the consumer press, because research has shown that they are very well read. They also work. Research shows that readers somehow assume that they are a ‘joint effort’ between the advertiser and the magazine’s editorial team, and that you are endorsing the product. They know that they are reading an advertisement, but they also see it as an article, which gives it a certain added value.

The readers assume the editor has been involved in the selection of the product shown in the advertisement feature, and this implies researching the products and choosing the one that’s best for readers. The more closely the advertorial matches the magazine’s own style the stronger the assumption that the editor has written it, and thus the stronger the endorsement. The magazine’s own brand values feed into the advertorial, and they in turn feed into the readers’ perception of the product. Advertorials are perceived as generally useful and informative, which encourages an overall positive feeling about them among readers.¹

All of which means you must keep an eye on them. They can be written by the advertisers themselves or by either the advertising or the editorial staff of the magazine, but this must not form part of a normal journalist’s workload. It should be a useful bit of work after hours.

The Periodical Publishers Association (PPA) has guidelines about advertorials. In particular, advertorials must not make any claims that would not be allowed in ordinary advertising. Advertorials must be clearly labelled so that readers are in
no doubt about the provenance of what they are reading. The words ‘advertisement’, ‘advertisement feature’ or ‘advertising promotion’ are to be used, rather than ‘adverorial’, which is ambiguous for people outside the industry. Staff writers’ by-lines may not appear in advertorials. Finally, the size and number of advertorial features should not be such as to compromise the credibility of the titles within which they appear. It is for others to say how well that particular requirement is being observed in some areas of the British magazine industry. Advertorial and advertising features must also comply with the Trades Descriptions Act, whereas editorial features need not.

Special features, supplements and sponsorship

One area in which editors have been expected to be directly useful to advertising departments is the provision of ‘special features’, usually labelled ‘focus’, ‘monitor’, ‘survey’ or suchlike. In-house these are known as ‘ad-get’ features, which exactly describes their function.

The process is this. A list of potentially lucrative subject areas is discussed between editor and advertising director. Details of subjects and dates are then distributed to advertisers and suitable feature material commissioned. The material is true editorial matter: the ‘ad-get’ feature must not be confused with ‘adverorial’ features. Nonetheless, it is hard to avoid the impression in some cases that this material would not have made it into the magazine on its own merits. That is bad editorship: the section or feature may have been designed for the purpose of generating revenue, but that doesn’t mean it can be weak. Used properly, this type of feature can be a useful way of giving new writers experience and building up contacts in industry.

In recent years, however, the trend has been for advertisers, especially in the trade press, to seek ways of ‘partnership’ with magazines that give them more prominence and hence better value than simple advertising. These may take the form of additional sponsored ‘supplements’, sometimes of dubious editorial merit, or competitions and award schemes.

Since these are not going away, it is essential that editors take charge. Far better to find a subject that you would like to cover in a supplement form and then seek an advertiser to back it, than vice versa. This can be a creative area: the connection between the supplement’s subject matter and the advertisers need not be close. The advertisers want exposure for their brand, but they also want some of the glamour of the subject to rub off.

The same considerations operate when an advertiser seeks to sponsor a competition or award scheme. But there are an ever-increasing number of awards, and not all of them are credible. Organising a proper competition or award scheme is expensive and difficult. A farcical outcome can be disastrous to a magazine’s reputation for excellence. The advertiser may simply expect endless editorial support for a scheme that the editor has had little or nothing to do with organising. And the proliferation of such events, competitions, exhibitions, and so on, may
damage the supply of paid-for advertising. Consequently, such approaches need to be treated with caution. But the rewards are high. *FHM* magazine, for instance, signed a deal in 2002 to create a special ‘Comfort Zone’ advertorial section in each issue of the magazine and on its website. It was reported to have been worth £1 million to the magazine.

The PPA has laid down guidelines on the use of ‘sponsored editorial’ and ‘sponsored competitions’ in magazines. Broadly, they state that material and events of this kind should be clearly identified as sponsored, and that the editor should retain control over them.

**Colour separations**

A kind of creeping advertorial has become common in the business press. ‘Product books’ (magazines based on promoting new products and services) have increasingly asked those supplying press releases to pay for their inclusion. This straightforward demand has been disguised as a request that companies pay the cost of making the colour separations required to reproduce their transparencies. Theoretically, those who do not oblige will have their photographs used but in monochrome. Most cough up.

Again, the PPA has some guidelines, which state that some form of wording should appear near the photograph, indicating that ‘suppliers have contributed towards the production costs of some of the editorial photographs on this page’. This ruling, however, seems to be honoured more in the breach than in the observance. If such a practice is repugnant to you, as it might be, you should discuss it when you are interviewed for the editor’s job.

**Ancillary activities**

Publishing organisations have developed plenty more ‘revenue streams’ that they like their editors to become involved with. These include various types of enquiry telephone lines, usually paid for by callers; books; reader offers; meetings, lunches, holidays and study tours; and conferences, seminars, exhibitions and touring shows. All of these require editorial input or supervision if they are not to damage the standing of the magazine. But there are only so many hours in the day, and editors should always consider the magazine itself as their priority.

The biggest development in recent years has been the arrival of online publishing as an extension to the paper product. The dot-com collapse of recent years means this is no longer seen as a money-earner: if anything it is seen as a necessary and not too costly service to the reader. Certainly, it has not worked as an advertising-funded operation. The latest plan is a return to the idea of publishing online for subscribers only. It remains to be seen whether any but the most powerful publications will be able to persuade people to pay for information and entertainment when so much is available for nothing just a couple of mouse-clicks
away. But for all its troubles, the Internet is a great publishing medium, and editors should not turn their back on it entirely just because of its temporary troubles.
Hand-holding, fostering, pruning, snipping, squelching and encouraging have always been the true functions of the editor.

(Ernst Jacobi)\(^1\)

The job of an editor is to create compelling content by harnessing the creativity of a team. The managerial aspects are secondary. The trick is to release the skills and ingenuity of those around you, while ensuring that the magazine retains a strong central identity.

**Vision**

After all the efforts you have made to understand your readers, you should have a strong idea of the subjects that interest them. You may even have arrived at a set of ‘musts’ to be included in each individual issue, or distributed across a series of them. The more frequently you publish, the less comprehensive your coverage has to be. Weeklies can maintain a balance of subject matter across several issues, whereas monthlies or quarterlies need to ensure that each issue covers the most significant topics for their readership.

Interest in a subject, on its own, may not be enough. The real art lies in assessing how close that interest comes towards being a ‘need’. Sometimes the facts of people’s lives and careers may be a better guide to that than what they say in surveys. Think again about the reader’s self-interest: what am I going to find in this magazine that will give me and my family (or my firm, or my department) an advantage over those who have not read it? Remember that an ‘advantage’ can be as concrete as advice that will help their career or as vague as having something new to chat about. The success of celebrity-based publishing must owe a great deal to the boost people get from knowing something they can share with their friends, especially if it is something they feel they shouldn’t know.

Give people what is new and useful: they don’t need to hear things they already know. That’s the ‘so what?’ factor, and you can run into it when your professional journal reports stories a week or a month late, or when your women’s magazine
gives readers fashion or health advice they have seen elsewhere. If your focus is
celebrity gossip, the ‘so what?’ factor can quickly drive you off the streets.

Every aspect of your magazine must focus on the reader: at best, readers should feel that each article could really only appear in your magazine. That is asking a lot. In practice, you must satisfy yourself that everything you include offers some new insight. It should also be accurate, fair, complete and easy to read. When dealing with ideas and copy, you may like to keep a mental checklist of qualities.

- Is it new?
- Is it relevant?
- Is it accurate?
- Is it well written?
- Is it right for this magazine?

Creating a balanced magazine is not simply a question of selecting subjects: it is also a matter of the way subjects are handled, and the tone of voice in which they are written about. Your magazine needs a range of different approaches and ways of speaking.

If you are taking over an existing magazine, it is a worthwhile exercise to analyse the subject balance of each issue and compare that with what you know of the prevailing interests of the readership. You might start by listing the subjects your magazine covers. Then count the pages devoted to each subject in, say, six issues. Divide that number of pages into your total number of editorial pages over the period and you will arrive at a percentage for your coverage of each subject. Now how does that compare to what you know about your readers?

This is particularly relevant in the case of business-to-business magazines, whose readers have a wide spectrum of different job functions and work in different areas of the market. Their own specific interests may be extremely specialised, but they may also need a general sense of what is going on across their industry.

General interest business magazines are difficult to produce. Even magazines for particular professions have often found it difficult to arrive at a suitable balance. If you are producing a magazine for engineers, how much common ground is there between those working in the motor industry and those working in power generation? If your coverage is skewed towards the former and your readership towards the latter you will be in trouble. The same goes for magazines which attempt to cater for a range of job types within a single industry, say property developers, estate agents and property users. Consider how much of your content is directly relevant to each group, and compare that with what you know of your readership. This is particularly important in the case of controlled-circulation magazines, where it is not as easy to discover how happy your readers are as it is on the bookstall, where you can watch sales rise and fall.

Another way of getting at the underlying interests of your readers is to look at the sources of your advertising and analyse these in the same way. Advertisers
generally only put their money where they get results. This can be quite revealing.
If you are producing a magazine for the parents of young children, you may be
convinced that most of your readers have toddlers; but your advertising may come
largely from the manufacturers of baby milk. Clearly, something is amiss.

The range of subjects that you need to cover and the balance between them may
help you to devise a kind of template for your own use: a recipe for a typical issue.
In the case of a men’s magazine, for instance, this might translate into an interview
with an attractive woman; an interview with an admirable man; a ‘yarn’ or piece
of sustained narrative; a picture feature; an argumentative piece; a humorous piece;
something on sport or adventure; and so on. In the case of a professional magazine,
it might mean an interview with a significant industrial figure; a case study of
some particularly successful enterprise; something on a new technological
development; something on a change in the law or professional regulation; and so

Readers like to know where they are: they want a magazine to stay identifiably
the same from issue to issue. But it must not become predictable. Any such ‘recipe’
must be a rough guide to categories of material, rather than a list of specifics. And
you will want to ensure that familiar subjects are constantly treated in new ways.
Nor should your recipe be unchangeable. The world is changing all the time, and
your magazine must too.

Standards

The task of finding the right balance of subject matter and tone of voice forms one
end of the span of editorial tasks. But in some ways it is as important to look at
the other end, the detail. The reason for this is simple: nothing destroys a
magazine’s claims to authority more swiftly and comprehensively than spelling
mistakes—particularly in people’s names—grammatical ineptitude and sub-
editing errors.

You will be encouraging your staff to show their own ingenuity, to use their
own resources and to take responsibility. But for that to work you have to lay down
unambiguous standards of what is and is not acceptable. It’s a critical part of
producing a strong magazine. The only sensible policy is ‘zero tolerance’. You
must make it clear from the outset, by sending back unacceptable work for
correction, that you will not accept compromises. It is the editor’s lot to be a
stickler, a perfectionist and a pedant, and to appoint people who share those
concerns.

Accuracy, fairness, clarity

While we strive for truth, the minimum we must achieve is accuracy. There is a
simple rule: anything that can be checked should be checked. Newcomers to
journalism find this a difficult concept to grasp, while experienced staff may cut
corners and neglect it. It should, however, be thoroughly drummed into your writers and production staff.

All spellings, figures and other factual statements must be checked against reliable printed sources: you must ensure that a small reference library is established and kept up to date. The Internet, if used carefully, can be a helpful source of additional information but it must not be your only source of reference material. Quotes must be accurate too. With new reporters, it is worth asking to see their notebooks from time to time to ensure that entries are correctly dated and labelled and that the notes within bear a clear relationship with the quotes that appear in the magazine. Most interviewing for anything beyond simple news stories will probably be done on tape. Insist that such tapes are transcribed honestly and stored carefully.

Beyond simple accuracy, you must encourage fairness in your journalists. When things appear in print, they require a much higher level of both accuracy and fairness than is normal in day-to-day gossip and chit-chat, where it is quite acceptable to say things that are not true and are certainly not fair. The distinction between everyday life and professional duty is something inexperienced journalists sometimes find hard to grasp.

It is important that people your magazine writes about are treated straightforwardly, honestly and even-handedly. In particular, no one on your staff should be operating with any concealed motive. Journalists in the Western world aim at objectivity, at least in news stories. This means reporters leave themselves out of the story, and do not let their attitudes colour the way it is told. Of course, no human being can be truly objective, but it is a stance which most of us expect in news writing. It means we strive to include relevant facts even if they threaten the narrative simplicity of the story, and we don’t take sides.

Much ink has been spilled in the past about whether the general obligation towards objectivity requires reporters to be objective between ‘right and wrong’. It doesn’t. Personal morality is not negotiable. But a story is not a speech for the prosecution. It is closer to the judge’s summing up. It is a device for revealing the facts of a situation, even-handedly, and inviting the readers to make up their own minds.

Those criticised in a story, for instance, should be given the opportunity to state their side of the dispute. This is not simply an ethical matter: it is also about self-interest, since most readers will find balanced and objective news writing more involving and more respectful of their intelligence than selective reporting mixed with opinionated rhetoric. Newcomers to professional journalism find this difficult, but they must learn it. Feature writing and personal columns, on the other hand, allow more subjectivity and opinion. But they should still be based on accurate facts, not least for legal reasons.

It is one of the virtues of journalistic writing that it strives for simplicity and clarity. At the same time, some areas of magazine writing permit greater flair and stylistic experimentation than is common in the daily newspapers. There is a balance to be struck, but most editors will opt for clarity. Writing simply, so that
everything can be understood at first glance, is a great skill and must not be undervalued.

House style

One obvious distinction between a high-quality publication and a lesser one is consistency. A magazine which refers to 11 January on one page and January 11th on another, or to the BBC on one page and the B.B.C. on another, is hardly likely to build a reputation for authority. Most offices have a style book or style sheet, although in many cases it may only be a few pieces of paper to supplement some agreed work of reference. The *Oxford Dictionary for Writers & Editors* is often used as a starting point, but all editors have their prejudices and variants. If your magazine covers a particular professional area, you will need to work out your own style rulings on that industry’s technical language.

Your style sheet should also include examples of grammatical howlers and solecisms to be avoided, the favoured terms of address (‘Mr Jones’ or just ‘Jones’?), the correct spellings of regularly used proper names, a list of registered trademarks that must be used properly or not at all, appropriate rulings on units of measurement, a ruling on whether collective nouns (government, for instance) are singular or plural, and so on.

You should also make it your practice to issue directives on words, idioms, clichés, headlines and standfirst ideas that have become hackneyed and thus should not be used: ‘natch’, ‘kiddies’, ‘But hey!’, ‘Just why…?’ and so on. This may seem no more than the exercise of prejudice, but it is part of defining the way in which your magazine speaks to its readers.

You should also ensure that the magazine uses only one basic dictionary, supplemented by necessary technical and foreign language dictionaries, and that your sub-editors have access to reference books. The task of compiling a style book or sheet is one you can delegate to someone else, probably the chief sub-editor, and you should take the opportunity of talking it through with your sub-editors. They will appreciate the attention, and will act as your ‘style police’ in the future. If they don’t share your views on usage and abusage, they should at least understand and recognise them.

Working with writers

Most editors continue to write. They will usually want to write an editorial, and they may do the odd feature. Assigning yourself to do an interview can even open doors which might otherwise be closed. It can be flattering for the interviewee, especially if it is a rare event rather than a habitual one caused by under staffing. It is also seen as a mark of respect. You must ensure that your performance is up to scratch and that you clamp down on any self-indulgence.
Otherwise, however, you will be assigning writers to jobs, briefing them, nursing them through the process and editing their copy once it arrives. These are all demanding tasks.

**Staff writers**

There are many times when it is better to use staff, if you have them, rather than freelances. News is a good example. It involves a lot of research for a small amount of written copy, and really needs the resources of an office: post, telephones, fast Internet, faxes, and other people to answer the phone at times to ensure important contacts aren’t left stranded.

Freelances are generally paid on the basis of what they produce: usually per 1,000 words. News is one of those types of article that is hardly viable for freelances to produce on such a basis. It is not fair to ask them to do it, although you might pay them a day rate to come into the office and produce what they can in the time available. The same goes for most research-heavy features. For a staff writer, the necessary research can fit around other jobs, in spare time, and the feature can be assembled over a long period.

It is also sensible to use staff for secret tasks, those which are meant to surprise readers and competitors. Freelances are loyal to your magazine while they are working for it: their commitment cannot be expected to go beyond that. Don’t expect to bind them to silence about your future plans. But staff should have only one loyalty.

Experimental features, which may or may not work, and those which require the daily involvement of senior staff including yourself, are also better kept in-house. One of the central tasks of the commissioning editor is to avoid paying for unused work. But you are paying your staff anyway, and it makes sense to experiment with their time rather than with the expensive time of a freelance.

Even staff writers need proper briefing. Like freelances, they should be given clear instructions and an appropriate deadline. How much detail you give them is up to you. They can always ask you, although that might not be the most efficient use of your time.

When staff writers hand in their work, especially if they are inexperienced, it is only fair to give it the level of attention a freelance’s copy would get. This is a time for gentle guidance and encouragement.

**The writing process**

Some find writing difficult all the time, and all of us find it difficult some of the time. You may occasionally need to nurse and cajole your staff writers through a difficult job. It sometimes helps to think of writing as a threestage process: planning, writing and revising. Of these, the initial writing might well be the quickest, so encourage your writers to take planning seriously. They need to remind themselves about who the piece is for, and what it is intended to achieve.
If that can be turned into a simple heading or standfirst, so much the better. Let them refer to that both in the research and writing stages. The point is to be focused. It is very easy these days, given the easy availability of background material on the Internet, to overresearch a piece and lose track of its point. It is not about what the writer finds interesting: it is about what the reader needs.

First drafts should be quick and fluent. Most people find a brief outline of the shape of the piece helps, but it is wrong to be dogmatic about these issues. It can also help to take a break between finishing researching and starting writing. A walk around the block will help the important points percolate to the surface. If the point is based on a long interview, the points you can remember may well be more important than those you only unearth when you read back the notes or your transcript.

Now the time comes to revise. Stress simplicity and directness, and hope to find an argument flowing through the piece. Some pieces are overstretched and based on inadequate material. There is a helpful saying: ‘If you’re short of wood, build a smaller boat.’ Others are overlong and overcomplex, something that can usually be resolved by renewed attention to the central questions: who am I writing for? What am I trying to say to them?

**Freelance writers**

Working successfully with freelance writers means mastering commissioning. It is a straightforward process, but it benefits from experience. You are negotiating to buy someone’s services as a writer: everything else flows from that. The first essential is that those given the authority to commission, which could be just you or several of your staff, know the constraints under which they are operating. The sums available per issue will have been worked out during the budgeting process (see Chapter 4).

A commissioning editor must operate within these figures. And every month you must compare actual spending on commissions with the agreed budget figure. There will be some variance from month to month, because the issues will be different. Some will have more pages than were budgeted for, some fewer. Some will contain a greater proportion of freelance material, perhaps because of staff illness or the nature of the subjects chosen. In some months, excess material will have been commissioned and held over or, on unavoidable occasions, simply discarded.

You need a more manageable figure to work with. Take an issue, count the pages written by freelances, and divide that number into the freelance budget to determine a budget per page. Then look at some layouts and work out the average number of words per page across a series of features. Divide that into the budget per page to produce a figure for your likely cost per word and per 1,000 words. You shouldn’t normally pay that, since it includes the wastage mentioned above. But it is there as a guide.
A minimum rate should be calculated for quoting to freelances. Any commissioning editor must have leeway to increase that rate for more experienced writers and for more difficult, time-consuming tasks. Commission with two figures in mind: the minimum, and the high figure you calculated. Sometimes it may be more logical to pay on a different basis: perhaps a fee per day, although this must still be arrived at by using the page budget.

This is the background for discussions between commissioning editors and freelance writers. It is not, however, the starting point for those discussions. First you need to give the writer a brief: a short but adequate explanation of what you want written. It should certainly not extend beyond a single page of A4. It should include an account of the subject, the approach you want taken, specific questions you want answered, people you would like interviewed (or excluded), and details of any extra material—boxes, panels, and so on—apart from the main piece. It should also state if the writer is required to collect any pictures or other visual material.

Then you have to set a deadline. This must obviously allow you enough time to edit the material and arrange any illustration. It is not always wise to tell the writer when you expect to publish, though most will want to know, especially if your company’s policy is to pay ‘30 days after publication’ rather than on receipt of an invoice. Obviously, if you are not sure about the writer you will need an early deadline.

Next you specify a number of words. Some types of layout are very much denser than others. If the piece is to fit a specified slot you can be very precise about the number of words required. Otherwise, you need to work out an average that will enable you to fill the number of pages required. You might find it handy to draw up a little chart showing how various types of layout work in terms of words. A single-page feature might be about 1,000 words, but a double-page spread on a similar grid will only work out at about 1,800. It is likely that your writers will overwrite. Most do. But the fee is a fixed figure based on the commission. If you ask for 1,000 words and the writer produces 1,500 the fee remains the same. The extra words are free, in a sense, but they will actually cost you money because someone has to reduce them to fit the specified slot. This foible can sometimes be used to advantage. If your writer habitually overwrites, you can undercommission appropriately and save money.

Some magazines also ask writers to spell out that their work is original, not previously published, their own property, factually true and not defamatory. You will, of course, be making your own decisions about what is defamatory or not, and should not expect to shift responsibility to anyone else.

What remains to be discussed is the crucial question of what ‘rights’ you wish to purchase. All literary and artistic work is ‘copyright’, which means that it cannot be reproduced without the permission of the copyright owner. The owner of the copyright in freelance material is the freelance writer or photographer. Editors usually acquire a ‘licence’ to print this material.
The position was complicated by the 1988 Copyright Act, which provided for the first time certain ‘moral rights’ for the authors of copyright material. These include the right to be identified as the author of the material and the right not to have the work subjected to ‘derogatory treatment’, meaning addition, deletion, alteration and adaptation, where these have the effect of distorting the work or damaging the reputation of the author. Note that the Act specifically excludes work made for the purposes of publication in any ‘newspaper, magazine or similar periodical’.

You may occasionally meet freelances who have read far enough into the Act to hear about these ‘moral rights’ but not far enough to realise that they don’t apply to magazine work. They should be gently advised on the subject. The exclusion even applies to book extracts and other pieces of work made for other media. Once they are made available to you as an editor of a magazine, with the consent of the author, moral rights no longer apply.

Some editors like to spell out, in their commissioning letters, that they require the unlimited right to cut, amend, add to and generally edit the text. The author is required to sign his or her acceptance of these terms. You may feel, however, that there is no point in spelling out the custom and practice of the trade and creating an air of suspicion where none need exist.

‘Moral rights’ are, however, a side issue. The real issue is the right to publish, and that is still contentious. When no other agreement is reached writers sell a licence called first British serial rights. This means the right of first publication, once only, in a magazine or newspaper circulating in the UK. Extra rights, for instance to syndicate the article outside the UK or to use it in a book, have to be negotiated separately.

Publishers today often want more comprehensive rights, ostensibly for online and other electronic publication, even though few are pursuing those with any great enthusiasm. Some want the freelance to ‘assign’ copyright, which is to say sell it. Others prefer an ‘unlimited licence’ giving them ‘all rights’ in every country and medium, whether invented yet or not. Sometimes this has been accompanied by the demand that all future commissions by that freelance be undertaken on the same basis.

You can see the point: if the idea is to reuse material, publishers don’t want that process to be dependent on the agreement of every one of the original authors. But ‘all rights’ and ‘assignment’ contracts are very threatening to freelances. They may be helpful to the magazine buying the rights, but they prevent the freelance reusing his or her own work after initial publication.

And the demand for more rights has rarely been accompanied by generous offers of more money. The result is often an unnecessary stand-off, with editors in the middle. Surrendering copyright is distasteful to writers, though few have ever earned much by retaining it. Nonetheless, the potential is there— which is why publishers want it. These disputes are likely to continue. Staff writers, of course, have no copyright over their material so the problem does not arise.
In practice, all these matters—brief, terms, deadline and fee—should be embodied in a printed form. At least two copies are required, one to go to the writer and one for the commissioning editor. If you require the author’s written agreement, which you must have if you want to acquire copyright or an extended licence, two forms must be sent out so that one can be returned, signed, to the office.

That’s the mechanical part of commissioning. The creative part comes in matching writers to ideas. Obviously the safest way to handle commissioning is to deal with a tiny number of trusted writers, who can be briefed in a moment and who never quibble about what is done to their copy or what they are paid. However, this can lead to a certain stagnation. A commissioning editor should always be looking for new voices. Most will be inundated with letters from hopefuls, but you may find it more productive to approach people whose writing you have enjoyed in other fields.

The path of commissioning strangers is fraught and there are no shortcuts. There are various freelance directories, online as well as on paper, but they are rarely used. Freelances may speak convincingly and offer appealing ideas, but that does not prove they can write. If you are trying someone new, give them something small to do. That way, even if the exercise is a complete write-off, the loss is small.

The commissioning editor’s task does not end with signing the commissioning letter or form and sending it on its way. The piece itself must be shepherded into print. Every editor discovers, before very long, what it is to receive a completely unusable piece of work. First the piece should be compared with the brief. If it is unsalvageable, though still competent, some kind of payment should be offered to bring the contract to a close. This is often referred to as a kill fee, although technically that term should be used for a commission which is stopped before anything is written. If the piece is not of professional quality you may feel justified in refusing to pay for it. This would leave you open to proceedings in the small-claims court, where you should be prepared to defend your action.

When the piece is acceptable, but not right, the author should be contacted, the deficiencies listed and a rewrite requested. You can demand at least one rewrite under the terms of the original commission. However, once you’ve asked for a rewrite, you are committed to paying the full price for the piece even if you do not use it. If it is still not right, your staff should rewrite as necessary, thereby salvaging something from the debacle. It is common in magazines for writers to be shown the rewritten versions of their stories and the changes discussed. In newspapers, where time provides an excuse, this happens much less. It is not practical or cost effective to discuss the adjustment of individual items of punctuation, but where the changes are so obvious that the writer would notice, good manners insist that the writer be shown the finished version. In such cases, the author may not wish to have a by-line.

Given the difficulty in securing a commission, some freelances, especially the inexperienced ones, may attempt to sell you material ‘on spec’. If someone calls you and offers you a piece like that, proceed carefully. If you agree to ‘take a look’ at a piece, some writers, especially those from a local newspaper background, will
claim that you have ‘ordered’ the piece and so must pay for it. So, if you agree to read a speculatively written piece, make it clear that you won’t be paying for it unless it is used.

With the rise of the commissioning editor, the whole business of working with freelance writers has become time consuming and complicated. Detailed briefing is supposed to prevent misunderstanding and ensure a high success rate, but if you are not careful it can stultify what should be a creative process. Most writers will agree that some of their best pieces have been the result of two-minute conversations, not lengthy commissioning documents. I treasure the words of one veteran writer, who said that the only brief that counted consisted of two words: ‘enthall me’.

The other thing that remains to be said is that it never hurts to show your appreciation. Most writers are insecure people, and being freelance is a particularly lonely and isolated existence. A call when you’ve read and enjoyed a piece will be much appreciated, as will a prompt response to calls and ideas put forward. But a word of thanks is perhaps the most appreciated.

What writers want from an editor

In my experience, the words any writer least likes to hear from an editor are ‘it’s fine’. I’ve been struggling all day and half the night, shaping, polishing and refining and it’s just ‘fine’? ‘Fine’ is the ultimate damnation by faint praise, suggesting the editor couldn’t give a toss what you’ve written and probably hasn’t read it properly anyway. ‘Fine’ suggests the editor isn’t interested or engaged by the piece at all. I’d rather a constructive and reasoned demolition with suggestions about how the piece could be improved than ‘it’s fine…’

The best editors, in my experience, seek to strike a balance between respecting the voice of the writer and getting to the truth of the piece. They will be able to bring an overall perspective to the piece which the writer, intimately acquainted with the subject and immersed in fine detail, might not have. They will be able to corral the writer’s worst conceits and affectations (a bit pretentious, old boy…) while recognising that it’s the writer, not the editor, who’s supposed to be writing the story. The worst editors tend to be frustrated writers who think that whatever’s delivered they could have written it better themselves.

What do writers want from editors? Lots of encouragement, obviously. Enthusiasm. A clear idea of the strengths and weaknesses of a story. A clear briefing at the outset. There are few things more frustrating than to be told, ‘oh but you haven’t mentioned…a, b and c’ when it was never discussed in the first place.

Minor and major irritations? A particularly well-honed phrase or sentence being chopped and changed simply because the editor thinks they can write it better. Things being changed without consultation. (It’s the writer’s name that goes on the piece, not the editor’s; they have to live with the fall-out.) Sloppy editing:
deleting the first reference to that central character in the story, so that the reader meets them five pars down without having a clue who they are. At its best, this is a truly collaborative process. Writing is, by definition, a solitary business, but one of its great pleasures can be sitting down with an editor and working on a piece together, making it the best it can be.

Just as long as it’s not ‘fine’.

Mick Brown

News

News is where journalism began. It’s also where many journalists start, as trainees or on college courses. News is central to many versions of magazine publishing. Most of us are concerned with giving our readers information and ideas they have not heard before. Many of those topics, whether they are stories or product reviews or gossip, are news. And most areas of content work better when they are subjected to the disciplines of news: topicality, relevance, accuracy.

It is important that all your journalists, not just the news team, should recognise what makes news for your publication. Despite formal journalistic training, most people learn their ‘news values’ by watching how more experienced colleagues react to a ‘story’, a ‘yarn’ or a ‘tale’, all of which are ways of saying the same thing.

Ideas about what makes news have been passed down over the years, but most have their roots in the ‘yellow journalism’ of the USA in the nineteenth century, the era recalled in Citizen Kane. At the head of the list comes a famous observation, ‘When a dog bites a man, that is not news. When a man bites a dog, that is news.’ It is usually attributed either to John B.Bogart, city editor (news editor, in our terms) of the New York Sun, or to his editor, Charles A.Dana. The point of the aphorism is that news should concern itself with the unexpected. Or, in another famous phrase, sometimes attributed to Lord Northcliffe, founder of the Daily Mail, ‘News is anything out of the ordinary.’

Another famous aphorism is variously attributed to William Randolph Hearst, founder of the Hearst newspaper and magazine empire in the USA, and to Northcliffe again: ‘News is what someone doesn’t want you to print. Everything else is advertising’.

Finally, a different, less confrontational definition from Dana: ‘News is something which interests a large part of the community and has never been brought to their attention.’

This usefully combines two important ideas. It reminds us that news is not something new, necessarily, but something your readers have not heard before. And news has to serve a particular community. In the newspaper world in which these ideas began, that community was a town or a city. But our titles have communities too: they may be a business sector, a professional group, followers of a hobby or a socio-economic group. But stories are either relevant to them or they’re not. Get it wrong and your readers will drift away.
Try to identify what constitutes a story for your readership. At the very least it must be:

- New to your readers.
- Relevant: it has to affect them, be close to them, or be made to seem so.
- Simple: or easily grasped.
- Finite: it should be an event, not a permanent condition.
- Surprising: which may be the most important quality of all.

News is not about information for its own sake. It’s about information that stimulates the reader. It need not be entertaining, in the narrow sense, but it will appeal to readers and make them want to read on. That’s the difference between your news pages and the raw handouts and press releases you use to create them. It helps if the story has an emotional impact: dramatic action is useful, but so are large sums of money and frightening diseases. As always, the news has to be right for your readership. Dramatic events involving children and animals will be very useful in some types of women’s magazine, but a journal for accountants would be more interested in an unexpected ruling in a tax appeal. In business-to-business publishing, ‘angle’—your readers’ particular interest—is everything.

That said, people are usually important in news. Most publications, however dry, will have a cast of relevant individuals whose prominence makes their activities and pronouncements newsworthy. Local newspapers turn every story into a ‘people’ story. But this is not an approach that works for all magazines. Some business magazines like to personalise all conflicts and illustrate every story with dramatic-looking pictures of the protagonists. But readers of many professional magazines have a morbid fear of anything sensationalist. In those circumstances, presenting stories in a dramatic, human way might be the worst thing you could do.

Magazine editors worry about topicality. Stories they send to press on Monday may be out of date by the time the magazine appears on Wednesday or Friday. It is no consolation to know that similar doubts affect the editors of daily newspapers, fated to follow in the wake of television. The print media must play to their strengths. Even a weekly magazine cannot stay on top of a breaking story of national significance. By the time it has appeared, things will have moved on and its readers will have read more recent material in their daily newspapers.

But a professional weekly has assets of its own. Instead of trailing behind newspapers and television, it can provide analytical coverage, based on its trusted relationships within the industry. It can also make sure that its coverage is focused to the special needs of its readers in a way that wouldn’t apply to the wider media.

Some editors, usually of weekly magazines, take the view that monthlies shouldn’t try to compete in the news area. They should simply use the space for something else. This is defeatist. The slower pace of a monthly should mean that it can unearth and research genuinely exclusive stories. That way it will lead
everybody else, which is good for morale and sales. It can certainly go deeper, using the sources it has had time to cultivate.

If you are going to do news in a monthly, you must take steps to guard the exclusivity of your stories. Writers must do everything they can to persuade their sources to keep silent. They do this by promising them better, more serious, more respectful coverage than they would get in any weekly. This is a matter of building authority for your magazine, and can’t be done overnight. Sources often fail to understand that a story which appears in one publication and is then followed up will have greater impact than those which are distributed equally to all at the same time and thus have no value to anyone.

The bulk of your coverage will not be exclusive. Use the focusing power of news design to achieve the right balance. You can give great prominence and projection to your exclusive stories, while covering the stuff most readers may have seen in a round-up box or column of news ‘briefs’.

Recently, the picture for monthlies wishing to cover news has changed radically, thanks to the Internet. It is a simple matter to produce a continuously updated news page as part of your website: you will probably want to use what is known as a ‘weblog’ system. You give your readers the straightforward news as it happens, if they decide to log on, or you can send them a daily or weekly e-mail update. Those stories can then be brought into the news round-up of your printed edition.

It is even technically straightforward for you to offer your specialist news as a ‘feed’ to other news sites, which may help your status and visibility. All this activity keeps your journalists ‘news minded’: in the past, news was something that monthly journalists thought about for a couple of days a month. This electronic news can be given away or sold, or limited to subscribers to the paper magazine. It should not, however, replace the search for strong exclusive stories—one per news page—to go in the printed version of the magazine.

The news team

News gathering—spotting stories, putting them together quickly, checking their accuracy—is something that should be encouraged throughout your journalistic team. Set an example by bringing something back from your forays into the outside world, whether it is a tip-off picked up over lunch or a potential lead you spotted in a local paper. You should also do your best to start the week with news ideas found in the weekend’s newspapers and broadcasting.

If you are working on a news-oriented weekly, each day can start with a simple news meeting. What’s come in the post, who’s working on what, what stories will we be able to place on the page today, has anyone heard any good tips? It gives the morning a sense of purpose. If not, begin with a brisk session of searching the newspapers and cutting out anything relevant. If you have enough staff, the papers can be divided between them; it should be stressed that this is not an opportunity to look at the horoscopes and sports pages but a job of work. The City and business pages are increasingly relevant for all of us. The average broadsheet newspaper
will generally supply several business magazine ideas for stories, although it is important to use this material to trigger new ideas and thoughts rather than to reproduce it slavishly a week or a month after its original appearance.

Your news editor and news reporters need a meticulous and comprehensive approach to news gathering. They must pursue news: it is not enough to open the post or wait for tip-offs. The key tool for news work is the office diary. This should include the dates of all relevant forthcoming events in your field, including meetings of professional organisations, important court cases, publication of reports, press conferences, the opening and closing dates of enquiries, and so on. But there are many things you can add yourself. If people say they can’t give you an answer for a month, make a note to ring them back in three weeks. Keep a note of the appropriate dates for ‘follow-ups’ arising from your own stories. All stories need to be followed through to the bitter end: there is nothing more frustrating for a reader than to read that there will be an enquiry into some incident, only to find that no one has bothered to find out about it. Even promises made by prominent people should be recorded and followed up at some suitable date.

It is important to think through how you will cover important events before they arise. The classic case for most professional magazines is the Budget. You know that the Budget will affect your readers: it is foolhardy to wait until the details are announced before thinking about how to cover them. Better to contact your experts beforehand and discuss possibilities in advance. This is particularly important when you are dealing with events that fall on or around your press day. In extreme cases, say that of a crucial court case with a verdict due on press day, you might prepare two stories, one for guilty and one for not guilty. You can hold them, complete with headlines and even layouts, and drop in the right one when you discover the verdict. Just make sure you use the right version.

A well-kept office diary is one key to successful news gathering. Sometimes ‘diary’ is used as a disparaging term. So-called ‘off-diary’ stories, handed to you over a drink or by a telephone tip-off, are more prized. But ‘off-diary’ calls only come from the painstaking work of building up contacts, and that means careful use of the diary. List the key people in each area of your coverage. Go back to them, regularly.

Why do people talk to journalists? On the face of it, it is likely to bring them nothing but trouble. It may be that they have some grievance, or that they like attention. More often, it is just that they like talking to you. It might make them feel a bit important, or give them a bit of excitement: you would be surprised to find that journalism is still glamorous to many people. The result is that people who are spoken to regularly, in a friendly and good-humoured fashion, rapidly turn into valuable sources who will offer you extra guidance and information.

Reporting is a ‘people skill’: it is much more important to grasp a story and be able to speak to people about it than it is to be a good writer. Your sources must, of course, trust you and your staff, which is why we go to great lengths to keep their identities secret when they ask us to. You will, of course, have your own contacts in important areas of the industry you cover so that you can get a feel for
the accuracy and general appropriateness of the stories coming out of your news operation.

If you are working with inexperienced reporters, encourage them to keep their contact books up to date and safe. Be wary of asking them to contact their valued sources for frivolous purposes. But there must be a general office contact book listing the normal straightforward sources of information. Most magazines should acquire the so-called ‘White Book’, the Central Office of Information’s comprehensive listing of government press officers. You will also need professional directories for the industry you are covering.

These days Internet skills are essential for reporters. The Internet is a very useful tool: what you don’t want is for your staff to spend hours idly flicking through long lists of irrelevant web pages. At the very least, they need to learn:

- how to do an accurate web search, including looking for phrases and searching individual domains and sites;
- how to use news sites and news search tools;
- how to use and search newsgroups and e-mail mailing lists;
- how to track down the creators and owners of web pages;
- how to use Internet radio;
- how to monitor changes in web pages automatically.

These are not terribly difficult, but depressingly few British journalists have taken the trouble to learn them. Courses are available, and there are a number of useful books and websites on the subject. Be aware that the so-called ‘newsgroups’ are rarely about news in our sense, but they can be a useful place to find contacts and story ideas. Industry ‘mailing lists’ are also an underused resource. It is possible for reporters to involve themselves in these online communities for news-gathering purposes, but they should be aware that if they attempt to hide their identities they will invariably be caught out. A British specialist publication once fell victim to a newsgroup hoax perpetrated by group members who objected to its presence. Only after it ran a prominent story based on newsgroup gossip did it discover that it had been conned. All reporters must remember that ‘private’ e-mails take on a life of their own, being passed around. Everyone who uses e-mail should be prepared to stand by its contents should it become public.

The relationship between reporters and their sources is often rather intense, accompanied by a certain amount of self-conscious ‘cloak and dagger’. This is all part of the excitement of news, and should be tolerated. Reporters should be given a fairly loose rein, providing that their absences from the office and lunches with mysterious contacts bring results. You may, however, come to feel that the source is using the reporter rather than vice versa. Beware of strings of self-interested stories pushing a particular line. In extreme cases, it is sometimes necessary to reassign the news ‘patches’ or ‘beats’, the areas that individual reporters cover.

Members of your news team should read their rivals closely, not just to see any stories they have missed (it will be too late to do anything about it) but to try and
discover where those stories come from. Most experienced news editors learn how their contacts compare with the opposition’s and set about putting things right.

Geographical coverage is sometimes a problem. Increasingly, even our national newspapers cover everything by telephone from the capital. But the problem is hearing about stories in the first place. Young reporters should be encouraged to leave the office. They must make contacts across the industry, but also across the country. Those ‘ad-get’ features provide an opportunity for your reporters to meet sources in the provinces, who will often be surprised and delighted to speak to someone in person. Of course, local paper reporters and newsdesks can sometimes be persuaded to offer you material that might suit your news agenda as well as theirs. You can also follow the activities of the regional press through the Internet: most of them have a strong online presence.\(^5\)

Inevitably much of your news material will come from printed sources in which the interesting items are deeply buried: press releases, reports by government, companies and industry bodies, transcripts of speeches, and so on. Letters from readers sometimes lead to stories, and even a magazine’s own small ads should be monitored, particularly for information on people changing jobs, but also for more human stories.

Often the task of a reporter in the professional press is to ‘re-angle’ a story from other sources to make it relevant to a particular audience. An obvious case is the publication of honours lists, which should be combed to find awards that have gone to members of the profession in question. But the same goes for lists of victims of major accidents.

The main thing, though, is that all your journalistic staff, not just your reporters, need to keep their eyes and ears open. Good stories often originate in things people have seen from the bus, or overheard in the bus queue. They are certainly more likely to come from people than from handouts or web pages.

Leave your reporters to do their jobs, but with the inexperienced you should be prepared to offer guidance on reporting technique. Often this comes down to interviewing. Interviewing has two aspects: conducting the conversation, and recording what is said. To take the easy part first, news reporters must use proper notebooks rather than scrappy pieces of paper. Each book should carry their name and telephone number, in case it is lost, and each entry should be properly identified and dated. Notes should be clear and comprehensible, and should be transcribed immediately if shorthand is being used. (Teeline shorthand is not hard, and is definitely a sensible investment of time for any journalist who takes reporting seriously.)\(^6\)

For complex and contentious stories and long interviews, particularly on the telephone, reporters may prefer to use a tape recorder, making sure they have fresh batteries, enough room on the tape, and the right kind of telephone bug if they are doing that kind of interview.\(^7\) Interviewing is conversation for a purpose, and people’s abilities here are related to their personalities and conversational skills: it is about how well you listen, and how you respond to what you are told, as well as what you ask. But any story requires you to think about whom you need to
interview, and when. Often the order in which you speak to those involved is critical. If you speak to A, will she tip off B and give him time to get his story straight?

Tell your reporters to go to the top and work down, unless they can get straight to the person who actually witnessed the events in question. Many organisations now have specific people charged with speaking to the press, which is not an unmixed blessing. These people should be told you need to speak directly to the relevant person: you don’t want to waste their time running backwards and forwards with messages, since you will certainly have lots of follow-up questions. With luck they will get the hint. Otherwise, people at the top of an organisation generally have the clout to speak freely without asking anyone’s permission, as well as having the appropriate information.

Encourage your reporters to establish whether people are able to talk freely. If you are ringing the office, it can be better to try and get a home number and talk to them later. Face-to-face interviews are better still, but you need to be polite, especially if you go to see people at home. Calling absurdly early in the morning or behaving in a threatening manner is not acceptable.

Encourage interviewers to work from a list of questions. This will ensure that they don’t miss anything, but also, if carefully constructed, it should help them put their story together later: the quotes should follow the natural order of the story. And encourage them to shut up occasionally: a patch of silence sometimes persuades people to digress revealingly.

Your reporters will sometimes lack experience in covering court cases and tribunals, a specialist area that needs both experience and careful study of a good textbook on press law. Meetings, conferences and press conferences, however, are more of a free-for-all. In these cases, encourage them to arrive early and speak to the participants. They should establish whether there will be time for a few private questions later, or collect a telephone number. Or go along and show them how it’s done: ask questions if you like, but nothing that will give your opposition an inkling of what you are up to. Competition is an essential part of news journalism—as well as being good fun and a tremendous motivator of your team.

News writing

News style is one of the dialects of journalism, a type of writing that every trained and experienced magazine journalist should know. News is a style that can be taught. It uses the facts of a story to attract readers and carry them along. It is much less reliant on literary flair than feature writing, which makes it the ideal place for inexperienced journalists to start.

News should offer both great economy and narrative drive. It should be understandable in the time it takes to read it. In other words, the reader should never have to stop and puzzle out construction or vocabulary. At its worst, though, news writing can degenerate into a series of clichés.
Like the design of news pages, news writing evolved for functional reasons. The object is to grab people’s attention, give them the key points as quickly as possible and then supply the rest of the information they need in order of importance. Cuts can be made quickly from the bottom without losing anything vital.

Some versions of news history trace this back to the American Civil War, when the telegram lines were often cut while the correspondents were still sending their battle reports. They might only have sent the moving introductory preamble, leaving the editors in New York unaware of the really important thing: who won. From then on, they were encouraged to start with the important facts first. Writing news in this way helps copy editors to ‘cut from the bottom’. More importantly, though, it reflects a fact of life, which is that few readers make it all the way through a story. Give them the gist of the thing first, then make sure what follows is fair and accurate.

If you are employing people without journalistic training, this is a concept they will find difficult to grasp, especially if they have been in the habit of writing college essays that demand an introduction, several discrete points and a conclusion. News writing is not like that.

The key to a news story is the introduction, or ‘intro’ as it is invariably known. It must grab the attention, but it must do so by conveying the essential point of the story. Even experienced reporters sometimes find themselves taking as long over the intro as they do over the rest of the story, only for it to be rewritten by the sub-editors. If your news writers are struggling, suggest they write the story first, using a working intro, and then come back to it at the end.

The problem is always the same: you have to get the ‘gist’ of the story into the first paragraph. But if it is a complex story, you are in danger of running out of words: no news intro should go much beyond about 25 words. Various techniques have been devised to achieve the necessary compression. They include ‘the inverted pyramid’; ‘five Ws and an H’; ‘the telegram’; and ‘the key word’.

Journalism textbooks, particularly American ones, are particularly keen on the inverted pyramid. But all it tells us is that the weight of a story, the important elements, should be at the top, followed by less important material. This is helpful advice about the shape of a news story, but does not assist in the creation of an intro.

The ‘five Ws and an H’ will be familiar to literary types as Kipling’s ‘Six honest serving men’ from the Just So Stories. They are, obviously, ‘Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How?’ All those questions must be answered in the story. Some say they should all be answered in the intro, but that is wrong. Such an intro would be terribly confused, as well as making the subsequent news story virtually redundant. But it does work when you are writing ‘briefs’ or ‘Nibs’ (from ‘News In Brief’) where you must sum up the whole story in compressed form.

A more useful way of looking at the five Ws is that they offer five ways to angle an intro. Say you have a story about building workers blockading a site in the City of London. Who? Angry builders…’. What? ‘Work on the new Barcloyds Bank…’. Where? ‘The City of London came to a standstill…’. When? At first
light this morning, angry…’. Why? ‘The accidental death of a colleague drove…’. How? ‘Using their excavators as barricades…’. Some of these work better than others, but they are all possible. If you get stuck, run through them and see if you can’t find something that works.

Harold Evans, in *Essential English for Journalists, Writers and Editors*, has a good suggestion to help find the key points for your intro. He suggests writing it first as a kind of telegram, then fleshing that out to produce something literate. So our builders story could be reduced to ‘Builders paralyse City in site death protest’. Fill in the missing words with real grammar and detail and you are getting somewhere near a real intro: ‘Building workers paralysed the City of London on Tuesday morning this week in protests over the death of a scaffolder.’

Evans also suggests finding a key word or phrase and making that the core of the intro. Is there a word that sums it up? Here it might be ‘paralysed’.

This approach forces you to make a decision about what is important. An intro really needs one idea, and one idea only. Often stories lead in several directions at once. If you discover that a company is opening a new factory in a depressed area which will create 2,000 jobs to build a product that safety experts say should be withdrawn from sale following worries about its safety, you can only write a sensible intro by deciding which of those things is more important to your readers.

Usually your intro should explain to your readers why it is relevant to them. For local paper readers, the fact that the story takes place in their town is enough. For the editor of a professional journal or specialist consumer magazine, the relevant detail may be the fact that the story concerns an architect or a company that produces replacement exhaust systems. Test your intro by writing a heading from it. If you can’t do it, something essential has been omitted.

Not all intros give everything away at the start. One of the characteristics of a good story is the element of surprise, often signalled by the use of a dash. ‘Computer manufacturer Smallbits is to cut 3,000 jobs—despite having its best year ever.’ There is also an old journalistic tradition called the ‘delayed drop’, or the ‘slow burn’, in which the point of the story is held back as long as you dare. It can make a change from the routine, but its use should be sparing.

If you like this sort of thing, look at the *Daily Mail*, where an inordinate number of stories tell us that ‘It was a day like any other for Mildred Jones’, only to reveal seven paragraphs later that she has been elected president of MENSA or found garrotted by her own dog-lead.

This story-telling approach works better in features, even news features, than it does in news. But the straightforward news intro can become terribly repetitious. In supervising news pages, you need to ensure that there is variety, otherwise you are going to lose your readers. In particular, most news sections ought to have one or more lighter stories, signalled by a more imaginative type of intro.

Once you have your intro, the rest of the story should follow, filling in who did what, when, where, why and how. Most of your stories are likely to be accounts of things people have said or written. Reporters need to evaluate the importance of the speech or report’s content to your readers. The most important point
becomes the intro, and depending upon its strength it may need to be developed immediately and anchored in direct quotation. Any other relevant points follow on.

The eventual shape of this kind of story might be something like this:
(Para 1) INTRO (the gist, but not the whole story)
(Paras 2–3) EXPAND AND EXPLAIN (filling in the bits that the intro omits)
(Paras 4–6) POINT ONE of speech/report+direct quote
(Paras 7–9) POINT TWO+direct quote
(Paras 10–12) POINT THREE+direct quote
(Remaining paras) REACTION+quote from opponent
BACKGROUND (other information of interest).

The Reaction paragraph or paragraphs represent the ‘balance’ in the story. Sometimes the reaction will be so strong, and so important, that you will want to place it nearer the start of the story. Like this:
INTRO
EXPAND+EXPLAIN
REACTION (in summary)
POINT ONE+quote
POINT TWO+quote
REACTION (in more detail)+quote
and so on.
Background that is essential to understand the story really needs to be higher up, probably in the Expand and Explain area:

Troubled hardware giant Smallbits has recalled the entire production run of its latest server, following reports of overheating.

This is the third serious hardware problem the company has experienced.

Stories about events are different. You need to get the most dramatic or important points across first, concentrating on their human impact, and you need to explain why they are relevant to your readers. But after that you may turn to a chronological treatment. Human beings like narrative, and a passage that tells them ‘the story began when…’ is one of the few occasions when chronological writing appears in news. After that comes reaction and background as usual, perhaps relating this incident to similar events in the past or elsewhere:
INTRO
EXPAND+EXPLAIN, INCLUDING RELEVANCE/CONTEXT
THE DRAMA BEGAN WHEN…
WITNESS ONE+quote
and so on.

Quotes are important in news stories but should be used for a purpose. They are too often incomprehensible, flabby or dull. Straight exposition or reported speech often does a better job of getting the story across quickly and plainly. But you do need quotes to show that you have spoken to someone about the story,
preferably someone who has seen the events or knows the issue and thus gives the story authority.

This is why quotes should be attributed to named individuals. But it helps if they are also vivid or controversial. You should also use them when you want to indicate precisely what someone said, for instance when the story concerns a particular insult or promise. Too many stories these days use ‘quotes’ that were never actually spoken. These are taken from press releases or written statements.

They look like quotes, typographically, but they have often been composed by groups of people and designed to be self-interested and bland. Make your writers quote people they have actually spoken to. E-mail quoting, unless unavoidable, is a bad idea for the same reason. If your writers are speaking to people and still coming up with dull quotes, the problem is in their interviewing. They have to chat to people, in a relaxed way, and if those people are dull or monosyllabic they must coax or needle them into saying something more interesting.

Remember, too, that you are under a general obligation to get all sides of the story. If someone is mentioned, they ought to be asked to give their side, and their response to an accusation should not necessarily be left to the final paragraph, where it is in danger of being chopped in the subediting process.

The most comprehensive accounts of news writing come in Evans’s book and Winford Hicks’s Writing for Journalists. You might also enjoy Richard Keeble’s The Newspapers Handbook, which has a useful discussion of the whole subject. Some of the most enjoyable writing on journalistic style comes in Keith Waterhouse’s Daily Mirror stylebook, published most recently as Waterhouse on Newspaper Style. Sadly, it is currently out of print.

**Features**

When we think of magazine writing, we are not usually thinking of news but features. In magazines, the word features covers a vast range of material, from interviews with celebrities or the leaders of giant industrial concerns, to advice and instruction.

News provides chunks of useful information to your readership, but features appeal to their wider interests and aspirations. There must be a balance. You must cater for the range of your readership with different approaches: straight information, inspiration, education, amusement, provocation, and so on. It is a mistake to fill your magazine with identical interviews or instructional features, and then to rely on design to differentiate between them. A classic magazine feature is a single entity, a words/design/pictures package that has to be planned as such from the outset.

One obvious starting point is the ‘news feature’. This can’t simply be a news story that has overrun. It needs to be considered from the beginning as a feature based on a topical incident or issue. News features explore their subject matter at greater length than simple stories, and they include more analysis, explanation, colour and background. They do not need the punchy intro of a news story, starting
instead with scene setting, a key detail or an argumentative statement. Even so, their news point needs to be established early on. News features allow writers to explore a wider tonal range than simple news stories. Subjectivity, for instance, may be permissible. But because they involve detailed knowledge and topicality, they are really part of the reporter’s job.

More elaborate features may take more skill. There is, unfortunately, no simple pattern to follow. Most people learn to write features by trial and error or by emulation. The starting point is an idea, which may be yours, or the writer’s, or may arise in a meeting. Opinions vary about the value of ideas, as such, as opposed to their expression: often the best features come from no very promising start. But nothing should be wasted. Your writers should be encouraged to keep lists of ideas, along with the relevant bits of cutting that sometimes give rise to them.

When an idea presents itself, it is important to work it up into some kind of brief or proposal, if only for the writer’s own benefit. Narrow ideas, which crystallise themselves in a single encounter or incident or place, are often better than those which try to cover some huge and amorphous subject and fall short. It is good to discuss a proposed feature before the planning and research goes very far, if only to weed out the obvious and the over-familiar.

You need to brief writers, and it is good practice to do this on paper if only to concentrate your own thoughts. Briefs presented to writers range from the airy ‘give us one of your usuals, about 1,500 words, by Friday week’ to detailed specifications laying down precisely who should be spoken to and what questions they should be asked. The detail of briefing will decrease with the experience and reliability of the writer. Writers who are not known to you may well need to be very tightly briefed. Buying a feature that turns out to be unusable is a costly mistake.

Fundamentally, what you want from a feature writer cannot be secured by writing it down in a brief. You want writing that makes you read on, and then makes you glad you did. Writers who can do this can get away with straying from the brief, although not when the brief calls for precise coverage of specific areas.

Too many commissioning editors work on the basis that they already have the perfect feature in their minds. Then they send someone else out to flesh out the idea. The commissioning letter becomes a series of questions to which the writer supplies the answers. This may make sense with inexperienced writers, but it makes for predictable and clumsy features. Writers need to find their own story, their own narrative and argument. Responding to such a brief leads to features without logic or drama.

There is, however, more of an argument for this kind of commissioning in the case of informational articles for the specialist consumer and business press. Here the brief needs to be precise to ensure the important questions are addressed. All briefs must include such details as the delivery date, length and fee. It even makes sense for in-house features, though you might save a bit of your time by getting writers to give you a couple of sentences explaining how they plan to cover each
feature. They won’t thank you for this chore, but if they are honest they will admit that it can help them to focus on what exactly they are doing with the piece.

**Feature planning**

The starting point for planning a magazine’s features is the editorial diary. A high proportion will be ‘date-tied’ or ‘pegged’ to some external event, either as specific as a company’s annual results or the release of a film, or as general as Christmas. The key to running a features desk is time: there is a right time for any feature, and if you wait until an event has happened and then try to respond you will usually be too late.

In the case of a company profile intended to tie in with someone’s annual results, you have to have approached the company, made any necessary visits and conducted interviews well in advance. You will very often need to carry out any photography at the same time. Your profile can then run at the same time as the results are released: as long as the general tenor of your piece is appropriate they need not be mentioned in it, taking their rightful place on a news page instead.

Editors always want to be first. But this is not something that much concerns the readers, many of whom will buy your title out of general enthusiasm rather than an interest in any particular subject matter. (You can, in fact, increase your readership slightly by carrying unexpected features from time to time, attracting new readers without dissuading the regulars.) But you must not become complaisant. Don’t put a tired old subject on your cover: as you get further away from being first, so the size and prominence of your coverage should shrink.

This causes difficulties in the case of celebrity and arts material, where everything you do, including your timing, is not a matter of journalistic flair but of negotiation. Securing most film or music interviews will mean revealing when you propose to publish, which is extremely unwelcome. The PR companies involved have their own agenda. They will be manipulating the coverage to ensure that it appears at the most suitable time for them, and they will also have struck deals with other publications about timing. You can mislead them and publish when it suits you, but you should expect repercussions. This kind of bluff and double-bluff, coupled with hurt phone calls from the PR people concerned, becomes exhausting. In any case, it is not uncommon for editors to be expected to sign ‘binding’ undertakings. These may not be legally enforceable, but they have a certain moral force.

The celebrity interview area is increasingly problematical. Even the highest profile newspaper supplements are faced with extraordinary demands by studios, record companies, PR companies and their clients. Often they will attempt to specify the writer, the photographer, the size of the eventual piece and its prominence. You should resist this, but if celebrities constitute the cornerstone of your feature coverage, you will usually have to live with it.

Unfortunately, this creeping disease is spreading to other areas which have fallen in thrall to professional PR people. The word ‘No’ often comes in useful.
Few interviews or product previews are so essential that they are worth surrendering your right to make editorial decisions.

Obviously freelance writers are at liberty to make individual arrangements, but you should ensure that nothing has been agreed that will bind you. Celebrity writers—if they are allowed—may also expect to sell their material to several customers. You should ensure that you get the first instalment. If you fix the interview and then choose a writer, you can set the rules. Some interviewees are sensitive about where they want interview material to appear, and you must be able to assure them that your writers are working for you alone: that may give you a little bargaining power.

The most irksome aspect is probably ‘copy-approval’, whereby celebrities and their agents demand the right to edit what is written about them before it appears in your magazine. This is a serious intrusion into your affairs. It turns every magazine into vanity publishing. And yet it is on the rise, and not only in cases involving the giants of the entertainment industry. In March 2002, the Press Gazette reported that show-business freelance Garth Pearce had been asked to sign a pre-interview contract with ‘former All Saints singer Shaznay Lewis’, whom he was interviewing for the Sunday Times’s Culture magazine. She wanted to restrict his reuse of the material and demanded copy-approval. He refused, and the interview went ahead. He subsequently found that both the Observer and the Sunday Telegraph had signed the agreement, although the Sunday Telegraph magazine had crossed out the copy-approval clause. The Observer magazine signed it, but said it planned to disregard it. It would have been better not to have signed in the first place.

Luckily, much of your feature material will come about through your own ingenuity and that of your writers. All your staff should keep ideas files, and you should constantly be aware of the possibilities for turning simple news items, even one-paragraph briefs, into features. You should also feel no shame about borrowing other people’s ideas and adapting them: they will do it to you. Of course, this does not mean copying your rivals, although it is worth studying their features to see how they came about and how well they have been put together. It is better to take inspiration from different fields and markets and adapt them to your own purposes. In your routine meetings, allow room for free-ranging features discussions. Sometimes a hackneyed idea picked up from another magazine can be transformed into something quite original.

This is particularly important when it comes to the great annual landmarks in the world your magazine covers. Some of these will be specific to your particular topic—the start of the season, the beginning of term—but many will be more general. The obvious example is Christmas, which most magazines will feel some obligation to celebrate. There is a terrible tendency to look at what was done last year and reproduce it, but each time you do this some of the original inspiration has ebbed away. Better to start early and come up with new ideas.
Scheduled features

There is another aspect to features work, and that is the creation of a features schedule designed to be publicised as a lure to advertisers. The schedule should be drawn up in conjunction with the advertising department, since there is no point in programming a series of ‘ad-get’ features for which there will be no advertising support.

But this is not an area in which you can abdicate editorial responsibility. These features must be planned, commissioned, edited and presented to the best of your ability and must meet the standards of the rest of your magazine. Within the broad headings listed in the features schedule, there is room for considerable ingenuity and editorial flair. They can also serve as a useful area in which to try out inexperienced staff and new freelances before you give them some more prominent commission. But they must remain true editorial products. You should not, for instance, allow the advertising department to commission and edit them.

Instructional features

Instructional features, whether knitting patterns, recipes, advice on chord structures or notes on dealing with tax, present a problem. Despite their unglamorous image, they demand high standards of commissioning and editing. The task must be ‘do-able’ and within a time-scale that is meaningful for the magazine: a weekly is ill-advised to carry constructional projects that take a month to put together. Projects that demand deep pre-existing knowledge and skill should be avoided, as should those with hidden costs and dangers. It is essential that writers giving the instructions have done the task and can show that it has worked.

The instructions themselves need to be perfectly clear, and all quantities, temperatures and other numbers need to be checked back against original copy and with the author. Common sense should provide a further line of defence against absurdities, especially in cookery. If you are producing large numbers of magazines, and you are trying to establish an atmosphere of genuine communication with your readers, you cannot afford to ruin their dinner parties or Sunday tea.

Other features

The classic magazine feature consists of a single continuous narrative illustrated by photographs. Increasingly, however, even a straightforward narrative feature will now be accompanied by boxes and panels.

Then there are other types of feature altogether. Picture features are common. A picture essay by a single photographer can be an appealing way of dealing with a hackneyed subject. If an appropriate fee is agreed it need not be more expensive than filling the equivalent space with words.
Graphic-based features are worth trying, but they need careful research and design. Anything that involves grading or testing a large number of subjects is often better dealt with by some kind of graphical grid or chart than it is in words. With the increasingly visual nature of communication, it is worth asking yourself if an idea can be conveyed visually, either as an accompaniment to a traditional feature or as a replacement for it. These treatments obviously need a skilled designer.

**Interviews and profiles**

Interviews of various kinds will provide a great deal of the feature material for many magazines. Most features involve interviews, often to provide evidence on either side of an argument. But here we are discussing features that are entirely based on a single personality.

An interview needs as much preparation as any other feature. If you have specific points you want raised, or issues covered, tell the interviewer. Interviewers must do enough research to ensure that their questions are intelligent and to the point. Reference books and directories should allow them to establish the basic facts of people’s lives and careers so that they don’t have to waste precious interview time on uncontroversial matters. Your writers must also look at cuttings, but they should not incorporate unchecked quotes and anecdotes into their features. If there is any incident that they find particularly revealing, it should be brought up in the interview and the interviewee given the chance to confirm or deny it.

Most interviewers will use a tape recorder, although the inexperienced should be reminded of the necessity to use new batteries and tape and to find a quiet place to conduct the conversation: this can make all the difference when it comes to transcribing the tape. Taping an interview allows journalists to have a natural conversation with their interviewees, listening to the answers and responding to them rather than simply writing them down. It also allows them to bring back plenty of material beyond the words: the interviewee’s appearance, dress, manner, body language, and so on, and the setting for the meeting.

Often these are what brings the interview alive, giving it a sense of immediacy. If you don’t want that sort of interview, you should make that clear to the writer at the outset. You may only have a telephone interview, of course, but you don’t have to announce that in your piece. The tone of voice should still come across. Some telephone interviewers invent the details of the setting and the interviewee’s clothes and mannerisms. Ingenious, but an abuse of the reader’s trust.

Experienced interviewees, particularly ‘celebrities’, often become predictable in their responses. It is not uncommon to see the same phrases in several interviews done in the same period. More interesting questions might help, although people with something to promote will tend to use any question as an opportunity to repeat their prepared answers. It also helps if your writer has something other than the interview to write about: get the writer to arrange to ‘eavesdrop’ on the person at
work, or attend some event. Anything, in fact, to get a sense of how the person reacts to other people.

A profile can mean several different things. It can be a simple interview, even of the ‘Q & A’ or questionnaire variety. More often it means a more elaborate interview, supported by comments from colleagues, family and friends of the interviewee, including extensive details on his or her family or professional background, domestic circumstances, and so on. This is a major undertaking that should only be done by a skilled journalist who will be given appropriate time and support.

It can also mean an analytical article, or character sketch, of a person written without the benefit of an interview. Such pieces are often disparaged as a ‘cuttings job’, thanks to the source of much of the material, but this is too negative. A good profile is often more revealing than an interview. It can have more attitude, more of an argument, which means it is not necessarily either quicker or easier than an interview. It should be seen as a different approach, not an inferior one, part of the palette of colours available to the editor. Nonetheless, readers tend to prefer a new and exclusive interview to even the most erudite of profiles. An interview is also valuable as a ‘property’, something you can sell on your cover and in your cover-lines.

It has become common for magazines, particularly in the women’s weekly sector, to pay people to be interviewed if they have startling stories to tell. This is understandable, given the intensity of competition in that market, where magazines are also competing with tabloid newspapers and daytime television. But it is a nuisance for everyone else.

If you are paying for stories, however, such payments must be covered by an appropriate contract to secure their exclusivity. A person must agree both to provide you with appropriate interview and photographic opportunities and to refrain from being interviewed or photographed by anyone else until after the appearance of your magazine’s article. Part of the payment should be withheld until publication to encourage compliance. Unfortunately, once you are dealing with people who will sell their stories, you can always be outbid. The fact that you have signed a contract with someone simply means that their price increases: the rival publisher must build in a sum to pay your compensation for breach of contract.

Achieving that, however, can only be done by the threat of legal action, which is unlikely to prove cost effective and may prove damaging to your image, especially if you are having to contemplate action against people whose story involves some tragedy. The act of ‘buying up’ someone’s story should not be seen as the end of the negotiation: you must continue to convince them of the non-financial merits of telling the story to you and no one else.

**Feature writing**

Unlike news writing, where there is effectively a standard approach, feature writing offers great scope for creativity and ingenuity. It is not always necessary
to be distant and objective. The word ‘I’ is even permitted, and the writer is allowed to be a participant in the story, although this should not be overdone. There is no agreed form for an intro.

All this can make feature writing rather bewildering for the inexperienced and difficult to direct. It is certainly important for editors not to impose any kind of uniformity. You need people to try different approaches so that you have a range of styles and treatments to choose from when you are creating the editorial mix.

Research will often help feature writers through their material: they will have discovered the key points, the crucial incidents, the most relevant quotes. Now they need to be persuaded to put those things in some kind of order before they start writing. They will always need to think hard about construction. Many experienced and skilful feature writers still draw up some kind of point-by-point ‘essay plan’ before they begin. At its crudest, this can turn a piece into a series of points, each matched with a quote to illustrate it. But it helps the writer to keep to the argument, and to decide on the correct order for the material.

Any feature needs a shape, whether that is telling a story chronologically, starting with general principles and moving down to a specific example, or starting with an individual case and drawing a broader lesson from it. Most people find the last version is the most effective: an opening section dealing in detail with a particular incident or individual will always have more appeal than generalities. By the time the feature is finished and polished, this scaffolding should be invisible. But it will have given the feature great underlying strength.

An arresting opening is as important for a feature as it is for a news story. The difference is that a feature will usually be presented on the page with a separate introductory paragraph (a ‘standfirst’ or ‘sell’) written by the subeditors. This will usually explain who is being interviewed and why, or why a particular issue is topical, or what the story is actually about. That leaves the writer free to start with something bold that sets the tone.

One useful idea, particularly in narrative features, is to start in the middle, at a point of great drama: when you, the writer, fall off the raft and into the churning waters of the Colorado River rather than when you get a call from the travel company asking you if you’d like the trip. The same kind of thing can work in interviews: you start with the question that made your interviewee lose his or her temper, rather than with the one that happens to come first on your tape. For those who are interested, this approach is called *in medias res*, meaning ‘in the middle of things’, and was first identified by the Roman poet Horace, who detected it in the works of Homer.

In both these cases, you may need to double-back on yourself to tell the story from the beginning. You only want to do that once, returning immediately to a straightforward chronological sequence. But you will have grabbed your readers’ attention, and you should have a greater chance of taking your readers with you than if you creep up on the subject by telling them about your difficulties in fixing up the interview or your adventures at Heathrow while you were waiting for your plane.
Some people habitually put their best quote at the beginning, but that is not always a good practice. Starting with a quote creates a number of problems. It is an irritant to readers to hear someone’s voice before they know who is speaking. And if your design calls for features to start with a ‘drop cap’, starting with an open quotation mark is never satisfactory. Besides, it is not advisable to make the rest of your piece an anticlimax.

Consider whether anything in the piece would work better as a graphic or diagram than as a piece of prose. And individual elements in a story that can be separated out—long digressions, interviews, explanatory passages, definitions of key terms, passages of historical background—should often be presented as separate panels. These must be discussed with your designers, preferably at an early stage in the feature-planning process.

If you do break away from continuous narrative, you must ensure that the reader can still navigate through your feature. There is a particular problem with tenses. You may wish to make use of the ‘historic present’, for its immediacy: ‘It is 3am in Cheltenham, and the narrow Georgian streets are throbbing with the sound of powerful car exhausts.’ But you may then have to switch to a straightforward narrative. ‘Cheltenham’s problem with the cruising fraternity began…’. This needs careful handling. You can’t keep switching backwards and forwards.

Features, unlike news stories, are not designed to be cut from the bottom. Writers need to spread their insights throughout the piece, to keep the reader intrigued, rather than throwing them all at the reader in the opening. And features need a satisfying ending: a conclusion, a powerful quote or a reference back to the introduction. The sub-editors must leave this alone, which makes cutting features tricky.

Stylish writing deserves to be indulged, but features must still comply with the basics. Feature writers must understand the need for their stories to make sense, to be fair and accurate, for names to be spelt correctly and facts to be checked.

Learning to write features is often just a case of doing it and reading the efforts of masters in the field. You can help inexperienced feature writers by the quality of your briefing and by talking the brief through with them. Writers get better with practice, and there is nothing more rewarding for an editor than to recognise and nurture a new talent.

The regulars

A large proportion of your magazine’s content is intended to be reassuringly similar from week to week or month to month. These elements, called the ‘regular features’ or the ‘departments’, are extremely important to the magazine’s appeal. New editors tend to neglect them, concentrating on the more noticeable elements first. But research shows that the regulars are often as well read as the features, with columnists and readers’ letters getting a particularly high score. You must find the time to look at each of these elements and ask if it is performing well.
The editor’s letter

Many editors find the ‘editor’s letter’ (or ‘leader’ or ‘editorial’) a chore. This is a shame. It provides you with an opportunity to communicate directly with your readers. One obvious use is to draw attention to parts of the issue which might otherwise go unnoticed. Some editors go beyond that, using it to draw their readers into a relationship with themselves and their staff. Certainly it is a good place to announce awards that have been won, major redesigns, new sections on the way, and so on.

But in the business press, particularly, the ‘letter’ becomes a true ‘leader column’ and plays a different role, allowing you to comment on the state of the industry, and specifically to point out and uphold the interests of your readers. All your coverage should demonstrate that you are ‘on the same side’ as your readers. But the leader column is where you say that, explicitly, and where you offer your considered thoughts on the development of the profession and the world it inhabits. This is vital to establish common cause between the magazine and those who read it, although on occasion you may need to play the part of the ‘candid friend’ and offer well-grounded criticism. At the very least, the editor’s letter should stimulate correspondence for your letters page.

Readers’ letters

It is a common belief among journalists that only lunatics and the very stupid write to letters pages. The great American editor H.L. Mencken put it like this:

The volume of mail that comes in to a magazine or a newspaper or a radio station is no index of anything, except that you happen to attract a lot of idiots, because most people who write letters to newspapers are fools. Intelligent people seldom do it—they do it sometimes, but not often.

It’s not true, of course, but your own letters page may perhaps have too much correspondence from readers with axes to grind, complaints, and nothing to say but a burning desire to appear in print.

If this is the case, it is your own fault. Readers’ letters are copy like any other, and need to be edited. It is not enough to stand aside and let material dribble in. Contributions need to be edited so that they make sense, cut to enhance their impact and placed in order of interest. And give each letter an appealing headline. Letters which demand a direct answer from you or your staff should be answered on the page, but this can go too far. You should not allow letters to be used as a starting point for the exercise of sarcasm.

But it is worth asking people to write letters on occasions. If you are a professional journal, you need the leaders of the profession to use your letters page as a forum for debate. If they are criticised (make sure such criticism does not slip over into defamation) they should be told about it and invited to respond. A letters
page which boasts contributions from important names in your field will become a fashionable place to appear. You’ll get plenty of letters and enhance the authority of your journal. And if the supply of letters increases, the quality will rise. To this end, remove merely informational letters, requests for assistance, form letters, and so on, and find somewhere else for them.

Columns

Columnists are part of the same communication process as a lively letters page. Find columnists who will enhance your magazine’s reputation. They may be authoritative figures from your industry, or good writers with strong views and a good turn of phrase. Ideally, they would be both. They must be reliable and self-sustaining. There is nothing more dispiriting than a columnist who has to be told what to write every week. But you must not let columnists feel they are working in a vacuum. A courtesy call to ask what they are writing about, to praise a previous effort, or to suggest a thought, will usually be appreciated.

Columnists hired to be funny need only do that: it’s hard enough. Humour is very subjective, of course, and what amuses you may not have the same effect on your colleagues. But this is a case where rank has its privileges, and if you find something funny you should stick with it. Your columnist should be answerable only to you: it is impossible to be funny for a committee. Nor does a humour column benefit from subbing. If a piece doesn’t fit, it can be cut, but only by removing whole chunks and not by delicate trimming. Clipping a word here and a phrase there is liable to destroy the delicate rhythm on which jokes depend. Humorists should also be exempt from house style. Some things are best left alone.

Columnists are not obliged to be objective, but their material must be read carefully for legal reasons. The law defends strong opinions honestly held, but only if they are based on the accurate statement of facts. Libel juries are perfectly capable of detecting that something is a joke, but they may also feel someone should be compensated for having such a thing said about them.

Diary columns

All publications need a little humour, and many, especially in the business press, do it through the diary column. Sometimes this is little more than a notice board of events and causes, mentioning a retirement here and a charity ball there. More often, however, it attempts to become a kind of gossip column. But there are a number of problems with that idea. Suitable gossip is rarely available. When it does become available, it is not usable, principally because your readers do not expect to see their peers written about in that way.

If you do run genuine gossip, you can expect outrage from those written about, leading to all manner of threats from withdrawn advertising to a libel writ. In the end, your hapless diarist will be reduced to looking for amusing misprints. In any case, readers sometimes enjoy these columns less than those writing them.
Nonetheless, a good diary column does serve a purpose. If it is filled with events it gives a strong sense of the magazine being active within the world it covers. It also makes a good place to store reports of good works, promotions, awards and the kind of positive, semi-promotional information that doesn’t make it into the news section. Local newspapers have a policy of photographing as many people as possible, especially groups of children, on the grounds that their doting relatives will buy copies. Something similar can be achieved with magazine diary columns.

The gossip element can still be there, if you have someone capable of researching it thoroughly and writing it up with a light and inoffensive touch, respecting both taste and the law. Such writers are hard to find. You should certainly not expect to challenge Private Eye.

The contents page

A magazine’s contents page is as much about design as writing. It should be considered as a selling device for the content, an extension of the billboard or the cover-lines. The object is to present the material in the most appealing light, while at the same time providing basic information for those who use the page to find things. Research suggests that they are a small proportion of the total readership, but you should not frustrate them.

Most magazines give most of their pages over to regular features of one sort or another, but to use the bulk of the space on the contents page (or pages) simply to list them is a waste of a valuable selling pitch. So your design needs to accommodate some way of dividing off those ‘regulars’ from everything else, and listing them simply by page title and number. If there is something extraordinary in those pages, there is no reason why it shouldn’t be listed twice, in the ‘regulars’ section and in the main listing of features contents. It may suit you to break your long list of contents into many different sections, but you should be wary of simply using those divisions if they have no meaning for the reader. A heading saying ‘Features’, for instance, is meaningless to most people who will read your magazine, whereas ‘Road Tests’ or ‘Health’ over a group of features will make sense.

The emphasis should be on the straightforward ‘sell’. Where strong pictures are available, they should do most of the talking. Alongside, above or beneath the relevant picture should be the heading from the piece (providing it is not too obscure) and a brief, positive outline of its contents. Using different headings on the contents page and on the actual feature is to be avoided, simply because readers have to know they’ve arrived at the right place. But if you must, you must: it is essential for the casual reader of the contents page to know exactly who is being interviewed. Above all, keep contents page blurbs to one short sentence and keep the type size high.
People pages

Most magazines will have some sort of ‘people’ page or section, either a list of professional moves, as in most business-to-business magazines, or the short interviews that are common in consumer publications. For the latter it is important to try new approaches. There are many ways of writing and illustrating interview material and they should all be used to avoid making the material too ‘samey’. ‘Q & A’ format interviews, ‘as told to’ first-person interviews and questionnaires can alternate with normal feature-type interviews. The same section might usefully accommodate quotes of the week, gossip, and so on. It is a useful place to introduce new faces, stories and personalities into your magazine. It can also be a good place to allow new feature writers and editors to practise their skills.

Products

Most magazines will have some sort of ‘products page’; some, often known as ‘product books’, consist of little else. The degree of editorial input required will vary. Some product pages will amount to no more than press releases subedited to fit, with the more outrageous claims removed. Others will involve detailed tests and ratings for the objects described: this has been a successful formula for Which? magazine.

The common denominator is accuracy. Any information must be accurate, and this is particularly the case with telephone numbers and prices, which must be checked as near to publication as is feasible.

Comparative testing of equipment is an expensive and complex process, but it may be right for your market. Computer and hi-fi magazines are constructed around such tests, both objective and subjective, and go to considerable lengths to ensure their credibility. In particular, you should be aware of all the commercial relationships of your testers. It is not unheard of for the reviewers of hi-fi equipment to be involved with manufacturers as design consultants, publicity advisers or simply brochure writers. Those who take this kind of work must declare it to you and, if appropriate, to the readers. Unexpected exposure of such links can be very damaging.

More informal comparisons, without pretensions to true objectivity, are appropriate for less technical products, from household appliances to foods, but they still require fairness from the writer and skilled editing. Like must always be compared with like: a simple printed form may be the best way of ensuring that the same points are addressed when each object is examined, and if more than one tester is involved this becomes essential. The results need not be presented as a table, but the use of a printed form ensures that the underlying structure is solid.

If you are simply reporting the availability of a range of new products, then there are two common approaches. The first is pictorial, but this depends upon photographic material of suitable quality being available. For high-quality consumer magazines, the free publicity shots will be unsuitable, so you must
expect to do a shoot. In business-to-business magazines this may not apply, and standard publicity shots can be used in a tight grid.

The other approach is to apply news values to the material. Which of these objects is the most interesting and why? This then leads you to a hierarchical approach to writing them up, with the most important products given the most space and prominence and the others reduced to fillers.

**Diary/listings**

Most magazines will include some sort of weekly diary of events: this is not to be confused with a ‘diary column’ as discussed above. The object here is simply to list, accurately, a selection of useful and interesting events for your readers. Some magazines, of course, are composed of little else. It is essential that a smooth and fairly foolproof method exists for ensuring that the information comes in in the first place and makes its way into print. Your copy deadlines need to be published prominently, and whoever deals with the post needs to ensure that the material is moved swiftly to the person or persons compiling the section.

Outside organisations whose events you are publicising must understand exactly what you require and when. Your diary or listings editors should be able to ‘train’ them to keep the right information coming. If something has not arrived, they must be aware of that and seek it out. In the writing, a balance needs to be struck between the simple listing of facts and something more elaborate: the difference here is between listings and critical previews. Where that balance is struck will depend entirely upon the nature of the magazine.

**Campaigns**

One useful tool in the struggle to develop and maintain a close identification between the magazine and the reader is the campaign. But it needs careful planning if it is not to be either a long anticlimax or, worse, a positive embarrassment.

The cynical would say that there is no point in pursuing a campaign which you cannot win. An obvious example of this was a campaign run by one national newspaper against the price of compact discs. While the newspaper’s investigations were followed by other studies, including hearings before a parliamentary committee, they did not lead to any great change in the prices charged. People, it emerged, were happy to pay what the shops and record companies were demanding. The invisible hand of the market had set the price and against that the moans of newspaper columnists were irrelevant. Nonetheless, the campaign did succeed in persuading readers to contribute a flow of information about discount record shops.

On entering a campaign, it is important to know how you are going to withdraw, with honour, at the end. The impetus from the magazine must also be met by equal or greater enthusiasm from the readers and the outside world. It helps if the
campaign is not entirely self-interested: publishers’ efforts against VAT on reading material have suffered from that accusation.

The campaign may start with a single news story or feature article, perhaps identifying some injustice that could be removed by an Act of Parliament or, better, some simple governmental order or change of practice. The first article will need to have considerable emotional impact if it is to generate enough response to carry a campaign. That should bring in the readers’ letters, but if the intention is to make a campaign on this basis, they must be edited and projected for maximum impact. Thereafter, the campaign proper can take off.

A campaign needs a logo and a slogan or two, and someone must be given responsibility for running it. After the first article or two, report on the reaction. Each issue after that must keep up the pressure. A list of objectives or demands must be drawn up and published. Look for celebrity or industry support and perhaps some kind of official backing.

Members of Parliament must be contacted and persuaded of your good faith, and you should ask them about the possibilities. Eventually there may be questions in the House and demands for government and opposition support. Some campaigns of this sort end in the drafting of a Private Member’s Bill, but this can be frustrating, since the drafting of a bill is no guarantee that it is to receive any kind of reading.

And if the government won’t support your campaign, you are heading for a defeat. You may, though, be able to create some sort of pressure group or charity that will continue the fight once you have moved on to something else. No magazine campaign will succeed unless it is driven by enthusiasm on the part of editor and journalists. Unfortunately, campaigns can very quickly become tedious if no one is passionate about them. Choose your battles with care.
PICTURES AND DESIGN

The magazine is a visual medium. True, a small number of text-only publications continue to exist, usually for official purposes. But every other editor, from the creator of a church newsletter to the editorial director of a major consumer magazine, must consider the visual aspects of the job. Publishing always involves design decisions, even if only the selection of typefaces. Magazine design also requires the intelligent use of photographs, illustrations and colour.

Sadly, there is sometimes a clash of cultures between journalists and magazine staff with a design background. Few editors have much opportunity to work with designers or photographers before they take on the role. This means that in the early part of your time as editor you must train yourself to think of ideas in visual terms, from the start. Among other things you must train yourself not to think of pictures as ‘illustrating’, ‘accompanying’ or ‘supporting’ the words. It is not a case of prettifying a story. The relationship should be more equal and organic than that.

At the same time, it helps if your designers understand that magazine design is an applied discipline, not a form of fine art. Magazine designers are, or should be, visual journalists. They are not trying to express themselves, nor to produce something beautiful. Design should express the ideas that motivate a piece of published material, The end product should be a fusion of words and visuals, a creation that is greater than the sum of the separate elements.

This is, of course, an ideal. Much of the routine work of a magazine’s art department will not approach it, mainly for reasons of time. Nonetheless, it is important to keep the ideal in mind: page creation as one process, rather than the merger of two.

Editing by design

The magazine designer Jan V. White, art director of Time, Inc. in the early 1960s, used this expression as the title for his classic book on the subject. The book tried to place design at the heart of the editing process, complete with procedures for doing that in practice. White wanted editors to see their magazines as three-dimensional objects, in which the third dimension, depth, is created by the progress through the assembled sequence of pages. This dimension is easily neglected. You
need to ensure that that sequence is always visible to those working on an issue, by intelligent use of page proofs or thumbnails (reduced-sized print-outs of the finished pages).

Much editing takes place on the ‘micro’ level, as editors fiddle with individual articles to ensure their accuracy and to get the tone right. But the other end of the scale is vital too: the way different elements are ordered, massed and emphasised, both on individual pages and across the whole magazine. It is here that we manipulate ‘pace’, the rate at which a magazine presents its material to its readers. The usual pattern is to use short elements at the front and back, where they will appeal to the casual reader or the person flicking through in adverse conditions, leaving the centre of the magazine for longer, more time-consuming reads.

These decisions are made in flat-planning an individual issue, but they take place in the context of the magazine’s original publication design. That must provide visual landmarks for the reader, starting with the cover format, typeface and cover-line style, which provide a high degree of consistency from issue to issue. Nowadays we are inclined to call this aspect the magazine’s ‘branding’. Branding elements normally include the overall grid, typefaces, bleeding or non-bleeding of pictures, use of illustrations, and the positioning of the contents page or pages, which will always start on, say, the first or second righthand page, and section openings, which might also open on right-handers.

Decisions must also be made about how to handle longer features. You can specify a number of page permutations, designed to accommodate different volumes of words and different levels of prominence. These might include single pages, simple spreads, spreads followed by several singles, a single righthand start followed by a spread, and so on. The designers then provide suitable typographical and visual styling for each option, some of which will become regular ‘slots’ dedicated to a specific purpose. For instance, your opening interview might always be allocated to a single spread, which is then commissioned, edited and designed to make a particular impact. It becomes a regular ‘event’ for the reader.

American magazines favour starting each new feature on a spread, and then continuing it at the back of the ‘book’. The idea is to create a fastmoving feature ‘well’, in which browser and casual reader are given lots of potential starting points to hook their interest. Unfortunately, those who want to read the pieces in full are led on a paper-chase through numerous follow-on pages scattered through the back of the magazine.

This approach has rarely been favoured in the UK, where the tendency is to start with an eye-catching opening spread and assume that the reader will follow. The density of the page (the ratio between words and pictures) can increase rapidly beyond that first page, because the assumption is that the reader is captivated. This might mean an opening spread which is largely composed of picture, headline and standfast, then a left-hand page with a reasonable selection of pictures, then another with a single picture, then a final page with almost no decoration, except perhaps a pull quote. This soaks up large numbers of words, bringing the feature
to an end and allowing the next one to start. The American method, in contrast, writes off the back half of a magazine as a sort of filing cabinet.

There is already a danger that the back of a magazine becomes a place to put things that no one on the staff is very interested in: competitions, readers’ letters, regular items. But good magazine designers work backwards as well as forwards, aiming to accommodate those readers who flick from the back. You must always anchor the final editorial page, usually the left-hander opposite the inside back cover. Save it for a strong column or something equally striking, and then you can build backwards from there.

Altering the running order can have a dramatic effect on a magazine’s usefulness and readability, and this is particularly true for magazines with a high information content, for instance listings titles. It is essential to finding a logical structure for this type of material.

White also recommends bringing design into the initial story-planning process. He proposes a ‘story conference’ for each significant feature, to include writer, commissioning editor, designer and picture editor. This is an excellent idea that is rarely practised, mostly for reasons of speed and cost. Those who have the staff and the time to do it, however, will find that it works both for individual stories (which really benefit from bringing together words and pictures before either actually exist) and for the improved understanding between writers and design people.

Even if time does not permit full-scale story conferencing, the question of how a particular story is to be expressed on the printed page should be foremost in the commissioning editor’s mind. If there is one, the picture editor must be involved at this stage. Picture desks and designers rightly dislike being presented with a written feature and told to find some visual material to ‘liven it up’. Commissioning new photography or finding the best agency material needs time. A good picture editor can call in material from agencies with surprising speed, especially using online facilities, but this doesn’t make it the best way to operate. Better, and often more economical, results are obtained by a thoughtful personal search of agency resources. So discuss what is required first and then leave your picture researcher and designers to use their skills and experience.

**The art director or art editor**

The relationship between an editor and an art director (or art editor—both titles are used) is critical. A magazine’s design can affect its readership and circulation more quickly than almost anything an editor can do directly, although the influence of words may be more important in the long term. An art editor should ideally be a close ally throughout, responsive to both parts of the job’s title: ‘art’ and ‘editor’. Of course, small magazines may have to manage without. The selection of a new art editor is a difficult task, especially for those whose background is in words. Like editors, art editors have a two-sided job. They set their magazine’s visual style, but they also have a managerial role. Prospective art editors will
present a portfolio providing evidence of their visual abilities and tastes. Study this in detail before you meet them. It should include covers, feature spreads, even whole magazines. There should be evidence of both adaptability and strong visual taste: that’s a mysterious quality that makes everything, whatever its purposes and provenance, look ‘right’.

Much of what you are shown may not be directly relevant, unless you are poaching from a competitor, but you want to see the way a brief has been tackled and developed. It is important to see how mundane work is handled too: look at simple news pages and product pages. It is vital that all these things express themselves, their own essence, rather than merely reflecting typographical fashions or their designer’s fondness for certain typefaces.

Since they are vital to any magazine’s success, you should pay particular attention to your candidate’s covers. It is one thing to find or commission a high-quality portrait photograph and use it for a cover based on an interview. It is quite another to find an appealing visual analogue for a complex issue or subject. If your magazine intends to base cover stories on ideas, rather than people, then you must be confident of your art director’s ability to come up with ways of expressing them.

This is not an area in which many designers will have much experience. The heyday of the ‘idea’ cover was in the American magazines of the 1950s and 1960s. Some contemporary art director candidates will never have made a cover out of anything except a portrait photograph, reflecting the narrow approach of much contemporary magazine editing. If you intend to move beyond that, you must be sure your art editor is prepared and enthusiastic. Most relish the opportunity.

In the interview, you should ask searching questions about how various finished pieces of design came about and about the constraints involved, particularly of cost. You need to know how your candidate is used to working, the level of consultation expected with editorial staff, the amount and nature of direction required. Your candidate must be able to interpret a brief, and to work imaginatively within a budget. You must, naturally, ensure that the candidate is familiar with all the technology you use or intend to use in the future, as well as that used by your colour house and/or typesetters.

The job also has important managerial aspects. Few art editors can lay out every page in a big magazine on their own. Most will direct other designers or use freelance help. Your candidate must be able to run a studio, including ordering new materials and liaising with the magazine’s colour house. Large sums of cash flow through a magazine’s studio, and you need reassurance that the candidate is entirely confident in handling both people and money. Is your candidate a leader? Is he or she disciplined and rigorous? Studios, like production departments, depend upon the rigorous tracking of incoming and outgoing material, from transparencies and prints to page and picture files, and close adherence to deadlines.

Art directors will also be expected to commission photography and illustration, and to organise and run photographic shoots. Their portfolios should show ample evidence of competence in these areas. Remember that you are assessing
temperament as much as ability. Searching interviewing must be followed up by the use of references.

But should aesthetic flair win out, or managerial competence? It is for you to consider how important each aspect is to you. A competent deputy in the studio and a production editor and office administrator can help with the managerial burden. But no one else can provide the necessary flair and inspiration to give your magazine a strong, confident, visual identity. You may feel that a certain managerial vagueness is a reasonable price to pay for aesthetic excellence. But this is a senior management post. Your art director or art editor must accept full responsibility for the art domain within the magazine, in terms of both aesthetic quality and management. Not all creative people find such responsibility easy.

**An art director on editors**
The art director and editor must have a good working relationship based on mutual respect; their two disciplines, when combined in a magazine, are mutually dependent.

- Publish fantastic content that is illegible or beautifully designed content that is poorly conceived/written and you’ll lose the reader rapidly.
- The best magazines combine the images, words and designs to create something greater than the sum of its parts. Magazines are the only medium that demand that word and image combine so closely.
- The best editors understand design and the best art directors understand editorial. The editor and art director need to have an agreed agenda and work closely from the beginning of a project in order for a magazine to be seen by the reader as successful, confident and desirable.
- Too many art directors today are seen merely as designer-decorators; a good editor expects more from their art director than mere decoration; an art director should be able to tell the editor ‘no’ just as often as the opposite occurs.

(Jeremy Leslie, creative director, John Brown Citrus)²

---

**Working with designers**

When briefing for a new publication design or redesign, give the designer the same information you have used to understand your readers and plan their magazine. But some factors are more important in this context than the normal stuff about the readers’ social status, sex, professional status, and so on. The designer must know how the magazine is going to be used. Is it to be a leisure publication to be read at home after being brought home or delivered? Is it intended to be read by commuters? Is it to be delivered to people at work and kept there for reference? Each makes different demands on the design.

Home-use publications are built for continuous reading in relaxed conditions, permitting longer articles, longer line lengths and elegant, timeless design and
photography. That is not the case in magazines intended to be read on a crowded bus or at the hairdresser’s, where short articles, big type and attention-grabbing design would seem to be essential. Professional publications, intended to be shelved and referred back to, on the other hand, will have a deeply sober look. The age of readers is another critical factor, not just in the specifying of type, which must not fall below a certain minimum size, but in assessing the degree of design excitement that is advisable.

These are extremely complex decisions. The range of available typefaces, for instance, is vast. But you should not try to design the magazine: you don’t have either the aptitude or the expertise. Instead, you must be the perfect client. You should set out the problems in as clear a way as possible and let the designer work the process through. There can then be further discussions. This is one task you must delegate, specifying the job you want done but not the means used to achieve it.

On the other hand, your requirements should be honoured. And any decisions must be tested before they are put into practice. It is not enough to make decisions on the basis of laser proofs, or even on typesetter proofs. The first will look absurdly rough, the other absurdly sharp and elegant. You should see pages after they have emerged from the printing process. If the budget does not run to having your new design elements printed on short-run presses, find ways round it. If you are planning to use a new body typeface, for instance, you must find a corner in your existing magazine, a small house advertisement or an announcement, put it into the new face and have it printed.

Magazine history is littered with fatal decisions made by designers and editors intoxicated by a vision of elegance that proved unreproducible, or unreadable, in practice. *Event*, a 1970s rival to London’s *Time Out* produced by Richard Branson and designed by Pearce Marchbank, failed in part because many people thought the typeface was too small.

You must think through the logic of particular design solutions to see how they will affect every aspect of the working process. Increasing the leading between lines of type, or introducing more generous gutters, may bring much needed light into your pages but at what cost in terms of loss of space? Do you really want to lose that amount of material? Or is it a worthwhile price to pay for greater elegance and ease of reading? Your readers must be your guide: are they paying for information or for elegance? In recent years, the trend has been towards a more compressed and economical style of magazine design.

Consider the effect of adjusting the hierarchy of headings and standfirsts. It may seem a good idea to give each news story a two- or three-word ‘kicker’ label above its headline. But how much time will writing it require, and how are you going to ensure that it simply doesn’t repeat what’s in the headline itself? Those centred standfirsts might look elegant when they are properly filled out to fit, but do you really want your sub-editors tinkering with that when they could be doing something more constructive?
And there may also be cost implications. The most notorious of these is paper format. The reason most magazines are produced in standard formats is that they come off the print web with no wastage. More innovative shapes, which designers tend to favour, can involve horrendous levels of paper wastage as standard paper widths are trimmed to fit.

Less radical design tasks, for instance the creation of new sections in existing magazines, should be much simpler to accomplish. It is important that you say precisely what you want the new page or section to achieve and what elements you want it to include. A ‘people’ spread, for instance, might be expected to accommodate between three and five small interviews of 300–500 words each with a headline, standfirst, photograph and caption, plus a slot for snippets of gossip and quotes of the week. A columnist’s page might require 1,000 words of copy, a prominent by-line, a pull quote, a headline and standfirst, and a photo or caricature.

It is perfectly acceptable to give your designer sheets torn from other magazines, but only to show the kind of elements or feel you require rather than any typographical specifics. Most designers would rightly feel rather insulted at being invited to imitate someone else’s design.

**Routine design tasks**

As far as day-to-day involvement with design goes, there should generally be a discussion about a significant feature before it is written. This is certainly the case with features that depend on tabular and graphical material. These should be discussed early and material commissioned as appropriate. Illustrations can sometimes be commissioned before anything is written, but only after considerable discussion and at the risk of a mismatch that will have to be corrected by adjustments, most likely to the written material.

There is always a danger of Chinese whispers. The commissioning editor may explain the concept to the designer responsible for commissioning the illustrator or photographer. The designer then discusses it with the illustrator, while the editor talks to the writer. At no stage do the writer and illustrator speak, and the distortions introduced in the discussion and briefing process mean that they may be working at cross-purposes. It is not entirely practical for the writer and illustrator to be brought in for a discussion with the editor and art director, although that is probably the ideal. If such a discussion takes place, it is a good idea to put something on paper at the end of it. If no such meeting takes place, both designer and editor should make an effort to read one another’s briefs before they are sent out to ensure that they, at least, are clear about what is required.

Certainly designers must read the written material and raise any queries with the writers or editors concerned. Most editors will have come across designers who considered it no part of their function to read the copy around which they were creating pages. The view was sometimes expressed that reading the material
would in some sense ‘distract’ from the task of creating pages. This is nonsense, of course, and no editor, indeed no art editor, should stand for it.

It is for the art editor to supervise individual page and spread designs for visual elegance, adherence to the established style, appropriate use of type, appropriate colour palette, and so on. But the editor should not be excluded from the process, and either the editor or a trusted member of the team should be responsible for passing finished pages. So that this is not a traumatic process, it is advisable for an editor to keep an eye on work in progress, both informally by wandering around and watching what goes on, and formally by receiving proofs of pages under construction.

When you look at a page or spread or whole feature you must ensure that it works. It must lead the eye logically through the material. The page itself must tell the reader what is the most important thing. News pages, which are made up of numerous different stories, are designed specifically for that purpose: to embody a whole hierarchy of suggested importance. The lead story should stand out from the rest, something that can be achieved in any number of ways: size of story, position of story, shape of story, size of headline, shape of headline, typography of story, typography of headline, size, shape and impact of any accompanying photograph, and so on. Thereafter, immediate visual impact should be reduced, on a sliding scale down to simple one-paragraph ‘briefs’, which should have almost no impact individually, but should have an appealing and obvious presence as a group.

In feature material, the hierarchy of emphasis is applied not to different stories but to different elements within a single overall story: headline, stand-first, body text, panels and boxes, pull quotes, by-lines, and so on. A magazine needs a clear hierarchy for this kind of material, which should be laid down in some kind of design manual, indicating acceptable typefaces, sizes and styles for each job. When you look at an individual piece of layout, you should ensure that the theoretical ordering of elements has been carried through in practice.

The editor must not be deterred by the mystique of design from applying standards to the whole editorial domain, which certainly includes the look of the magazine. Any failings in the magazine’s visual appeal will result in poor bookstall and circulation performance, and responsibility for that will certainly be laid at the editor’s door. At the same time, wise editors recognise their deficiencies in visual matters and let well-chosen and well-trained design staff get on with the job.

The picture editor

Some journalists think that handling pictures is all about housekeeping: ordering messenger bikes, packing and posting photographs and paying bills. Those things do form part of the job, but a picture editor has a passionate interest in visual material. You need someone who can bring that interest to bear on the very specific problems of producing magazines, which are not so much about aesthetics as about
uniting images and words in a single act of communication. If you have no picture
editor, it becomes your job.

Aesthetic questions are a matter of taste and experience. You may wish to
produce a beautiful magazine, but beauty has a rather static quality. Impact may
be a better criterion for picture selection. Again, this ideally requires a discussion
between yourself, your picture editor and your art director, but it is your
responsibility to have the last word.

Pictures can draw in readers or repel them. They can say as much as the
accompanying piece, or they can simply sit alongside it: a bad picture, which is
to say a dull image or a technically incompetent bit of photography, can destroy
an otherwise acceptable page. There are many ways of assessing photographs, but
start with the content: is this the right person, the right place, the right object to
accompany the copy? Then you need to ask about the timing of the photograph:
is this what the person looks like now? Is this the right moment in the story, or
could we get closer to it?

Finally, and most elusively, you have to consider the quality of the photograph.
On one level, this simply means examining it closely through a magnifying glass
as it sits on the light-box. Photographs for publication in conventional magazines
need to be sharp, despite the out-of-focus experiments of art photographers. In a
portrait the point of focus will usually be the subject’s eyes.

Any hint of softness or excessive grain in the image will, of course, be much
exaggerated as it is blown up on the page. Colour is also a problem. It is most
important that you allow for the vagaries of your printing process. It is a good
exercise early on to track the progress of transparencies from the moment you see
them on the light-box through scanning and proofs to their eventual appearance
in print. The deterioration is sometimes shocking: your designer and picture editor
should have enough experience to help you make intelligent judgements about
this. They should also make sure that there are no obvious compositional howlers
that only appear on a second or third glance: lamp-standards emerging from
people’s heads, for instance.

But technical quality is not the only important aspect of a photograph. You are
also looking for its inherent qualities as a piece of observation of, usually, human
beings. There must be a sense of life about it: this can come from something as
simple as a facial expression or an unusual posture. For feature photography, you
need something that tells a story, that reveals something about the people or
situation pictured. And it helps if there is an element of drama in either the material
or its composition. Again, the word is impact. Does the person in the picture
communicate with the reader? Does it invite an emotional response? It probably
should.

As an editor, your immersion in the world of visual images may have been
limited but you should take the time to develop it now by looking at photography
and the visual arts whenever you have the opportunity. Picture desks and designers
spend hours poring over Continental and American magazines in search of visual
inspiration: it would not hurt you to take the occasional look, nor to attend photography exhibitions and graphic and fine art degree shows.

Your picture editor, if you have one, must be invited to rise above the routine aspects of the job (while continuing to handle them efficiently) and become a vital part of the creative process. A picture editor must be part of the editorial team, which is both a privilege and a responsibility needing effort and understanding on both sides.

Editors do not need to involve themselves in the practical side of the picture editor’s job, but they do need to be aware of what is possible and what is not. There is a tendency for editors to imagine that because they have seen a picture, or think they have seen a picture, it is available for inclusion in their magazine. But that image may have been something they saw on television or in a film that does not exist in still form. It may be something they have imagined. Or it may simply be outside the practical and financial range of the magazine’s resources. Of course, it may be possible to create the image, by commissioning photography, but that is a separate issue.

If you are using existing photography, it pays not to approach a feature or cover idea with an image in mind that is too specific. On the other hand, it does not help your picture editor if you say that you have no idea what you want, but you’d like to see everything.

Agencies and libraries

Picture editors need time to seek out new or forgotten images to give features their fullest visual impact. Unfortunately, much of their time is devoted to telephone discussions and negotiations. More than anyone else in the editorial team, the picture editor has to deal constantly with people and money. This is where experience is invaluable, in making deals with agencies, libraries and photographers. Your magazine’s circulation and distribution pattern and the size and prominence with which the picture is to be used form the basis of the discussion. But the eventual price struck has as much to do with your picture editor’s knowledge of the market and negotiating skills. You can also negotiate to stop anyone else using the same picture during the circulation period of your issue.

There is an exception to this pattern of payment. It is possible to buy ‘royalty-free’ pictures. These are stock shots using models and timeless scenes that are sold without reference to how a magazine intends to use them. So there is no premium for large circulation or prominence, and they can be used several times. You can buy them on CD, and they can be a good investment for people who simply want decorative material rather than specific shots of individuals.

The disadvantages are inherent in that. Royalty-free pictures are necessarily anonymous reusable pieces of visual material. They may capture a mood, but they do not express anything specific or refer to individuals. Because they use models, they tend towards the kind of blandness you see in newspaper advertisements for
financial services. And because you aren’t paying for a special use, you do not get the right to control whether anyone else is allowed to use them. All of this means they are fine for eking out the budget, but are no use in high-profile jobs like your cover and your lead interview, where you want to give people images they have not seen before.

Royalty-free pictures are one way of saving money if you have to, but they should still be of high technical quality and from a good source. Nothing betrays a magazine on a shoestring budget so much as inadequate photography. You can also reuse a single photograph at various points in an issue. A section of your cover photograph, for instance, makes a good eye-catching device when used on the pages of the accompanying feature. The price for these subsidiary uses will be much lower.

If you really have to use bad pictures, get the designers to give them a thorough treatment. Radical cropping, different screens, and treatments such as posterising and solarising can all transform a dull free picture into an original artwork, and at very little cost. The best comment on this came from Alexy Brodovitch, art director with Harper's Bazaar during the 1930s:

A layout man should be simple with good photographs. He should perform acrobatics when the pictures are bad.3

Good picture editors affect not only your costs but the quality of the photography in your magazine: they know where to go for particular pictures, which photographers are bringing new material into the market, what other magazines are looking for at any time, and so on. This makes them invaluable, although that is not always reflected in what they are paid. An experienced picture editor will cost more than a beginner, but the difference is likely to be made up in what they will save the magazine. You will also get better quality material and use more interesting photographers.

Celebrity pictures are a constant problem. The famous do everything they can to control the way they are photographed. That means that the agency pictures may be extremely familiar and uninteresting. Your picture editor must know how to look further afield. But most agencies now charge a fee for ‘research’, even if your picture editors or researchers go and look through the material themselves, so the more trawling you do the more expensive it becomes. Even if the research is free, conducted by your picture editor online, it will still be time consuming.

The picture editor must take responsibility for checking in, storing and returning photographs that are called in from agencies or photographers in traditional style. Some paper form should probably be devised for this purpose, as well as short- and long-term filing systems. Some magazines use a system in which transparencies move around the office rather than staying at a central point, but this is only safe if you are using duplicates. Losing a transparency is an expensive mistake and will tend to rebound not on the member of staff who happened to have seen it last but on the picture editor. Of course, several of the major agencies
now allow magazines to download digital copies of their photographs over the Internet, so the original remains safely in their vaults.4

Photographers and shoots

Original photography should be as much a part of magazines as original writing. An original picture to your specifications can be precisely matched to the mood of a story. It can express the values of your magazine as a brand. And it is yours and yours alone, at least for the period you agree. It can, however, be horribly expensive. Those who are used to dealing only with writers are sometimes surprised by the fees commanded by freelance photographers, not to mention the cost of hiring studios, models, stylists and hair and make-up artists when these are required.

The reason advanced by the photographers is that they have to carry high overheads, although often you will receive a bill for studio hire, film and processing on top of the fee. But unlike writers, photographers operate with one foot in the world of advertising, where extraordinary fees are commonplace. Editorial photography doesn’t pay as well, but most photographers need editorial work for their credibility. Having established that credibility, they get more money for their advertising work, which means that their editorial rate will increase again.

A skilled picture editor selects a photographer for a job not merely on technical quality and artistic merit but also on temperament. The best photographers combine a high degree of competence with amenable personalities. The photographer must match the job. If the picture is a portrait, two personalities have to be matched. They won’t necessarily form a lifelong friendship, but they should be able to establish a working relationship that will last the length of the picture session.

In the case of celebrity photography, this can be problematical. Show business public relations is about the control of imagery. If you want to photograph a star for your cover you must enter lengthy negotiations about access, timing and exclusivity. But it may go further. Some ‘stars’ now insist on specifying their own favourite photographers. Even then, the star’s ‘people’ may expect to choose which images are used. You may end up asking them to choose a possible three from perhaps 40 or 50 originals.

Beware: it is not unknown for stars offered sheets of transparencies to put a knife through those they dislike. Wise photographers and picture editors should make sure only duplicates are placed in such a hazardous position. These are areas in which the picture editor’s human qualities of judgement and intelligence count for more than either managerial or aesthetic abilities.

Photo shoots take a lot of planning. Aside from matching the photographer to the job, it is often a good idea to present the photographer with a mock-up of the layout the picture is supposed to suit, especially if it is a cover. If special props are required, or a backdrop, this should all be done and approved far in advance. Then the art editor or the picture editor should go to the shoot and take
responsibility for it. This means ensuring not only that any necessary studio hire, equipment hire, catering and all the rest are competently and economically controlled, but that the actual photographs that emerge are what is required. Some photographers do not need to be told what to do, and don’t appreciate any such guidance. Others welcome a clear explanation of what is required. The picture editor or art director must take responsibility for managing the photographer to get the desired result.

The practical requirements should be clear. A cover photograph has to be a particular shape. The composition must allow room for the fixed elements of the cover (the logo, price, barcode, and so on) and also for cover-lines. Be more precise if the cover is more than a mere portrait and has to express a particular idea or represent a particular activity. The photographer’s ideas on this may be welcome, but get the picture you really need first.

Photo sessions involve paperwork. If you are photographing models rather than identifiable people, your picture editor must be provided with appropriate ‘model release’ forms for models to sign. These make it clear to the model, who may sometimes be an ordinary member of the public, how few rights she or he actually retains over the way the finished work is used. They can be rather alarming documents: no one likes to lose ‘rights’, even those they have never previously thought about. Such forms generally require models to acknowledge that they have no claim to copyright and that the magazine can use the photographs in any way it sees fit. They also state that the photographs and any accompanying copy are deemed to be of an ‘imaginary person’, rather than of the model her- or himself. This is to permit their use in contexts which would otherwise permit an action for libel.

For instance, you might take a picture of someone looking glamorous in a bar and at some subsequent date use it to illustrate a story about prostitution. This is one of the hazards of professional modelling, particularly at the lower levels, where reputation is preserved by the simple line ‘posed by models’ accompanying the photographer’s by-line.

Ordinary members of the public should not be treated in this way. If they have signed the release form, however, you have some protection against disastrous mistakes, when a photograph taken for one purpose inadvertently ends up being used for something else. A famous case concerned a photograph of a group of sinister-looking motor-cyclists in black leather, accompanying a piece about gangs. Unfortunately the group in question was a Christian motor-cycling club, run by a clergyman.

The presence of a name on a caption attached to a print or transparency, without any indication that the person in question is a model, should be a warning. People who give their names to photographers do not consent to the photographs being used in any unspecified context: they think the picture is for a specific purpose. They retain the right to protect their reputation in a libel action based on the photograph’s appearance in a defamatory context. Those who are photographed but whose names are not known or recorded also retain their rights to take action
in the same circumstances. A typical example is to show a picture of some peaceful football supporters walking home after a match with a caption stating that they are members of a notorious hooligan gang feared throughout Europe. If they are identifiable, they can sue.

Pictures of models may well come with no names attached. If models’ real names are, however, published alongside their pictures, or attached to any statement about them or by them, they regain their right to have their reputation protected, and your model form should make that clear.

The real problem with commissioned photography is one of perceived value. No one begrudges paying for a sparkling portrait for a cover or a feature. But high fees are often asked for mundane ‘mug-shots’ destined to end up on the people page or the news pages, where they will be used small and will do little to enhance the layout beyond simply identifying the person being written about. A simple mug-shot can easily cost you as much as a short feature, and you can expect to pay for it again each time you use it unless you acquire the copyright.

It is no wonder that most small magazines are keen to acquire and store free photographs of the sort dished out as publicity material: technically there is usually an implied obligation that the photograph is used only for the purpose for which it was originally supplied, but that is rarely enforced. Another option, frowned upon by some, including the trade unions, is the use of an office camera (probably digital) for basic news mug-shots. The results are likely to be poor, but using cheap or free photographs in non-critical places releases money to pay for proper commissioned photography elsewhere. Every so often, you should have a blitz on your photo files to ensure you have reasonably up-to-date pictures of anyone you are likely to need in your news section. If you have omissions, hire a photographer for a couple of days on a daily rate to take as many as possible. Make sure you buy the rights to use them as often as you like.

Illustration

Illustration is sadly unfashionable in magazines, but it can provide a welcome change of pace and mood. Illustration is not neutral: however hard or combative the artist might try to make them, illustrations invariably have a more ‘subjective’ air than photographs. They label a piece as a feature, as something driven more by opinion and analysis than by hard reportage. They create a distancing effect, giving things an unreal, storybook quality. But they have their uses.

They are helpful where the use of photographs is impossible for practical reasons:

• no photographer is available;
• the situation is too dangerous or impractical;
• there is nothing to photograph, because the piece is about an abstraction.

Or for legal reasons:
• a court case is pending;
• you have other reasons not to identify any individual.

But they are also good for emotional and abstract subjects, where the illustrator finds an image that goes to the heart of the matter in a way no photograph could. And line drawings are ideal in instructional material, where photography simply isn’t clear enough.

One type of illustration that is still used is caricature, which is a good way to make a ‘character’ out of an interviewee or profile subject who may otherwise be rather bland. Here the effect can range from the flattering to the grotesque and insulting, so your artist should be chosen with care.

**Information graphics**

The term information graphics refers to visuals used to explain. They range from simple tables and grids, used to compare a number of different objects or services, through various types of maps, flowcharts and graphs to elaborate exploded diagrams.

In each case there are two essential tasks: assembling the information and finding an appropriate way to express it. Sometimes this is obvious: if you are writing about a network of long-distance footpaths, you will need a map. At other times things are more difficult. Ask yourself how many variables can safely be incorporated in a single graphic, and, indeed, how many the reader requires.

Take a simple line graph showing the rising cost of living (on the vertical axis) over time (on the horizontal one). You might complicate this with an extra line showing falling house prices, which would require a different scale, but could be done. But if you attempted to include salary rates for different jobs you would be in danger of overcomplicating things.

Presenting information as a table or graph is, unfortunately, more complex than it seems. Computer software has made it easy to conjure up these things, but it has not made it any easier to use them intelligently as devices for explanation. You should turn to a specialist in the field, or perhaps encourage one of your design team to become one. It is never a shortcut. Collecting the material for a detailed graphic, perhaps showing some piece of technology or the scene of some incident, can easily take as long as producing a feature on the subject. But a graphic should be used when words and photographs don’t do the job.

**Commissioning visuals**

Commissioning a photographer, illustrator or graphic artist must be approached with the same seriousness as commissioning a writer. There must be a brief, a fee, a delivery date and some statement of the rights to be acquired. Illustrators and graphic artists will also require information on the size at which their material is eventually to be used, although they may work much larger. A photographer will
need to know exactly how many photographs are to be delivered, whether they are to be colour or black and white, and whether prints or transparencies. Everything must be recorded on paper for the benefit of both parties.

The briefing will be handled by your picture editor and art director. But if your feature or cover concept depends entirely upon a particular visual image, it is essential that this is clearly discussed in-house before the commissioning process begins. This is where the mock-up or rough layout comes in. The illustrator should also produce roughs before proceeding too far, so that you can be sure the message has been passed on accurately.

Copyright

Photographers and illustrators were the major beneficiaries of the 1988 Copyright Act. Copyright is the right to exploit your own work and, more importantly, to prevent other people exploiting it. For the first time, photographers and artists were considered to be ‘authors’ for copyright purposes. But there was a more crucial change. Previously copyright in visual material had belonged to the person or organisation commissioning the work. Since the passing of the 1988 Act it has belonged to the photographer, just as it does to writers and artists. This is a logical change and a beneficial one for photographers.

It makes it necessary, though, that magazines reach explicit agreement about the material they buy from freelance photographers and illustrators. Precisely the same disputes have raged over visual material as over writing, with publishers attempting to buy out copyright so that they can reproduce the material in other media without further payment. In practice, however, successful photographers tend to be represented by agents, who are canny about their clients’ interests, and photographers tend to know the value of the rights they are signing away.

It is worth noting that the ‘moral rights’ aspect of the 1988 Copyright Act applies no more to photographers and illustrators than it does to writers, assuming all parties have voluntarily made their works available for publication in a magazine. That includes the right to prevent ‘derogatory treatment’ of copyright works. This means that in theory photographs can continue to be cropped, reversed out and subjected to various types of electronic or darkroom distortion without fear of legal consequences.

Such techniques should not, however, be employed in a cavalier fashion. Photographers, especially those with artistic ambitions, are increasingly demanding the respect traditionally accorded to illustrators, whose work is rarely cropped or amended. The more successful exponents of the art will have agents who will expect you to sign contracts agreeing to do nothing of the sort. So although you have nothing to fear from statute law you could face a breach of contract action if you do not comply. Even if no such contract has been signed, it is good manners to discover how sensitively your photographer wishes to be handled.
Photographic ethics

Ethics are the unwritten rules regulating the conduct of a particular professional group. They run alongside personal morality as a guide to behaviour. As an editor, you will have your own sense of values, and you must ensure that those working for you understand your standards and are prepared to comply with them. This is particularly important when you are dealing with photographers, whose potential for causing offence and distress is huge.

The professional ethics of photography are especially important when matters of privacy are concerned. There is no privacy law in the UK, although legislation on the subject is widespread on the Continent and in various American states.

Since the Human Rights Act came into force in October 2000, various attempts have been made to use that law to enforce a right to privacy. The act itself recognises both a right to privacy and the right to freedom of expression, including press freedom. It has been left to the courts to balance the two. When Michael Douglas and Catherine Zeta Jones tried to use it to prevent Hello! publishing snatched pictures of their wedding (they had sold the real thing to OK!), they obtained an emergency injunction on privacy grounds. However, the Court of Appeal took the view that what had happened was a commercial matter and not a matter of personal privacy, and publication was allowed to proceed. We can be sure that this is not the last time such matters will come to court.

Within the confines of the law of trespass, photographers can go anywhere and take pictures of anything. Of course, you as an editor do not have to publish them, nor indeed to encourage this sort of photography in the first instance. The question of publication is regulated, for the time being, not by law but by the Press Complaints Commission’s Code of Practice and the Code of Conduct produced by the National Union of Journalists, to which many news photographers, particularly, belong.

The NUJ Code of Conduct (see Appendix 1) begins by stating that journalists have a duty to ‘maintain the highest professional and ethical standards’, although these are undefined. It states also that information, photographs and illustrations shall be obtained ‘only by straightforward means. The use of other means can be justified only by overriding considerations of the public interest.’

This clause implies that photographers should identify themselves if asked to and specifically rules out the tabloid tradition of sweeping the mantelpiece of family pictures of those in the news. But it does not deal specifically with invasions of privacy. The only mention of the concept comes in clause 6: ‘Subject to justification by overriding considerations of the public interest, a journalist shall do nothing which entails intrusion into private grief and distress’. Nothing there, however, about moments of private happiness, the depiction of which has so often been the cause of public outrage.

The Press Complaints Commission’s approach is rather different. Rather than the sweeping statements favoured by the NUJ, it deals with specifics, leading to some suggestions that it is designed to allow unscrupulous editors and proprietors
to hide behind the letter of the ‘law’. The text of the Code of Practice (see Appendix 2) needs to be interpreted in the light of a growing body of precedent. In broad terms, the Press Complaints Commission (PCC) outlaws invasions of privacy, misrepresentation and subterfuge, intrusions into grief, the photography of children in many cases, and the photography of individuals on their own property without their consent.

Recently this idea was expanded to include people in what had previously been considered public places, for instance restaurants and hotels. The Dorking Advertiser carried a picture of the interior of a café as part of a review. Unfortunately, some of the diners were identifiable. One man complained that his privacy had been infringed, and the PCC upheld the complaint. It said that he had a ‘reasonable’ expectation of privacy in such a venue, and instructed publications to ask diners’ permission before taking any such photographs. This would seem to make all sorts of photographs rather hazardous.

Most of these prohibitions, however, are overruled by what is called ‘public interest’, defined by the PCC as the detection of ‘crime or a serious misdemeanour’, the protection of ‘public health and safety’ and ‘preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of an individual or organisation’. Nothing here is straightforward: each of these exceptions is a knot of semantics and interpretation, apparently designed to provide hours of quasi-legalistic debate rather than to make it clear what is and is not permissible.

The PCC Code of Practice was designed to discourage Parliament from legislating to shackle the press, and as such is to be supported. But it is terribly time consuming for editors. Better to steer well clear by telling your staff and contributors, including photographers, that they must do nothing that you would have any reason to apologise for or feel ashamed about. If your own conscience does not guide you, consider the feelings of your readers.

One area in which ethical standards have yet to be established is the manipulation of photographic images to make them show things that have never actually existed. Photographic historians and scholars will point out that the camera has always lied. But between early photography, which consciously imitated painting, and contemporary electronic photomontage, there was a long period in which most people felt confident that the pictures in their magazines and newspapers represented reality, albeit heightened, dramatised and generally distorted by the effects of the photographic process.

Crude photomontages, in which one person’s head is placed on another person’s body, or two people at opposite sides of the frame are moved closer together, have been with us since the photographic process was invented. They have usually been sufficiently inept to make detection simple, even by non-expert readers. They were not meant to mislead, but to amuse or make a satirical point. They did not profess to be something they were not.

Electronic picture manipulation has changed all that. Once the image enters the electronic domain (at the point at which the shutter is pressed, with electronic cameras) it can be distorted, adjusted and merged with other images in a way that
is effectively undetectable. There may, indeed, be no originals at all: the print-out of the computer-assembled montage may be the first time the image and its constituent parts take a physical form.

This manipulation need not be extreme. Many magazine editors, particularly those whose covers feature photographic models rather than known public figures, routinely retouch their cover photographs. In some cases this is simply a matter of removing blemishes caused in the photographic/scanning/reproduction process. In others it is done to correct human blemishes caused by Mother Nature. Teen magazines are particularly keen to zap spots.

Sometimes the hapless model becomes merely the raw material for an exercise in creating a perfect man or woman, using Photoshop rather than a scalpel. Some editors and art directors stop just short of the point at which their model ceases to look human, perhaps recognising that their readers have to identify with a person rather than a Stepford Wife or an Action Man.

This may seem trivial, but it is symbolic of the unquestioning way a powerful new technology has been accepted into the routine of magazine life. It is perhaps time to stop and think it through. As an industry we are on the brink of compelling our readers to treat all photographs as ‘art’, that is as imaginary, fictional constructions, whether they show television personalities shaking hands with people they have never met or the aftermath of wartime atrocities. Libel will protect prominent people from damaging distortions. Copyright may or may not protect photographers, picture libraries and writers. Who will protect the readers from these distortions?

The NUJ campaigned for some time, with no obvious effect, for such photomontages to be labelled, probably with a symbol. In 1998, the PCC changed its Code of Practice so that its very first clause, on accuracy, applied to pictures as well as text. It has, however, never been asked to adjudicate on the issue. It needs a formal written complaint before it can act, and the few complaints it has received have been settled between the parties.

It is a simple matter for editors to take a stand on this. Any montage, or electronically manipulated photograph (where the intention is to alter, rather than to correct losses of quality in the process), should carry two by-lines: ‘Photograph by…’; ‘Electronic montage (or enhancement, or treatment) by…’. This both gives credit where it is due and tells the reader the truth, which is that the picture is a fiction. Of course, it may be a fiction designed to reveal a ‘greater’ or ‘deeper’ truth, but readers are perfectly capable of working that out for themselves.

Those who are using a montage to provide the momentary frisson of excitement that comes when the readers wonder whether something is real have nothing to worry about: that will still work. Only those who want to leave their readers in doubt or confusion, or positively to mislead them, will have anything to fear from such a scheme. The only real opposition is likely to be in-house: art editors and picture editors will not enjoy making it explicit to photographers and models that they have ‘improved’ on their original work.
The cover

There is no room here for a detailed discussion of design issues, which receive excellent treatment in the design press and in numerous manuals and handbooks by better qualified authors. But one area of design has more impact on an editor’s life than any other: covers. The question of covers, from picking a subject to positioning the inevitable barcode, is the subject of unending discussion.

Newspaper-style covers are not really the issue. If your front page is full of stories, design takes second place to content, although you still want to produce a striking and attractive page. You will need a strong main picture and your lead story must be in the right position, above the ‘fold’ so that it will stand out on a bookstall or, more likely, when it arrives through the post in a plastic wrapper. You are likely also to need some kind of illustrated contents panel to tell readers that there is more than news inside. You should also ‘flag’ both interesting new material and popular regulars: columnists and the like.

Most people reading this book, however, will be more interested in ‘magazine-type’ covers, featuring a photograph or illustrated image and a series of cover-lines, usually on an A4 or similar page rather than on a tabloid-sized newsprint. Figure 6.1 identifies all the main components of a standard cover.

A magazine’s cover is its most prominent and useful selling tool. Many otherwise excellent publications are damaged by their editors’ apparent inability to arrive at a suitable cover style. On the other hand good covers alone will not, in the long term, save a bad magazine. The cover must be true to its subject, but also have an unchanging quality from issue to issue: it is the principal carrier of the magazine’s ‘brand’ values. But finding a style and sticking with it is made no easier by the undoubted fact that everyone has an opinion on the cover, from the person who comes in to mend the photocopier to the managing director. Many of these opinions will have little to do with reality.

There has been research on the importance of the cover to buyers, but it is of strictly limited use. The most famous report was commissioned by Comag, the magazine distributors, in 1990. Thanks perhaps to its great age, it has achieved a status it barely merits. Only 200 people were surveyed, 15 of them in depth, and most of what they had to say was obvious.

The survey discovered, for instance, that readers prefer an attractive, eyecatching cover to an unattractive one and that they don’t care about the relevance of the picture to the subject matter. They want to know what is in the magazine, using the cover-lines for this purpose. But most people buy regular magazines irrespective of their covers: spontaneous buyers of unfamiliar magazines do so because they are going on holiday or, in the case of specialist titles, because they want them for reference.

On the basis of these findings, Comag’s report produced a set of recommendations on the ideal cover treatment which mesmerised publishers (and bemused editors) for years. It suggested that there should be five cover-lines, which should not be meaningless and should not obscure the cover picture. The
cover picture must be clear and not crowded. Men expect the cover picture to have something to do with the content, but women don’t. The cover subject should fill the frame and preferably be in the middle. Models must ‘reflect the right image for the title’, and ‘their body language is vital’. Bright colours are preferable to dingy ones, but really there should only be three, preferably black, white and red.
And people don’t like free gifts obscuring the cover, but they will buy magazines that do this because they want the gifts.

What this research seems to be saying is that readers prefer a competent cover to an incompetent one. A competent cover will not look crowded. It will look bright and not dingy. It will have the right number of cover-lines, and all of them will make sense. In short, it will look ‘right’. It will have a certain inherent quality. But how that quality is achieved is largely irrelevant. The cover must have a sense of confidence and strength. But as to the means used to achieve that effect, it is almost the case that, as William Goldman famously said about the movie industry, ‘no one knows anything’. Certainly, any slavish attempt to follow a formula is wrong-headed.

Effective cover creation depends upon your being clear about what you are trying to achieve. The point of a cover is to sell the issue, both to your regular readers, whom you want to buy this particular example, and to other people’s readers, who might be looking for a change. Obviously those two objectives may not be entirely compatible. Then again, you may not have to sell your magazine. It may have a controlled circulation; it may be distributed solely (or overwhelmingly) by subscription, or as part of a membership deal for an organisation; it may even be distributed without a cover price as part of some other package, with a newspaper for instance. But you still have to ‘sell’ the issue. You may not have to persuade people to take the magazine off the shelf and up to the till, but you still have to produce a cover appealing enough for people to want to pick it up when it falls on their mat. The techniques are the same.

Sales, in terms of numbers, are not the only criterion of success (although no one ever wants to sell fewer copies, despite what they might say). You also have to sell to the right people, which means producing covers that embody not only the subject matter of your magazine, but its spirit, ethos and standing. Clearly, this might easily conflict with your first objective. You can put ‘SEX’ on the cover in big letters every month (indeed, many do), but not if you are producing the official journal of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Authority and immediate popularity do not always coincide.

Your team will have its own thoughts on what constitutes a suitable cover story. They may not be entirely objective, however. The undoubted kudos that comes from having written the cover story is often seen as part of a reward structure. But the cover is not about that at all. It’s not the best piece in the magazine, it’s just the best piece to put on the cover. Nonetheless, there will always be discussions about which pieces or which subjects ‘deserve’ to be on the front of the magazine. Try not to encourage that approach.

A similar perception operates in parts of the outside world. If you have to run celebrity covers, you are likely to find yourself having to negotiate away your principal selling device. Certain ‘artistes’ take the view that they only put themselves forward for guaranteed cover stories. If you enter into this kind of Faustian deal, you will be expected to sign documents agreeing precise publication dates, for instance. Other demands invariably follow. As we have already seen,
the celebrity concerned will often want to approve your choice of photographer, and then to approve a limited number of the actual photographs. You may not even be allowed to send the writer of your choice. There will also be all manner of conditions about the use to which any interview material is put. The celebrity will probably want copy-approval too.

At the end of all this, you may well have a workable cover story at a date that suits you and upsets your rivals. You will also have allowed your magazine to become part of the celebrity’s or studio’s global marketing plan, all of which will have been worked out in detail months in advance. If you break such a deal, even for perfectly sound editorial reasons, you can expect to be punished the next time you make an approach.

Some editors and publishers have been so keen to fill their magazines with stars that they have tainted things for those who prefer to edit from a seated rather than a kneeling posture. All such deals, especially those involving picture- and copy-approval, are in some sense a fraud on the reader. The cover of a magazine should not be for sale (except in the case of certain giveaway publications where it is actually an advertising page), and that means that it should not be exchanged for ‘access’ or ‘an exclusive’. Of course, this is an idealistic position. You will do what is necessary in your market, possibly through gritted teeth.

None of these things should divert you from your main task, which is to create covers that sell, thereby keeping your staff in work. Sometimes it is necessary to explain this harsh reality to those who think that covers are about ‘supporting’ various initiatives and organisations or about ‘encouraging’ various writers.

**Subject matter**

Subject matter is the fundamental decision. Some covers, of course, especially in the women’s general interest market, are no more than attractive visual billboards upon which cover-lines are hung. Sometimes the connection between cover and content runs no deeper than the outfit the model is wearing: winter, summer, Christmas, summer holidays, and so on. In those cases there is no cover subject as such: the cover’s success depends upon style rather than content.

Many magazines, however, will have a cover subject (or, less straightforwardly, several subjects). Naturally, each publication has its own interests. This makes generalising difficult, but there are a few thoughts which may be useful. The first, once again, is the appeal to self-interest. Ask yourself what you can produce that will convince your readers that they have a positive, identifiable advantage over those who do not read the magazine.

You know your readers by now. What are the things they are really concerned about? And what ideas, stories and features have you generated that will really get them ‘where they live’, as the Americans say? You don’t have to be a professor of psychology to know that in the general population this means money, family, sex, career, health, home—and not necessarily in that order.
These things rarely form the subject matter of either professional press magazines or specialist consumer publications. But stories about subjects apparently remote from those visceral concerns may well tap into them. A piece about new banking technology, in a magazine for people who work in banks, is really about job security. It does not do to become too rarefied in your thinking about cover subjects: professional people and hobbyists are human beings too.

What you must do is offer something new, or unexpected, or surprising. The guidelines for what constitutes a news story can be helpful here: your cover stories should all be ‘news’ in their own way, even if they are only offering new recipes by a well-known cook or the first review of some piece of hi-fi equipment. You must be absolutely clear about what people want to know, and what they know already. Miscalculating here can kill a cover story stone dead, which makes it essential that you know not only what is happening in your subject area but also, in general terms, what your rivals are up to.

Some editors make a fetish of this, going as far as authorising semi-criminal fishing expeditions to other people’s offices and colour houses, but that is excessive. You should not be mesmerised by them: choose subjects on their own merits, and if other people do them at the same time, so be it. A successful magazine is an ocean liner: you set your course, you try not to collide with other craft (or icebergs), but ultimately other people have to get out of your way. You must obviously react to events in the real world but you should let rival publishers look after themselves.

These things come into particular focus with ‘people’ covers. The use of an appealing person, one your readers are already interested in, is an obvious, easy, straightforward and endlessly seductive cover formula. With the reservations about celebrity work mentioned above, there is no reason not to pursue it. In an industry or specialist publication you will have to make your own stars, building up their editorial visibility over a period before you give them the cover treatment. If you need more than their name, and possibly a simple memory-jogging phrase, to sell them as a cover subject then you are too early. If your readers already feel they know exactly what they think, you are too late.

In the case of cover ‘stars’, timing is everything. It is better to catch people on the way up, when the readers are still interested in them, and that applies whether they are running ICI or presenting the National Lottery. Of course, you can catch them again on their way down, but that’s a different kind of story and a less immediately appealing one. Even magazines for hard-nosed professionals should not scorn ‘aspirational’ (or ‘directional’, as the fashion fraternity say) features and cover subjects. Yes, you cater for the realities of their lives at the lower end of the professional ladder, but at the same time you show them what the big names are doing, and how they have achieved their present status.

Achievers always make a cover subject. Those who might well achieve in the future are more tricky, and here one idea is to group them: The 10 best new bands’, ‘Tomorrow’s award winners’, ‘High flyers’. Old chestnuts all, and potentially
disastrous for the future careers of those you tip, but a great way of making readers feel you share their concerns.

Abstract subjects (‘The future of accountancy’, ‘Be a better lover’) do not lend themselves to simple photographic treatment. They need a more thoughtful approach, involving the creation of a genuinely expressive image. That should not rule them out, but their success depends upon coming up with good images and persuading your readers to use their mental faculties. This makes them tricky: allow plenty of time and have a fall-back position if the essential image fails to come.

What makes a bad cover? Every editor has a store of horror stories, of covers sweated over and polished that died a horrible death on the bookstalls. It is important to get a sense of perspective. You should examine your monthly or weekly figures in as much detail as is available to you, but you must take all factors into account. What was the weather like? What else was going on? Were there any distribution problems? You are not responsible for those things.

Everything else is likely to be your fault, however. There are few impossible cover subjects, except those that are ruled out by taste. But there are dull cover concepts and inept executions. You will find it a good idea to avoid depressing things that your readers can do nothing about (as opposed to depressing things that you are helping them overcome). That rules out a lot of the world’s death and destruction, except in hard news magazines whose readers define themselves by their ability to confront such material without flinching.

The worst mistake you are likely to make in the selection of cover subjects is to provide your readers with too much of what they already know. This is another example of the ‘so-what?’ factor at work, and it is greatly to be feared. In practice, it might mean interviews with predictable people, instructional articles that don’t inspire, previews of equipment they already know all about or analyses of professional problems they have already confronted and solved.

There is a particular problem about seasonal events: it may be a good idea to do a cover to mark Valentine’s Day, or Halloween, but if you are approaching it with any sense of obligation, you’d do better to give it a miss. Such forebodings on the part of editor and staff are not easily concealed from the readers. Christmas covers in particular demand early consideration if they are not to be predictable. Coming up with fresh thoughts in this context will not be easy, but that’s what you are paid to do—and so is your team.

**Cover treatments**

At its best a cover fuses image and type. Historically, there have been magazines which used ‘poster covers’, images without type, but today they exist only in specialist markets appealing to the self-consciously artistic. Most magazines will settle on a picture with some kind of written label, to indicate an attitude to the material: a picture on its own, unless it is a particularly striking image, rarely expresses anything.
Several elements go into creating the average cover: the logotype or logo (sometimes erroneously known as the masthead); the image; the cover-lines; and the standing elements (price, barcode, date, etc.). The logo is really not part of the cover discussion. Almost invariably it stays the same from issue to issue. Historically, there were exceptions: American *Vogue* used different logos from issue to issue in the 1930s, a gesture of supreme confidence. Today, logos are branding and hence untouchable, although some publications permit changes of colour and positioning. They may also be partly obscured by the cover image.

The logo represents the magazine well beyond this particular context: it will usually be used in stationery, advertising and everywhere else. It needs to be designed in the first instance to work in all those situations with the right ‘appropriateness’. Once designed, it must be legally protected and looked after: keep it away from tacky merchandising.

On the cover, the safest approach is for it to stay in one place and be completely visible for maximum recognition and efficiency on the shelves. For some reason, art editors love to interfere with the logo: you don’t have to accept this unless you can see any point in it. Some sort of slogan under the logo may be a good idea, particularly if you have something to boast about: ‘Britain’s biggest…’, ‘Europe’s only…’. More tenuous claims often do more harm than good. Claiming to be the country’s ‘best-loved’ magazine in your field, on the basis of a survey you conducted yourselves, won’t enhance your authority.

The standing elements, too, need to be neatly packaged. Barcodes in particular have to conform to tight technical specifications concerning size and background colour if they are to work. If they work technically, you have to do your best to ignore them. Readers manage it.

All these elements must be seen in context, meaning their typical setting. Bookstall magazine covers should have impact at a distance of at least 3 metres. Logos need to be at the top to be visible when they are racked, and they should be recognisable when only half-visible. If you need to know how your magazine performs in real life, spend some time looking at the shelves in a big newsagent or supermarket.

Cover image and cover-lines must also work at the 3-metre distance, which is why so many magazines opt for a big face looking straight at the reader. But there are other approaches. The temptation is to change radically from issue to issue. You might use illustrations, reportage photography, caricature or studio portrait, as the subject suggests. But it might be more effective to stick to one basic type of photograph and layout, by the same photographer if possible. A formula, in both artwork and typography, enhances recognition. But take it too far and you are in danger of destroying the sense of excitement that a new issue should create. You want people to recognise that you have a new issue without their having to study the date.

Photography generally looks harder, more ‘modern’ and more ‘classy’, at least when you are using properly commissioned originals rather than agency shots or PR pictures. A cover shoot is expensive, but at least you should get what you want,
even if all you want is a new, stylish portrait of a person. On the other hand, you can make striking covers out of poor photographs, but you need an ingenious art editor. Illustration can be stunning, but it is difficult to keep up the standard and establish a visual style without using just one artist, and that may be undesirable. The same goes for caricatures.

Expressing ideas, rather than merely showing people or things, is difficult and demands a bit of effort on the part of both magazines and readers. That may be why it is so unfashionable. Nonetheless, it was the style in the great era of magazines, from the mid-1950s to the mid-1960s. It can be done by photography, illustration, photomontage or any combination of these, and requires an art director with imagination, an editor with nerve and a trusting publisher. When it comes off, it is special.

Covers based upon images of objects rather than people are difficult to sell, with the obvious exception of male hobby publications, which tend to use pictures of hi-fi equipment, cars, and so on. Mostly, this approach meets its match with computer equipment which has, until recently, been housed within a series of near-identical grey boxes. For that reason, the new computer and Internet magazines and photography aimed at the non-technical reader often find a way of putting people on their covers.

Most magazine covers now feature portrait photographs. Some subjects will be famous (at least to the magazines’ readers), and here quality portraiture should repay its high price. When viewing transparencies, look with the eye of the reader. Is this person recognisable? If not, you may be in trouble. Many magazines, particularly in the women’s consumer field, prefer simple face-on head-shots of anonymous models. The model’s attractive, appealing look is supposed to correspond to the way the readers see themselves. They have to like the person, or want to be the person. This means that while high-fashion magazine covers will feature more extreme looks, middle-of-the-road titles want the ‘girl next door’.

That should be easy enough to achieve, but these covers can be problematical as every aspect of clothes, hair, make-up, posture and expression is subjected to minute analysis. Luckily, some of the disgraceful superstitions that have bedevilled this process are gradually disappearing. If it were ever true that black cover models, for instance, are bad for sales, that is no longer the case.

Interestingly, women’s magazines rarely feature cover pictures of the opposite sex. When fashion-based men’s magazines started in the UK they took the same approach, and used pictures of male film stars and sports personalities. But men are not the same as women. As soon as some iconoclastic editor started placing attractive women on his covers, sales took off. That is now the standard ploy in that market.

Cover-fines

Ideally, there should only be one cover-line. Your readers would buy your magazine because they were confident that it would contain the kind of things
they were interested in, and the cover would give wonderful projection to a single
brilliant idea. But relying on that kind of reader loyalty is unwise. The old ‘solus’
readers, loyal to one title, have become ‘repertoire’ buyers, choosing every month
from a range of four or five. They make that choice on the basis of what they
believe the magazine contains. Many of us love the purist idea of cover design,
but if we are honest we will admit that there is no alternative to telling people what
they are getting. In the past, people would open the magazine and scan the contents
page. Increasingly, with plastic wrapping and unfriendly newsagents, that
information has to be on the front.

There is no special magic about cover-lines, but you need to be clear about the
point of them. They are there to tempt the reader, to intrigue and invite closer
scrutiny. They should be positive and enthusiastic. It is very difficult to ‘sell’ a
negative idea: ‘How to avoid…; ‘Things not to buy…’. Above all they need to be
short, colloquial and absolutely straightforward. Sub-editors and editors love puns,
clever wordplay and allusions of all sorts. There are plenty of places for such
things, but the cover is not one of them. Readers should be able to glance at the
line and understand what it means. They shouldn’t have to puzzle it out.

There need be no more than about four or five cover-lines, including the main
line, as the Comag report suggests. No one will read more than that in the scanning
time they have at the bookstall. If they want more, and they have time, they can
look at the contents page.

The main line needs to be visible at the usual 3-metre distance or so. Its usual
position, since the mid-1960s, has been in the bottom third of the cover: that leaves
the area just above halfway the visual centre of the page, for your picture to do its
work. Subsequent lines can be smaller, but they shouldn’t become illegible. Any
number of styles of line are available. Some magazines use a sort of ‘heading-and-
standfirst’ style: ‘GOING TOPLESS: New convertibles for the summer’. This
may satisfy the need to be both clever and informative, but it requires complicated
typography and should be accompanied by a general reduction in the number of
cover-lines.

Folk wisdom about covers and cover-lines

Quality of picture is the best guarantee. Women sell better than men.
People buy the one they pick up first. Leading left edge works. Use active
not passive grammar. Quotes imply access. Numbers bolster the impression
of quantity. ‘See page 76’ works. Best cover-line refers to shortest piece.
Sex sells—as do hair and chocolate. Beware green and black and white.
Never put ‘part 2’. You’ve got to be up! Magazines are here to celebrate
and validate.

(Collected by David Hepworth, editorial director of Development
Hell)
Some magazines, notably in the women’s general interest sector, seem to place their entire list of contents on the cover, leaving the poor model to peer out from behind a typographical thicket. Presumably they have their reasons, although this does not suggest confident editorship. You should avoid adding more and more cover-lines simply to satisfy various parties in the office: promotions departments, disgruntled feature writers, even, in some cases, advertising departments. Remind yourself once again: only the readers count. Select your most appealing material for promotion on the cover and sell it as hard as you can.

Coping with cover-mounts

Your cover can be as artistic and full of impact as you like, but if your rivals have thicker paper, lamination, a fifth or sixth colour of ink and a covermounted free gift, you are fighting an uphill battle. Once rarities, these things are increasingly the norm on the bookstalls. If you are competing in such a market, ask your publisher to look again at the production budget. You might have to shave some of your own costs, but you will need to find the money to compete properly.

In some markets, notably the computer field, the cover is increasingly becoming the place where you fix the free gift. In the year 2001, for instance, Eve gave away a plastic handbag, She offered eye gel, Glamour included a make-up purse, GQ gave away some sunglasses and Esquire a pack of cards. The whole lot was said to have cost the publishers £30 million, for no great benefit. One publisher called for an industry moratorium on the whole tacky idea, but it carried on, and free gifts have now spread to the colour supplements, specialist hobby press and newspapers.

Regrettable though this is, the cover still needs to be designed appropriately. In the case of mainstream magazines, cover treatments have generally tried to maintain a respectable distance from the plastic offerings stuck to the front. In the case of computer and Internet magazines, however, designers need to acknowledge that the CD-ROMs accompanying each issue are a permanent part of the package and design accordingly.

Most now use a design template which leaves a CD-sized blank in one corner of the cover. Unfortunately, some magazines now offer two CDs, confining coverlines to a narrow strip on the outside edge of the page. So much for the great tradition of magazine design. Interestingly, what little research there has been suggests that people resent having covers obscured by gifts. But they buy those magazines nonetheless.

Online design

Your magazine will probably have an online version. It would perhaps be ideal if the design approach of the paper product were to be reflected in the online version. Unfortunately, though the Internet has many virtues as a visual medium, it does
not lend itself to copying paper layouts. If you put as many pictures on a web page as there are on many magazine news or product pages, it will take an eternity to load itself onto the reader’s computer. So mimicking the look of your magazine is often a nonstarter.8

You will probably do better with a specialist web designer who can achieve the same kind of ‘feel’ and ‘tone’ as the printed magazine without producing a slavish and unworkable copy. You should aim to make transparency your main design objective.9 Reading from a computer screen is irksome enough, without your design adding another layer of confusion. Sites should not try to reinvent the Internet experience. It should be immediately obvious when a bit of text or a picture is a hyperlink, navigation links should be clearly indicated, and every page should have a prominent Search box to help people find their way around your site.

Type needs to be clearly legible, and you must not allow your designers to do anything that will prevent users from increasing or decreasing the size of the type as they see fit. Many web page designers have a technical background but a limited understanding of typography. Your art director should insist on high standards in this area. And you should insist that you, as editor, make the decisions that have a real impact on your readers.

Since the first edition of this book, the technology of the web has grown and developed. People now visit web pages as easily as they would once have taken a book down from a shelf. What they don’t do, however, or at least not for very long, is to read the pages they visit. Reading continuous prose from a monitor is still an unpleasant business. That may be about to change, with new screen and font technologies, but for the beginning, you must insist that all your web pages print properly.
It is hard to be passionate about production. Nevertheless, most of us enjoy the look and feel of the finished magazine when it is delivered. It is the only time you are really aware that editing is the start of a manufacturing process. Your job in that process is to add the value that turns a bundle of compressed tree pulp into an object worth buying. You must make everything run as smoothly as possible.

Your are not responsible for the physical quality of that manufactured object, its printing and its binding, but you do want it done well, and on time. That means the editorial part of the process has to be efficient. Editorial pages must be handed over at the right time, they must occupy the right spaces and they must match the physical requirements of the printing process. This is a matter of copy-flow, scheduling and the flat-plan.

Before that, however, words have to be edited and cut, brought into house style and placed on pages. Headlines, standfasts and captions have to be written. These are all jobs for the sub-editors or copy editors.

Sub-editing

Sub-editing has three strands:

- quality control; ensuring that everything is accurate, well written and legally safe;
- production; ensuring that everything fits and that deadlines are kept;
- projection; presenting everything to maximum effect, through headlines, standfasts and captions.

Depending on your staffing and structure, some of these tasks may not be done by sub-editors. Many editors like to write headlines and standfasts themselves, but it is good to give your sub-editors their fair share. These are among the more enjoyable aspects of their job.
Dealing with copy

Writers and sub-editors should approach a piece of work from different directions. Writers’ loyalties will tend to be to their sources, their interviewees and the facts of the story itself. This can mean a lack of detachment, the inclusion of too much confusing detail and, on occasions, deliberate obscurity. Sub-editors represent the readers’ interest. That means making everything as clear and as accurate as possible. Sometimes this leads to the loss of nuance and subtlety, but that is the price that is paid for clarity. Writers and sub-editors will sometimes disagree, but editors must adjudicate between the two sides, bearing in mind their separate loyalties. Since the editor’s loyalty, too, is to the readers, if the sub-editors are making the right decisions they should generally be able to count on the editor’s support.

Pieces must be constructed for clarity. Everything in a story must follow logically, and there should be no internal contradictions. Having established that, the sub-editor can look at individual sentences and paragraphs to ensure that they are as well expressed as they might be. The writer’s language must be shorn of padding, clichés and jargon. Every sub-editor will have a favourite library of authorities on the language. No sub-editor’s desk should be without the *Oxford Dictionary for Writers & Editors*, the *Fowlers’*, the *Kings English* and *Modern English Usage*, the excellent *Chambers Guide to Grammar and Usage*, and the more recent *Essential English for Journalists, Editors and Writers* by Harold Evans and *Writing for Journalists* and *English for Journalists* by Wynford Hicks. Even in the business press, subs should encourage language that makes sense to the mass of the public rather than acronyms and technical buzzwords. Jargon is only justified when the jargon word is the right word. Trendy buzzwords irritate even those who understand them.

The sub-editor must also look out for inaccuracies. While the main thrust of a story will necessarily be taken on trust, subs must check those things which can be verified from printed sources or by a simple, uncontroversial telephone call: names, telephone numbers, dates, registered trademarks, and so on. Subs will usually have at least as much general knowledge and topical awareness as the writer, and should always apply their common sense. It is their job to be sceptical. Spelling should be checked too. Computer spellcheckers will only detect misspellings that do not form words. If the writer types ‘there’ rather than ‘their’ or ‘the rapist’ rather than ‘therapist’, the spell-checker will not raise the alarm.

Subs must also spot defamatory and potentially actionable statements. Libel cases often come about by accident. Any critical statement about any living person, company, product or organisation is potentially troublesome. Stress that you need to be informed of such statements. Subs should get into the habit of asking ‘Would I like this said about me?’ If not, there is likely to be a problem.

Subs will often make substantial cuts in submitted articles or carry out major rewrites. If the changes are more than minor, inform the author. Cutting a feature for length can mean removing whole themes, episodes or characters rather than
mere verbal tinkering. You should guide the subs so that they know which parts you want to come through the process. It should be standard practice for subs to work on copies of computer files rather than on the originals, since the option of returning to the original form of words must always be available.

Rewriting should only take place when necessary. It is usually preferable to leave well alone. A competently commissioned article should be publishable on arrival, or at least once the author has provided a second draft. Feature writers, especially, are prized for their style, which may be more adventurous than would be acceptable on a news page. Subs should concentrate on reangling and reordering. Sometimes this can take the form of pulling passages out and turning them into sidebars, panels and captions, although it is better if such things are discussed at the commissioning stage.

Rewriting does not usually mean recasting a piece’s whole approach. Sometimes changes will be necessary to reflect new developments in a story or to match the tastes of your readership, which you may understand better than a freelance. Don’t let the necessary discussions become personal or founder on the minutiae of taste. Subs will sometimes have to salvage otherwise unpublishable pieces, without the help of the author, and you must be ready to defend their work.

Sub-editing and production

A magazine’s schedule allocates time for all the editorial tasks, from initial commissioning, through picture research to sub-editing and layout. The subs have to enforce that schedule, ensuring that copy arrives and pages leave on time. Lateness costs money. The subs should have your support in their struggle to enforce deadlines. They are also responsible for keeping control of copy-flow, ensuring that the correct files come in and go out. A logical structure of filenames is important here, as is a system to log traffic between editorial office and outside facilities. Subs must know your editorial computer programs and system inside out.

As well as sending material through on its first pass, subs should read paper proofs. A much higher proportion of errors is detected on paper than on even the best screen. As well as checking for typographical errors and missing lines and words, subs must watch out for wrong fonts, type sizes and weights, all of which are easy to do, and hard to spot, in layout programs.

Sub-editing and projection

On some magazines, particularly those professional publications which use newspaper-style layouts, it is common for subs to handle page layout as well as copy editing. They have a key role in the projection of editorial material, and it helps for them to have received proper training to do the job, probably among newspaper subs rather than magazine designers.

But even subs who aren’t involved in the visual aspects of the magazine will have some responsibility for writing the words that project the editorial matter.
They have to persuade people to read. That means writing strong cover-lines, headlines, standfirsts and captions. There are as many approaches to these as there are magazines, or, indeed, as there are subs. The editor should set the pattern and keep an eye on quality, but that does not mean stamping out individual inspiration.

Your magazine’s cover is its most important selling tool, and you may like to use your subs’ expertise in this department. The picture makes a direct appeal and the main cover-line supports it. The remaining lines represent the five or six most appealing articles inside, rather than the longest, most prominent or most costly. Once again, offer the readers an advantage. Phrase that offer in a straightforward and appealing way. Clever puns and allusions are rarely required in cover-lines. If you can intrigue the readers, do so.

Headlines inside the magazine can be less commercially minded. They should have respect for their function, however. News headlines are the most straightforward: they tell readers the gist of the story. They should also have some relation to a story’s standfirst, if your design includes one. But they must not use the same phrasing: that’s a waste of space.

Outside the news area, headline style will depend on what the design requires the headline to do and the space it provides. A reader looking at a page or spread needs to know exactly what it is about. If your design allows you to incorporate basic information in a strapline or sub-heading, you don’t need it in your main head, which can therefore be more allusive and clever. For instance, if you have an interview with someone whose name is well known to your readers your strapline can say ‘Interview: Joe Smith’.

Your standfirst can then say what Joe Smith is all about, as well as introduce the interviewer (if your design does not demand a separate by-line): ‘The head of Amalgamated Rivets foresees a hard time ahead for industry’ etc. Meanwhile your headline attempts to tell readers more about what Joe Smith is like: ‘Man of iron’ or ‘Hammering out a grim message’. The trick is to use the various elements to ensure that between them they provide all the necessary information, without necessarily providing it more than once.

Headlines must be legally sound. It is disastrous to amend copy to remove its defamatory undertones only to reinstate them by sloppy choice of a headline. Some consumer magazine subs tend to think that writing a heading is about writing puns. It is not. Readers don’t like puns half as much as subs do, and if they are allowed it must only be when they are appropriate as well as funny. A play on words based on someone’s name must be meaningful as well as humorous. If the pun is particularly appealing then it must be integrated with the standfirst so that it makes sense, but don’t use the standfirst to explain a heading that is otherwise meaningless. Other types of wit are often more appropriate, including topical or artistic allusion.

Editors should be aware that there are fashions in headline writing, even within a single sub-editing department. Occasionally you must issue an order: no more first names to appear in headlines, no references to the names of songs the readers
won’t have heard, and so on. This is not to cramp anyone’s style, it’s to try and make inspiration run on less familiar lines.

Standfasts are another essential element of the feature package. They are useful for writers because they free them from the chore of identifying precisely what the feature is about in the first 50 words. They can also indicate the tone of what is to follow, or set the scene. Brevity, though, is of the essence. Most contemporary standfasts consist of no more than a single punchy sentence, two if the writer’s by-line is to be incorporated.

Crossheads are short headings between paragraphs in the body of a feature or story. They are rarely more than two or three words long and are placed for design purposes, usually, rather than for editorial reasons. They should have some relation to what is immediately beneath them. Sometimes they are fixed on the page rather than embedded in the text, and the copy runs round them. If you cut earlier in the story, the copy moves up and the crosshead (or sidehead, which is a left-aligned variant) now appears after the text it refers to. This irritates some readers.

Captions are there to label the elements in a picture, but not to describe them. Those who are writing captions should ensure that they know exactly what the cropped picture will show, and be careful not to state the obvious. The caption should, where possible, add something to the picture that the visuals alone cannot convey, whether that is actual information—‘Minutes before the fatal crash…’—or simply atmosphere. There is no need to say ‘This picture shows…’. You can safely omit the obvious. Readers do expect to know the identities of the people in any picture. If you don’t have their names, or you don’t think they’re relevant, you need to find a way of explaining them away. Subs must also check that the correct photographs are being used. Confusing two people with similar names can be a costly error if one is a known criminal and the other is a blameless Sunday-school teacher.

All these things are the product of solid basic skills, a high level of education and awareness, and sharp verbal intelligence. Editors should value their subs at least as much as the more vocal and visible members of the team.

**Copy-flow**

Copy-flow is a complex matter. It determines the sequence of events from initial ideas to the moment the magazine leaves the editorial floor, whether as old-fashioned pasted-up pages and bags of transparencies, optical disks, electronic data down the cable or even finished printing plates.

It is not one single sequence. At various points, things happen simultaneously. There will be numerous ‘feedback loops’ where work, once done, is assessed and if necessary done again. And, to add to the complication, schedules for several issues will overlap.

Given these difficulties, it is no surprise that most editors stick with the schedule they inherit, rather than taking a clean sheet of paper—or perhaps a stack of paper—and working out the most logical system. But systems that ‘just about’ work,
without being planned, have a way of failing when one key person goes missing. They also bear more heavily on some people than on others. That’s not good management.

You might start tidying up by drawing up a flowchart, a working drawing that will let you take account of your resources: people, materials and time. Don’t expect to get it all on one neat diagram. Isolate various aspects of the problem and deal with them one at a time. Separate sheets of paper might show you what all your people are doing at various times, where editorial copy is going in both paper and digital form, what proofing materials are being generated and the paths they take, and so on.

In the end you might be able to reconcile some of these elements into a single chart, festooned with different coloured inks, but it’s fairly unlikely. Still, the point is to try and work out how it works, not to make a nice picture. With luck, you’ll be able to reconstruct things in a more efficient and transparent form. Every magazine is different, of course, both in its staffing and in its actual technical procedures. The system described here is typical of that used on small to medium-sized consumer monthlies.

**Drawing up a copy-flow diagram**

Forget for a moment that you are working on several issues of your magazine at the same time and concentrate on the steps in the creation of a single issue: see Figure 7.1. These stages overlap in time, and they may be repeated as material comes back round the system for re-evaluation and as circumstances change. What follows is an idealised and simplified picture of what happens.

Start with planning. There will probably be some kind of initial meeting. Your section editors, if your magazine is that big, or your writers will bring their ideas, but also the information you need to help you organise the issue: the dates of significant events for both you and your readers, and so on. You should have any publishing information that is available at this stage: issue size (‘pagination’), the likely advertising volume and editorial allocation, and anything else that will take up editorial space, such as in-house adverts, offer pages and competitions. You discuss how to fill that space, and by the end you should be well on the way to working out an approximate running order. You already know where your regulars are going to be placed.

The next stage is commissioning and briefing. You find suitable writers, photographers, illustrators and picture libraries and brief them, preferably in writing. In-house contributors have to be organised too. It is possible to commission photography, and start library research, before you have the words. Illustrators, though, often need the writing, because they respond to specific phrases and verbal images. All parties must be well aware of ‘copy in’ dates which will have been set by your chief sub/production editor.

The next stage, which you might call initial editing or rough editing, starts as soon as the first commissioned material begins to arrive. At this stage, good
‘housekeeping’ is essential. Most copy now arrives via e-mail, but if any printed manuscripts arrive they should be copied and stored safely. Whatever form commissioned material takes, it needs to be logged in and safely stored.

Incoming material should be copied to the correct computer folder or queue and allocated to the appropriate editor. The copied files should be renamed according to a meaningful convention devised by your chief sub/production editor to ensure that the right versions make their way into the right issues. (If you are working on Apple Macs, you can also colour the file icons to identify different versions.) The whole naming system should be the sole responsibility of one person, probably the chief sub/production editor, but there should be a written explanation of how it works for use in emergencies. Preferably the filename should indicate the issue of the magazine it is intended for and the status of the copy, but beware that the lengths of filenames are limited in some computer systems. You might start with a one-word title, then add the date, then the initials of the first copy editor: CatstoryOct03-JM.doc. When someone else passes it, let them add their name: CatstoryOct03-JM-PS.doc. And so on, remembering to bear in mind your system.
manager’s rules about filenaming. For safe use of your files on a range of computers, stick to letters, numbers, single hyphens (-) and underscores (_). The ‘Classic’ Mac system only allows 31-character filenames: they don’t need three-letter suffixes. Windows and Unix are fussy about spaces and non-alphabetical characters.

A sophisticated editorial management system, built around a database, will ensure that once a file is brought into the system it cannot be lost or overwritten. It should always be possible to revert to the last saved version. Systems such as the Quark Publishing System allow the locking and unlocking of files, so that stories can even be copy edited while others are laying them out. Those who have to manage with simple networks of individual computers have to devise their own systems for ensuring that originals are kept safe and that files are opened and edited sequentially. It is foolish to spend time polishing a feature that someone else has already edited and passed. It is also essential that your designers lay out stories using the correct versions of the text.

It is a good idea to read the original story on paper. It can be printed out and a ‘top-sheet’ form stapled to it carrying details of the story’s origin and progress. There can be a checkbox to indicate its progress—or rather the progress of its equivalent in the computer system—as it makes its way from editor to subs and on to layout. Or there may be a ‘job bag’, a plastic or paper file holding everything of relevance. Different editors tick or initial the top-sheet as the story makes its way around them. The top-sheet should also include author contact details and information about the original commission, for instance how long it is supposed to be and what it is intended for.

Later, relevant proofs and even transparencies will be added to this growing file of material, which moves around the office as the computer file moves around the system. Depending on the time available to you, and your confidence in your commissioning and editing staff, you may choose not to read original copy. But you will certainly want to read early edits of the story, and the original should always be available as part of the ‘job file’ or ‘job bag’.

At the initial edit, editors and senior staff should be making sure the copy fits the brief, and then cutting and shaping stories, sending them back for rewrites, adding any panels and boxes, and thinking about headlines, standfirsts and other display matter. Some magazines have a single meeting at which all headlines are written in a batch. There is a danger here of allowing these important elements to become ‘samey’, stereotyped and tired. Better, probably, to allow individual stories and individual editors to suggest their own headlines.

The first broad copy-editing stage must be followed by a sub-editing stage, in which subs check facts, construction, legality, grammar, spelling, house style and the rest. The copy will probably go to the chief sub first, who will allocate it appropriately. Traditionally, subs have done most of the rewriting and the writing of headlines, standfirsts and captions. Increasingly those tasks have moved up the hierarchy, leaving subs to become more involved in copy-fitting.
By this stage, the art process will be under way. Once, there were two quite
distinct processes: design and page make-up. Designers used pictures and
typewritten copy and heading material provided by editors and subs to create paper
layouts. They passed these to typesetters and finished artists who made the pages
that would be made into printing plates, using either metal or photographic paper
and film.

The Mac and QuarkXpress (and Adobe InDesign, more recently) have removed
that whole stage. But it is still sensible for designers to work on designs, after
reading the copy and examining the pictures, before they try to create the finished
pages using real text and graphics. Editorial design should start as a visual
statement into which editorial matter is brought, rather than as a mass of editorial
matter which the design struggles to accommodate and prettify.

The art editor will allocate work according to the production schedule. Once
designers set to work, they have to select pictures in conjunction with the picture
editor and relevant editors, scan them in or have them scanned in, and then combine
them with real copy. Obviously, fixed elements of page design, including the basic
grid or grids, folios (page numbers) and other standing elements, can be built into
the master pages on which individual layouts are based.

There will also be a full set of type style sheets, set up by the magazine’s original
designer. There may also be more detailed templates for various parts of the
magazine. This is an area where technology has obvious economic benefits,
although it is a long way from the ‘editing by design’ ideal, in which each spread
is individually designed to reflect its content. But it does mean casual freelance
designers, for instance, can quickly put together a magazine with the right brand
identity. Creativity can be employed where it really counts: on the major features
spreads and the cover.

Art proofs are generated at this stage. Monochrome laser prints are still
common, but reasonably accurate colour is becoming cheaper, and may be
preferable if you are doing a lot of colour work. The proof, with any overmatter
(placed in a type box on the same sheet, outside the type area), is then passed back
to the art director, section editor and editor, who will be looking at the shape of
the spread as much as at details. The proof will then be returned for the artwork
to be adjusted.

Next comes the copy-fitting stage. On receipt of a ‘first proof’ generated by the
art department, the editors and chief sub will examine it before handing to a sub
to fit, rewrite where necessary and add any finishing touches such as captions,
standfirsts, pull quotes and credits which have not been completed at an earlier
stage. This will then be run out again, and a second or ‘final’ proof examined in
minute detail. It will then go back to the chief sub, who will give it a final check
and then pass it around to all the appropriate editors. When they have added their
final details and ‘signed off’ the page, any last-minute changes can be added on-
screen by the sub. The page will then be given a final OK by the chief sub and art
director before being sent on its way.
The currently favoured system of delivery is the Adobe Acrobat system, which produces portable document format or ‘pdf’ files. These files work with any current computer system and most typesetting bureaux. Text, layout, fonts, photographic scans and computer drawings are all incorporated into a single highly compressed file that can then be sent to the pre-press house to be run through the image-setting machine or even turned directly into a printing plate. The advantages of this are clear. In the early days, mismatches between the fonts used in the editorial office and those at the typesetters often brought production to a halt. But the pdf system leaves strictly limited room for human intervention at the printing end. The file cannot usually be edited, adjusted or corrected. That means it has to be perfect when it leaves you.

Others continue to send more elaborate bundles to their ‘repro’ (for ‘reproduction’) houses. That might mean QuarkXPress pages with text and positional scans in place. QuarkXPress and other layout programs will list the pictures, fonts and other resources they need if the pages are to be reproduced properly. All this material (not always the fonts) must also go to your colour house or printer, depending on your arrangements for pre-press work. Everything that leaves you should be logged, even if it is being sent over a modem. Usually, physical objects have to be sent as well. Transparencies are usually sent by courier. You should always send hard copies of your layouts to the repro house and printers, for reference purposes.

At the colour house, the transparencies will be scanned and then either electronically inserted into the pages according to the instructions contained within the layout files or reunited with them as film. This is not a flawless process. Things can and do go wrong, and colour houses are not immune from human error. So they have the facilities to make adjustments. Because their equipment operates at a high level, the colour house is often the best place to adjust your cover pictures.

All these things make proofing critical. Repro proofs have traditionally been ‘Cromalins’, an expensive but accurate way of reproducing the look of the final printed pages. Recently, cheaper forms of proofing, with lower resolution and colour accuracy, have become available, but the traditional Cromalin is still used where budgets allow. The same company has now introduced Digital Cromalins using a new process.

The colour proofs will be returned to the magazine for examination. This should allow enough time for changes to be made, but these should be avoided for reasons of cost. Often the best that can be done is to scrape or patch the black film, which carries most of the type, if you have the good sense to use black type on white paper. In general, changes at this stage should be reserved for dire emergencies. Serious legal problems are the first example. Gross embarrassment, perhaps when someone dies or you have made a terrible mistake, is the second.

From this point, the issue is out of your hands. You may, out of interest, attend the occasional print run yourself and your publisher may be able to spare someone to observe what happens, but there is nothing much you can do about it. But if
you are operating on a tight print schedule, your office must be staffed while printing is under way so emergency decisions can be made. Pages leave the repro house as film. They are ‘planned’, or assembled into groups to make printing plates. The plates are bolted to the machines for printing. Things can go wrong at any of these stages. Pages go astray between colour-house and planning stages, and you receive a call asking what you want to do. It helps to have a made-up ‘house ad’ at the printers for such eventualities. If there is time, you should be able to find the page in the computer system and resend it. It is at times like this, when you are the only person left in the office, that you realise how important it is to know your layout program and your filenaming system.

The mysteries of printing, pre-print, repro and finishing may be new to you. Try to meet the people who do this work and get them to explain it. Few of us want to appear ignorant, but that is preferable to getting things wrong. Ask about the right software, the right file labelling system and the best way of bundling your material. See what they can do to help your workflow. If you make the effort with your printers, they may take more care with your magazine.

Figure 7.1 showed the magazine being gradually assembled in a sequence of tasks handled one at a time like a production line. In practice, the raw material of the magazine travels in a series of loops, getting closer to completion each time. The same people handle the same material at several stages in its development. A diagram of copy-flow, showing how the different sections of the staff work on the same piece of editorial material, is necessarily more complicated: see Figure 7.2.

Imagine all those processes happening at once. How long does each task take? Which jobs can be done simultaneously? Who is under pressure at each stage? If you think about the timing of these activities, you should be able to see where production bottlenecks are likely to occur. You may need to find ways of dividing responsibilities differently.

The other factor is your computer system. You need to convert your theoretical copy-flow into a logical system of files and folders. A story might appear first in a folder called ‘copy in’ on the main file server. Editors might then copy that file to their own disks, edit it, then rename it accordingly, before placing it back in another file on the server, perhaps labelled ‘copy to subs’. Subs can then pull the file out to work on it before putting it back, renamed again, into ‘copy to art’.

The art department is then free to pick up the file and drop it into QuarkXPress or InDesign, applying style sheets, bringing in pictures and building a layout. The finished page goes into a file called ‘first proofs’ and a hard copy is printed. The editor approves the layout and the subs copy-fit, moving it to a folder called ‘final proofs’, printing another hard copy.

The layout is now approved, proof-read and the page file placed in a folder called ‘to print’ or ‘dispatch’. Sub-editors or designers must ensure the page elements are collated and the basic file accompanied by any scans, illustrations or special fonts. If a ‘top-sheet’ or ‘job-bag’ system is used, every step in the computer file’s progress should be recorded on the accompanying piece of paper. Paper records may not be the most sophisticated way of handling copy-flow, but
Figure 7.2 Typical editorial copy-flow around a magazine.
they do have a reassuring quality. A full-scale editorial system may make all this redundant, but you will always need a quick and definitive, way of finding out what is happening to any given piece of work at any time.

**Scheduling**

As soon as you start to incorporate realistic time constraints in your copy flowchart or diagram, you are on the way to scheduling. Your publisher or print-buyer should be able to tell you the exact timings once your magazine leaves the editorial offices. These deadlines are fixed in accordance with advertising requirements as well, and cannot be changed at will.

A serious discussion with both printers and repro facilities (and you may have two of each if your cover is printed separately from the rest of the magazine, as is common) should allow you to get a feel for how things work at their end. This will translate into a series of dates and times for you to deliver your pages. Things are much more complicated if your magazine is only partly in colour, or if it is printed on several machines before being reunited at the binding and finishing stage, or if you have an add-on supplement to be printed and bound on at the same time. These require extra time and your schedule will have to be brought forward to accommodate the printers.

Working backwards from these print deadlines, and referring to the sequence of events laid down in your flowchart, you should be able to schedule for a single issue. Work backwards through ‘pages to repro house’, ‘final proof’, ‘first proof’, ‘finished layouts’, ‘copy editing’, ‘all copy in’ and ‘commissioning of copy’ right back to your original planning meeting. It is not surprising to find that many glossy magazines are working on their Christmas issues at the end of the summer holidays.

Once you have worked out realistic timings for a single issue, it is just a question of superimposing several schedules onto a single calendar: see Figure 7.3. Use a real calendar, which includes public holidays. Now stop and take stock. Are you really going to be able simultaneously to ‘pass’ one issue, write headlines in a second and hold a planning meeting about the third? It may be possible to do different tasks in the course of a day, but it is not ideal to make several critical decisions simultaneously. Try not to schedule anything at the same time as events whose timing is determined by other people. For instance, you must study the colour proofs when they arrive, otherwise you will have no time to act.

A schedule needs to work smoothly almost all of the time. That way everyone involved in production will be sufficiently relaxed when a genuine crisis or opportunity arises. If you do not habitually dither about your cover, you will be better placed when you have to change it because your cover star has been shot or your rivals have the same picture.

Once you have the printing dates, and the schedule begins to take form, your own dates need to be worked out in detail. This will usually be the job of the chief sub/production editor, who will work back allocating a number of working days for each department—art editor, sub-editors and section editors—to handle the
copy. These dates will then be recorded on a written schedule which must be distributed to each member of staff.

Often the feature content of a magazine will be divided into three or four sections. The priority of sections and their configuration may be laid down by the printer or may be just a device of the chief sub/production editor to even out copy-flow. Each section will have its own schedule, and the schedules will overlap. ‘Section one’ copy arrives with the editors on one date, followed by ‘section two’ copy days or weeks later. The editors have time to work on one section and pass it down the line before more feature material arrives on their desks to be edited. This is to discourage people from leaving commissioning and editing until late in the production cycle. Chasing late copy or layouts is usually the job of the chief sub/production editor.

Schedules are built from the back, meaning the moment your pages reach the printer. The process of print-buying invariably involves some compromise about the scheduling of printing. By fitting your magazine around some bigger printing contract, your printer may save you money. But if your magazine misses its print ‘slot’, your incompetence will affect not only your own printing, finishing and distribution but those of other magazines around you. So print contracts include punitive clauses about late arrival of material. In return, the printers should pay you compensation when they let you down. All this becomes more complex as you go beyond simple four-colour printing to include external cover printing, finishing, binding, and so on. As editor, you need to know exactly when your issue must arrive at the printer, and what it will cost you if you don’t make it.

Every editorial person must stick to the schedule or a backlog will be created. When this happens, the sub-editing department has to make up time. Always support your chief sub/production editor in enforcing deadlines. Failures in this area can have expensive consequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JANUARY</th>
<th>FEBRUARY</th>
<th>MARCH</th>
<th>APRIL</th>
<th>MAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March issue in production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April issue in production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May issue in production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June issue in production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July issue in production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 7.3 Overlapping schedules for a monthly magazine*
Flat-planning

Editors must understand flat-planning, although some may find this a task that can be delegated. The flat-plan is a map of the magazine, indicating what goes where, from the cover to the back page advertisement. Its purpose, in commercial publications, is to allocate space for advertising and editorial matter, in accordance with the advertising/editorial ratio and overall pagination. In large publishing houses these matters are broadly established when the annual publication budget is drawn up. But a skilled editor uses flat-planning as an editorial tool, clarifying the order, prominence, size and shape of competing pieces of editorial material within the editorial space. That in turn determines the balance and ‘pace’ of the issue.

To flat-plan you need the advertising department to tell you what advertising has been sold and where. Obviously, position is one factor in determining the price of advertising. Restricting the available positions improves rates and makes it feasible to produce an editorially appealing magazine. The precise restrictions will be laid down either as written rules or by tradition.

Long before flat-planning begins, you can sketch out running orders and likely feature lengths. Indeed, you should get into the habit of visualising the final layouts of features even before you commission them. Designers, too, will sketch likely ‘shapes’ of your big features even before they have the copy and photographs. Draw up a simple running order, indicating the main features and their approximate lengths and the shapes you’d like:

Cover story; driving the new Rover: 6 pages=2×spreads, 2×single.
Second feature; disposing of your Reliant Robin: 4 pages=spread and two singles.

And so on.

These exist only in your mind at this stage, although you will be thinking about the photographs needed to make those spreads a possibility. Some shapes on the page are better than others. Features really need to start with impact. You can get that with a double-page spread, or, perhaps, by opening on a right-hand page (which is where the reader’s eye naturally falls) and then going to a spread. You would not, ideally, start anything on a left-hand page. But you can finish or continue features and sections there.

It is not surprising to discover that advertisers want the same spaces as you: right-hand pages. They don’t want them opposite other people’s advertisements. They don’t mind half-pages, vertically or horizontally, providing that you put editorial above or beside them. They won’t accept a place next to someone else’s half-page advertisement, or above or below it, unless the price is right.

Editorial needs a clear presence on the right-hand pages near the start of the magazine, so that browsers can tell that the magazine has something in it. But advertisers want that space most of all, and are prepared to pay for it. This is an obvious conflict, which needs to be determined at the outset by the publisher. The advertising department should have a list of acceptable positions and sizes, with
prices that increase with their prominence. But there must be an upper limit: it is absurd to sell every single right-hand page in the front half of a magazine. At the same time, you want to negotiate a notional flat-plan with certain areas permanently reserved for editorial, so that you have a fixed place for certain essentials, for instance the contents page and the back page columnist.

American magazines, and some British glossies, use what is called a ‘features well’, meaning an area in the centre devoted entirely to editorial, without advertising of any sort. This is theoretically ideal, but is not to everyone’s taste. It’s a bit like playing tennis without a net. British editors tend to enjoy working around the obstacles presented by advertisements. In the American system, stories with little picture potential end up as heavy spreads of text. Their editors avoid that problem by starting features with a colourful spread or two and then squirrelling the rest of the copy away in the back of the magazine where no one will notice it except those who are already hooked. This is rare in the UK. It is particularly troublesome if the magazine has to increase or decrease in size during production, which happens if there is a sudden rise or fall in advertising. It means every ‘continued on page…’ link will have to be changed, although your layout program should be able to do that for you.

In the UK, advertisements are generally placed between features—which actually helps punctuate the magazine—and inside features. This is less desirable, but inevitable, in a competitive climate. Designers need to be told what advertising will appear alongside their pages and react appropriately. It is almost never right to shout down an advertisement. Better to place your plain type against it and hope your readers are sufficiently engrossed to avoid being blown off track, which they should be. Worse problems come for a designer when the flat-plan somehow leaves two one-page editorial items opposite one another: it is then that wise editors will hope for another advertisement to appear.

Flat-planning is not a once-and-for-all event, although many magazines have a session where problems are thrashed out. This is one of the few occasions when advertising and editorial sides meet, which can be either helpful or the excuse for a lot of bickering. Have your notional running order in mind, as well as a full schedule of other editorial elements. Your advertising director or manager will tell you how many advertisements have been sold (or are confidently expected to be sold) and where they go. Take the number of ads sold, and apply the advertising:editorial ratio to it. That will give you the number of editorial pages. Add together advertising and editorial pages and you arrive at your issue pagination. Like so: 72 pages sold in a magazine with a 60:40 ad:ed ratio gives 48 editorial pages and 120 pages in total.

There is not always an exact fit. Issue sizes go up in fours (100 pp., 104 pp., 108 pp., etc.), whereas advertising is sold in units of a single page or less. If your advertising department sells 60 pages of advertising and you are working on a 60:40 ratio, you produce a 100-page issue. If it sells 63 pages of advertising, you can accept a reduction in the ratio to 63:37. It’s not good for the reader, but you hope to average things up over a period. Or you go up an issue size to 104 pages, at
which point your ratio returns to approximately 60:40, leaving you with an extra editorial page to fill, and no budget for it.

If the advertising department sells only 56 pages, on the other hand, the ratio would move to 56:44, a radical shift in the editorial direction. But editorial doesn’t bring in any money, so in practice you would drop down an issue size or two, ending up with a 92-page issue in which you would supply 36 pages. That would mean losing a feature, and if you’ve already commissioned it that’s bad news. And these are only small swings. They can be much wilder than that. In practice, cost-conscious publishers will always opt for the smaller issue, reducing editorial space.

It is good practice to establish the maximum and minimum issue sizes, as well as acceptable deviations from the ratio. The publisher always decides whether to go up or down an issue size and sets the number of pages you work within. Issues will not normally be enlarged for editorial reasons, because that costs money, whereas they will be enlarged for more advertising, which is income. But extra editorial pages will be permitted when advertising volumes are low but a solid presence on the shelves is required, or when particular events call for them. At that point you need to ask for some extra money for editorial material.

Within these broad guidelines, it is for you and your advertising counterparts to agree the placing of advertising in and around editorial material. There are several complications. Full colour (‘four colour’) may not be available throughout the magazine in the standard press configuration used by your printers. In some places, only ‘spot colour’, meaning one or more of the standard inks used in the four-colour process, may be available. Advertisements which demand full colour must be accommodated in the four-colour sites. Colour editorial, meanwhile, uses the sites that are put in place for advertising but not sold.

If the demand for colour advertising cannot be satisfied by what is available and agreed within the standard flat-plan, more colour sites can usually be created at a price, which the extra advertising will more than cover. Some of that extra colour, too, may become available for editorial purposes. But you must remember that this will incur extra colour origination costs, which you will be responsible for.

Another complicating factor is time. Most magazines are broken into sections to be sent off over a series of days, sometimes even weeks apart, to allow for more efficient pre-press work and use of the presses. You must take account of these sections in your flat-planning and scheduling. Individual features, for instance, should not fall across two sections, which may have entirely separate deadlines. If this happens, the entire feature should be completed at the earlier date. Some types of material must go late, news being the obvious example.

Flat-planning, in complex cases, demands a clear head, good mental arithmetic, an eraser and a supply of sharp pencils. A blank plan of the whole magazine is used, and agreed fixed editorial sites and guaranteed advertising sites are filled in first. These will include your contents page, the back page ad and the ‘first available right-hand’ advertisement. Then you carry on adding more advertising and editorial until everything is accommodated and every blank is filled: see Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4 Flat-plan for a 40-page issue on a 60:40 ad:ed ratio

24 pp advertising
made up of:
4 x double page
spread;
12 x single page
8 x half-page.

16 pp editorial
made up of:
Cover = 1p;
Contents/editorial = 1p
News = 3 pp;
People/diary = 2 pp;
Profile = 1 p;
Feature 1 = 2 pp
Feature 2 = 3 pp
Products = 2 pp;
Columnist = 1 p.
It helps to start with the simple areas, notably the back, before moving towards the problematical ones. Flat-planning tends to start at the ends of the magazine and works its way in to the centre. As each advertisement is included it should be crossed off the advertising schedule, as should your editorial items. Naturally this involves a lot of counting and recounting of pages to ensure that advertisements are not omitted or included more than once.

A crude flat-plan can always be adjusted at a slightly later stage, by mutual agreement. Indeed, there will generally be adjustments as the advertising department does better or worse than it had hoped. By this stage, changes to overall issue size will no longer be possible, which can mean infuriating lastminute adjustments to your cherished editorial schemes. If it happens a lot, complain to your publisher. Creating editorial matter that is not used is extremely wasteful. Providing extra editorial because advertising falls short will wreck your budget. The ratio is an essential part of the magazine’s publishing strategy and should be respected.

Once drawn up, the flat-plan should be copied and distributed to art and subediting departments while you hold on to the master copy. If you agree any amendments with the advertising department, you should immediately issue copies of the new version, indicating the specific changes. The previous versions should be filed away where they can do no harm. The accidental use of more than one flat-plan is a common cause of production disaster. Ensuring the finished pages adhere to the agreed flat-plan is the responsibility of your production editor or chief sub, advised by your art director and subs.

**Housekeeping**

A good schedule, carefully policed, and a competent, workable flat-plan are the basis of a solid production regime. Whatever the sequence of events before the final stage is reached, the finished pages should be signed off by the chief sub or equivalent, by the art director or equivalent, and by you or your deputy. All three of you are doing different jobs. Your chief sub is looking at the close verbal texture and providing a final check against typographical and factual errors. Your art director must approve both general competence and such matters as picture credits and copyright acknowledgements. You look at the whole thing for the impression it makes on the reader. Do not use this as an opportunity simply to second-guess other people’s work, but if you find anything wrong, and it can be corrected in time, it is right to send it back.

Most magazines these days leave the office in electronic form. You can sign a final laser proof, which should give an entirely accurate picture of what will emerge from the printing process. You may get proofs from whoever turns your electronic pages into film, and these must be studied and signed off in the same way.
Someone needs to be designated to control precisely what is despatched, to log it out of the building and to check its safe arrival. Naturally there must be backup and archive copies of all this material.

**Using outside facilities**

It is still common to leave specialist repro tasks using expensive equipment to outside specialists. You do not need a high-end scanner, image-setters and the necessary computer power to run them in your office, nor do you want their expert operators on your payroll. You should know what they can do, however, and at what cost. Visit your colour or repro house with your art editor for a demonstration of what is possible. They may be able to point out flaws in your production sequence.

It is common for art editors to supervise the work done on covers and other high-profile pieces of colour repro. Be sure that there is no cost penalty for this and that results justify the close attention. The type of equipment used in colour houses may look like a big Apple Mac but it is more powerful and costly. Keep it to a minimum. Small magazines increasingly do everything in-house.

At the end of the process, a whole range of other trades and techniques are involved, including finishing, binding and distribution. Here you are in the hands of the experts, but you are entitled to expect good quality control. Listen to complaints from readers about poor binding and printing and about late delivery. Have subscription copies sent to your home, those of your colleagues and far-flung relatives. Complaints about late delivery, faulty binding, bad printing and all the rest are really not your responsibility, but they do annoy your readers. You should not ignore them.
Freedom of the press is guaranteed only to those who own one.

(A.J.Liebling)

Few of us are in that fortunate position, but the American humorist’s remark should remind us of the privilege enjoyed by those who work in publishing. With that privilege, however, comes responsibility, a responsibility that extends not only to our staff and readers, but to the wider society as well. The freedom to publish is hedged around by restrictions. Some of these are petty and technical, but others benefit all citizens.

We may chafe at some of the absurdities in British press law, but we must work within it if we are to carry on publishing what our readers require. We have little constitutional protection, unlike journalists in the USA and elsewhere, and we cannot rely upon the support of society in general. The British constitution’s attitude to free speech is that it is an important principle but not one that should take automatic precedence over other rights.

In recent times, free speech and press freedom have been recognised in the European Convention on Human Rights, now brought into British law under the Human Rights Act 1998. Article 10 of the Convention upholds freedom of expression, but most editors are likely to hear more about Article 8, which enshrines the right to privacy.

Editors operate in a climate in which freedom of the press is seen as a sectional interest rather than a human right, and in which the activities of journalists are viewed with public scepticism and hostility. At some point these attitudes will have to be tackled, and the reputation of British journalism restored. In the meantime, realistic editors recognise the conditions under which they operate. To be an effective editor it is necessary to know and observe the legal and ethical restraints on publishing without allowing them to dictate what appears in our magazines. In other words, we must not allow ourselves to be defeated before we start.
Press law

Books on first aid for children invariably start with the same advice: summon adult help. Advice on law for journalists usually adopts a similar tone: anyone with a legal query is advised to fetch a lawyer. Sound though this is, it is not always practical, nor desirable. We may indeed need professional advice, but we don’t always want to be told what to do. We should always take responsibility for editorial decisions, including how to research and write editorial material, what to publish and how to deal with any problems arising from that publication. That means doing everything we can to learn about the law and to keep that knowledge up to date.

That way we can use legal advice to help us find safe, legal ways of saying what we feel needs to be said, rather than, as is so often the case, asking for guidance on what we might be allowed to say. Libel insurance can force us into the latter position, since in those circumstances the lawyer’s responsibility is to advise the insurers that nothing in our magazines is likely to attract successful litigation. Inevitably, they will err on the side of caution. You would be better off with a lawyer who shares your enthusiasm for lively and controversial journalism and wants to help you achieve it.

Libel is perhaps the most worrying area for many editors, with some justification, but it is not the only legal question to consider. Editors are also likely to bump into defamation; contempt of court; copyright; the law of confidence; trespass; passing off; trades descriptions; competitions law; the rehabilitation of offenders; obscenity; blasphemy; racial hatred; court, parliamentary and local government reporting rules; official secrets; and business law. And on top of all that, the editor has responsibilities as a line manager and member of management.

A book of this type cannot hope to cover all these issues. It will not give you all the answers, but it will indicate some of the questions that are likely to arise. In addition, you should have serious legal training, and keep it refreshed. You must buy the leading textbooks on media law as each new edition appears and read them regularly.1 It is also important to monitor the trade and national press for relevant legislation and court cases.

But theoretical knowledge really won’t mean anything until it is accompanied by practical experience. When you meet your legal advisers, use the time wisely. Ask them to explain rather than simply taking instructions. Use your brushes with the law, however painful and tedious, to help you become a better editor.

The four areas that cause most problems for working editors are defamation, contempt of court, copyright and the law of confidence. None of them is exactly straightforward, a reflection of the subtle intelligence of the legal minds drawn towards the lucrative field of media law.
**Defamation**

The law of defamation exists so people can defend their reputations and gain compensation when those reputations are found to be illegally attacked. But a publication in which no one is ever criticised is not worth reading. Your readers want to read about people and organisations behaving badly. Your task is to provide that material—stories people don’t want you to print—in a way that will not bring your magazine under legal attack.

You should have the famous ‘tests’ for defamation inscribed upon your heart. A statement is defamatory if it:

- exposes the plaintiff to hatred, ridicule or contempt;
- causes the plaintiff to be shunned or avoided;
- lowers the plaintiff in the estimation of reasonable people; or
- tends to make reasonable people think less of the plaintiff in his or her office, trade or profession.

You should also know the types of defamation action people can take against you—libel, slander and malicious falsehood—and how they differ from one another. And you will also need to know what else is required for a defamatory statement to become the basis of a successful libel action:

- Readers of the defamatory statement have to know to whom it refers.
- The statement has to have been published, even if only to a third party.

So it is easy enough to work out when something might give grounds for a defamation action. But there are ways of defending such a statement in the courts:

- Through ‘justification’, which means proving the truth, or ‘justification’, of the ‘sting’, or salient point, of any factual allegation.
- By demonstrating that the item in question was ‘fair comment on facts truly stated in a matter of public interest’.
- By invoking ‘privilege’, a legal device permitting the publication of defamatory statements in certain narrowly defined circumstances.

Once you understand defamation, you must make sure the knowledge is widely spread among your staff and contributors. They don’t need the detailed understanding that harsh experience will have brought you. They just need to understand when there might be a problem. The principles of libel (and, indeed, all the legal questions considered here) should be known not only to editors, news reporters and sub-editors, but to feature writers, columnists and even your art editor: it is perfectly possible to libel by mistake while cropping a picture.

The trend towards filling magazines with contributions from largely selftaught freelances has certainly been a boon to the legal profession. There are plenty of
writers, some well known, who think that placing a defamatory statement between quote marks is a defence against libel. It is not: the magazine bears full responsibility for every word it prints, whoever originally said it. Subeditors often try to ‘clean up’ copy in the production process. This is not the right approach. It is too late to do anything about serious defamation at this stage. A defamatory statement cannot be made non-defamatory, usually, by ‘toning down’ the language in which it is made. Nor should it be. If the statement is accurate then it should be told boldly and starkly. If it is not, it should be removed. The ‘toning-down’ approach leads to anodyne phrasing and innuendo that may, paradoxically, be no less dangerous than plain writing.

The substance of the story needs looking at, not its style. Writing the truth, and being ready to prove it, is the only solid way of dealing with libel actions. Of course, truth is a difficult concept, but we should start with accuracy, completeness and fairness and work up from there. These principles need to be understood by both writing and production staff and systems created to ensure they are carried through.

As editor, you can delegate initial responsibility for these questions, but you must explain the standards and ensure that they are met. If they are not, you must take action. If you employ writers, you are entitled to check on the way they research, interview and record their findings. You must be sure their notes are kept in a disciplined way, that tape recording is used for contentious matters, and that all notebooks, tapes, printed sources and the rest are retained and stored: a libel action can be launched anything up to a year after publication, or longer at the discretion of the court.

Freelance writers are a particular problem. You have no real way of knowing about their expertise, their training and their character, except perhaps by familiarity. Few writers would take kindly to being asked to present their notebooks and tapes for your inspection. Unfortunately, if they get into trouble, worse things will happen to them. It may well be worth producing a guide for your writers, outlining your standards. This would include instructions on using notebooks and tapes and storing them properly in case of subsequent trouble. Send it out with your commissioning letters.

Attempting to offload your libel responsibilities onto your writers, by expecting them to indemnify you against any libel costs, is not normal in magazine publishing, although it is traditional in book publishing. A commission does, however, carry an implied obligation on writers to assist in fighting any resultant legal action. In any case, most libel plaintiffs will sue author as well as editor and publisher, so they will have every reason to. A libel action is a most unpleasant experience for everyone concerned, so stress that to your contributors.

Your writers should always check facts and approach witnesses or informants with a high degree of scepticism. But the evidence behind a story takes on extra significance if you attract a libel writ. As proceedings develop, all of this evidential material, plus interim versions, layouts and notes in your computer system, will have to be handed over. When the evidence for your big story comes down to
some scribbles on the back of an envelope, you are likely to suffer more than embarrassment.

Solid journalism is a much more sound foundation for avoiding legal trouble than attempting to fudge things on a verbal level. Where a story makes serious allegations, it is becoming common practice for it to be supported by written statements from sources, signed in the presence of a solicitor. Stories should always be balanced. Your writers should speak to all relevant parties, and you should ensure that they do not become emotionally involved to the extent that they could be accused of ‘malice’, in its peculiar legal sense. Malice here means publishing something you know to be untrue, or not caring whether it is true or not.

A reporter can even fall foul of an action for slander, the spoken version of libel, by the way he or she chooses to go about investigating a story. But in a slander action the plaintiff has to show actual monetary loss, except in five special cases: accusations of a crime for which the punishment is imprisonment; accusations of having a contagious disease; suggestions that the plaintiff is no good at his or her job; attacks on the plaintiff’s creditworthiness; and attacks on the sexual conduct of a woman or girl.

Naturally you should always keep your ear open for evidence of malice in its lay sense: journalists are no more immune from self-interest and petty dishonesty than anyone else, but it is essential that they don’t practise them in your pages.

Sub-editors do have an important role to play in the prevention of libel actions. They should be alert to potentially hazardous material and ready to bring it to the attention of the author or the commissioning editor responsible. But they also need to be careful about the way language is used. Stories should be clear. People who are identified should be identified unambiguously, to avoid dragging in others with similar names. Double meanings and innuendo, whereby words have a special defamatory meaning to certain groups within the readership, should be removed. Care should be taken over meanings: your writers and sub-editors should not bandy around such words as ‘bankrupt’ unless they know what they mean.

The sub-editing of ‘opinion’ columns, ‘angry’ columns and ‘humorous’ columns and the like is a much more subtle matter. Here judgements have to be made about language, but they must be based on the formula of ‘honest comment on a matter of public interest’, based on facts that have been truly stated or accurately alluded to. The law protects outrageous opinions, but takes a dim view of the mingling of inaccurate facts and harsh comment in the same column or phrase.

This is particularly important for those publications which review products, whether babies’ pushchairs or cameras. Criticism should be robust but not abusive. You must ensure that any ‘objective’ methods of testing used are operated with care, and that those doing the reviewing have clean hands. Any suggestion that your reviewers might be involved with rival manufacturers, for instance, might well be interpreted as malice. Reviews have to be fair, and seen to be fair. Your subs must beware of foolish mistakes that might lead to unnecessary libel actions.
Anything tricky in new copy should be brought to your attention, although you don’t necessarily want to have to sort it out personally.

In the end, you must take responsibility. That doesn’t mean everything you publish should be bland. A magazine that never brings anyone into ‘hatred, ridicule or contempt’, that never causes anyone to be ‘shunned or avoided’, or that never makes anyone think less of a person ‘in their office, trade or profession’, is a dull read indeed.

All editors know that libel is often a matter of risk assessment. It’s a ‘percentage game’. How likely are these words to cause offence? How likely are they to lead to a solicitor’s letter? How likely are they to lead to a writ? How likely is the libel action to go to court? And what is the outcome likely to be?

One of the unattractive aspects of the UK’s libel laws is that defence of a reputation is only available to the rich, or to those who can find someone else to pay their bills. There is no legal aid for a defamation action. Editors must look at not only the strength or otherwise of a story, but how likely the subject of the story is to be able to do anything about it. In practice this means publications are less willing to libel the rich, the powerful and the well connected than the poor and the weak.

It is not quite as clear cut as that, however. A relatively poor individual may belong to a wealthy organisation, for instance a trade union or a professional organisation, that will pay for legal action. And certain types of rich people rarely sue, either because they accept robust criticism, even abuse, as the price of their social prominence (increasingly unlikely), or because they have something to fear by going near the courts. There is also the question of the prospective plaintiff’s character. At one stage it was common to assume that you could say anything you liked about people with ‘no reputation to defend’: they would not go to law for fear of having that pointed out. This is not something that can be relied upon today.

In the editorial office, there should be a clear system for dealing with complaints and queries, particularly those with a hint of legal menace. Complaints should be passed straight up to the editor. Allow no one to promise any kind of correction or, crucially, any apology. Prevent writers from trying to ‘sort things out’ by cunningly weaving some kind of correction into a new story. If anyone is going to do that it has to be you, and it is risky.

People who have been inaccurately (but not nastily) written about will generally want a simple statement putting the story straight. Such factual errors cannot cause a libel action unless they have defamatory implications. Consequently they do not actually have to be corrected, but it is good manners. If you are confident that a complainant will be satisfied, and you are sure that your magazine got it wrong, place a plain correction in the next issue. You must be careful not to suggest that anyone else, either a source or the author, got it wrong, however, unless you want to make an enemy of either of them. A correction may sometimes head off a solicitor’s letter, which will save you money, but is not usually enough to appease a seriously aggrieved complainant.
An apology may sometimes do the trick, but here complications start to arise. It may be safe in a case of accidental defamation, where you did not realise that the words would be understood to refer to the complainant, or where some circumstances of which you could not be aware have made the words defamatory. In these cases you have no defence, so you have nothing to lose.

The problem of apologies in general is that they mean admitting a fault, which may destroy your defence. If you do print an apology, you will only be safe in doing so if the complainant agrees in writing that the apology, and any payment you might make towards costs, settles his or her claim against you. If the complainant won’t agree that, then you could easily apologise, destroy your own case in the process, and still have to go to court. Any sort of apology should only be published on legal advice.

If you choose to negotiate personally, you should head any letters ‘without prejudice’, which means that they are not binding except as part of a full and final agreement. That at least should enable your lawyers to sort things out if you get into a mess. There is a saying that may be relevant: ‘A man who is his own lawyer has a fool for a client.’

If the libel action against you goes further, you will pretty soon have to assess your chances of success. Newsroom bravado (or even editor’s office bravado) soon withers under the harsh light of legalistic enquiry. You and your writer will have to produce the evidence upon which the story was based, and at some point, during the process of ‘discovery’, it will all have to be handed over to the other side, including irreverent jottings, insulting catchlines or filenames, early versions, ill-transcribed tapes of interviews, crass dummy headlines and more. Journalism does not usually emerge well from this kind of scrutiny, which is why it is essential that good practices and legal awareness are universal throughout your editorial team.

Defending a libel action invariably involves re-researching the original story. Journalists generally have little enthusiasm for looking backwards, but here they have no choice. Sadly, your sources, even those quoted in the story, may be unwilling to give you the necessary assistance when lawyers and courts are involved. This is a problem which could have been forestalled by asking for written statements at the time of publication. If they refuse them, too bad. If they agree, you have effectively guaranteed their involvement if anything goes wrong. Unnamed sources are, as usual, useless. If you rely on them, the courts are likely to try to make you name them, and that is not what you want at all.

At this point, many publishers and some editors will want to settle with the plaintiff for fear of greater losses at a later point. Libel insurance complicates matters, since it often doesn’t even start to apply until your costs look like reaching a certain level, and at that point the insurance company takes over your defence and decides whether or not to fight.

It is important not to crumple too easily. Publications that gain a reputation as a ‘soft touch’ can expect a constant string of petty complaints. They all end up costing money, if only in terms of your time.
Nearly a decade on, the magazine industry still talks about the *Yachting World* case of 1994. The magazine’s highly critical review of a new trimaran resulted in an action from the yacht’s manufacturer. Damages of £1.48 million were awarded against *Yachting Worlds* publishers, IPC, although eventually the plaintiffs settled for £160,000 just before an appeal.

In the immediate aftermath of the case, IPC introduced a libel checklist for its journalists. They were told:

- to log the date and time of all telephone calls;
- to date and sign all contemporaneous notes;
- to ensure that the other party in any story was aware of their intentions and was agreeable to any product test or article;
- to double-check with their original author any facts taken from cuttings;
- to refer any worries about an article to their editor and then in turn to the company lawyer; and
- to avoid ‘ambivalent catch-lines and irreverent jottings’, which could turn out to be disastrous as documents connected with a story have to be disclosed.

These requirements sound excessive at first sight, but there is little in them that goes beyond the normal good practice of an efficient news team. Magazines are more likely to get into trouble in soft news and features, where writers may not be so aware of the dangers.

*The current law*

In recent years the excessive libel awards of the early 1990s have become rare. Judges now give guidance to juries, reminding them of the kind of sums that are paid to people who have lost limbs and advising them to adjust their view of the distress suffered by someone who has been the subject of a nasty magazine article. All this means, though, is that the real threat from losing a libel action comes from costs. A case that goes to court can easily cost the losing side a six-figure sum.

The new Defamation Act 1996, which came into force in 2000, introduced a number of measures to simplify and speed up the ancient libel procedure. Of these, the most important is probably the ‘offer of amends’. This allows publications which have published a defamatory statement, usually by some mistake, to resolve things quickly and cheaply. The magazine must offer to publish a correction and apology and to pay compensation and costs. All this must happen very quickly on receipt of the libel writ. If the complainant accepts the offer, the libel action is halted. If it is not accepted, the fact that the offer was made becomes a defence in the subsequent libel trial; but not, however, if the magazine knew that what it was publishing was both defamatory and false. If it is used as a defence, no other defence is permitted. The ‘offer of amends’ is also taken into account when damages are assessed.
Another innovation in the act was a new ‘summary disposal’ procedure, allowing judges sitting without juries to deal with straightforward and less serious defamation claims. For the first time this brings all defamation actions before a judge at an early stage so that he or she can decide whether the case can be dealt with in summary fashion. If the judge decides that the claim has no ‘realistic prospect of success’ he or she can dismiss it.

On the other hand, if the judge decides that the magazine or newspaper will not be able to defend itself, he or she can make a summary judgment. He or she can award damages up to £10,000, can restrain the defendant from publishing or republishing the defamatory material, and can demand a declaration that the allegation was false and the publication of a suitable correction and apology. The wording and positioning of this is to be agreed between the parties, or the judge will give an order about that. None of this applies if the judge concludes that there is a defence with a reasonable chance of success or if there is some other reason for there to be a trial.

**Contempt of court**

A libel action can be alarming, but it does not have the air of threat that comes with a contempt of court case. Contempt is a criminal offence, carrying a maximum penalty of two years in jail and an unlimited fine. Cases are heard by High Court judges, sitting without a jury, even though the offence in question may simply be one of publishing scandalous material about a judge. No wonder editors are, by and large, careful about contempt.

Contempt of court means interfering with the proper conduct of justice in such a way that someone will be prevented from having a fair trial. There are two types, in effect: ‘strict liability’ contempt, where a contempt can be committed quite accidentally; and various types of ‘common law’ contempt, from interviewing jurors, disclosing what goes on in private hearings and breaking court orders to ‘scandalising the court’.

Editors whose publications carry any kind of crime coverage or law reporting should know the rules in detail. And every journalist should know that strict liability contempt:

- occurs when a publication ‘creates a substantial risk that the course of justice in particular proceedings will be seriously impeded or prejudiced’;
- that the danger period starts when a case becomes ‘active’: as soon as an arrest is made or charges are laid against someone.

The most obvious contempt is printing details of a defendant’s past convictions, or speculating on the crime, during the trial. The *Sunday Mirror* newspaper’s rash reporting during the first trial of the footballers Lee Bowyer and Jonathan Woodgate in April 2001 led to the collapse of the action (at an estimated cost of
£8 million). The editor lost his job. In a retrial that started in October 2001, Woodgate was found guilty of affray, while Bowyer was acquitted.

There are many more ways of committing contempt than that, of course, and editorial staff need to be encouraged to think carefully and clearly when they are dealing with any material that makes specific reference to events in the criminal courts and legal system. This is an area in which expert advice is essential, especially in view of the penalties. And everyone on your staff should know the basics. At the very least, this may be enough to prevent such headlines as ‘Rapist released on bail’, sometimes composed by junior subs.

On the other hand, writers should not be intimidated by those who bandy around the words ‘sub judice’ Only a trial can be ‘sub judice’ not any kind of tribunal, hearing or in-house kangaroo court. It is not enough for people to tell you something is ‘sub judice’ just to stop you asking questions.

Remember that the law of contempt is intended to stop people interfering with a trial. It is easy to prejudice a jury by something you write, but much harder with magistrates, judges sitting alone, and judges hearing civil cases or sitting in appeal. No one has been in contempt of an appeal court for half a century. And contempt of court does not apply to non-judicial proceedings.

Copyright

The subject of copyright has been explored in Chapters 5 and 6 in the context of commissioning and buying rights. But it has many other implications. Copyright is the right to reproduce an original work. Normally it belongs to the person creating the work but it can be sold (‘assigned’) to someone else, or various ‘licences’ to use the work can be agreed. Copyright in a work created by an employee belongs to the employer. Until 1988, journalists were in a privileged position, in that copyright in their work belonged to their employers only for the purpose of newspaper or magazine publication. The rights to use the work in book form, for instance, belonged to the individual. This anomaly has now been removed.

An infringement of copyright occurs when a ‘substantial’ part of a work is reproduced. A ‘substantial’ part need not necessarily be a high proportion of the actual words: it can be a small but very important part. It is important to note that there is no copyright in ideas, only in their expression. And the work in question need not be artistic, it need only have been put together with some element of skill to receive copyright protection. It has long been established, for instance, that railway timetables and television schedules are protected by copyright.

The defence for magazines and newspapers wishing to reproduce ‘substantial’ amounts of copyright material is called ‘fair dealing’. The use of reasonable extracts from the work of others is permitted when it is for research or private study, criticism or review or the reporting of current events. Criticism or review need not actually be of the copyright material in question: it is a general permission for that type of work.
In all these cases, the title of the source material and its author must be identified in the text, and it must be used ‘fairly’. This is the most subjective part of the law. Motive is important. For instance, you may not ‘lift’ large portions of another magazine’s interview with a star just because you have not been able to secure such an interview yourself. It is easy to see the application of this to what are called ‘cuttings jobs’, meaning features based around quotes gathered by other writers.

Such features may be considered either ‘criticism or review’ or part of the ‘reporting of current events’. But if the borrowed materials amount to a ‘substantial’ part of the original work they must be properly attributed, and the new work created must not be intended to compete directly with the works it has drawn upon. This obviously applies to ‘instant’ features devised to ‘spoil’ someone else’s book serialisation or cover story. You certainly can’t borrow from the people you are intending to compete with.

There is also a suggested upper limit to the volume of borrowing. The Society of Authors and the Publishers Association have arrived at an agreement that reproduction of text for the purposes of criticism or review will not require permission if the amount borrowed consists of:

- a single quote of fewer than 400 words from a prose work;
- a series of quotes of fewer than 300 words each, totalling no more than 800 words.

In either case, the total must not comprise more than a quarter of the original article being quoted.

This agreement is not actually enshrined in the law, so it may be possible to use more material legally. But to do so, and to use such material outside the ‘criticism or review’ area, may well invite a solicitor’s letter.

Satire and parody is an interesting case. It is difficult to parody something, especially a picture, without using a substantial part of it. In this case a fair dealing defence could apply, provided that suitable attribution is included. Theoretically the 1988 Copyright Act also gives copyright protection to the extempore words of any speaker once they are recorded, either on tape or as notes. The person making the record, however, provided they have not been specifically forbidden from doing so, has the right to reproduce them for the purposes of reporting a current event or making a broadcast.

Editors should be aware of the ‘moral rights’ created by the 1988 Act, even though most of them are specifically ruled out for employees and for anyone who gives consent for their work to be published in magazines, newspapers or other periodicals. They are: the right to be identified as the author; the right not to have the work subjected to ‘derogatory treatment’; the right not to be falsely named as the author of a piece of work; and the right not to have one’s own private photographs published. These don’t affect journalists, but they do affect authors whose work you might have dealings with from time to time.
The moral rights may not be sold but they can be waived, and publishing organisations often try to insist upon this, even in contexts where the rights don’t actually exist. It is worth noting that the rule against ‘derogatory treatment’ of copyright works is another difficulty for satirists and parodists, although there has yet to be a relevant court case.

Infringement of copyright is potentially serious. Compensation is usually limited to profits the copyright holder has lost as a result of the infringement, or to the fee you would have been charged if you had acquired the material legitimately. But for flagrant and deliberate abuses the court is entitled to award additional damages. It is sometimes tempting to ‘lift’ a photograph or line drawing that can’t be found elsewhere, but you are likely to be found out and made to pay compensation. This is a matter for negotiation between the respective lawyers, which makes it an expensive way of acquiring pictures, even without compensation.

More serious, potentially, is the use of injunctions to prevent the use of copyright material which is intended to form the core of a news story or feature. You may be intending to build a major piece on the basis of leaked documents, but if this is discovered by the copyright holder, various legal manoeuvres become possible.

The most serious and rare is the ‘Anton Piller order’, now renamed a ‘search order’, which gives the copyright holder the right to search your premises for his or her material. In this case you have no right to be represented at the hearing leading to the order, and may know nothing about it until the copyright owner’s solicitor arrives. This is a type of ‘prior restraint’ and must be resisted by legal means. There is a sort of ‘public interest’ defence against normal copyright injunctions, but no real defence against an Anton Piller order.

Copyright is an immensely complex area of the law and is likely to become more so. The EU directive on copyright has now been incorporated into British law, and the effects of that will become clearer in due course: most of the discussion about it has related to provisions about the copying of CDs placed online. Material only falls outside copyright by reason of its advanced age. It only expires 70 years after the end of the year in which its author died. Editors should take it as a general principle that every piece of publishable material is likely to belong to someone and must be legitimately acquired or licensed before it can be used. The same, of course, applies to the material which we ourselves create. Between acquiring material at one end and attempting to control the use of material at the other, we are all in for a busy time.

Note that the Internet practice of ‘deep linking’, meaning the placing of a hyperlink in your page that takes you right to a page buried in someone else’s site, has been condemned as a breach of copyright in some countries. In the UK, there was an important case in 1996 involving the Shetland Times’s website, and the Shetland News, which linked to some of its stories, retaining the original headlines. The former sought a ban on this practice as a copyright infringement. In the event, the parties settled in 1997 before the courts gave a ruling. But the situation has never been satisfactorily resolved, neither in the UK or anywhere else, and web
publishers continue to seek to protect their sites from linking. The same, only more so, goes for ‘news aggregator’ sites that gather headlines from a number of news sites. In April 2002, a Danish judge ruled that a locally based aggregator www.newsbooster.com was in breach of copyright law by deep linking to 28 Danish newspapers. Newsbooster.com is appealing.4

Confidence

The law of confidence is a growing problem for magazine editors. People in a confidential relationship with anyone else, meaning husbands and wives, doctors and patients, and many more, are obliged to keep confidential anything they learn as part of that relationship. So are those who sign a contract with an element of confidentiality to it. That generally includes employment contracts, even if there is no specific confidentiality clause.

As journalists, however, we are very interested in publishing confidential material: it goes right back to the idea of news as something someone doesn’t want you to print. The law of confidence exists to prevent one party in such a contractual relationship breaking that confidentiality, for instance to give documents to a journalist.

The injured party, usually the employer, can seek an ‘interim injunction’ from a High Court judge, prohibiting publication of the material prior to a full court hearing. This can be a year or more later, by which time the document’s value as news material will have been destroyed. In the meantime, the injunction may well play havoc with the magazine’s production, printing and distribution schedules.

The magazine can defend its wish to publish on public interest grounds. But there is a great danger that the judge will also order the return of the documents, which may reveal the source. Editors who fear such an order are advised to act swiftly. The documents can be removed, out of the country if necessary, before any such order is made. After that it will be contempt of court.

The classic situation is that a reporter receives a document and then telephones the company to which it relates in an attempt to ascertain its authenticity. This is obviously good practice, except when it is followed by an injunction banning publication and demanding the document’s return and the identification of the source.

Perhaps the most famous case of this came in 1990 when Bill Goodwin, a trainee reporter in his first weeks on the Miller-Freeman (then Morgan-Grampian) business-to-business magazine The Engineer, received a tip-off about a computer company. He duly rang the company to check and found himself faced with first an injunction prohibiting publication and then an action to make him reveal his source. He refused and was fined £5,000 for contempt of court. He subsequently sought a judicial review of the case in the European Court, backed by the NUJ and his employer.

In 1996 the court ruled that the British government had violated his human rights. Goodwin’s counsel suggested that as a result of the judgment the
government would have to give journalistic sources greater legal protection. But in 2002, the House of Lords ordered the *Daily Mirror* to divulge the name of its source for a story based on the confidential hospital records of the Moors Murderer Ian Brady. Its judgment said that freedom of the press only applied if the press had proper regard for the rights of others, including the ‘right of preserving confidentiality’. It said that in this case an order to reveal the source was ‘sufficient and proportionate’. The *Mirror* revealed the name of its source: a freelance journalist who promptly refused to reveal his own sources. That would not seem likely to be the end of the matter.

Stories based on confidential documents which may have been illicitly obtained will continue to present a problem. Journalists may have to write these stories without revealing to their subjects what evidence they have. Their response must come in the next available issue. This is not an acceptable practice, usually, but here there is little alternative.

In fairness, the courts generally do give some recognition to the journalistic principle of not revealing sources of stories. The 1981 Contempt of Court Act, for instance, says that courts should not insist on the revelation of sources except where it is ‘necessary in the interests of justice or national security or for the prevention of disorder or crime’. Of these, the ‘interests of justice’ have been given the widest interpretation, but questions of ‘national security’ still represent the fastest route by which an editor or reporter can be sent to prison.

**Data protection**

Any organisation holding ‘personal’ information about individuals on a computer or computer system, or in an alphabetical or otherwise accessible manual filing system, is subject to the 1998 Data Protection Act. The definition of ‘personal’ information is extremely wide, covering just about any fact or opinion linked to an identifiable individual.

The Act gives individuals rights over that information: it has to be ‘fairly and legally’ collected and they have the right to examine it and have it corrected if inaccurate. It introduces into law eight ‘data protection principles’:

1 individuals (‘data subjects’ in the jargon of the Act) must normally consent to giving their data;
2 data must be used for lawful purposes;
3 data must not be excessive for the purpose;
4 data must be accurate and up to date;
5 data must not be kept longer than necessary;
6 data must be processed in accordance with the rights of the subject;
7 data must be kept secure;
8 data must not be exported to countries outside the European Economic Area, meaning the EU plus Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.
The person holding such information is called the ‘data controller’. They must provide details of data holdings to the Information Commissioner. Not registering is a criminal offence.

It is worth going to the Data Protection Register, entering the name of a journalistic organisation and seeing the range of material covered by the Act. It includes everything to do with staff, payroll, accounts, marketing, advertising, publicity, and so on. And it certainly includes information collected by reporters and writers and held on the office computer system. A data controller with responsibility for journalistic material must reasonably believe that publication based on that information would be in the public interest and that compliance with the particular requirements of the Act would not be compatible with freedom of expression. If so, data kept for journalism, artistic and literary purposes is exempt from several aspects of the law. In particular, publications:

- are not obliged to divulge what information they hold on individuals;
- cannot be stopped from ‘processing’ information by those individuals;
- cannot be ordered to change inaccurate data;
- are exempt from all the ‘data protection principles’ except one, the requirement to keep data secure.

All this is helpful, and saves publications from dealing with endless fishing expeditions by people who think they might be one day written about. But someone in your organisation must still become the data controller and make the necessary registration.

**Competitions**

One peculiar way in which you might fall foul of the law is through competitions. Any competition that people pay to enter and that they win by pure chance is a lottery. And in the UK the only substantial legal lottery is the one organised by the state. If entrants do not have to pay, it is called a ‘legal free draw’. You probably won't try and extract an entry fee from readers who try to enter one of your magazine competitions. But unfortunately, if you publicise your draw on the cover of the magazine, or in issues leading up to it, the law is likely to take the view that the price of the magazine includes a hidden fee to enter the draw, making it illegal. The same goes for any attempt to require proof of purchase, by way of coupons or even asking for an entry form cut out from the magazine.

Attempts to get round this by using the phrase ‘no purchase necessary’ on the page and in publicity won’t work. You would have to make substantial efforts to ensure that people did enter without buying the magazine, perhaps by writing in or telephoning the office. You can, however, run a ‘prize competition’. This is a competition where the allocation of prizes depends ‘to a substantial degree on the exercise of skill’, in the words of the 1976 Amusements and Lotteries Act.
The skill doesn’t have to be very advanced: most competitions of this sort often invite people to answer questions, all of which are answered in the accompanying text. The idea of competitions is usually to get as many entries as possible, and this succeeds. But you are left with the problem of what to do at the second stage, since many, if not most, of your entries will be correct. You should not draw the winner out of a hat, since that would turn your legal competition back into an illegal lottery. The correct approach is to have a ‘tiebreak’ question, asking for a slogan or similarly skilful answer. Such competitions must also not be based on forecasting events. It goes without saying that any competitions should be competently and fairly organised.6

The law on competitions is often breached, not least because prosecutions have to be launched by the Director of Public Prosecutions and they are not a priority. Nonetheless, the government has launched a review of ‘prize competitions’ with a view to changing the law. The Periodical Publishers Association and the Advertising Association both want the distinction between lotteries and prize competitions removed for promotional contests. They favour what is called the ‘New Zealand model’, whereby draws are legal providing customers pay no more for a product including competition entry than they would without it.

Other laws

There are a great many more legal areas that editors may need to know about, depending on the areas in which they operate. They include:

- trespass, which affects the way reporters and photographers carry out their business;
- trades descriptions, which requires that goods are accurately described: it covers advertising features and may, theoretically, apply to cover-lines;
- the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act, which restricts your right to refer to previous convictions;
- indecency and obscenity, the distinction being that indecency offends those who see it, whereas obscenity corrupts them;
- blasphemy, an offence against specifically Christian beliefs, for which there has been only one prosecution since 1922;
- racial hatred: a successful prosecution would require an intent to cause such hatred;
- court reporting: a complex matter that news editors, especially, need to understand and follow;
- election and parliamentary reporting: another complex set of regulations;
- local government law: worth investigating by relevant publications for its possibilities as well as its restrictions;
- business law: particularly in respect to reporting companies in difficulty;
• official secrets: limited under the 1989 Official Secrets Act to security and intelligence, defence, international relations and information that might facilitate a criminal offence.

Public complaints

Your magazine’s problems with the public will not always take legal form, mainly because of the cost of legal action. No legal aid is available for libel actions, of course. But there are other remedies available to complainants. The onus is on you to provide a fair way of dealing with them. Larger organisations might consider having an ‘ombudsman’, or ‘readers’ editor’, of the type appointed by some of the national newspapers. Many of these people report, however, that they do not have enough to do. Many people prefer to deal directly with the editor, which seems only right and proper.

The ‘right of reply’

It makes sense to publish corrections of factual errors without being asked. Far from damaging your reputation for accuracy, this should, if carefully handled, actually enhance it. Beyond that comes the so-called ‘right of reply’. There is, of course, no such right, although various parliamentarians and industry bodies have tried to create one. Even so, a person who has been attacked in your pages should be given reasonable space to respond. Depending upon the seriousness with which you take your letters page, this might be the ideal place for such a response. Many pundits like the idea of ‘equal prominence and size’ for such a response, but that is hardly appealing in practice. Wounded replies to attacks your readers may have missed do not make good reading.

There are more serious objections to the idea. What type of reply is to be offered, and to whom? Is the right of reply to be limited to a rebuttal of factual inaccuracy, or is it to be a rhetorical response to the comments, not only of the magazine or its writers but of those quoted in its stories? And if those thus contradicted are unhappy, are they too to be given the right to reply to the reply?

Good editors will do everything they can to keep relationships happy. Sensible letters in response to criticism, amended to remove libellous remarks, should always be published. Controversy should be allowed to rage for its natural life, then be quietly dampened down. ‘This correspondence is now closed’ is a phrase that has its uses.

The Press Complaints Commission

For those complainants who reject your own peacemaking, but who don’t want to go to law, there is the publishing industry’s own supervisory body, the Press Complaints Commission.
The PCC was set up to let the press regulate its own behaviour. Established and
dominated by newspaper interests, it nonetheless has a supervisory role over the
whole world of periodical publishing. Members of the public may complain
against breaches of the PCC’s Code of Practice. The Code makes editors
responsible for ensuring that the activities of staff and ‘as far as possible’ of
freelances conform to its guidelines, which cover various aspects of reporting and
editing, including questions of taste.

An editor facing a PCC complaint will be contacted by the organisation and
invited to reach a settlement with the complainant. If that fails, the PCC will carry
out its investigation. The editor then must provide a written response to the
complaint, which goes to the complainant, and then back for further comment,
and so on. You and your staff may be interviewed by the PCC’s staff, as may the
complainant. But there is no hearing and no confrontation between the two parties.
In the end the PCC makes a ruling. These adjudications are published in the PCC’s
monthly report. Editors who are found to have breached the Code are required to
publish the relevant adjudication with due prominence in their own publications.
The PCC’s adjudications are now available on its own website, and can be
searched. They make interesting and useful reading for any editor wondering
exactly how many ways there are of falling foul of the public.

The industry also occasionally comes up with guidelines on how to deal with
more specific situations. One example is the guidelines on sexual content in
teenage matters, created by a body called the Teenage Magazines Arbitration
Panel. The TMAP, which includes retailers as well as editors and publishers, was
established as a response to public concerns about the way certain magazines were
dealing with such material. It now has the job of adjudicating on whether
magazines abide by its guidelines.

These are quite lengthy but broadly encourage a responsible attitude to sex,
advising readers about the age of consent and suggesting they seek parental advice.
They also require magazines to produce their own guidelines for staff and ensure
they are properly followed. Problem pages must use only genuine letters and
qualified ‘agony aunts’. At the same time, retailers agree to display magazines in
ways that are appropriate for the age of the reader. If you are working in this area,
you do need to know and follow these guidelines.

Ethics

One responsibility the editor has is to promote ethical journalism. You can do this
in your own conduct by, for instance, ensuring that complaints are dealt with
swiftly and efficiently and appropriate corrections and apologies made. But you
may need to alert your journalists, especially the less experienced ones, when
ethical problems are likely to arise. Young journalists, especially, love pretending
to be other people for the purpose of getting stories. It’s very exciting, and it can
be a useful technique. Unfortunately, it is rarely considered acceptable behaviour
these days. Nor is failing to reveal your identity during an interview. The exception
is when a story is ‘in the public interest’, a phrase capable of a number of interpretations, and there is no other way of researching it.

This remains the best way of dealing with a situation in which you hear that members of the public, or your readers, are being treated badly. Your writers have to experience that treatment for themselves. They can hardly ring and say ‘I am a reporter and I hear you are treating people badly. Can I come round and see?’ But subterfuge of this sort must be referred up to you. You will certainly be held to account for it. And when the story is written, the subterfuge must be mentioned and explained. Any story written as a result must include some explanation of the subterfuge involved.

Another area in which journalists often ignore ethical problems is interviewing. Both parties must understand the basis on which any interview, however informal it might appear, is conducted. Interviewers must say who they are and name the publication they are working for. It is not necessary, however, to remind interviewees that they will be quoted: that is implicit as soon as the journalists say who they are.

Difficulties arise because of those ambiguous expressions ‘on the record’ and ‘off the record’. All interviewees are ‘on the record’, unless another agreement is reached, meaning that their real names are used in any story alongside their quotes. When people ask to speak ‘off the record’ complications arise, and a wise editor advises his reporters not to proceed without having a conversation to ensure that all parties know exactly what is meant.

In common parlance ‘off the record’ can have several different nuances. Sometimes it signifies ‘I will tell you something but you are not to use it’, while others take it to mean ‘You can use the information to ask questions of others, and if they confirm it, you can then publish.’ Some want you to use the information but not the words, while others want you to use the words but not identify them as the source.

The confusion surrounding the term means it is perhaps better not used. Advise your staff to be wary of people who want to tell them things, but will also try to bind them not to use them. Why are they speaking to a journalist in the first place? Sometimes this is a crude attempt to suppress a story you have already heard.

Often people will want to tell you things without wanting you to use their words, however they are attributed. Some people will even go to the lengths of having a conversation with you on that basis before ringing you back in your official capacity to give you a statement, which may even include a denial of what they have just told you. The modern term for this is ‘spin’.

A better form of words is to say you will use their quotes but ‘not attribute them’. Then you must agree on a form of words to describe the source without revealing his or her identity. This is a matter of negotiation and trust, to be used only with sophisticated sources or those with whom you have a long relationship.

The real answer, though, is to insist wherever possible that stories are backed up by ‘on the record’ quotes from named interviewees, or by written documentation. Reliance on ‘unattributed’ remarks kills a magazine’s claims to
authority. Make your writers explain to the reader why they are using unnamed sources: that will discourage the practice. Anonymous informants cannot always be trusted.

In the case of longer, feature-type interviews, it is becoming increasingly common for interviewees to demand to see the piece before it is printed. We call this ‘copy-approval’ and agreeing to it is unethical. It makes the publication an act of collusion between editor and interviewee: the piece itself becomes a kind of advertisement. If the interviewee objects to a phrase or a passage, and a new version is agreed, an act of censorship has taken place. And if such a privilege is extended to one interviewee, it ought, in fairness, to be extended to all.

Do not let this practice take hold. Tell your staff and freelances that it is not the publication’s policy. Interviewees requesting it should be warned that by agreeing the piece before publication they lose their right to take libel action. On the other hand, it is more reasonable (though inconvenient) for interviewees to ask to check their quotes to see that you have quoted them accurately. If they find an ‘error’, you can either adjust it or stick to your guns: it may be better to have the row before, rather than after, publication. In general, quotes can be clipped and have their grammar ‘improved’—it looks odd, not to—but they should not otherwise be altered in any substantial way. Interviewees must recognise their own words and stand by them.

Another area of ethical concern, particularly to those working in the business press, is that of ‘insider dealing’ or profiting from information obtained for journalistic purposes before it is published. In the course of their work your journalists may receive information that could fall into this category. In the past some business journalists did profit from their enquiries. The staff of investment magazines were encouraged to trade in shares, perhaps to give them greater insight. This is no longer considered acceptable. Indeed, they are taking a legal, as well as an ethical, risk. Journalists buying, or arranging for others to buy, shares they are about to ‘tip’ could be prosecuted under the Theft Act for dishonestly obtaining a pecuniary advantage. Dishonest use of inside information from companies to alter share prices by judicious leaking is likely to be a conspiracy to contravene the 1986 Financial Services Act.

Bribes and inducements are hardly the common currency of most magazine journalists, but it pays for all parties to be open about any ‘freebies’ they may garner in their normal routine duties. Straightforward gifts ought to be tactfully refused. Every so often it becomes fashionable for journalists to be hired to make endorsements of products in advertisements. This does little to enhance either their reputations or the reputations of the publications they work for.

There is an argument that in these cases the journalists concerned are being used because of their professional status, and that this will in some way enhance the status of their magazines. But this is not convincing, and similar proposals should, in general, be rejected. Brochure-writing and other freelance work on behalf of advertisers is also incompatible with maintaining a properly objective attitude to those advertisers, but it happens when journalistic salaries are not generous. If you
agree to it, make them do it under a pseudonym. You will probably feel, however, that you do not wish to encourage such cosy relationships.

Another area of ethical concern is privacy. Intrusions into the privacy of those in public office or in positions of power are more likely to be justifiable, on public interest grounds, than those into the affairs of private individuals. But annoying the powerless is likely to be legally safer. As an editor you have a duty to protect the rights of your fellow citizens from the intrusive behaviour of your staff. It is particularly important that sensitivity is maintained in dealing with the bereaved and with children and the emotionally and mentally incompetent. In the case of children, journalistic activities that might seem justifiable in other circumstances may well come into conflict with the law.

In general, editors have a duty to uphold freedom of speech and public access to information. Ours is a secretive society, and every journalist should think hard before colluding in the closure or rationing by price of sources of public information. Personally, I consider journalists to be ‘citizens with notebooks’ rather than a special interest group, and I disagree with attempts to restrict access to information to journalists only, except where the alternative is chaos, as in some high-profile criminal cases.

Both the NUJ and the PCC publish extensive codes of conduct. Your staff will be held to account under the second of these even if they do not voluntarily accept the first. It is as well to make sure that their provisions are widely known and understood, which is why they are reprinted at the back of this book in the Appendices.
I note what you say about your aspiration to edit a magazine. I am sending you by this mail a six-chambered revolver. Load it and fire every one into your head. You will thank me after you get to Hell and learn from other editors how dreadful their job was on earth.

(H.L. Mencken)¹

The American writer and editor’s jaundiced account of the pleasures of the job will strike a chord with some of those who have had the chance to try it. Those who haven’t should not be put off. It should be the pinnacle of your career, and the opportunity to use all the skills you have learned and practised over many years. The problem is that editing is not solely about journalism. Journalism is simply the skill that gets you the job. Once you are installed in the editor’s chair, other tasks take over. Editors must be managers and leaders in a publishing business. That’s rather different from chasing stories or interviewing stars.

If someone offers you the chance to become editor, do not refuse. It may be years before you get such an offer again. What’s more, your position after refusing it may become tricky. Managements mistrust people who turn down promotions, suspecting them of lack of commitment, laziness or ulterior motives. New editors mistrust potential editors among their own staff, though those who refuse are less troubling than those who have been rejected. So don’t say no without serious thought.

The time to consider your own readiness for the job is, before it becomes an immediate prospect. You need time to prepare yourself and consider your own skills and abilities. You may, in fact, realise that your strengths lie elsewhere. There is no shame in wanting to carry on writing and reporting. One of the problems of journalism is that successful and skilful writers and reporters can only gain advancement by moving into management, where their talents are lost to the readers.

Assess your own ambitions and abilities, and when an opening presents itself, see how well the two match. If they do, you may have found a niche in which you can succeed.
Assessing yourself

In the case of a journalist considering a move into editorship, the key question is one of maturity. This is not a matter of age, nor even, ultimately, of professional experience, although both can help. It is about being ready. When you apply for your first editorship, this question will be uppermost in the minds of those assessing you.

You will need the confidence that comes from knowing the fundamentals of journalism. You will, probably, have achieved most of your ambitions as a reporter, writer, section editor or sub-editor. These may have been private triumphs, for instance producing a substantial number of news ‘splashes’ or cover features, editing successful supplements or mastering the complexities of production. Or you may have achieved outside recognition in the shape of awards, appropriate compensation and interim promotions. It is not always a good idea to embark upon editorship while there are still stories you are burning to write.

But there is a more important type of maturity. Ask yourself how you will cope with leadership. You will find yourself removed from your former peers, burdened with responsibilities you can discuss with no one. You will have to give instructions and advice to older and more experienced colleagues. You will have to praise without patronising and, on occasions, to reprimand. You will have to turn down people’s pet ideas, refuse them pay rises, even end their employment. You must be the person everyone turns to when there is a crisis, or when no one has any ideas. You won’t be able to pass the buck.

You must take full legal and moral responsibility for what appears in your magazine, what happens in the editorial office and what happens to the magazine in its market. You may end up before a judge to explain your actions in publishing a particular report, or at an industrial tribunal to defend your decision to dismiss someone. You may have to challenge a publisher whose commercial schemes threaten the editorial integrity of the magazine. You will need excellent technical knowledge and skills, supportive domestic circumstances, good health and great personal resolve.

Self-reliance may be the quality most needed by new editors. It is hard to overestimate the isolation you feel when you first take charge. If most of your friends have also been your workmates, you can find the new distance between you and them difficult to bear. The fact that you now have new colleagues among your peers in management is of little consolation. You may feel you have nothing in common with them, but everything in common with those whose ‘boss’ you now have to be.

At the same time, everyone immediately expects you to know everything. It is no surprise that so many new editors disappear into their offices and close their doors, communicating only by memo and trusted messenger. Once there, however, it is difficult to emerge. You must get used to the new realities. Throughout your career as an editor you will have to take unpopular decisions and you will not get
sympathy: most journalists are, naturally, convinced that they would be better at your job than you are.

Determination will see you through. It is no good being self-reliant if you don’t have the determination to take the magazine in the direction you think right. This is a quality that comes from within. But you may be able to learn techniques for demonstrating that determination in a way that won’t threaten everyone else. Assertion, rather than aggression, is the key.

You will need imagination to keep the level of inspiration high, both for yourself and for your staff. Try to release the ideas and talents of others. But at first everyone will sit back and wait to see what you can do, and throughout your career there will be times when you have to take an unambiguous leadership role.

You must also have a thorough understanding of the market your magazine is intended to serve. You don’t have to know everything about the area before you begin—otherwise no one would ever change jobs—but you must know enough to get you started. It helps if you can form an emotional attachment to the magazine. There are those who insist that management tasks are complicated by the presence of emotional involvement. Some insist that a good editor is a bloodless professional who can move from publication to publication without a care. Well, perhaps, but a passionate relationship with the magazine always helps. If you can develop a great affection for your staff—though preferably not specific individuals—so much the better, but this should be secondary: you are not their mother.

It also helps if you love magazines in general. You should not be able to pass a news-stand without taking a look. When you return from a foreign holiday your suitcases should be bulging with local publications, even if you don’t know the language. Your magazine will have a ravenous appetite for ideas, and you never know where you might find them.

Beyond that, of course, you should have unending curiosity about the world around you, but that is central to all journalism. As an editor, you will find yourself squeezing much of what the world has to offer through a particular filter: the interest of your readers.

The life of an editor can be physically and emotionally demanding, and you will need to be on solid ground. Your physical and mental health will need to be robust. Ask yourself about your ability to deal with long hours and a sedentary lifestyle, punctuated by unhealthy working lunches and periods of high stress.

Your emotional life will need to be sturdy too. Being an editor is notoriously incompatible with the demands of family life. You should make sure you get your due time off, but you cannot expect routine hours. There will be crises. It is as well that your loved ones understand that. Many people will take the decision that other people and other interests are more important to them than work. In that case, editing may not be the best path within journalism.
Assessing the job

Few turn down the offer of their first editorship. More experienced editors turn down jobs all the time, however, not because of doubts about their own capabilities, but because of realistic doubts about the jobs they are being offered.

The process of winning your first editorship may be as simple as a chat in the pub (if you are already the deputy, perhaps) or it may involve a long series of interviews and panels. You will be primed to answer all sorts of questions, but you should also be ready to ask them. Most interviewees manage a halting enquiry about terms and conditions, but there is much more that they should know before they make up their minds.

Is it for you?

An editorship may be a perfectly acceptable proposition for someone else, without coming close to being right for you. There needs to be a match between the subject matter and approach of a publication and the person editing it. If you cannot muster enthusiasm for the material and those who read it, you must look elsewhere. Other things can be changed: the way the subject is dealt with, the kind of writers used, the design approach. But subject matter and readership are usually fixed. A professional can do a good job in almost any circumstances, but as a professional you also need to be honest about where your real inclinations lie.

Your new magazine

Consider the character of your new magazine. Start with the fundamentals, for instance its frequency and format, and then work out towards the intangibles, such as its ‘tone of voice’ and the way it is perceived in the market.

You may be experienced in monthlies: what changes will you experience when you move to a weekly? If you know weeklies, can you gear yourself to the different rhythm of a monthly? Now look at how the magazine presents itself. Is it authoritative or irreverent? Is it friendly or austere? Informative or entertaining? Where does it sit in its market? Does it lead or trail? Is it growing or shrinking? These are matters of fact. But how do its readers feel about it? What do the readers of rival magazines think? If it’s a professional publication, what does the industry it serves think of it? What do other editors think? These are matters of opinion, but vital in building up a picture of the task you are taking on.

What is the magazine’s history? Is it a brash newcomer, an old faithful in need of gentle tidying up, or something struggling to come to terms with a changing world? And what is the magazine’s status in publishing terms: is it part of a group or ‘portfolio’ of magazines with a common strategy, is it simply one title in a roster of scores, or is it someone’s pet project?

Magazines are not a product like any other. People have an emotional attachment to them: that’s why they are so successful. The magazine may be new
to you, and you may be seeing it objectively, but to both existing staff and readers it may have a long history filled with emotional resonance. If you make radical changes, you may encounter an unexpectedly forceful degree of opposition. This may be the first magazine your publisher created. The typefaces and paper format may have been devised in a pub when the owner was young and vigorous. You, an outsider, may be trampling on other people’s dreams.

You may, of course, be considering taking on a new launch, in which case there will as yet be no real answers to these questions. You will be providing them. Thorough discussion will help you decide whether you can create what the prospective launch publisher seems to want.

Your new employer

Taking up a new editorship will often involve joining a new employer. Aside from general questions that any new recruit would need answered, there are specific things that editors need to know. Every publishing company has a culture, but what does that culture mean for editors? How autonomous are they, or are their activities directed and regulated by a corporate vision? Does the editor handle staffing, or is that a matter for a central personnel department? Where does the editor’s budgetary responsibility end? How much power does an editor have?

You may be only one editor among many. You should ascertain whether the company’s editors meet on any formal or informal basis to discuss topics of common interest and to represent the editorial point of view within the organisation. If they do, you will probably find that helpful.

Learn what you can about your new employer. Producing one magazine among hundreds for a giant public company, answerable to anonymous shareholders via the balance sheet, is radically different from working for an entrepreneur with a small stable of publications, where each has the potential to determine the fate of the whole enterprise. Big companies have the disadvantage of anonymity. Editors feel less ‘special’, less crucial to the enterprise and more like the rest of the staff. There is also likely to be considerable support, in the form of centralised training, personnel, production and other functions.

Working for an entrepreneur or small business, on the other hand, is more of a white-knuckle ride. Psychological studies of entrepreneurs have revealed a number of characteristics which may not make them ideal employers for everyone. They find it difficult to deal dispassionately with issues of dominance and submission; they find structure stifling; they fear placing power in the hands of others; they have low tolerance of independent thinking; they have a tendency towards paranoia, seeing themselves as victims and looking for plots; they are addicted to secrecy; and they need constant reassurance and praise.

On the other hand, entrepreneurs can be exciting. They are tremendously motivated, which can be contagious. They are creative, capable of swift innovation. They often have great energy and can be more passionate, even than
their editors, about their magazines. When you are in agreement, this is inspiring. When you are not, it can be a problem.

Ask about the structure above you. To whom do you report? In most cases you will work with and report to a publisher: in some magazine houses, publishers and editors are placed on an ‘equal-but-different’ footing, both reporting to a publishing director. This may, in practice, be a semantic distinction but it recognises the complementary interests and attitudes of the publishing and editorial functions. Anything you can discover about the personalities of those holding these positions will be valuable.

Sometimes editors, particularly inexperienced editors, find themselves reporting to an ‘editorial director’ or an ‘editor-in-chief. Former editors also, on occasions, become publishers. This should be helpful, but may not necessarily be. The problem with having another editor above you is that it breaks the ‘contract’ between editor and reader. If every decision you make can be overridden, if there is always a higher court of appeal, if your operational decisions about staff, contributors, cover treatments and so on can be overturned, you are no longer the editor. You are the deputy editor.

This is not to say that there is no place for senior editors, particularly in large publishing houses, to make strategic decisions, to look at new launches, and to make their expertise available to those editors who wish to make use of it. But this is a role which needs to be performed with subtlety if mutual respect, rather than suspicion, is to be achieved.

Editors-in-chief should be available for consultation, advice and support. All editors have times when they need the assistance of someone experienced. This relationship will not work, however, if the editor-in-chief is also supposed to be sitting in judgement on those who seek his or her help. The role of any such editor-in-chief is something that should be explored in interview. In short, the buck must stop with you, or you aren’t editing your magazine.

Your new staff

Before accepting a position as editor, consider your new staff. Sloppiness about spelling, punctuation, and so on, indicates problems in the sub-editing department. Weak headlines and standfards and a general lack of sharpness may stem from inadequacies higher up the chain. If there is a staff box (or ‘masthead’, if you prefer), see how it relates to the by-lines that you see. Much of the writing, these days, will tend to have been produced by contributors, but the ideas may well have been generated in-house.

Ask yourself what you would expect such an issue to cost, in terms of freelance material: when you reach the final stages of the interviewing process, your budgetary constraints should be revealed. Taking that in conjunction with staffing levels, you can begin to make some assessment of what can realistically be achieved.
It is worth asking, too, about training. Your interview is not the most intelligent time to ask about your own career development, but you should know what is available to your staff and what their attitude to it has been. Some managements persist in using training as a punishment or ritual humiliation, to the despair of trainers, and if that has been the case you will find it difficult to promote a more constructive attitude.

It is worth thinking particularly hard about two key jobs: your art editor (or director) and your deputy editor. It is fair to say that without a happy and mutually respectful relationship with both, your attempt to bring your own personality to bear on the new magazine will face great difficulties. It will be one of your first tasks to ensure that these key colleagues are receptive to your direction or to take appropriate action. It is commonplace for new editors to bring their own deputies. This is neither fair nor necessarily sensible, but the culture of magazines is such that it is often expected.

You will make more headway and gain more respect if you make an effort to accommodate your new colleagues and give them the chance to show you what they can do. Do not prejudge things: they may have been waiting for the chance to demonstrate their skills and their enthusiasm for the magazine. You may have to hold them back, rather than pushing them on.

Either way, the attitude of your colleagues will play a large part in determining the success or failure of your editorship. At the time of your appointment, you may be more preoccupied with your own editorial skills: handling stories, headlines, pictures and money. Soon, however, you will realise that successful magazines really depend upon the creation of inspiring relationships between people. Only experience—good and bad—can help you with that: but that’s when you become an editor.
APPENDIX 1
National Union of Journalists Code of Conduct

1 A journalist has a duty to maintain the highest professional and ethical standards.
2 A journalist shall at all times defend the principle of the freedom of the press and other media in relation to the collection of information and the expression of comment and criticism. He/she shall strive to eliminate distortion, news suppression and censorship.
3 A journalist shall strive to ensure that the information he/she disseminates is fair and accurate, avoid the expression of comment and conjecture as established fact and falsification by distortion, selection or misrepresentation.
4 A journalist shall rectify promptly any harmful inaccuracies, ensure that correction and apologies receive due prominence and afford the right of reply to persons criticised when the issue is of sufficient importance.
5 A journalist shall obtain information, photographs and illustrations only by straightforward means. The use of other means can be justified only by overriding considerations of the public interest. The journalist is entitled to exercise a personal conscientious objection to the use of such means.
6 A journalist shall do nothing which entails intrusion into anybody’s private life, grief or distress, subject to justification by overriding considerations of the public interest.
7 A journalist shall protect confidential sources of information.
8 A journalist shall not accept bribes nor shall he/she allow other inducements to influence the performance of his/her professional duties.
9 A journalist shall not lend himself/herself to the distortion or suppression of the truth because of the advertising or other considerations.
10 A journalist shall mention a person’s age, sex, race, colour, creed, illegitimacy, disability, marital status, or sexual orientation only if this information is strictly relevant. A journalist shall neither originate nor process material which encourages discrimination, ridicule, prejudice or hatred on any of the above-mentioned grounds.
11 No journalist shall knowingly cause or allow the publication or broadcast of a photograph that has been manipulated unless that photograph is clearly labelled as such. Manipulation does not include normal dodging, burning, colour balancing,
spotting, contrast adjustment, cropping and obvious masking for legal or safety reasons.

12 A journalist shall not take private advantage of information gained in the course of his/her duties, before the information is public knowledge.

13 A journalist shall not by way of statement, voice or appearance endorse by advertisement any commercial product or service save for the promotion of his/her own work or of the medium by which he/she is employed.
APPENDIX 2
Press Complaints Commission Code of Practice

The Press Complaints Commission is charged with enforcing the following Code of Practice which was framed by the newspaper and periodical industry and ratified by the Press Complaints Commission, 1 December 1999.

All members of the press have a duty to maintain the highest professional and ethical standards. This code sets the benchmark for those standards. It both protects the rights of the individual and upholds the public’s right to know.

The Code is the cornerstone of the system of self-regulation to which the industry has made a binding commitment. Editors and publishers must ensure that the Code is observed rigorously not only by their staff but also by anyone who contributes to their publications.

It is essential to the workings of an agreed code that it be honoured not only to the letter but in the full spirit. The Code should not be interpreted so narrowly as to compromise its commitment to respect the rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it prevents publication in the public interest.

It is the responsibility of editors to co-operate with the PCC as swiftly as possible in the resolution of complaints.

Any publication which is criticised by the PCC under one of the following clauses must print the adjudication which follows in full and with due prominence.

1 Accuracy

(i) Newspapers and periodicals must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading or distorted material including pictures.

(ii) Whenever it is recognised that a significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distorted report has been published, it must be corrected promptly and with due prominence.

(iii) An apology must be published whenever appropriate.

(iv) Newspapers, whilst free to be partisan, must distinguish clearly between comment, conjecture and fact.

(v) A newspaper or periodical must report fairly and accurately the outcome of an action for defamation to which it has been a party.
2 **Opportunity to reply**

A fair opportunity for reply to inaccuracies must be given to individuals or organisations when reasonably called for.

3 **Privacy**

(i) Everyone is entitled to respect for his or her private and family life, home, health and correspondence. A publication will be expected to justify intrusions into any individual’s private life without consent.

(ii) The use of long lens photography to take pictures of people in private places without their consent is unacceptable.

*Note*—Private places are public or private property where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy.

4 **Harassment**

(i) Journalists and photographers must neither obtain nor seek to obtain information or pictures through intimidation, harassment or persistent pursuit.

(ii) They must not photograph individuals in private places (as defined by the note to clause 3) without their consent; must not persist in telephoning, questioning, pursuing or photographing individuals after having been asked to desist; must not remain on their property after having been asked to leave and must not follow them.

(iii) Editors must ensure that those working for them comply with these requirements and must not publish material from other sources which does not meet these requirements.

5 **Intrusion into grief or shock**

In cases involving personal grief or shock, enquiries must be carried out and approaches made with sympathy and discretion. Publication must be handled sensitively at such times but this should not be interpreted as restricting the right to report judicial proceedings.

6 **Children**

(i) Young people should be free to complete their time at school without unnecessary intrusion.

(ii) Journalists must not interview or photograph a child under the age of 16 on subjects involving the welfare of the child or any other child in the absence of or without the consent of a parent or other adult who is responsible for the children.

(iii) Pupils must not be approached or photographed while at school without the permission of the school authorities.

(iv) There must be no payment to minors for material involving the welfare of children nor payments to parents or guardians for material about their children or wards unless it is demonstrably in the child’s interest.
(v) Where material about the private life of a child is published, there must be justification for publication other than the fame, notoriety or position of his or her parents or guardian.

7 *Children in sex cases*

1) The press must not, even where the law does not prohibit it, identify children under the age of 16 who are involved in cases concerning sexual offences, whether as victims or as witnesses.

2) In any press report of a case involving a sexual offence against a child—
   (i) The child must not be identified.
   (ii) The adult may be identified.
   (iii) The word ‘incest’ must not be used where a child victim might be identified,
   (iv) Care must be taken that nothing in the report implies the relationship between the accused and the child.

8 *Listening devices*

Journalists must not obtain or publish material obtained by using clandestine listening devices or by intercepting private telephone conversations.

9 *Hospitals*

(i) Journalists or photographers making enquiries at hospitals or similar institutions must identify themselves to a responsible executive and obtain permission before entering non-public areas.

(ii) The restrictions on intruding into privacy are particularly relevant to enquiries about individuals in hospitals or similar institutions.

10 *Reporting of crime*

(i) The press must avoid identifying relatives or friends of persons convicted or accused of crime without their consent,

(ii) Particular regard should be paid to the potentially vulnerable position of children who are witnesses to, or victims of, crime. This should not be interpreted as restricting the right to report judicial proceedings.

11 *Misrepresentation*

(i) Journalists must not generally obtain or seek to obtain information or pictures through misrepresentation or subterfuge.

(ii) Documents or photographs should be removed only with the consent of the owner.
(iii) Subterfuge can be justified only in the public interest and only when material cannot be obtained by any other means.

12 Victims of sexual assault

The press must not identify victims of sexual assault or publish material likely to contribute to such identification unless there is adequate justification and, by law, they are free to do so.

13 Discrimination

(i) The press must avoid prejudicial or pejorative reference to a person’s race, colour, religion, sex or sexual orientation or to any physical or mental illness or disability.

(ii) It must avoid publishing details of a person’s race, colour, religion, sexual orientation, physical or mental illness or disability unless these are directly relevant to the story.

14 Financial journalism

(i) Even where the law does not prohibit it, journalists must not use for their own profit financial information they receive in advance of its general publication, nor should they pass such information to others.

(ii) They must not write about shares or securities in whose performance they know that they or their close families have a significant financial interest without disclosing the interest to the editor or financial editor.

(iii) They must not buy or sell, either directly or through nominees or agents, shares or securities about which they have written recently or about which they intend to write in the near future.

15 Confidential sources

Journalists have a moral obligation to protect confidential sources of information.

16 *Payment for articles

(i) Payment or offers of payment for stories or information must not be made directly or through agents to witnesses or potential witnesses in current criminal proceedings except where the material concerned ought to be published in the public interest and there is an overriding need to make or promise to make a payment for this to be done. Journalists must take every possible step to ensure that no financial dealings have influence on the evidence that those witnesses may give. (An editor authorising such a payment must be prepared to demonstrate that there is a legitimate public interest at stake involving matters that the public has a right to know. The payment or, where accepted, the offer of payment to any witness who is actually cited to give evidence should be disclosed to the prosecution and the defence and the witness should be advised of this.)
The public interest

There may be exceptions to the clauses marked * where they can be demonstrated to be in the public interest.

1 The public interest includes:

(i) Detecting or exposing crime or a serious misdemeanour,

(ii) Protecting public health and safety,

(iii) Preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of an individual or organisation.

2 In any case where the public interest is invoked, the Press Complaints Commission will require a full explanation by the editor demonstrating how the public interest was served.

3 There is a public interest in freedom of expression itself. The Commission will therefore have regard to the extent to which material has, or is about to, become available to the public.

4 In cases involving children editors must demonstrate an exceptional public interest to override the normally paramount interest of the child.
Glossary

Terms which have their own entry are printed in SMALL CAPITALS.

ABC  Audit Bureau of Circulation, the organisation which provides independent confirmation of a magazine’s sales.
ad:ed ratio  the ratio of advertising to EDITORIAL in an issue of a magazine.
ad-get feature  an EDITORIAL FEATURE commissioned to encourage advertisers to take space alongside.
advertisement feature  the approved term for ADVERTORIAL.
advertorial  an advertisement written and designed to resemble EDITORIAL material.
all rights  the right to publish a piece as often as required in any medium and in any territory.
angle  the particular point of interest within a news story, either to the writer or to the readers.
appraisal  a formal meeting in which an employee’s performance is assessed and discussed.
artwork  (a) the visual elements on a page, excluding text; (b) the physical components of a page, including HALF-TONES and typesetting, prior to being turned into FILM.
ascender  the upper strokes of LOWER CASE letters such as b, d, h, etc.
ASCII  American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Pronounced Askey’ and used to mean plain text in digital form without formatting.
assign  to sell COPYRIGHT material outright.
attrition  connecting a quote or information to its source. A note ‘attrib?’ in copy is a request that a quote be linked to a speaker.
background  the context in a story or FEATURE.
back issue  an earlier copy of a magazine.
backup  another copy of computer documents made in case the originals are lost or damaged. ‘Backups’ are the copies themselves.
bad break  where automatic HYPHENATION produces ugly or misleading results, e.g. ‘therapist’ becoming ‘therapist’.
band  a wide plastic wrapper allowing an extra supplement to be attached (‘bound on’) to an issue.
barcode a machine-readable serial number placed on a magazine COVER.
baseline a notional line along the bottom of a row of type. DESCENDERS fall below the baseline.
bind to fasten pages together to make a magazine.
bleed to print beyond the boundary of the page after trimming. Pictures are said to ‘bleed’ or be used ‘full-bleed’.
blob par a paragraph started with a black dot or BULLET. Used to emphasise extra points of interest.
body copy or body text the main text of a piece.
body type the typeface in which the BODY COPY is set.
bold heavy type.
bookmarks a list of favourite WORLD WIDE WEB pages stored in a BROWSER program.
boost a BOX telling readers what to expect in the next issue.
box area of type marked out by rules.
brainstorming session an ideas meeting in which critical comments are forbidden.
brief (a) instructions to a writer, photographer or designer; (b) a short news item.
bromide photographic paper produced by a typesetting or image-setting machine.
browser or web browser computer program used for reading WORLD WIDE WEB pages.
budget a statement of expenditure and income allocated to a department for a given period.
budget forecast a forecast of expenditure and income for a department in a given period.
bug an electronic pick-up used for recording telephone calls.
bullet a black dot used for emphasis or in lists.
bureau an outside facility used to produce BROMIDES or FILMS from electronically assembled pages.
business-to-business the current term for trade magazine publishing,
bust to be too long for the space allocated. Used of HEADLINES, STANDFIRSTS and CAPTIONS.
by-line the author’s name when used on the page.
caps capital letters.
caption  a piece of text associated with a photograph, usually to indicate what it shows.
caret mark  a mark used in COPY MARK UP and PROOF-reading to indicate that something must be inserted.
cash-flow  the pattern of an organisation’s income and spending over a period, recorded on a cash-flow chart.
cast off  to calculate the space occupied by a piece of text.
casual  a freelance journalist employed temporarily in the office.
catch-line  a short identifying name given to a story as it passes through the production process.
CD-ROM  compact disc used to display words, images, sound and moving pictures on a computer screen.
centred  a form of typesetting in which space is distributed at both ends of each line.
centre-spread  the middle two pages of a SADDLE-STITCHED magazine.
chapel  a branch of the National Union of Journalists based on a single magazine house.
classifieds  small advertisements grouped together.
clip art  pictures not subject to COPYRIGHT restrictions, usually obtained in digitised form.
close  to send an issue to the printers: The issue is closed.’
collate  to assemble the pages of a magazine into the right order.
colour  (a) printed using the FOUR-COLOUR PROCESS; (b) descriptive writing.
colour house  where photographs are SCANNED and united with electronically generated pages and type to produce the FILM required to make printing PLATES.
colour separations  the four separate pieces of FILM created when full-colour material is put through the FOUR-COLOUR PROCESS.
column  (a) regular article; (b) a section of type set across a fixed MEASURE and running vertically down the page.
column rule  a vertical line separating COLUMNS.
commission  a contract asking a FREELANCE writer or photographer to produce a piece of work.
computer to plate  sending finished pages from the editorial layout system to create a printing PLATE, with no interim FILM stage. Also known as (straight to plate).
contact sheet  a sheet of photographs made by pressing the negatives directly against the photographic paper. The prints are the same size as the original negatives.
contacts journalistic sources.
contempt of court illegal interference with the course of justice.
contract a form of publishing in which professional publishers produce magazines on behalf of other commercial organisations.
controlled circulation a form of free distribution in which copies are sent to readers on a mailing list.
copy all written material.
copy edit to sub-edit written material for consistency, accuracy, grammar, spelling and house style.
copy-fit to ensure edited material fits the allocated space.
copy-flow the movement of journalistic material during the editing and production process.
copyright the right to reproduce a piece of creative work, initially held by its creator.
cover the first page of a magazine.
cover-line words used on the COVER to entice readers.
cover-mount a free gift attached to the COVER.
credits details of photographers, authors, stylists, providers of clothes, etc., to go alongside photographs.
Cromalin a proprietary PROOFING system for proofing FOUR-COLOUR material from FILM rather than printing PLATES.
crop to alter the size and shape of a photograph,
crosshead a small HEADLINE in the body of the text.
cross-reference a reminder to readers that further information on a subject is to be found elsewhere in an issue.
customer magazines magazines published by or for organisations to give or sell to their customers.
cut to delete a section of text.
cut-out a photograph in which the subject has been ‘cut out’ and the background discarded.
cuttings previously published articles, either a writer’s own or other people’s.
cuttings job  disparaging name for a FEATURE or PROFILE written without extensive new research or interviewing.
database  information organised and stored in a computer.
date-tied  only relevant if published at a specific time.
deadline  the time by which a journalistic task is expected to be completed.
deck  technically, one complete HEADLINE, no matter how many lines it occupies. A subheading beneath it in a different font or size would be a second deck. Often used, erroneously, to mean a single line of headline type: a two-line headline is thus called a two-deck headline.
defendant  a person or organisation subject to a legal action,
delete  to cut a character, word or line.
departments  a useful American term for the regular elements found in each issue of a magazine: EDITOR’S LETTER, news, products, etc.
descender  the tail of certain LOWER CASE letters (p, q, y, etc.) which descends below the BASELINE.
desk  a department of a magazine, e.g. features desk, news desk, sub-editor’s desk.
desktop publishing (DTP)  computer hardware and software to permit the typesetting and make-up of pages, complete with photographs, on-screen.
diary  the routine events covered by a magazine’s reporters. Hence ‘off-diary’ stories are those that are out of the ordinary.
diary column  (a) a gossip column; (b) an account of someone’s week.
dingbat  a typographic symbol available from the keyboard.
disk  a computer storage medium, available in fixed ‘hard disk’ or portable ‘floppy disk’ form.
display ad  an advertisement that uses more than simple type and appears outside the CLASSIFIED section.
display type  large type used for HEADINGS etc.
domain  fundamental part of the address of a computer within the INTERNET.
double-page spread (DPS)  two pages opposite one another, whether used for a single advertisement or a single EDITORIAL
drop cap  a large letter at the beginning of a paragraph, usually at least as deep as two lines of BODY TYPE.
dropout  a fault in camerawork or PLATE-making meaning light areas of a picture lose all detail.
dummy  (a) a mock-up of a new publication; (b) a complete set of PROOFS in correct order; (c) a reduced-size, plain paper mock-
up of the current issue showing the location of display advertising etc.

duotone a black and white picture reproduced by printing in black and one other colour.

edit (a) to cut, check, rewrite and otherwise improve an article; (b) to be an editor, either of a whole magazine or of a section.

editorial (a) the journalistic content of a magazine; (b) the EDITOR’S LETTER or leader column.

editor’s letter introductory remarks by the editor.

electronic mail (e-mail) a means of communicating by typing messages into computers.

em (a) a unit of measurement, becoming archaic. An em, properly called a pica em, is 12 POINTs. It represents the space occupied by an upper case M in 12-pt type, (b) Historically, an em in any type size is the width of an upper case M in that size. Thus a 9-pt em is 9 pts wide, an 8-pt em 8 pts and so on.

embargo a ban on publication before a specified date.

en half the width of an EM in any type size. Typesetting jobs were measured in ens, the en being the average width of a lower case character in any type size.

ends written at the end of a piece of original COPY to indicate that it has ended.

end symbol a typographic device (usually a black square or BULLET) used in magazine pages to indicate that a piece has finished.

exclusive a story or interview that is unique to a particular magazine.

expenses costs incurred.

facing matter an advertisement that is placed opposite EDITORIAL.

fair comment a defence to certain LIBEL actions.

fair dealing the permitted use of COPYRIGHT material.

feature a piece of writing that is longer, more discursive and contains more ‘colour’ than a news story.

fifth colour an extra colour, often day-glo or metallic, used to create a striking effect beyond the means of the normal FOUR-COLOUR PROCESS. Often used on COVERS.

file any document created on a computer.

filename the name given to a computer document.

fill to rewrite a piece of type, whether a HEADING, STANDFIRST, CAPTION Or BODY TEXT, to fit a given space.

film material produced by image-setting machines and colour separation equipment and used to make printing PLATES.
first rights or first British serial rights
the right to publish an article once in the UK. This is the standard commission, unless the writer agrees otherwise.

fit
to CUT a piece of writing to match a fixed space.

fixed direct costs
costs incurred in production but not proportionate to the volume of production.

flash
a design device for drawing attention.

Flash
ubiquitous proprietory software used to produce animation etc. in web pages.

flat-plan
a plan of the magazine, indicating where every advertisement and every piece of EDITORIAL will appear.

focus
congestion on the identity of a magazine,

focus feature
a label sometimes used for AD-GET features.

focus group
a small group of readers and potential readers assembled for research purposes.

folio
page number.

follow-up
a return to a story to encompass new developments.

footer
a line, often including the magazine’s name, that appears at the bottom of every page.

format
(a) the size and shape of a page, e.g. A4; (b) to format text is to apply to it all the typographic specifications laid down in a magazine’s design. This should happen automatically when text is transferred into a LAYOUT program.

fount or font
traditionally, a set of characters in one TYPEFACE and one size. Today it tends to mean a typeface in its complete range of sizes and italic and bold variants.

four-colour process
a printing technique that uses four colours of ink (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) to simulate full colour.

freelance
a self-employed journalist, either writing at home or working as a casual sub-editor.

furniture
(a) design elements common to every page of a magazine; (b) regular features and fixed items in the magazine as a whole.

galley proof
a proof produced as a single column of type, before page make-up.

gatefold
a page, usually the inside front COVER, which folds out to accommodate a large advertisement. Occasionally used for editorial.

gone to bed
the magazine is at the printers and cannot be changed.

graduated tint
a TINT which changes in density or hue from top to bottom or from side to side.
grid the underlying design structure of the magazine, determining COLUMN widths and image area. Now usually exists only in computer form.
gutter the gap between two COLUMNS or two adjoining pages.
h & j HYPHENATION and JUSTIFICATION. Now usually encountered as rules built into DESKTOP PUBLISHING programs.
half-tone an illustration or photograph after it has been broken into dots for printing.
hard copy words on paper rather than on the computer screen.
header a line of type that appears at the top of every page.
heading or headline an area of DISPLAY TYPE that draws the reader’s interest to a feature. Need not be at the top of the page.
hold over to keep an item for the next issue or some future date.
hot links words or graphics on a page of computer text that can be clicked to take the reader to a different page.
house ad an advertisement placed in a magazine by its own publisher.
house journal a magazine produced for employees of an organisation.
house style a set of rules about disputed spellings, matters of punctuation, capitalisation, use of numerals, etc.
HTML HyperText Mark-up Language, a computer language used for the creation of WORLD WIDE WEB pages.
human interest a type of story or feature concentrating on emotional aspects of individual lives.
hypertext text on a computer screen that can be clicked on to allow the reader to navigate around a page, document or site.
hyphenation the insertion of a hyphen into a word as it breaks at the end of a line. Controlled by dictionaries built into DESKTOP PUBLISHING programs but subject to manual override.
icon a drawing on a computer screen used to indicate and manipulate files, disc drives, etc. By extension, similar drawings used as illustrations and graphics in page design.
image area the part of a page which is normally inked.
imprint the names and addresses of the publisher and printer and any other legally required information.
indentation (abbreviated to ‘indent’) a shorter line than usual, leaving a white space at the beginning or end. Used to mark paragraphs.
injunction a court order.
insert a loose advertisement or announcement that is inserted between a magazine’s pages.
interim injunction | a court order banning publication in advance of a court hearing. Used to prevent publication of material based on breaches of confidence.

Internet | the international network of linked computers.

intro | abbreviation for ‘introduction’: the author’s opening paragraph. Not to be confused with the STANDFIRST or SELL, which are written by editors and sub-editors.

italic | sloping type used for emphasis, book titles, etc.

justification | (a) adjustment of the spacing between words and characters. ‘Justified’ type is set so that lines are full out at both ends, (b) Proving the truth of an allegation when defending a libel action.

justified | see JUSTIFICATION.

kern | to reduce space between two letters to make them fit neatly. Computer systems do this automatically, but it can be adjusted manually.

kicker | an introductory HEADING in small type above the main headline.

kill | to drop a story or FEATURE.

kill fee | a payment in respect of a story that has been dropped at an early stage.

landscape | a picture with a horizontal emphasis.

layout | designs for pages, SPREADS and features; printed versions of those designs.

lead | (pronounced ‘leed’) the most important and prominent story on a news page.

leading | (pronounced ‘ledding’) the vertical space between lines of type. Measured in POINTS.

legal | a potential legal problem or query: ‘We’ve got a legal on this story.’

letterspacing | adjustment of the space between a group of letters to improve appearance. Also known as ‘tracking’.

libel | a defamatory publication or statement.

licence | an agreement to use COPYRIGHT material within negotiated restrictions.

lift | to acquire writing or pictures from some other published source without paying for them.

line drawing | an illustration that uses lines rather than areas of continuous tone.

listings | details of events, entertainment, etc.

literal | a typographical error.
logo  abbreviation for ‘logotype’: the magazine’s name, in the typographic style used on the cover.

lower case  small letters, as opposed to capitals.

manuscript  original COPY on paper.

mark up  to prepare typewritten COPY for typesetting.

masthead  the panel that includes the magazine’s name, address and telephone numbers and often its staff box. Incorrectly used to mean TITLE-PIECE.

measure  the width of a column. Often measured in PICA EMS.

media pack  details of a magazine’s circulation, readership and technical specifications. Used to attract advertisers.

mf  abbreviation for ‘more follows’. Written at the end of individual pages of COPY.

model release form  a form to be signed by a photographic model, indemnifying the magazine against various legal claims.

mono  black and white.

mug-shot  simple identifying picture of an individual person.

multimedia  bringing together words, images, sounds and moving pictures to be accessed on a computer.

newsgroup  Internet discussion group, usually containing gossip but little real news.

newsletter  a magazine with minimal production values distributed by subscription.

next week/month box  a BOX or PANEL indicating what the magazine’s next issue will contain.

nib  news in brief: a one-paragraph news story.

NVQ  National Vocational Qualification: an industrywide in-service training scheme.

offline  an electronic medium that does not require a connection to a remote computer.

off the record  a statement made subject to restrictions as to how it is reported.

online  an electronic medium that requires connection to a remote computer.

online service  a commercial organisation selling information to those connecting to its remote computers.

on spec  a feature offered for the editor’s perusal, without obligation.

on the record  a statement made without restrictions as to how it is reported.

orphan  the short line at the beginning or end of a paragraph appearing at the bottom of a COLUMN. Best avoided.

outs  photographs submitted for a LAYOUT but not used.
overheads costs not directly related to a magazine’s production.
overmatter type in excess of the space allowed for it.
overs see OUTS.
ozalid a type of PROOF.
page rate (a) the price of a page of advertising; (b) the sum an editor can spend on a page of EDITORIAL.
page traffic measurement of how well a given page is read,
pagination the number of pages.
panel an area of type enclosed by RULES and often backed by a TINT.
Pantone a proprietary colour-matching system. Fifth colours are sometimes called ‘Pantone colours’ because this is the system used to define them.
par/para abbreviation for ‘paragraph’.
paste up to create pages from BROMIDES of type and HALF-TONES, ready to go before the camera. Effectively replaced by DEAKTOP PUBLISHING programs.
pdf a computer file in Adobe’s portable document format, commonly used for final output of editorial pages.
peg the event to which a story or feature has to be tied to make it topical: ‘The peg for this is the new school term.’
perfect bound a method of BINDING, using glue, that creates a magazine with a hard, square spine.
photomontage a photograph assembled out of several originals or extensively retouched.
pica 12-pt type. A pica EM is a 12-pt em. The pica em is used as a unit of typographical measurement.
picture by-line a BY-LINE incorporating a photograph of the author.
pixillate to treat a picture electronically so that the subject is unrecognisable. Used to protect anonymity in stories where this is legally necessary, and in imitation of television practice.
plaintiff a person or organisation bringing a legal action, now officially called a ‘claimant’.
planning meeting a meeting dedicated to future issues.
plate an ink-bearing surface used in the lithographic printing process.
point the fundamental unit of typographical measurement. There are 72 pts to the inch and 28.35 to the centimetre.
portfolio (a) group of magazines owned by a single company; (b) a folder showing examples of a designer’s work.
portrait a picture with vertical emphasis.
post-mortem a meeting to discuss the previous issue or issues.
pre-plan a meeting to discuss future features.
pre-press print planning, FILM assembly, PLATE-making and other activities required before printing.
preprint a section of a magazine printed in advance and then inserted into the issue.
print run the total number of issues printed,
prior restraint legal action preventing publication,
privilege a defence to some LIBEL actions.
Profile a portrait in words, usually of a person but occasionally of an organisation, a place or an object.
proof a printed copy of work in progress, for checking purposes.
pull quote a quote extracted from a FEATURE or news story and given visual emphasis by typography.
qualitative research research dealing with readers’ opinions, aspirations and feelings.
quantitative research research based on demographic and statistical aspects of the readership.
ragged right type that is not JUSTIFIED, but is ‘flush left’ or RANGED LEFT. Each line may be of a different length, giving a ‘ragged’ appearance.
ranged left type that is not JUSTIFIED but is lined up on the left.
ranged right type that is not JUSTIFIED but is lined up on the right.
readership the total number of people reading a magazine, based on research into how many people see each copy.
register the correct alignment of all four colours of ink. Printing can be ‘in register’ or ‘out of register’.
regulars the repeated elements in a magazine: contents page, EDITOR’S LETTER, news, letters, etc.
repertoire buyers readers who choose from a range of magazines.
reportage term used for ‘gritty’ investigative news features, with appropriate photography.
repro abbreviation for ‘reproduction’, meaning highlevel SCANNING of colour pictures and their reuniting with type and page LAYOUTS to make the FOUR-COLOUR FILMS required for colour printing.
repro house also known as COLOUR HOUSE. Facility specialising in reproduction and colour work.
retouch to improve or alter a photograph. Now done electronically.
revenue income.
reverse out typically, to show white type emerging from a black background. Sometimes known as a ‘wob’, for ‘white on black’.
right of reply procedure for correcting published errors.
ring-round news story or FEATURE based on telephone calls seeking instant reactions to events.
river white space forming an ugly river-like pattern through a column of type.
roman the standard upright style of type.
rough a designer’s sketch leading to a finished layout or giving guidance to a photographer.
RSI Repetitive Strain Injury, a crippling condition affecting some of those who work on-screen.
rule any line appearing in printed matter.
runnelaround type which is set to run around a photograph or graphic element.
running turn ensuring that sentences carry on from one COLUMN to the next and from one page to the next, to discourage the reader from breaking off.
saddle-stitching a method of BINDING magazines by folding pages at the seam and stapling.
scanner an electronic or computer device used for converting photographs, artwork and typewritten COPY into digital form.
scanning the process of converting photographs, artwork and typewritten copy into digital form.
schedule a timetable of production events from the commissioning of material to printing.
Scitex equipment used at the COLOUR HOUSE for the manipulation and enhancement of colour photographs at high resolution.
screamer an exclamation mark.
search engine or tool a program on a WEBSITE used for finding things on the INTERNET.
section a part of a magazine formed from a single sheet of paper before being stitched and trimmed.
sell See STANDFIRST.
separations see COLOUR SEPARATIONS.
server a computer used for storing large volumes of material, either in the office or as part of the INTERNET.
shoot a photographic session.
sidebar additional material enhancing a FEATURE, often placed in a PANEL or BOX to one side of BODY COPY.
sidehead  a small HEADING in the text, flush with the left of the COLUMN of type.
slander  spoken defamation.
slug  a small HEADING at the top of a page used to define the type of material on the page beneath: ‘news’, ‘personal view’, ‘industry focus’, etc.
solus ad  the only advertisement on a SPREAD.
solus reader  a reader who is loyal to a single magazine.
special feature  often an AD-GET feature.
spike  a metal spike used for holding discarded copy. Now banned for safety reasons but sometimes replaced by a similarly named area in a computer system.
splash  the front-page lead story in a newspaper-format magazine.
sponsorship  generating revenue by selling one or more advertisers the right to associate themselves with some EDITORIAL area or event.
spot colour  single colour (in addition to black).
spread  See DOUBLE-PAGE SPREAD.
s/s  abbreviation for ‘same size’.
stand first  the introductory material to a FEATURE, written by editors or sub-editors.
standing artwork  graphic material used in every issue,
standing matter  text elements used in every issue.
stet  Latin for ‘let it stand’: an instruction to reinstate something shown as deleted on the HARD COPY or PROOF.
sting  the central and most damaging allegation in a LIBEL case.
strap or strapline  an additional HEADING above or below main heading and in smaller type.
strict liability  a type of CONTEMPT OF COURT that can be committed accidentally.
style  see HOUSE STYLE.
style book  the repository of HOUSE STYLE.
style sheet  (a) a shorter version of a style book; (b) in desktop publishing programs, a stored set of type specifications to which incoming text can be made to conform.
stylist  the person responsible for organising a photographic shoot, especially if models are involved.
sub  sub-editor (sometimes known as copy editor).
subhead  a subsidiary HEADING in small type beneath the main heading.
SWOT  Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats: a fashionable way of analysing a magazine’s position in the market.
synopsis  a brief summary of an article.
Teeline  a shorthand system favoured by journalists.
think piece  a ruminative FEATURE.
thumbnail  a miniature print-out or drawing of a page.
TIFF  (Tagged Image File Format) a format for storing images in digital form.
tint  a printed area covered with dots to simulate light colour or grey.
titlepiece  the magazine’s title in the typographical form used on the COVER.
TOT  Triumph Over Tragedy: an emotional story built on human suffering but with a happy ending.
transparency  a single frame of positive photographic film,
transpose  to reorder characters, words or paragraphs.
trim lines  lines indicating the printing area in DESKTOP PUBLISHING software.
turn arrow  a symbol at the end of a page of type telling the reader to turn the page.
typeface  a complete alphabet in a particular design,
typo  abbreviation for ‘typographical error’.
unfair dismissal  any dismissal that is not in accordance with employment law.
unjustified type  type which has not been made flush at both ends of a line.
upper-and-lower  a HEADLINE regime in which UPPER CASE and LOWER CASE letters are used as sense requires, as opposed to ‘all capitals’ or ‘initial capitals’.
upper case  capital letters.
Usenet  also known as NEWSGROUPS: an unmoderated INTERNET discussion area that has nothing much to do with news.
variable direct costs  costs which increase with the PRINT RUN and PAGINATION.
variance  departure from an agreed budget.
vignette  a photograph that fades away to nothing at the edges.
virus  a computer program designed to spread and damage either hardware or software.
vox pop  a FEATURE or story based on short interviews and MUG-SHOTS of members of the public.
web browser  a computer program for reading WORLD WIDE WED pages.
web editor  a computer program used to create WEB PAGES.
weblog  an individual or group diary published as a WEB PAGE, using software designed to create easily updated pages.
web page  an individual document in WORLD WIDE WEB format. Will include words, photographs and graphics. May also include sound, moving pictures and animation.
website  a group of related WORLD WIDE WEB pages.
white space  unprinted areas used by a designer to direct the eye.
widow  the last line of a paragraph appearing at the top of a column. Best avoided.
wing copy  additional matter enhancing a FEATURE, appearing in a BOX or PANEL to one side: SIDEBARS.
word rate  the fee for freelance contributions.
word spacing  the amount of space between words. Controlled by software.
World Wide Web  a network of computer files stored according to an agreed format so that they appear as WEB PAGES when viewed with a WEB BROWSER.
wrongful dismissal  a dismissal without proper notice.
x-height  the height of ordinary lower case letters without ASCENDERS or DESCENDERS (a, c, e, etc.). Determines how large a typeface of a given size actually appears.
NOTES

1 How magazines work


3 Source: PPA Magazines Handbook.


5 Quoted in Media Week, 4 July 2002.


7 The information in this section comes from Launches in the UK Magazine Market, a report published in 2000 by the magazine marketing and distribution company Seymour.

2 Editorial strategy


2 http://www.nrs.co.uk.


5 Marie Claire’s ‘brand profile’ from IPC Media’s website: http://www.ipc.co.uk (accessed 6 December 2002).

6 WCRS Media Research Department, 1989.
Leader and manager

1 See anything by Dr Gerard Blair, particularly these pages created with his students as part of his Edinburgh University mechanical engineering course: http://www.ee.ed.ac.uk/~gerard/MENG/MENG96. Sadly his book Starting to Manage is out of print.
3 Casey Stengel was the celebrated manager of the New York Yankees baseball team.
4 http://www.dti.gov.uk/er.
6 The idea is explored in detail in The Rise of the Player Manager, by Philip Augar and Joy Palmer (Penguin, Harmondsworth, 2002).
7 There is also lots of useful information on the web, including the Free Management Library available online at: http://www.mapnp.org/library.
9 There is a good summary of negotiation theory online at: http://web.cba.neu.edu/~ewertheim/interper/negot3.htm (accessed 6 December 2002).
11 It is available online at: http://www.acas.org.uk/publications/pdf/cp01.pdf.
12 Details from the Department of Trade and Industry available online at: http://www.dti.gov.uk/er/pay/limits-pl827.htm (accessed 6 December 2002).
13 Institutions offering postgraduate magazine journalism courses include Cardiff University, City University, Highbury College, London College of Printing and the University of Westminster. Professional training companies including PMA and the Journalism Training Centre also run successful short courses for graduates.
14 Three-year journalism degrees are available at Bournemouth University, Southampton Institute and the Surrey Institute of Art and Design.
17 Try the RSI-UK mailing list, available online at: http://www.rsi-uk.org.uk (accessed 6 December 2002).

4 Money matters

5

The right words

1 Author of Writing at Work: Dos, Don'ts and How Tos and On-The-Job Communications for Business, the Professions, Government and Industry, sadly both out of print.
2 Feature writer with the Telegraph Magazine.
3 Go to http://www.blogger.com or http://www.movabletype.org to find more about weblogging tools, or read the useful round-up available online at: http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/02/18/index3a.html (accessed 6 December 2002).
5 A site like http://www.thepaperboy.co.uk (accessed 6 December 2002) will help you find local newspapers by their locations.
6 Courses are widely available in the UK, or you can teach yourself.
7 Most people find the in-ear microphone type of ‘bug’ works better than the stick-on magnetic device with modern telephones. Olympus makes a good one.

6

Pictures and design

1 Editing by Design (Bowker, New York, 1982).
2 John Brown Citrus are the UK’s leading contract publishers. Jeremy was formerly art director of Time Out.
4 Go to Getty Images, available online at: http://www.gettyimages.com, for a look at the research and downloading facilities offered by the biggest agencies and libraries.
5 See the wonderful selection of poster covers collected and annotated by Gerald Grow of Florida A & M University, available online at: http://aejmcmagazine.bsu.edu/Testfolder/postercovers.
6 From ‘Choosing the Cover: Art Or Science?’ , a presentation to the Periodical Publishers Association 2001 Conference, available online at: http://www.davidhepworth.com. Hepworth was formerly at EMAP, where he launched Looks, Q, More, Empire, Mojo and Heat. He stresses that such folk wisdom ‘can be useful, provided it’s not a straitjacket’.
7 Press Gazette, 16 August 2001. Available online at: http://www.pressgazette.co.uk, but only to subscribers.
8 It can be done. See the ActivePaper technology, developed by Olive Software (http://www.olivesoftware.com) and recently adopted by the British Library. To see a demo from a newspaper site, go to: http://www.eastvalleytribune.com and follow the link to Free Sample, under Online Delivery.

8

Where the buck stops

1 The most recently updated book on the law as it affects magazines is *Publishing Law* (2nd Edition), by Hugh Jones and Christopher Benson (Routledge, London, 2002).
3 Detailed information is available online on Stefan Bechthold’s Link Controversy Page: http://www.jura.uni-tuebingen.de/~s-besl/lcp.html (accessed 6 December 2002).
4 Newsbooster.com’s statements on the case are available online at: http://www.newsbooster.com (accessed 6 December 2002).
5 http://www.dpr.gov.uk/.
7 http://www.pcc.org.uk/.
8 The Teenage Magazines Arbitration Panel is administered by the Periodical Publishers Association. Details of its guidelines are published on its website: http://www.ppa.co.uk/tmap.

9

Becoming an editor

1 Letter to William Saroyan, 1936
Books

*Croner’s Reference Book for Employers*, Kingston-upon-Thames: Croner.CCH.
Online resources and articles


Magazines

British Journalism Review, BJR Publishing Ltd, University of Luton Press, Faculty of Humanities, University of Luton, 75 Castle Street, Luton LU1 3AJ. Online: http://www.bjr.org.uk.

Media Week, 19 Scarbrook Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1LX. Online: http://www.mediaweek.co.uk.

Press Gazette, 19 Scarbrook Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1LX. Online: http://www.pressgazette.com.
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